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Pref ace to Second Printing
Since the original printing of this report in July of 1982, several
changes in Virginia's water resources situation have occurred.
part, however, the substance of the report remains valid.

In large

Changes worthy

of note are the following:
1.

The public water supply problem in northern Virginia (especially
for the Occoquan Basin) appears to have been resolved for the
long term.

Under the auspices of the Interstate Commission on

the Potomac River Basin, an agreement was reached among governments in Maryland, Virginia, and the District of Columbia to
coordinate the management of the area's public water systems to
provide for projected future demands in all affected systems.
(See "Potomac River Basin Reporter," Vol. 38, p. 1, Interstate
Commission on the Potomac River Basin, April-May 1982.)
2.

A continuing review of water use trends in the state indicates
that unexpected growth has occurred in irrigation along the
Pamunkey River within the York River Basin due to a special
combination of favorable circumstances .

Otherwise, the water

use projections in the assessment section of the report continue
to appear valid.

Also, failure to consider legally required

water releases from Lake Anna in the

origin~l

assessment

resulted in a possible overstatement of instream flow conflicts
within the York River Basin.

The State Water Control Board's

(SWCB) newly expanded planning process (pursuant to Va. Code Ann.
sec. 62.1-44.38 (1982)) is continuing although recent budgetary
and personnel reductions may slow the process.

As the process moves

forward, additional modifications may need to be made in the
assessment findings.

-23.

The State Water Study Connnission continues in existence and appears
to have focused its attention upon three major areas after seeing
adopted its proposal for an expanded role for the SWCB in planning
as was reconnnended by this report:

(a) a bill regulating professional

well drillers, (b) a bill to amend the Groundwater Act, and (c) a
water transfer bill.

The last two of these measures are consistent

with general proposals made in this report.

These proposals continue

to be considered by the Connnission •
. 4.

Many of the unanswered questions relating to Virginia water allocation
law were raised in legal actions initiated in late 1980 among Norfolk,
Suffolk, and others in response to proposals for additional interjurisdictional movement of water in the southeastern area.

However,

these proceedings were not pursued to completion due to out-of-court
settlement of the disputes for the present.

These and other related ··

agreements provide for a range of actions such as 'c reation of rights
for additional interjurisdictional transfer of water during emergency
shortages in exchange for specified compensation and establishment
of mitigation measures to protect adversely affected parties.

These

arguments do not constitute a long range solution to the water supply
problems of the southeastern area since they apply only to emergency
conditions and not to growth in demand; in addition, the arguments
cover relatively short time periods.
5.

Further development of the arguments presented in this report will be
provided in an article to be published during Fall 1982 in the
Virginia Journal of Natural Resources Law.

The article titled

-3-

"Virginia's Water Allocation Law:

A Proposal for Change" is available

in draft form upon request to William Cox or Leonard Shabman prior to
its publication.

PREFACE

This study was originally funded by the Virginia Environmental Endowment
under the title "Legal and &onomic Implications of Changing Virginia's Water
Law."
Subsequent to the project's initiation, the State Water Study
Commission of the Virginia General Assembly offered addi tioJ.?.al support to
extend the scope of the study. In addition, Virginia Tech was able to offer
supp9rt for an additional research assistant.
The attached report is the final report on this project. Interim. reports
were made available for Commission use in November 1979 and May 1980.
Furthermore, the principal investigators of this project have worked with the
Commission in developing legislation for submission during the 1981 General
Assembly session.
This project report is, in every sense, a joint product of the efforts of
all · the principle investigators and research assistants.
Overall project
leadership was taken by William Cox of the Civil Engineering Department at
.Virginia Tech. William Cox worked closely with Sandra Batie and J. W. Looney
of the Department of Agricultural Economics at Virginia Tech in developing the
materials on legal and institutional issues. Richard March at Virginia Tech,
and Eva McComas, Robert Quinn, Barbara Rezner and Thomas Romer at Washington
and Lee University, were research assistants in this effort.
The water
assessment materials were prepared principally by Leonard Shabman, Department
of Agricultural Economics, and William Cox, with the assistance of Denise
Ledvina.
This report, as well as the interim reports, have presented significant
challenges for timely and accurate manuscript preparation and reproduction.
This task has been the responsibility of Sandra Poole, Department of
Agricultural Economics. Her efforts have greatly facilitated the ability of
the principal investigators to present this report to the members of the State
Water Study Commission in time to assist their final deliberations on proposed
changes in Virginia's water law.
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INTRODUCTION

Chapter One

THE STUDY

INTRODUCTION

Many states have modified their water allocation law, or are currently
considering such modification, in response to existing or anticipated watersupply problems. This is particularly true of those states which initially
gave acceptance to the riparian doctrine as the basic mechanism for allocation
of . water from streams. This doctrine, which functions well when there is an
abundanc.e of water, has been rejected or modified by some of the stat~s in an
attempt to better manage water resources after scarcities have been perceived.
As Trelease comments [1]:
Riparian law seems to be based upon an unspoken premise that if
rights to use are restricted to those persons who have access to the
water through ownership of the banks, and if those persons restrict
their demands on the water to reasonable uses, there is little need
of precise laws and institutions for water allocation, other than a
mechanism for settling the few disputes that do arise. But today we
have come to realize that there is not enough water to permit the
free exercise of all man's wants.
Water supply shortages have not been a pervasive problem in the Commonwealth of Virginia. ·water is a relatively abundant resource in the state.
For example, total water withdrawals in the state in 1975, for all purposes
except hydroelectric power generation, averaged 4. 9 billion gallons per day
(gpd), of which slightly over 95 percent consisted of surface water withdrawals [2]. This usage may b~ placed in perspective by noting that average
streamflow in the James River at Richmond is about 4.8 ·billion gpd [3]. While
such comparisons do not assure the lack of water supply problems, Virginia's
total water availability would not appear to be a significant concern in . the
foreseeable future.
Despite this overall abundance of water, the law applicable to streams
has undergone considerable expansion in recent years. These additions create
or extend state water management activities in a variety of areas, including
policy, planning, and regulation.
These statutory enactments impose additional constraints on water use and, in the case of ground water, establish an
administrative allocation program to be applied on a special management district basis. But these changes have not modified the traditional common law
system of allocation where watercourses are involved; the basic institutional
mechanism for streamflow allocation continues to be the riparian doctrine.
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Part of the reason for the expansion of law 2 regarding water use, despite the apparent abundance of water, is that consideration of average water
availability is misleading. Comparing average water use across the state with
average streamflow does not indicate the existence nor extent of water-supply
problems.
Average streamflow encompasses time periods of both flood and
drought, making it an unreliable measure of readily available supply. Also, a
considerable disparity exists between geographic patterns of water supply and
population distribution. These variations in water availability over time and
by geographic location have combined to produce significant local and regional
water shortages during droughts within a general setting of water abundance.
Impending regional water-supply shortages during unusually dry periods have
resulted in plans for major water-supply development projects that, in turn,
have given rise to questions concerning the adequacy of the existing institutional structure for allocating water among competing interests.

OBJECTIVES OF A WATER
ALLOCATION SYSTEM
Any consideration of the adequacy of Virginia's existing water allocation
and administrative programs or the evaluation of performance to be expected from modifications of the law, is predicated on the identification of a
set of objectives. While the explicit selection of appropriate objectives is
usually controversial, it is an important element of analysis of any water
allocation system. The objectives which appear to be the most appropriate
include the following:
l~w

(1)

The water allocation system should facilitate application of
water to its highest and best use.

(2)

Adequate consideration should be given to all aspects of the
public interest in determining the highest and best use.

(3)

There should be adequate integration of water-use decisions
with other resource management decisions.

(4)

There should exist efficient mechanisms for conflict resolution
concerning competing water uses, including interagency and
interstate conflicts.

These objectives represent some of the goals which a governmental body
may attempt to achieve through its water-rights and administrative systems,
but other objectives may be relevant depending upon local conditions. The
relative weight attached to each of these objectives is an issue which will
eventually be decided in the political arena.

Attainment of Highest
and Best Use
The · objective of allocating water to its highest and best use involves
attempting to insure that, at any given point in time, water is being allocated.
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to uses deemed the most beneficial by society. Two characteristics of water
rights are important in facilitating the allocation of water to its highest
and best use: flexibility and certainty.
Flexibility can include transferability between users, time periods and
geographic locations.
Institutional barriers which impede these transfers
will make it more difficult to insure that water be used efficiently. Levi,
for instance, makes the following statement [4]:
It is submitted that making a water right freely transferable sepa.ra te and apart from the land is a very important prerequisite to
establishing a water law system which encourages the most beneficial
water utilization. It should permit attainment of the ·highest and
best use because those who can utilize the water more profitably
will be willing to pay more for the water right. It would permit
usage to shift freely from the agricultural to the industrial, municipa.i, or other sector of .t he economy.
The benefits of transferability can only be obtained, however, if water
rights are reasonably certain .in their legal status. A necessary condition
for highest and best use, therefore, is tha·t the water allocation mechanism
should minimize uncertainty regarding the right to use water. A water · alloca. t~on system can be evaluated on the basis of its ability to resolve uncertainty by considering such questions as:
-- Who may legally claim a water right?
How is a right to use water legally established and under what
conditions will a water right be forfeited?
How may water legally be used?
How is the quantity of water to which an individual is entitled
determined?
Under what conditions may water be stored for future use?
Are water rights trasferable between users?
How may municipalities and other public bodies obtain water for
public water supply?

Full Consideration of
the Public Interest
Although many of the values associated with water are enjoyed by private
parties, there are other values which are enjoyed by the public in general, or
by large segments of the public; these uses may require special attention if
they are to receive adequate consideration in the resource allocation process.
Perhaps the most important general class of public values which may need special consideration are instream flow values. These values include protection
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of fish and wildlife, recreational uses of water, esthetic enjoyment stemming
from water in its natural state, and scientific study. The primary source of
difficulty regarding the consideration of public water uses in the allocation
process is their dispersion among the population in general. While most allocation systems provide a process for resolution of conflicts among uses involving withdrawals, some may not provide an effective forum for consideration
of public instream uses due to the absence of a spokesman for the collective
interest with appropriate recognition for participation in allocation proceedings. Mechanisms to insure inclusion of this class of water-service beneficiaries must be included in a water allocation system if it is to facilitate
the highest and best use of the resource.

Integration With Other
Resource Management Goals
Water resource allocation decision should be consistent with other
resource management goals. Water allocation decisions should be coordinated
with the broader aspects of natural resources management and environmen:tal
protection efforts in the state.
This objective encompasses such dive·rse
elements as conjunctive management of surface and ground water, integration of
water quantity and quality management, and coordination of water management
with land-use programs.

Conflict Resolution
An additional concern is that any water allocation mechanism should have
the capability to resolve conflicts in a manner that is timely and cost ef.f ec- ·
tive. ·Some allocation mechanisms may manage uncontested water rights at low
cost . with little state intervention in private water use but require costly
and time-consuming judicial resolution of allocation conflicts. Other mechanisms involve a more complex administrative structure and therefore may produce somewhat higher costs and greater delays in handling routine applications
for water rights, yet include a relatively efficient process for settling conflicts over water rights. An important factor related to choice of allocation
system therefore consists of the frequency of water-r~ghts conflicts requiring
resolution.

Achieving conflict resolution in an efficient manner is an objective not
only for the resolution of private disagreements but also for the resolution
of public agency disagreements within a state or between states. Within a
given state, the complexities of water resource management necessitate the
existence of a variety of separate programs under the jurisdiction of separate
agencies, each of which focuses on specialized areas of water resources management. The goals pursued within these programs are not always compatible.
While the existence of these separate programs is necessary, mechanisms for
coordination and conflict resolution are essential. Such mechanisms should
ideally be structured around a comprehensive statement of water policy and
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include a comprehensive planning function. Planning authority should incor:..
porate effective implementation measures to assure consistency across agency
jurisdictional boundaries regarding water management policies. Where water
management issues involve more than one state, mechanisms are necessary for
coordinated planning and implementation of necessary management measures.

ANALYZING A WATER ALLOCATION SYSTEM
UNDER MULTIPLE OBJECTIVES

The objectives listed above represent . some of the factors which need to
be considered in analyzing a water allocation system. Other objectives may be
relevant based on physical conditions and the values of the people in a particular state.
Furthermore, for any particular water policy, interaction
among the objectives must be considered. Some objectives are complementary,
or even instrumental, to the achievement of others. But conflicts· . between
objectives can occur. Resolution of such conflicts must be achieved through
· compromise based on consideration of the relative importance ·of each ·objective.
Evaluation of water allocation mechanisms involves consideration of the
costs involved. Each system has its own set of costs that may be· somewhat
unique. One of the characteristics of the existing riparian system is its low
ope.r ational costs; but costs attributable to continuance of this system in·clude any losses that may be sustained if the doctrine fails to facilitate
application of water to its highest and best use. On the other hand, each
alternative to the riparian doctrine involves its own special costs. For
example, an administrative permitting program generally involves higher operational costs of a continuing nature. In addition to the direct outlays associated with an alternative system, major changes in water law produ·c e costs
associated with disruptions in expectations concerning existing water rights.
Thus, all the costs associated with alternative water allocation mechanisms
must be considered if valid comparisons are to be made.

PURPOSE AND DESIGN
OF STUDY

Virginia's policy makers are faced with deciding which changes, if any,
in the current water allocation institutions are worth adopting. This decision process has involved the creation of a legislative study commission to
consider modifications in the state's water law [S]. Thus, the state is at a
significant period in the evolution of water management institutions.
Since the decision to change water allocation institutions involves complex issues with significant implications for the future of the Commonwealth,
a sound information base regarding the need for and potential consequences of
such change is essential. This report con~ributes to that information base by
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first analyzing the existing institutional framewo~k for water allocation in
Virginia.
To provide a basis for determining the actual significance of
potential weaknesses of the doctrine, the repor.t next presents an assessment
of the adequacy of existing water supplies for present and future demands.
Then the riparian doctrine is evaluated in terms of its strengths and weaknesses in relation to general criteria for an · allocation system.
This is
followed by an evaluation of alternative water allocation institutions which
might facilitate the resolution of existing problems, including an identification of potential advantages and constraints of ·changing allocation insti"tutions. On the basis of this sequential analysis, the report concludes with a ·
statement of findings and recommendations regarding water management problems
in the Commonwealth.
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THE EXISTING INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK
FOR WATER ALLOCATION IN VIRGINIA

Chapter Two

PRIVATE PROPERTY INTERESTS IN WATER
UNDER CURRENT VIRGINIA LAW

INTRODUCTION
Most natural resources can be divided into two classes: (1) those subject primarily to public management and (2) those subject primarily to private
management. The utilization of resources in the first class (e.g., the use of
air space for transmission of radio waves) is strictly subject to governmental
authorization.
In contrast, utilization of resources in the second class
(e.g., the harvesting of timber on private lands) is governed largely by
market transactions in response to supply of and demand for the resource. In
the case of the private resource, governmental controls such as those intended
to protect environmental quality may still apply, but these controls are constrained by private rights and generally are of lesser significance with
respect to allocation of the resource than in the case of a public resource.
However, certain resources are difficult to classify within this ·p ublic-private dichotomy; they constitute a special case where certain attributes of
a public resource are attached but where restricted private property interests
are recognized. In this special classification, management of the resource in
question is often complicated by the uncertain dividing line between public
and private interests. The historical treatment of water in Virginia, as well
as in other states, suggests that it is this last category into which water
falls.

RELATED CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS
Unlike constitutions of some states, the Virginia Constitution does not
directly address the question of ownership of the state's waters. The only
resource discussed in terms of public ownership consists of the state's
natural oyster beds as indicated in the following _provision [l]:
The natural oyster beds, rocks, and shoals in the waters of the
Commonwealth shall not be ·1eased, rented, or sold but shall be held
in trust for the benefit of the people of the Commonwealth, subject
· to such regulations and restrictions as the General Assembly ·may
prescribe, but the General Assembly may, f~om time to time, define
and determine such natural beds, rocks, or shoals by surveys or
otherwise.
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The constitutional provision most directly relevant to water is the following [2]:
To the end that the people have clean air, pure water, and the use
and enjoyment for recreation of adequate public lands, waters, and
.other natural resources, it shall be the policy of the Commonwealth to conserve, develop, and utilize its natural resources,
its public lands, and its historical sites and buildings.
Further, it shall be the Commonwealth's policy to protect its a tmosphere, lands, and waters from pollution, impairment, or destruction, for the benefit, enjoyment, and general welfare of the
people of the Commonwealth.
This additional provision [3] authorizes the General Assembly to implement the above policy:
In the furtherance of such policy, the General Assembly may undertake the conservation, development, or utilization of lands or
natural resources of the Commonweal th, the acquisition and protection of historical sites and buildings, and the protection of
its . atmosphere, lands, and waters from pollution, impairment, or
destruction, by agencies of the Commonwealth or by the creation
of public authorities, or by leases or other contracts with agencies of the United States, with other states, with units of government in the Commonweal th, or with private persons or corporations.
Notwithstanding the time limitations of the provisions of
Article X, Section 7, of this Constitution, the Commonwealth may
participate for any period of years in the cost of projects which
shall be the subject of a joint undertaking between the Commonwealth and any agency of the United States or of other states.
These provisions do not declare that water is owned by the public, but
they do reflect recognition of a public interest in water and other natural
resources. Declaration of a policy to prevent destruction of such resources
in the. interests of general welfare would appear to provide a basis for management programs based on the state's police power.

RELATED STATUTORY PROVISIONS

The Virginia General Assembly has enacted several provisions of law relating to the basic question of who owns the waters of the state. Discussion
of water in terms of its "belonging" to an identifiable entity appears to be
limited to a provision containing a list of principles to guide the State
Water Control Board in its establishment of water policy. The first principle
[4] enumerated is as follows:
Existing water rights are to be protected and preserved subject to
the principle that all of the State Waters belong .!!?._ the public
for use by the people for beneficial purposes without waste •••
[emphasis added].
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This statement brings immediate focus to the fact that both public and private
interests in water are recognized.
It is significant that private interests
are limited to "beneficial purposes without waste," but the provision otherwise does little to define the relative public and private interests.
Several legislative statements of policy regarding water emphasize the
state's powers to regulate water use without explicitly referring to its
ownership.
The following provision is the most comprehensive statement [5]:
(a) Such waters [defined to include " ••• all waters on the surface
and under the ground, wholly or partially within or bordering the
State or within its jurisdiction and which affect the public welfare" [ 6] ] a re a natural resource which should be regulated by the
. State.
(b) The regulation, control, development and use of waters for all
purposes beneficial to the public are within the jurisdiction of
the State which in the exercise of its police powers may establish _
measures to effectuate the proper and comprehensive utilization
and protection of such waters.
(c) The changing wants and needs of the people of the State may
require the water resources of the State to be put to uses benefi.cial to the public to the extent of which they are reasonably
capable; the waste or unreasonable use or unreasonable method of
use of water should be prevented; and the conservation of such
water is to be exercised with a view to the welfare of the people
of the State and their interest in the reasonable and beneficial
use thereof.
(d) The public welfare and interest of the people of the State
require the proper development, wise use, conservation and protec-:
tion of water resources together with protection of land resources,
as affected thereby.
(e) The right to the use of water or to the flow of water in or
from any natural stream, lake or other watercourse in this State
is and shal l be limited to such water as may reasonably be required for the beneficial use of the public to be served; such
right shall not extend to the waste or unreasonable use or unreasonable method of use of such water.
Application of

this

provision

is

qualified by the following language

[ 7]:

Nothing in this chapter shall operate to affect any existing valid ·
use of such waters or interfere with such uses hereafter acquired,
nor shall it be construed as applying to the determination of
rights in any proceeding now pending or hereafter instituted.
The effect of this qualification is not clear, particularly with regard to the
declaration that the policy statement shall not apply to the future determination of rights.
To be effective, a policy against waste must be applied in
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proceedings that define the scope and extent of individual water rights.
Thus, a question exists as to whether the qualification destroys the practical
effect of the policy provision.
If the difficulties produced by this qualification are put aside for the
present, it is obvious that the basic policy statement attempts to establish
prevention of water waste as being in the public interest and provides justification for use of the state's police power to control water use and thereby
prevent waste. This approach, relying on the police power, implicitly re~og
nizes the existence of a valid private property interest protected by the due ·
process provisions of state and federal cons ti tu tions.
To date, Virginia
legislation creating actu~l controls over specific aspects of water use generally has been based on the state's police power rather than on an attempt to
invoke public ownership [8].
The existing private proprietary rights in Virginia waters that are implicitly acknowledged by these statutory provisions have their basis in land
ownership established through grants made by the state or its predecessor, the
English Crown. In order to assess the nature of these private interests, it
is necessary to consider decisions of the Virginia Supreme Court in which private water rights have been defined. In carrying out this function, the court
has implicitly considered the hydrologic cycle to consist of discrete and
separable components to be treated independently in the development of
applicable law. With regard to allocation of supplies, the most significant
effect of this approach has been the establishment of separate bodies of law
for water in streams and ground water. Due to this independent treatment, any
attempt · to determine the nature of private property rights in water must consider these two sources separately.

WATER RIGHTS IN STREAMS AS DEFINED
BY THE VIRGINIA SUPREME COURT
The Virginia Supreme Court traditionally has applied the riparian doctrine to define water rights in streams. Under this doctrine, a water right ·
arises as an incidence of the ownership of riparian land, defined as property
bordered or crossed by a natural stream.
The court in the 1925 case of
Virginia Hot Springs v. Hoover described the water right of the riparian landowner as follows [9]:
A proprietor may make any use of the water of the stream in connection with his riparian estate and for lawful purposes within
the watershed, provided he leaves the current diminished by no
more than is reasonable, having regard for the like right to enjoy
the common property by other riparian owners.
The question of what is encompassed by the riparian right can be more specifically investigated by separately considering (1) the nature of the ripa.r ian
right, (2) the scope and extent of the right, and (3) restrictions on the
place of water use.
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Nature of the Riparian Right
The Virginia Supreme Court has never comprehensively defined the nature
of the riparian right but has made brief references to this issue in several
situations of conf lie t. One early consideration of the nature of the right
occurred in the 1876 case of Norfolk City v. Cooke (10] which concerned the
right of a riparian landowner to have access to navigable waters. At issue
was the validity of a previous state grant of submerged lands to another
party, a grant which interfered with riparian access. The court made the
following statement (11]:
This right of the riparian owner is not a mere license or privilege,
but is property, property in the soil, up to the line of navigability, though covered by water; for the wharf, pier or bulkhead can
only be built on the soil. It is not a mere easement to pass over
the water, or a privilege to use the surface, but property in the
soil under the water, on which to fasten and build such structures;
and for this purpose and subject to the restriction that navigation
shall not be obstructed, is as much property as the land above the
margin of a navigable stream.
In upholding the riparian's right of access, the court held the grant of the
submerged lot to another party to be invalid and denied the authority of the
state to make grants of the beds of navigable waters. The court subsequently
has indicated that such grants are within the state's authority (12], subject
to the constitutional protection of natural oyster beds (13].
Other cases involving access to navigable waters and use of submerged
lands also have provided the context for the Virginia court to comment on the
nature of the riparian right. The 1902 case of Taylor v. Commonwealth (14]
involved rights to an artesian well located below low water mark in tidal
· waters. The owner of the adjacent riparian land claimed rights to the well as
part of the riparian right of access and by virtue of a statutory provision
for assignment to each riparian owner of one-half acre of oyster planting
ground. The court held that right to control the submerged lands in question
was held by the state and not by the riparian owner, but it described the
nature of the riparian right by quoting the following provision [ 15] from a
U.S. Supreme Court decision:
This riparian right is property, and is valuable; and though it must
be enjoyed in due subjection to the rights of the public, it cannot
be arbitrarily or capriciously destroyed or impaired. It is a right
of which, when once vested, the owner can only be deprived in
accordance with established law, and, if necessary, that it be taken
for the public good upon due compensation.
This language from Taylor and that quoted previously from Norfolk City was
substantially repeated and reaffirmed in the 1914 case of Peek v. City of
Hampton (16] which involved an alleged injury to the riparian right of access
as a result of bridge construction.
The concept that a riparian right is a property right has also been
developed in cases involving water-using activities other than access for
navigation. One of the earliest cases in this category is the 1892 decision
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of Carpenter v. Gold [ 17]. This case arose from the diversion of a stream
from its natural channel that served as a boundary between two tracts of land.
The diversion prevented one of the landowners from using the water for stock
watering and other agricultural purposes. The state supreme court found the
divers ion to be a violation of the landowner's riparian rights, which it
described as follows [18]:
By the general law applicable to running streams, every person
through or past whose land a natural watercourse runs, has a right
to the reasonable use of the water, and no proprietor, above or
below, has a right to divert or obstruct it. This right is not an
.easement, but is inseparably annexed to the soil, and passes with
it.
The right to develop water power was ref erred to as a "valuable property
right" in the 1905 case of Rankin v. Town of Harrisonburg [ 19]. After noting.
developments in the generation of electricity, the court made the following
statement [20]:
Water power, therefore, so far from being less valuable than heretofore, acquires an additional value as the possibilities of the
generation and transmission of force by the means of electricity
are from day to day disclosed, and the courts should be careful
not to introduce or to sanction refinements, by which the value of
those rights to riparian owners may be diminished or impaired.
This statement reflects a protective view that riparian rights should not be .
modified to the detriment of the riparian landowner.
Other decisions by the Virginia Supreme Court have further defined the
nature and characteristics of the property interest recognized in the riparian
right. A generally recognized li~itation on the right was applied in the 1893
decision of Mumpower v. City of Bristol [21] which involved a conflict between
the owners of two milldams. In its opinion, the court noted that " ••• no _one
had any property in the water itself, except in that particular portion which
he might have ·abstracted from the stream, and of which he had the possession,
and during the time of such possession only" [22]. This statement expresses
the qualification that the riparian right is a right of use, or usufructuary
in nature, and not ownership of the water in a stream.
Another aspect of the riparian right which has been briefly considered by
the court is its period of duration. This issue was addressed in the 1903
decision of Leonard v. St. John [23] where a conflict over the diversion of a
stream from its natural channel was resolved. The court stated that " ••• no
lapse of time will bar the right of the owner of land to have a stream flow
through the same in its natural bed or channel because he holds that by the
same title he holds his land" [ 24]. This s ta temen t is an application of .the
generally recognized concept that the riparian right is not lost by simple
nonuse but continues to exist indefinitely, provided that such right is not
lost through the prescriptive process based on adverse use by another.
'the fact that the riparian right is subject to loss through prescription has been recognized in Virginia from an early date. The court made the
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following statement concerning the prescriptive right as applied to water in
the 1885 case of Cornett v. Rhudy [25]:
The general rule of law as applied to this subject is, that independent of any particular enjoyment used to be had by ·another, every
man has a right to have the advantage of a flood of water in his own .
lands, without diminution or alteration. But an adverse right may
exist, founded on the occupation of another; and though the stream
be either diminished in quantity, or corrupted in quality, as by the
exercise of certain trades; yet if the occupation of the party so
taking or using it shall have existed for so long a time as may
.raise the presumption of a grant, the other party, whose land is
below, must take the stream subject to such adverse right. And
twenty years exclusive enjoyment of water in any particular manner,
adverse and injurious in its nature, affords a conclusive presumption of right in the party so enjoying it, derived from grant. But
no such presumption of a grant will arise from an adverse use and
possession for any shorter period: the statute of limitations as ·
to entry, or, as for bringing action for land, does not apply to
this adverse user of an incorporeal hereditament.
A more recent statement of the requirements of prescription are contained in a
1973 case involving a right-of-way easement where the Virginia Supreme Court
held that to establish a prescriptive right, a use must be " ••• adverse, _under
claim of right, exclusive, continuous, uninterrupted, and with the knowledge
and acquiescence of the landowner for at least 20 years" [26].
A further characteristic of the riparian right that has received atten_tion is its severability from the land to which it originally was attached. A
previously quoted statement from the Carpenter case indicated that the right
is '.' inseparably annexed to the soil," but several later cases have recognized
the severability of such rights. In the 1907 case of Clear Creek Water Co.,
Inc·. v. Gladeville Improvement Co. [ 27], the eminent domain power of a public
ser~ice corporation was held to apply to water rights apart from land. · Conveyance of water rights was at issue in the 1940 case of Hite v. T"own of Luray
[28] where the following statement [29] was made:
While the sale of water or a water right may not be denominated the
sale of a chattel, it is well settled doctrine that there may be a
conveyance of water or water rights separate and apart from the land
thereunder, and that such a conveyance is a conveyance of a property
right.
The right to sever riparian rights from land was also at issue in the
case of Thurston v. City of Portsmouth [30], decided in 1965.
This case
involved the validity of a deed under which the granter expressly reserved all
riparian rights attaching to the subject property. In upholding this limitation on the property rights of the grantee, the court indicated that severabili ty was a generally recognized characteristic of the riparian right and
acknowledged its prior recognition of severability [31].
Severabili·ty was further recognized in the 1973 case of Commonwealth of
Virginia, Marine Resources Commission v. Forbes [32] where it was stated that
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· "[i]n Virginia, riparian rights appurtenant to highland, whether adjacent to
inland streams or tidal waters, may be severed and alienated as a separate
property interest" [33]. However, the court held that a legislatively created
right to make certain fills adjacent to riparian property [34] did not apply
to the ·holder of severed riparian rights.
Scope and Extent of the Riparian Right
The concept of reasonableness is the central element in quantifying the
extent of a water right under the riparian doctrine. Reasonableness is relative, depending on the individual circumstances of the particular case. The
Virginia court has made the following statement concerning reasonableness in
the 1914 case of Davis v. Town of Harrisonburg [35]:
The reasonableness of the use depends upon the nature and size of
the stream, the business or purposes to which it is made subservient, and on the ever-varying circumstances of each particular case.
Each case must, therefore, stand upon its own facts, and can be a
guide in other cases only as it may illustrate the application of
general principles.
A fundamental requirement of reasonableness is that a given water use must be

compatible with other uses relying on the same source. Thus, a concept of ·
sharing the available supply is a basic aspect of the riparian doctrine.
However, not all uses are of equal standing in the sharing process. Domestic
use . is granted a higher priority than other uses. Satisfaction of domestic
needs appears to be the sole purpose for which the entire flow of a stream may
be taken [ 36].
Although the reasonableness concept establishes a limit on the amount of
adverse impact one water user can inflict on others, it does not necessarily
prohibit all adverse effects--only those exceeding some reasonable level.
This factor is the primary distinction between the reasonable use and natural
flow theories of the riparian doctrine. Under the natural flow theory, a
reduction in streamflow constitutes infringement of a property right; legal
action can be initiated at the time of streamflow reduction and is not dependent on the existence of actual injury arising from a reduced water supply•
Conversely, the right of action under the reasonable use theory does not arise.
until actual injury occurs; therefore, the riparian owner not using water or
one whose use is not adversely affected by a reduction in streamflow has no
basis for a legal action. Of course injunctive relief would be available to
prevent reasonably foreseeable prospective injury, but it would not be granted
on the basis of streamflow reduction alone [37].
The courts sometimes fail to distinguish between the theories, with the
result that certain decisions may contain language indicating acceptanc·e of
both theories.
In Virginia, certain court decisions appear to endorse the
natural flow theory [38], and the Virginia Supreme Court apparently has never
expressly repudiated this concept in favor of reasonable use. However, statements of the court such as the previous quotation from Virginia Hot Spring Co.
v. Hoover [39] and pronouncements regarding the necessity for actual physical
injury as a prerequisite for legal action [ 40] suggest acceptance of the
reasonable use concept.
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A basic feature of the reasonableness criterion is that a water right is
not ·of f ~xed magnitude but can vary over time in response to changed conditions. This variation may take place over the course of a season as streamflow varies and may also have long-range aspects. In the extreme case, it is
even conceivable that a previously reasonable use may become unreasonable due
to substantial changes in water use patterns or other factors. A basic source
of the uncertainty regarding the continuing status of a water right is the
possibility that dormant rights may be exercised. Since riparian rights continue to attach to undeveloped riparian property and are not extinguished by
simple non use, the initiation of new uses requiring adjustment in previous
uses is always a potential occurrence.
··
A special category of water use to which the Virginia court has applied
the reasonableness standard consists of municipal water supply. The court has
accepted the rnaj ority rule that municipal use is not a riparian right on a
non-navigable stream if other riparian landowners are injured by such use.
The two principal cases are Town of Gordonsville v. Zinn [ 41] and Town of
Purcellville v. Potts (42].
Gordonsville, decided in ·1921, involved a suit for injunction by the town
to prohibit another landowner from using water from a small, non-navigable
stream that supplied municipal reservoirs. The dwelling of the defendant was
actually located at a lower point on the stream than the town land, but the
owner had purchased a 25-f oot strip of land extending to the stream above the
to¥Tn's reservoirs and was withdrawing water at this point. The town's ripar. ian land consisted of a one-acre lot containing reservoirs from which water
had been diverted for use in the town for more than 30 years. A contract with
regard to water usage existed between the town and the defendant's predecessor
in title, but the court did not treat it as a material factor in the case.
The Virginia court held that the defendant's land was not riparian to the
stream at a point above the town's lot but ~ust be considered as lower riparian land only. The lower court's decision, which had refused the injunction
requested by the town, was reversed, and the case was remanded for further
consideration. However, the protection given to the town was not based on its
original riparian rights but rather on the fact that its adverse use of the
water in question for longer than 30 years had created a prescriptive right
against all lower landowners, including the defendant. With regard to the
original water rights of the town, the court made the following statement

[43]:
[T]he right of the town, as a riparian owner, to the use of the
water of the stream, is, under the authorities above mentioned,
limited to uses on its one-acre lot, and, as as original proposition, it had no llX)re right to divert any water not used on this
riparian lot to the town itself (a nonriparian locality) than the •••
[defendant] has to divert to her dwelling house land water not used
on her [upper] riparian ••• land.
Purcellville, decided in 1942, involved a suit by a private landowner
against a municipal! ty requesting an injunction to require removal of two
upstream water supply dams constructed by the t9wn• The dams were located on
principal tributaries of a stream flowing across plaintiff's property, one of
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which had its origins in a spring on the town's land. The town had diverted
water to. supply its inhabitants, with the result that none was available
during the summer months to the downstream landowner who had previously relied
on the stream for the watering of a small number of cattle.
In reaching its decision in favor of the downstream landowner, the Virginia Supreme Court cited the North Carolina case of Pernell v. City of
Henderson [44] and quoted the following language [45] from that case:
It has been held with practical unanimity that a municipal corporation, in its construction and operation of a water supply system, by
which it impounds the water of a private stream and distributes such
water to its inhabitants, receiving compensation therefore, is not
in the exercise of the traditional right of a riparian owner to make
a reasonable domestic use of the water without accountability to
other riparian owners who may be injured by its diversion or
. diminution.
The . Virginia court fully accepted this reasoning as applicable to the ·
situation in Purcellville, including the stream originating in springs on the
town's property. Therefore, it affirmed the lower court's decision in favor
of the complaining landowner. However, the court suspended the operation of
the injunction to provide a reasonable time for the town to acquire the riparian rights of the landowner by condemnation proceedings, thereby avoiding .
hardship for the inhabitants of the town.
The position that nrunicipal withdrawal is not a riparian right on nonnavigable streams appears to represent a majority view [46]; however, certain
mechanisms exist by which such withdrawal may be permitted in spite of .the
lack of recognition as a riparian right. The availability of the power of
eminent domain to many public water suppliers is one such mechanism. Condemnation establishes a procedure for acquisition of the water rights of parties
who would be injured.
The availability of the power of eminent domain,
coupled with the reluctance of the courts to grant injunctions against municipal withdrawals, creates the option for the municipality to construct water
works and initiate withdrawals prior to resolution of the water rights issues.
If such withdrawal is later found to violate the water rights of others, condemnation proceedings can generally be instituted at that time. For example,
the municipality involved in the Purcellville case was held to be in violation
of the water rights of others, but the Virginia Supreme Court delayed application of the requested injunction to allow initiation of condemnation proceedings to acquire the rights in question.
As illustrated by Gordonsville, another mechanism by which a public water
supply can achieve legal recognition is the process of prescription. A basic
uncertainty regarding the establishment of a prescriptive right concerns .the :
beginning of the prescriptive period. The question is whether the reasonable . use requirement of injury will be imposed with regard to all other w:a ter
users. This approach limits the value of the prescriptive right since unused
rights would be excluded from its application. Where the riparian doctrine in
a particular state still contains elements of the natural flow concept, it is
possible that the physical injury requirement may not be strictly imposed. In
Gordonsville, for example, the Virginia court indicated the existence of the
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municipality's prescriptive right against lower riparian owners in general
without reference to specific injury in particular situations. This at least
suggests that the interruption of natural flow for ·the prescribed period was
in itself sufficient to establish the right.
A third manner in which public suppliers may circumvent legal problems
arising from the lack of recognition of public supply as a riparian right is
the use of surplus water not being used by riparian landowners. This approach
is possible bec~use of the requirement of the doctrine that injury occur.
before the right of legal action arises • . Therefore, withdrawal of surplus
water may be allowed for public supply or other purposes not recognized by the
riparian doctrine.
However, such use is subject to several limitations. Without the sanctity of . legal recognition, withdrawal would be limited to a magnitude that
caused no adverse effects on other users. This standard is stricter than the
normal limitation of withdrawal which allows some adverse impact, provided the
effect is not unreasonable. A use dependent on surplus water has an inherent
uncertainty with regard to its continuance due to the possible future exercise
of previously unused riparian rights or an increase in existing uses. A
further limitation of use ·without an established l~gal right is the lack of
· enforceable protection against excessive or otherwise unlawful water use by
others. As indicated by the Virginia court .in Gordonsville, the extent of the
relief · to which a water user is entitled is measµred by the extent of the
party's .water right.
In Gordonsville, the municipality had acquired a .prescriptive right which was enforceable against an unlawful use by. another
party.. Without such right, the .right of action presumably would not have
existed.
A special category of surplus flow that has considerable potential for
exploitation by publ~c suppliers without established water rights consists of
flood waters. As in the case of the use of other surplus water, the right to
use flood waters may be limited where such flows confer some benefit on riparian owners. The right to continuance of seasonal overflows has been recognized in a number of western cases because of irrigation benefits and sediment
enrichment of land bordering streams. Overflow i .rrigat.i on was recognized by
the U.S. Supreme Court in the case of United States v. Gerlach Live Stock Co.
[47). Most of the situations where rights to continuance of floods haye been
recognized are more likely to occur in the West, but some ·possibility exists
that such rights could be recognized in an eastern state such as Virginia

[48].

Place of Water Use Under the Riparian Doctrine
A basic characteristic of the riparian doctrine is its restriction · of
water use to riparian land. To evaluate the significance of this impediment
to water transport, two issues must be considered:
(1) the definition of
riparian land; and (2) the extent to which the prohibition against use on nonriparian land is enforced.
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With regard to the definition of riparian land, the basic requirement is
physical contact with the stream in question. In Town of Gordonsville v. Zinn
[49], the Virginia Supreme Court recognized the following general limitation
on t he extent of riparian land:
According to the weight of authority, riparian land is, in any
event, limited in its extent by the waters~ed of the stream; in
other words, lands beyond the watershed cannot be regarded as riparian, though part of a single tract, held in common ownership, which
borders upon the stream.
This limitation is intended to insure that water returns, after use, to the
stream of origin and serves as a potential obstacle to interbasin transfer.
For purposes of applying the watershed limitation, the courts in some
states have held that each tributary is to be considered as having its· own
watershed independent of that of the main stream [50]. Therefore, land within
the watershed of the tributary is not within the watershed of the main stream,
and it · ·c an be riparian only if i t abuts on the tributary. A single tract of
land adjoining both streams is all riparian, but only that portion of the land
in the watershed of each stream is riparian to that respective stream. If an
estate bordering the main stream extends into the watershed of the tributary,
but does not touch upon it, that portion of the land within the watershed of
the tributary is non-riparian property. The Virginia court has not taken a
position on this issue.
Another limitation on the extent of riparian land that has been recognized in certain states concerns the chain of title of the property in question. The Virginia court in Gordonsville quoted the following provision [51]
from a California decision but neither approved nor rejected the concept:
If the owner of a tract abutting on a stream conveys to another part
of the land not contiguous to the stream, he thereby cuts off the
part so conveyed from all participation in the use of the stream and
from riparian rights therein, unless the conveyance declares the
contrary. Land thus conveyed and severed from the stream can never
regain the riparian right, although it may thereafter be reconveyed
to the person who owns the part abutting on the stream so that the
two tracts are again held in one ownership.
The Virginia court suggested that it may have rejected the position
reflected in the California decision when it made the following statement regarding previously severed riparian rights in Commonwealth of Virginia,
Marine Resources Comm. v. Forbes [5~]:
[W]hen a property interest severed by an antecedent owner from the
fee is acquired by a subsequent owner of the limited fee, the two
property interests merge to revive the fee simple absolute.
However, this case concerned the interpretation of a statutory right to fill
in waters adjacent to riparian property and did not involve withdraw.:tl of
water for use on riparian land.
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The following definition [ 53] from a Virginia statute providing for
impoundment of flood water indicates that division of riparian land within a
particular watershed into separate tracts does not affect its riparian status
at l~ast for purposes of that act:
'Riparian land' is land which is contiguous to and touches a watercourse.
It does not include land outside the watershed of the.
· watercourse. Real property under common ownership and which is not
separated from riparian land by land of any other ownership shall
likewise be deemed riparian land, notwithstanding that such real
property is divided into tracts and parcels which may not bound upon
the watercourse.
The question of whether water from an upper riparian tract could be
transported around an intervening riparian owner for use on a lower riparian
tract was resolved by Gordonsville. In this case, the town owned a one-acre
. lot bordering on a stream. The individual riparian owner had property located
both above and below this lot, connected by a strip of land, and water was
pumped from the upper section of property to the lower section. The court
held that although the lower property was riparian to the stream, it was not
riparian to the part of the stream abutted by the upper property. Therefore,
it would appear that the court has limited "riparian property" to that which
lies directly behind that abutting on the stream.
With regard to degree of enforcement of the riparian land restriction,
the Virgi~ia court appears to have adopted the general qualification that
allows use on non-riparian land in situations where other riparian owners on
the stream are not injured. The court in Virginia Hot Springs Co. v. Hoover
,quoted with apparent approval the following statement [ 54] from a decision by
the Massachusetts Supreme Court concerning · the rights of a non-riparian user:
If he diverts the water to a point outside the watershed or upon a
disconnected estate, the only question is whether there is actual ·
injury to the lower estate for any present or future reasonable use.
The diversion alone, without evidence of such damage, does not wqrrant a recovery of even nominal damages.
After quoting this statement, however, the Virginia court found the nonriparian use in question to be unlawful because substantial harm was being
produced. Therefore, its position with regard to non-injurious non-riparian
use was not directly related to its decision in the case.
Consideration of the extent to which other states have enforced the
riparian land restriction reveals considerable variation. Isolated cases can
be found where non-riparian use has been held unlawful without regard to the
question of injury.
An example is given by a 1914 decision [55] by the
Supreme Court of Pennsylvania. The case arose from the use of water by a
railroad company for use in its locomotives. The court granted an injunction
against such use even though it acknowledged that the flow of the stream was
more than adequate to satisfy the needs of both parties to the controversy.
Exceptions to the -general rule can also be found which indicate that non. riparian use may be lawful even if it does produce some injury, proyided that
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i t is otherwise .r easonable.
This position is illustrated by an early New
Hampshir~ case [56] which rejected the concept that any non-riparian use is ·

unlawful and expressed the view that non-riparian uses are entitled to the
same considerations as to reasonableness that are given to riparian uses.
However, the particular non-riparian use under consideration in the case had
not damaged any riparian use, thereby reducing the significance of the court's
language since it was not directly related to the holding in the case.
The fact that non-riparian use is not categorically prohibited in
Virginia somewhat mitigates the theoretical restrictiveness of the riparian
doctrine as to place of water use, but the existence of the condition that
such use must cause no injury in order to be tolerated is a singificant constraint in itself. Whenever supplies are not adequate to meet all riparian
needs and competition exists, non-riparian use becomes unreasonable ~ ~
without· regard to the relative utilities of the riparian and non-riparian
uses. Thus the right to use water on non-riparian land under these conditions
is dependent on the existence of surplus water after riparian uses are satisfied, .a restrictive condition.
In addition to relaxation of the riparian-land restriction in the case of
surplus water, other mechanisms exist by which greater flexibility in place of
water use can be achieved. These mechanisms are generally the same as those
discussed previously as means for legal recognition of public water supply and
include prescription, eminent domain condemnation, and purchase.
Judicially Recognized Public Rights in Streams
In the process of resolving conflicts involving water-related activities,
the state supreme court has described certain public rights that act as
restraints on the exercise of private rights. Two areas of interest are (1)
the impact of public navigation rights on private rights and (2) the impact of
the public trust doctrine.
Impact of Navigability on the Riparian Right.
Riparian rights exist on
navigable streams as well as on non-navigable ones; however, in the navigable
case, certain public rights also exist that can affect the exercise of private
rights. The Virginia Supreme Court described the nature of riparian rights on
navigable streams as follows in Oliver v. City of Richmond [57]:
Riparian owners along a navigable stream have, as against individuals, certain rights, including access to the stream, but as against
organized government, the sovereign State, they have no rights that
do not yield to commercial necessities, unless there have been specific grants to them by the State. The right of the government to
improve and use the public streams for purposes of navigation and
commerce is paramount and riparian rights are held, and enjoyed subject always to this paramount right ••••
In respect to the rights of a riparian owner on a navigable stream,
the powers of the State and legislature to use the stream and its
bed for the purpose of improving navigation are as broad and complete as the powers of the Federal government and Congress in the
same field.
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Before considering the nature of the public rights that take precedence
over private riparian rights, it is necessary to consider the definition of
navigability by which streams are classified. Navigability is a concept that
has been subject to varying interpretations at different periods of time, and
there currently are several definitions that serve independent functions. The
broadest of these is the definition contained in the Clean Water Act which
includes all the waters of the United States without regard to their physical
suitability for navigation [58]. However, this definition is for the purpose
of . defining the scope of federal regulatory authority with respect to water
·quality and dredge and fill activities; it therefore has little relevance to a
state water rights issue.
The Virginia court has stated the basic definition of navigability as
follows in the 1941 case of Ewell v. Lambert [59]:
The question of navigability is one of fact. Its determination must
stand on the facts of each case. The test is whether the stream is
being used, or is susceptible of being used, in its natural and
ordinary condition, as a highway for commerce, on which trade and
travel are or may be conducted in the customary modes ~f trade and
travel on water.
This definition is based on the langugage of the original federal definition
established in the 1870 case The Daniel Ball [60], which is cited by the Ewell
court as authority. But the citation of authority also includes subsequent
federal cases that have given a broad interpretation to the language of
The Daniel Ball.
For example,
the citation includes United States v.
Appalachian Electric Power Co. [61] in which the U.S. Supreme Court ·held that
waters subject to being made navigable by reasonable improvements were
included in the definition established in 1870 although the original definition referred to waters in their "ordinary" condition. The Appalachian court
interpreted the term to refer only to volume, gradients, and regular! ty of
.flow and therefore to include waters made usable by artificial improvements.
Although the Virginia court in Ewell adopted approximately the same language
used in The Daniel Ball without specific reference to such expansive interpretations, the citation of later federal cases responsible for the expansions
suggests · that the broad interpretation of the definition was being accepted.
The court has not explicitly resolved these uncertainties in its subsequent
decisions.
The General Assembly has enacted a variety of statutes [62] dealing · with
navigable waters, particularly during the early history of the state when navigation on the state's internal waterways was a basic form of transportation.
Many of these laws apply to individual streams. These statutes include declarations that certain streams are navigable, authorizations of navigation im. provements, and prohibitions of obstructions to navigation. These last two
types of legislative action would appear to be implicit recognition by the
legislature of the general susceptibility for navigation of the stream in
question.
It is not clear as to what weight would be given a previous legislative
pronouncement regarding navigability of a particular stream on its current
navigable status. It would appear that the effect given would depend at least
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in part on the .extent to which the legislation resulted in public use. Many of
the navigation statutes simply appointed a boa.rd of trustees to raise funds
locally and ove rsee their expenditure for navigation improvements. Not all
such ve n t.ures were successful.
In addition, the legislative authorization
i tse lf was some t imes repealed at a later date. Thus it is unlikely that a
declarat i on of navigability or authorization of a navigation improvement
alone, without evidence of successful public use, would be accepted as a conclusive indication that a stream is legally navigable. In this view, a past
legislative pronouncement concerning navigability would constitute but one
factor bearing on a current judicial determination of navigability, and sus~
ceptibil~ty to commercial use would still constitute the primary determinant.
With regard to the nature of superior public rights in streams that are
classified as navigable, considerable variation has existed among the states.
In the apparent majority view, public rights have been limited to navigation
itself. The governmental power to improve navigable waters without compensation to injured riparian owners generally has been limited to such purposes as
navigation, flood control, and power generation. Public control for consumptive uses, such as federal reclamation projects to supply irrigation water,
traditional l y has involved compensation for water rights taken [63]. Contractual storage of water in federal projects for private use generally has
required the acquisition of necessary water rights by the private interests
desiring such storage [64].
However, public rights in navigable waters have been held to include con- .
sumptive water uses in some cases. The water law of certain states has recognized public water supply to be included within the category of public uses
that are superior to all private use, with the result that no compensation is
required to water users injured by withdrawal · for such purposes. One of the
cases adopting this position is an 1894 decision of the Supreme Court of
Minnesota,
Minneapolis Mill Co. v. Board of Water Commission of City of .St.
Paul [ 65], which was subsequently affirmed by the U.S. Supreme Court. The
involved the consolidated trial of two suits by owners of water powe~
facilities located on opposite sides of the Mississippi River against a municipality _diverting water from an upstream tributary.
The water was be.ing
returned after use to a second tributary that entered the Mississippi River at
a downstream point such that the owners of the water power facilities were
deprived of the benefits of its flow. These parties claimed rights based on
their riparian status and on state charters granted prior to legislative creation of the nrunicipal water authority. The suits were for injunctions to prohibit continuance of the diversion.

case

The Minnesota court held that the rights of the lower owners, both as
riparians and charter-holders, were subordinate to public uses of the water in
the navigable stream. As indicated in the following quotation, these superior
public uses include public water supply [66]:
There can be no doubt that the public, through their representatives, have the right to apply these waters to such public uses
_w ithout providing for or making compensation to riparian owners.
The navigation of the stream is not the only public use to which
these public waters may be thus applied. The right to draw from
them a supply of water for the ordinary use of cities in their
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vicinity is such a public use, and has always been so recognized. At
the present time it is one of the most important public rights, and
is daily growing in importance as population increases. The fact
·t hat the cities, through boards of commissioners or officers whose
functions are to manage this branch of the municipal government,
charge consumers for water used by them, as a means for paying the
cost and expenses of maintaining and operating the plant, or that
such consumers use the water for their domestic and such other purposes as water is ordinarily furnished by city waterworks, does not
affect the real character of the use, or deprive it of its public
nature.
In thus taking water from navigable streams or lakes for such ordinary public uses, the power of the state is not limited or controlled by the rules which obtain between riparian owners as to the
diversion from, and its return to, its natural channels. Once conceding that the taking is for a public use, and the above proposition naturally follows.
On appeal, the U.S. Supreme Court found no reason to alter the state
court decision. With regard to the claim that the water rights in a navigable
river are protected by the U.S. Constitution, the Court held that the property
rights of riparian owners are to be determined by state law. The Court found
no decisions pf the Minnesota court inconsistent with the holding in the case
under review and accepted the decision as an expression of state law. With
regard to the claim that the charters granted to the water power developers
· formed a contractual obligation that prohibited future state action interfering with the authorized water use, the Supreme Court held that the charters
were merely permissive and not a guarantee that no part of the natural flow of
the river should ever be used under state authority for a public purpose [67].
A similar result to that in the Minneapolis Mill Co. case was reached in
a 1932 decision of the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, City of Philadelphia v.
Philadelphia Suburban Water Co. [68]. This case involved a suit by the City
of Philadelphia for an injunction to prohibit the taking of water for supply
purposes from an upstream tributary of one of the city's principal sources of
supply, the Schuylkill River. The city's use of the water from the Schuylkill
had been initiated in 1801 while the water company's use of the tributary's
water was proposed only.
The Pennsylvania court held that Philadelphia's water rights in the
Schuylkill, a navigable river, were based on legislative grant • . The state's
authority to make such grants was held to include any rights in the river not
interfering with navigation, including public water supply. After reviewing
the various acts of the state legislature regarding Philadelphia's water
supply, the court concluded that the city. had been given the right to take
water from the Schuylkill for domestic and industrial purposes, subject only
to the rights of navigation and domestic use by riparian owners. The right
was recognized not only for the satisfaction of present but also future
demands. This right was viewed as absolute with regard to subsequent uses
such as the one proposed by the water company. However, the normal flow of
the river was more than adequate to satisfy the needs of both parties to the
suit, and the injunction was limited to periods of low flow when use by the
water company would interfere with the city's right to the water it needed.
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A third case holding that municipal supply is a public use of the waters
of a navigable stream superior to all private use is Loranger v. City of Flint
(69], a 1915 decision of the Supreme Court of Michigan. The case involved a
suit by the owner of a mill against a city withdrawing its supply from the
millpond. The court held [70] that the city, as a riparian owner,
••• is entitled to take from said river so much water as is reasonably necessary for the personal use of its inhabitants and its ordinary municipal needs without compensation to complainant.
The court held that the law of non-navigable streams had no applicability to
public navigable rivers.
The cases in which public water supply has been encompassed by the navigation servitude and given preference over all private use of a navigable
stream appear to represent a minority view. Other cases exist that specifically. reject the concept that public water suppliers on a navigable body of
water . are not accountable· for injuries to private water users. An example is
given by Smith v. City of Rochester (71], an 1883 New York decision which
involved . a municipal withdrawal of water from a navigable lake. This withdrawal had decreased the flow in a stream having the lake as one of its
sources . and thereby interfered with the operation of mills. The state legislature had granted the municipality water supply rights in the lake that; .
according to the court, encompassed all the rights of use originally possessed
by the state. The court denied the right of the municipality to make the
withdrawal in question without compensating the injured lower riparians. The
decision was based on the restrictions on the state's powers of control over
the water of the lake in question as indicated in the following passage (72]:
[T]he sovereign right grew out of and was based upon the public
benefits in promoting trade and commerce, supposed to be derived
from keeping open navigable bodies of water as public highways for
~he common use of the people.
[T]hey constituted an easement over the lands of the riparian owners
for limited purposes, and embracing no right to convert the waters
to any other uses than those for which the easement was created. It
is an elementary principle that all easements are limited to the
very purpose for which they were created, and their enjoyment cannot
be extended by implication.
This right, being founded upon the
public benefit supposed to be derived from their use as a highway,
cannot be extended to a different purpose inconsistent with its
original use. The diversion of these waters for the purposes of
furnishing the inhabitants of a large city with that element for
domestic uses, and especially to lease them for manufacturing and
other purposes, is an object totally inconsistent with their use as
a public highway or the common right of all the people to their
benefits.
In the State of Virginia, municipal water uses in general have not been
determined to be encompassed by the navigation servitude, but special cases
have been developed wherein special water rights may exist independently of
the riparian doctrine. The primary example consists of the water rights of
the City of Richmond in the James River. To understand the present nature of
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the water rights of the City of Rich~ond in the James River, it is necessary
to trace the development of these rights through legislative enactments and
judicial interpretations. The initial action by the General Assembly leading
to the development of existing rights occurred in 1784 when the James River
Company was created [73]. The primary purpose of the action was construction
of a canal along the James to improve navigation, but development for other
purposes was also contemplated as indicated in the following provisions of the
1784 Act:
And be it enacted, That the said president and directors, or a
majority of them, are hereby authorized to agree with the proprietors for the purchase of a quantity of land, not exceeding one acre,
at or near the places of receipt of tolls aforesaid, for the purpose
of erecting necessary buildings; and in case of disagreement, or any
of the disabilities af6resaid, or the proprietor being out of the
state, then such land may be valued, condemned, and paid for as ·
aforesaid, for the purpose aforesaid; and the said company shall,
upon payment of the valuation of the said land, be seized thereof in
fee simple as aforesaid: And whereas, some of the places through
which it may be necessary to conduct the said canals, may be convenient for erecting mills, forges, or other waterworks, and the persons, possessors of such situation, may design to improve the same,
and it is the intention of this act, not to interfere with private
property, but for the purpose of improving and perfecting the said
navigation;
Be it enacted, That the water or any part thereof, conveyed through
any canal or cut made by the said company, shall not be used for any
purpose but navigation, unless the consent of the proprietors of the
land through which the same shall be led, be first had; and the said
president and directors, or a majority of them, are hereby empowered
and directed, if it can be conveniently done, to answer both the .
purposes of navigation and waterworks aforesaid, to enter into reasonable agreements With the proprietors of such situation, concerning the just proportion of the expenses of making large canals or
cuts capable of carrying such quantities of water as may be sufficient for the purposes of navigation, and also for any such waterworks as aforesaid.
Although the primary purpose of the original grant of authority
James River Company was the improvement of navigation, substantial
rights for other purposes were also conveyed. The following statement
Virginia Supreme Court in the 1914 case of Old Dominion Iron and Nail
C. & o. Ry. Co. [74] describes the rights granted:

to the
water
by the
Co. v.

Under these grants by the State broad powers, rights, and privileges
were vested in these two companies. They were given the right to
build dams in the rivers and to divert its waters from the bed of
the stream, not only for the navigation contemplated by the canal,
but for many other purposes.
The legislature, aforeseeing that
along the line of the canal and works to be constructed mills,
forges and other enterprises could be advantageously erected where
they could use the water power from the canals, vested in these companies the power and authority to build large canals capable of
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carrying all the water that might be necessary to meet such demands,
and to dispose of the same to the proprietor of the adjoining lands
upon such terms as they might agree upon. The only limitation put
upon the right of these companies to divert the waters of James
River and sell or lease the same to other parties was that it should
not be done to an extent sufficient to impair the navigation contemplated by the canal ••••
All of these rights, property and franchises acquired from the canal
company by the Richmond and ·A lleghany Railroad Company have, by successive acts and conveyances, become vested in the appellee, the
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company, which company is clearly the
grantee of the Commonwealth of Virginia of the water of James River,
for certain purposes, and is not simply a riparian owner, entitled
to an ordinary riparian owner's rights, upon a navigable stream ••••
As indicated in this quotation, the rights originally conveyed to the
James River Company subsequently have been subject to a number of transfers by
legislative action. On March 16, 1832, an act [75] was passed incorporating
the James River and Kanawha Company, which succeeded to all of the rights of
the original James River Company. In 1879, the canal having practically been
destroyed by a flood, the James River and Kanawha Company was authorized .[76]
to transfer, upon certain terms and conditions, all of its rights, property
and franchises to the Richmond and Alleghany Railroad Company. The Chesapeake
and Ohio Railroad Company has now succeeded to the rights of the Richmond and
Alleghany Railroad Company and now owns portions of the canal.
· The City of Richmond first acquired water rights in the canal by means of
an 1880 agreement whereby the city was authorized to use water for supply purposes and to provide power to run pumps. The city's right to withdraw water
for supply purposes apparently was not quantified until 1928 when the right to
88 cubic feet per second (cfs) (56 million gallons per day (mgd)) was transferred from the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company. These rights have been ·
expanded considerably in recent years by agreements between the city, the C. &
O. Railway, and other parties holding water rights through agreements with C.
& O. The city has now acquired all water rights in connection with the canal,
which total 645 cfs (417 mgd). The city has alsb assumed responsibility for
maintenance of the canal although it is still owned by C. & O.
In addition to supplying its inhabitants with a water supply, the City of
Richmond applies the water encompassed within its water rights to maintenance
of low flows in the James for enhancement of recreational values at its James
River Park. Utilization of the water encompassed within the right claimed by
the city is significant to maintenance of low flows since the total flow of
the river drops below the magnitude of the right during times of drought·.
The Public Trust Doctrine.
Public rights in water are sometimes discussed in terms of a "trust" held by the state for the benefit of its citi~
zens. This doctrine serves to protect the public interest and acts as a limitation on the power of state government to take certain actions adverse to
public rights included in the trust. The doctrine has undergone a long historical evolution and has been applied to a variety of resource management
situations.
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In Virginia, as well as in several other states, the primary development
of the trust concept has occurred in connection with rights in tidal waters
and underlying lands. The leading court decision involving the public trust
is the 1932 case of Commonwealth of Virginia v. City of Newport News [77], in
which the executive branch of state government was attempting to restrain the
City of Newport News from dumping untreated sewage into Hampton Roads. The
state's action was based on a desire to protect recreational use and the fishery of the waters in question.
The suit maintained that the power of the General Assembly to authorize
use of tidal waters is restrained by a trust which prohibits impairment of
public rights of recreation and fishery. The state supreme court concluded
that the trust concept generally had been limited to navigation and ~ishery
[78] and gave no further consideration to recreational rights. The ·court
appeared to consider the trust concept itself somewhat superfluous, as indicated in the following statement [79]:
It is questionable whether the interposition of the conception of a
trust in these cases serves any useful purpose or tends to clarity
of thinking or correctness of decision.
The statement that the
State or the State legislature holds its tidal waters and their
bottoms upon a trust establishes nothing that remained to be established before the statement was made.
It may be of some assistance in helping the mind to grasp and comprehend limitations which may be shown to exist upon the powers of a ·
State legislature or the State over its tidal waters and their
bottoms; but it wholly fails to prove or account for the existence
of such limitations, which is what must be proved to sustain the
decisions to support which the trust theory is invoked. Whatever
will prove the existence of the trust requisite to support a decision will establish (without the interposition of the conception of
a trust) the limitation upon the power of the State or the legislature which the decision declares to exist. It would be preferable,
more logica~, and render the decision less open to misapplication as
a precedent, to rest the decision directly upon the primary premise,
instead of first deducing a . trust therefrom, and then deducing from
the trust the limitation upon the power of the legislature which ·t he ·
decision holds to exist.
The following statement [ 80] expresses the court's view of the limi tations on the power of the state legislature to allow use or dispose of tidal
waters:
The pertinent point is this: If a claimed limitation upon the power
of the legislature to dispose of or permit the use of the tidal
waters of the State and their bottoms, or any other part of the
public domain, for any purpose, private or public, is not found in
some express provision of the State or Federal Constitution, or is
not reasonably to be implied from any provision therein, then it has
no legal existence, unless to make the disposition or to authorize,
permit, or suffer the use in question is to relinquish, surrender,
destroy, or substantially impair the power of the legislature to
exercise the governmental powers or jus publicum of the State, or
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the enjoyment by the people of a right which is so grounded therein
as to be an inherent and inseparable incident thereof. Or, to state
i t in the language of the trust doctrine, i t may not properly be
said that the legislature holds the tidal waters (or any other part
of the public domain), upon a trust for the use of the people for
any .p urpose of which i t may not divest itself, unless a limitation
upon its power to make a disposition of or authorize a use thereof
inconsistent with such a trust can be established in one of the
three ways indicated in the preceding sentence.
After further evaluation of these limitations, the court concluded t _h at
only two specific constraints affecting legislative powers over tidal waters
existed. The first of these consisted of the federal power to control navigation.
The second consisted of the prohibition in the state constitution
against leasing or disposing of natural oyster beds [ 81]. Fishery was held
not to be a right protected by the trust concept, and the authority of the
legislature to permit the discharge of untreated sewage was upheld.
The current significance of the court's position in the Commonwealth
case is open to question due to fundamental changes in conditions since the
decision was made in 1932. The general philosophy of resource management and
environmental protection has been modified substantially since that time. The
holding that the discharge of untreated sewage is a valid use of tidal waters
has no standing under current federal and state law. The court's interpretation of the Virginia Cons ti tut ion regarding natural resources is no longer
valid ·due to its substantial revision. In addition to the provision regarding
natural oyster beds, the constitution now declares a policy " ••• to protect its
atmosphere, lands, and waters from pollution, impairment, or destruction • • •
[82]." Although the oyster bed provision still contains the only explicit
reference in the Constitution to a trust, the authors of the provisions
regarding natural resources were of the view that a trust was being created
with regard to public lands and waters [83].
The public trust doctrine has been accepted as the primary basis for
public control of certain natural resources in other states.
In Wisconsin,
for example, the trust concept has served as the basis for recognition of
broad public recreational rights on the state's navigable waterways [84], .a
broad . category as defined under the Wisconsin concept of navigability [85].
Of greater interest with regard to water allocation, the Supreme Court of
North Dakota has held that the public trust doctrine serves as a limitation
on the authority of state officials to issue permits for water use.
The
court held that the doctrine required at a minimum, " ••• a determination of
the potential effect of the allocation of water on the present water supply
and future water needs of this state [86]."
Some writers have argued for
acceptance of the trust approach as the primary mechanism for environmental
protection [87].
The primary utility of the trust concept in such applications is that it
provides an alternative to use of the police power for protection of the
public interest in natural resources.
While the police power approach is
based on regulation of re.cognized private property interests to protect the
public interest, the trust approach is based on the existence of an inherent
public right that limits the extent to which private interests are re~ognized.
With regard to resources encompassed by the trust, assertion of the public
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interest by reliance on this limitation on private rights may be perceived as
a more fundamental approach than police power regulation. The effect of the
two approaches is the same--the restriction of private property rights to
further the public interest.
In Virginia, the current constitutional provisions regarding natural
resources appear to establish a basis for greater recognition of the trust
concept than has occurred previously.
The extent to which this potential
application will be pursued is difficult to predict.
Neither the General
Assembly nor the Virginia Supreme Court has shown enthusiasm for the trust
concept in the past. The legislature traditionally has relied on police power
regulation as the ·basis for protection of the public interest in natural
resources.
The Virginia court in the Commonwealth decision indicated a
preference for evaluating state natural resources authority on the basis of
direct consideration of constitutional provisions without the intermediate
formulation and acceptance of the trust concept.
In view of this previous
reliance on alternative approaches, the future role of the trust concept as a
factor in water resources management remains somewhat spec~lative.

Summary of Riparian Rights in Virginia
The foregoing analysis indicates the riparian right to constitute a
property interest vested in the owners of riparian property, taking . of which
requires due process of law. The right is of a usufructuary nature and is not
lost by simple nonuse.
Although the riparian right originally exists as an
incidence of the ownership of riparian land, it can be severed and can exist
as a separate property interest.
The scope and extent of the riparian right is determined by the flexible
criterion of reasonableness. To be reasonable, a particular water use must be
compatible with others sharing the same source of supply.
Not all adverse
effect is prohibited, but only that which produces "unreasonable" harm to
other riparian owners.
In the absence of injury to others, essentially any
water use is reasonable and therefore lawful. The ~oncept of reasonableness
does not create a water right of fixed magnitude but may result in changes in
the recognized magnitude of the right over time, thereby introducing an
element of uncertainty. Municipal water use generally has not been considered
to be a reasonable use of water.
If surplus water is not available, public
suppliers generally have to purchase or to exercise eminent domain powers to
·acquire affected water rights of other parties.
The riparian doctrine restricts use of water to riparian land. To be
considered riparian to a particular stream, land must be part of a contiguous tract in contact with the stream, and any portion ·extending beyond the
watershed of the stream is excluded from riparian status. Land is riparian
to a stream only at a point adjacent to its position, and water for a particular tract cannot be diverted at an upper point and transported such that
intervening landowners on the stream are bypassed. The prohibition against
non-riparian use generally is not enforceable in the absence of injury to
other parties.
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Riparian rights are restricted by certain judicially recognized public
rights on navigable streams, traditionally defined to include those susceptible to commercial use. Riparian rights on navigable streams are subservient
to the public right of navigation and may be destroyed without compensation by
governmental projects for improvement of navigation. Virginia has not given
general a·c ceptance to the position adopted by a minority ().f the states that
public water supply rights are part of the superior public right in navigab,l e
waters. However, special water rights in the James River now held by the City
of Richmond were created by legislative action and constitute a major exception to the riparian doctrine. The public trust doctrine serves as a potential limitation on the power of the state to allow private use of waters that
interfere with protected public uses, but this doctrine has not been applied
to the water allocation issue.

RIGHTS IN GROUND WATER AS DEFINED
BY THE VIRGINIA SUPREME COURT
Although allocation of ground water has now become an administradye
function of state governirent in specially designated geographical areas (to be
discussed in the next chapter of this report), common law ground water rights
continue· to serve the allocation function in the majority of the state. In
addition, any challenge to the validity of the existing state allocation program likely would be based on property rights in ground water recognized under
the common law.

Legal Classification of Ground Water
Consideration of common law ground water rights requires recognition of
the fact that the Virginia Supreme Court has followed the common practice of
classi!ying ground water as either an underground stream or percolating ground .
water for purposes of defining private rights. One of the most comprehensive
considerations of the distinction between ground water types is contained in
the 19.2_7 case of Clinchfield Coal Corp. v. Compton [88], which consisted of an
action for damages for the destruction of a spring by mining operations
beneath the land on which the spring was located. The court gave the follow~
ing definition [89] of percolating waters:
Percolating waters
are those which ooze, seep, or filter through the
..,
soil beneath the surface, without a defined channel, or in a course
that is unknown and not discoverable from surface indications without excavation for that purpose. The fact that they may, in their
underground course, at places come together so as to form veins or
rivulets, does not destroy their character as percolating waters.
It is well settled that, unless it is shown that the underground
water flows in a defined and known channel, it will be presumed to
be percolating water...
This presumption is difficult to overcome, as in a great majority of cases the exact condition or course
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of the underground water is not known, nor readily ascertainable,
but the burden of proof is on him who alleges that the water flows
in a known and defined channel, and he must lose unless he can
overcome the presumption by affirmative proof to the contrary.
The fact that all ground water is presumed to be percolating in the
absence of proof to the contrary shifts the emphasis from defining percola~ing
water to the conditions necessary for establishing the existence of an under. ground watercourse.
The court has made the fallowing s ta temen t [ 90] with
regard to this determination:
Surface depressions or sinks extending in a line on either side of a
spring of considerable volume may give notice of the existence of an
underground stream which the owner of the surface has no right to
divert [citatio·n omitted]; also the existence on the surface of a
line of vegetation usually found nowhere except over watercourses
[citation omitted].
So also a stream which sinks into the ground
and continues underground for a considerable distance and then
reappears, but whose course and direction distinctly appears on
the surface, is an underground stream between the points where it
appears on the surface.
Overcoming the burden of proving that an underground watercourse exists
is not easy. The following quotation [ 91] explains the restrictions on the
party undertaking this task:
The onus of proof lies, of course, on the plaintiff claiming t _h e
right, and it lies upon him to show that, without opening the ·ground
by excavation, or having recourse to abstruse speculation of scientific persons, men of ordinary powers and attainments would know, or
could with reasonable diligence ascertain, that the stream, when it
emerges into light, comes from, and has flowed through, a defined
subterranean channel.
If it is properly established that ground water does flow in an · underground watercourse, the same rules of law apply .as if the stream were on the
surface [92]. The difficulties of proof, however, limit the amount of ground
water subjected to surface water law. In fact, there does not appear to be a
single Virginia decisio~ which holds the ground water involved to be o.t her
than percolating. Thus the recognition of separate classes of ground water is
largely theoretical; essentially all ground water, or at least the vast majority of such water, is uniformly treated as percolating.

Which Doctrine Applies to Percolating Ground Water?
The Virginia Supreme Court has decided a limited number of cases arising
out of disputes be tween different ground water users and between water· users
and other resource developers, but common law ground water rights have been
incompletely defined.
In .fact, the Virginia court has never explicitly
accepted any particular ground water doctrine.
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Two early cases, Miller v. Black Rock Springs Improvement Co. [93] and
Heninger v. McGinnis [94], appeared to uphold the absolute ownership doctrine.
The underlying concept of this doctrine is that each landowner has complete
ownership and control over water underneath his land. Therefore each landowner bas an unlimited right to use ground water or to interfere with its
movement through land development, subject only to the general qualifications
that waste and malicious injury to others are unlawful. Thus the doctrine
constitutes a rule of capture.
Although the doctrine refers to absolute ·
ownership, it does not create an enforceable water right since no right of
legal action exists for injury produced by the activities of others.
But the court has subsequently indicated in the Clinchfield decision that
the absolute ownership doctrine in the earlier cases. It
stated that its decisions would have been the same under the other principal
ground water allocation theory, the reasonable use doctrine. Under this concept, the landowner is viewed as having the right to make any reasonable us·e
of ground water on the overlying land, or the right to reasonably develop
property al though interference with the water supplies of others may result.
Use of the term "reasonable use" to identify this doctrine of ground water law
suggests similarity with the riparian doctrine, but a fundamental distinction
can be made between the two doctrines. In the case of the riparian doctrine,
reasonableness is a relative concept and the rights of each party are determined with regard to the needs of the other users. The typical determination
of reasonableness under the ground water doctrine does not depend on comparison with other uses of the source of supply. A landowner engaged in a "reasonable use," generally interpreted to mean any traditional water or land use,
is under essentially no constraints with regard to the impact of his use . on
others and can legally destory his neighbor's supply.
i t did not adopt

_This lack of a restrictive application of the "reasonableness" criterion
has not been accepted in all the states. In a few court cases [95], a balancing of interests has been undertaken similar to that involved under the riparian doctrine. The fact that such decisions are relatively unique has led some
commentators to consider such cases as constituting a separate eastern ground
water doctrine similar to the doctrine of correlative rights developed primarily in California [96]. None of the Virginia ground water decisions fall
into this category.
Although the reasonable use doctrine is similar in most cases to the
absolute ownership doctrine with regard to ground water use on the overlying
land, the doctrines do produce a different result with regard to export of
ground water for use on land other than that from which the water is pumped.
The absolute ownership doctrine places no restriction on place of water use, .
but one of the general principles of the reasonable use doctrine as it has
been developed in other jurisdictions is that use is limited to the land from
which the water is taken. This principle has seen the greatest application in
situations where municipal water supplies are pumped from parcels of outlying
land and piped into urbanized areas. The Virginia court has never directly
considered this issue, but the following passage [97] in Clinchfield is quoted
from · Meeker v. City of F.ast Orange
[98], an often-cited reasonable use
decision:
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But it [the reasonable use doctrine] does prevent the withdrawal o.f
underground waters for distribution or sale for uses not connected
with any beneficial ownership or enjoyment of the land whence they
are taken, if it results therefrom that the owner of adjacent or
. neighboring land is interfered with in his right to the reasonable
use of subsurface water upon his land, or, if his wells, springs or
streams are thereby materially diminished in flow, or his land is
rendered so arid as to be less valuable for agriculture, pasturage,
or other legitimate uses.
This statement is part of a longer quotation included to indicate the
extent of the landowner's right under the reasonable use concept to use or
divert ground water on the land where it is found. Inclusion of the statement
regarding the restriction of use on non-overl ying land is an indication that
the Virginia court views this widely-accepted qualification of the ground
·water right as a basic feature of the reasonable use doctrine.
The Virginia court has not explicitly accepted the reasonable use
doctrine, but the court has indicated that the trend of opinion is in favor of
this rule.
In fact, the absolute ownership doctrine now has been rejected in
most states. On the basis of these factors, it might be hypothesized that the
court will ultimately adopt the reasonable use doctrine, along with its prohibition of water export.
Most of the ground water decisions of the Virginia Supreme Court have
involved coal mining operations that interfere with ground water supplies
available to other parties, either on overlying or adjacent land [99]. The
principle has been well-established that such interference does not produce
liability where the mining is accomplished by traditional, non-negligent
methods. The primary exception to this position of no liability coµsists of
the situation where injury to a water supply is associated with the collapse
of the land surface as a result of inadequate subsurface support [100].
The Virginia court has never decided a case involving interference
between wells, but the issue has been discussed in cases involving mining
. interference with ground water supplies. These cases indicate that the landowner is free to pump water for use on his own land without regard to the
impact on others and that the injured ground water user has no recourse but
to sink his own well deeper [ 101].
Since the court's declarations to this
ef feet were not made in the actual context of deciding a conf lie t be tween
well owners, the weight to be attached is reduced, but the reasonable use
doctrine, toward which the court apparently leans, has not imposed restrictions with respect to most onsite water uses.

Summary of Ground Water Rights in Virginia
Common law rights relating to percolating ground water are not as well
defined in Virginia as those relating to water in streams. The state supreme
court has not explicitly stated its choice of ground water allocation doctrine
but appears to lean toward acceptance of the reasonable use doctrine. This
doctrine is somewhat similar to the riparian doctrine in that it imposes
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restrictions on place of water use; export of water from the overlying land
is generally prohibited.
However, the doctrine bears little resemblance to
the riparian doctrine with regard to onsite use or the use of property interfering with the ground water supply on adjacent property. The ground water
doctrine of reasonable use establishes a more absolute right with regard to
onsite activities and does not impose a requirement of sharing the available
supply as is done under the riparian doctrine.
Most of the Virginia court
decisions have involved coal-mining interference with water supply on adjacent or overlying land, and the state court has held that such interference
generally produces no liability in the absence of negligence.
A possible
exception to this rule of no-liability appears to have been recognized in
the situation where damage to water supply is associated with insufficient
support for the land's surface.
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Chapter Three
EXISTING STATE WATER MANAGEMENT ACTIVITY
AFFECTING ALLOCATION OF SUPPLIES

INTRODUCTION
A slow but perceptible trend toward greater state involvement in management and control of water use has been underway in the Commonwealth for a substantial period of time. The most prominent development in terms of direct
control over water use has consisted of enactment of the Ground Wate~ Act of
1973 (GWA) [l]. This legislation constitutes the sole action by state government to replace common law allocation mechanisms with an administrative allocation system. But other management activities and regulatory measures have
also been implemented that can have a significant impact on water use. These
measures generally are independent of the water rights issue but impact water
use through imposition of supplemental requirements that affect the exercise
of water rights.

GROUND WATER ACT OF 1973
GWA is based on the following legislatively declared statement of policy

[2]:
It is the policy of the Commonwealth of Virginia and the purpose of
this law to recognize and declare that the right to reasonable control of all ground water resources within this State belongs to the
public and that in order to conserve, protect and beneficially utilize the ground water of this State and to ensure the preservation
of the public welfare, safety and health, it is essential . that provision be made for control of ground water resources.
This statement indicates that GWA is not based on perceived state ownership of
ground water but rather represents an application of the state's police power
to private property interests in the ground water resource.
Geographical Coverage
A fundamental aspect .of GWA is that its principal regulatory measures do
not apply statewide but are intended to be restricted geographically to those
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areas having identified ground water management problems. Implementing GWA's
regulatory provisions in such an area requires that it first be designated as
a "ground water management area" by the State Water Control Board (SWCB}
according to procedures in GWA. GWA specifies the following four conditions
[3] which, individually or in combination, justify the initiation of ground
water management area proceedings:
(1)

Ground water levels (elevations relative to mean sea level of
water table or of artesian water head) in the area in question
are declining or have declined excessively; or

(2)

The wells of two or more ground wa·ter users within the area in
question interfere substantially with one another; or

(3)

The available ground water supply in the area in question is
being or is about to be overdrawn; or

(4) . The ground water in the area in question has been or reasonably
may be expected to become polluted.
SWCB may initiate a proceedings upon its own motion or upon the petition of
any county, city, or town within the area in question. The boundary of the
area is subject to determination by SWCB.
Two ground water management areas have been designated to date. At its
meeting in January 1975, SWCB designated a major portion of the state's southeastern corner a ground water management area [4]. The designated area is
that section of the coastal plain lying south of the James River and east of
the fall line; it includes the counties of Prince George, Southampton, Surry,
Sussex, and Isle of Wight and the cities of Chesapeake, Franklin, Hopewell,
Norfolk, Portsmouth, Suffolk, and Virginia Beach. A second management area
was established by an order adopted September 27, 1976 [5]. This area consists of the Eastern Shore of Virginia, including the counties of Northampton
and Accomack and all towns within these counties.
Nature of Controls Imposed
The primary effect of designating a ground water management area is to
implement a special management program which includes regulation of new ground
water uses in the area.
The principal control provision in GWA is the
requirement that certain ground water uses within designated areas must have
an authorizing permit from SWCB. However, this requirement does not apply to
all users within a designated area.
One category of exemptions includes uses in existence on the date an area
is designated, intended uses where wells are under construction, or any use in .
existence within two years prior to the data of area designation [6] (the
grandfather clause).
Existing uses must be registered with SWCB and are
acknowledged by issuance of a certificate of ground water right [ 7]. Such
use is presumed abandoned unless a registration statement is filed within six
months after area designation; however, the presumption is subject to rebuttal
within a one-year period through petition filed with SWCB [8]. Rights recognized under the grandfather clause are limited by the extent of application to
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beneficial use [ 9].
This provision theoretically gives SWCB authority to
review uses to some extent rather than to issue requested certificates automatically. However, the term "beneficial use" is not defined in GWA. In a
separate legislative statement of water policy, "beneficial use" is defined to
mean " ••• domestic, agricultural, recreational and commercial and industrial
uses" [10], a definition that encompasses most any productive use of water.
Under a more restrictive view, "beneficial" could also relate to the method of
using water for a particular purpose and therefore conceivably could be used
to prohibit inefficient and wasteful practices, but GWA provides no guidance
as to this possible interpretation.
The question as to whether the SWCB can impose conditions on existing
users through the beneficial use requirement received some preliminary consideration during a hearing to consider the first registration statements in
connection with the Southeastern Virginia Ground Water Management Area. The
issue raised was whether the use of cooling towers and the recycling of cooling water could be required as an alternative to once-through use of ground
water for cooling. The following exchange [11] between a SWCB board member
(Brion) and the Assistant Attorney General of Virginia (Ryan) indicates a
negative resolution of the question concerning restrictions based on the bene. ficial use requirement:
Mr. Brion: I guess I am going further in saying without trying to
talk in circular manner that just because water is pumped and put to
productive use, if at the same time we are aware of the existing
state of the art--technology that could be used to reduce the quantity of that use, we could, therefore, say that that is not necessarily beneficial use if there are alternatives that are reasonable
in the circtnnstances.
Mr. Ryan: That is getting pretty far afield, I think, Mr. Brion. I
cannot accept that construction of the statute. I think the situation we have here, Hercules is pumping the water out of the ground
and is using it to cool certain unit processes in its plant, and I
think it would be difficult to say that is not beneficial use as
contemplated by the Legislature. I think, moreover, once the application is timely made, I think you have a ministerial duty to issue
to registration statement for grandfather certificate.
GWA declares that established uses recognized in the act are subject to
further limitation by specific action of the General Assembly if it determines
that additional restrictions are necessary to protect the public health,
safety, or welfare [12].
It is important to emphasize that this provision
requires legislative action and cannot be implemented by SWCB acting under
current authority. This restriction does not appear to preclude SWCB restrictions ·based on the reasonable-use requirement since the existing GWA already
imposes this limitation on established rights recognized in the. act.
In addition to uncertainty existing with regard to the beneficial-use
requirement, another aspect of .the grandfather clause that serves as the basis
of potential management problems is the lack of clear controls over total
pumpage by an existing user~
GWA recognizes and preserves existing uses
" ••• to the extent of their beneficial uses thereof on the date such area is
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declared a ground water management area or on any date within two years prior
to such date" [ 13]. This provision appears to establish maximum daily use as
the only measure of existing rights, thereby creating a potential regulatory
loophole whereby total pumpage from an aquifer may be increased substantially
without state approval since average pumping rates are not specifically controlled. This provision therefore appears to allow a basic intent of GWA to
be circumvented. Another potential loophole is the above-noted provision for
authorization of intended uses where well-construction is underway at the time
of area designation. This provision may be subject to abuse since it is based
on the good-faith intentions of the parties involved.
Another group of special uses will remain exempt, even if not in existence at the time of area designation. This group includes "[t]he use or supplying of ground water for agricultural and livestock watering purposes, for
human consumption or domestic purposes, or for any single industrial or commercial purpose in an amount not exceeding fifty thousand gallons a day" [14].
Although the exemption provisions do not make specific reference to municipal use or public water supply, the Attorney General of the Commonwealth has
determined that municipal withdrawal for human consumption and other domestic
purpose~ is exempt without regard to quantity as in the case of individual use
for these purposes [15]. Municipal withdrawals for single industrial and commercial purposes exceeding the 50,000 gallon per day limitation theoretically
are subject to the permitting requirement. However, regulation of municipal
withdrawals on a selective basis poses problems of administrative feasibility
since individual withdrawals are likely to serve a variety of types and sizes
of users. Thus, it is doubtful as to whether municipal withdrawal of ground
water can be effectively regulated under the existing GWA.
For new or enlarged ground water uses within a designated area not exempt
because of their special nature, no inherent right of the landowner is recognized. The right to initiate a new use must be acquired in the form of a permit from SWCB [16]. The agency may grant the right as requested, but it · is
authorized to impose conditions and limitations in the permit, approve the
permit for less water than requested, or reject the application. The basic
legislative criteria to guide SWCB's decisions with regard to a proposed well
are that new uses are to be limited by the requirement of beneficial use . ~nd
that undue interference with existing wells will not be allowed [ 17]. GWA
provides that "[n]o application shall be approved when the same will deprive
those having prior rights of beneficial use of the amount of ground water to
which they are lawfully entitled" [18]. Existing permit holders are provided
an opportunity to comment with respect to each permit application. Copies of
applications must be sent to each local governing body within the management
area in question and to other such bodies with rights to make "substantial
beneficial uses" of ground water from such area [19], and other permit holders
can file protests against permit issuance [20]. GWA therefore introduces the
concept of priority in time as a basic element of water rights. Procedures
for processing permit applications include establishment of a priority among
applications [21], but the act does not indicate that priority has any significance among permit holders.
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GWA contains several provisions relevant to subsequent modification of a
permitted water right, but the full extent to which such changes are authorized is somewhat unclear. There are several mechanisms which potentially provide for termination of a water right by SWCB. One of the most direct but
substantially limited measures is the provision for presumption of abandonment
where a grandfathered user fails to file a registration statement within a
prescribed period of time; however, the presumption is rebut tab le within
certain time limits [ 22]. A time limit is also imposed on construction of
permittea wells [23], suggesting that the permit may be terminated upon noncompliance, but GWA is not explicit on this issue. GWA contains no explicit
provision for forfeiture of a water right for failure to use water after the
·. right is finally established by well construction and use of water. However,
SWCB is authorized to cancel permits or impose other restrictions for willful
violation of a permit or terms of GWA [ 24].
A provision of potentially
broader applicability authorizes SWCB " ••• to modify or to revoke from time to
time any final action previously taken by i t pursuant to [GWA] ••• " [25], subject to applicable procedural requirements. This authority appears to allow
SWCB to revoke permits for any justifiable cause, but the limits of this power
are undefined.
Another aspect of the permit-modification issue consists of the question
of permit duration and permit transferability among individual water users.
GWA does not specifically address the duration issue, creating the assumption
that a ground water right under the act is established in perpetuity. The
primary basis for an opposing view is the authority for SWCB to issue permits
subject to conditions and limitations [26]. The question of whether this provision allows issuance of time-limited perµiits may require judicial interpretation for final resolution if SWCB were to adopt this interpretation. If it
is assumed that permits under GWA generally will be issued without time limit,
the issue of voluntary transfers of water rights becomes important. GWA does
not specifically address the transferability issue. The act does encourage
the use of voluntary agreements among ground water users within the same management area which, when approved by SWCB as being consistent with GWA, can
serve in lieu of formal SWCB controls [27]. The existence of this provision
and the absence of an expression of negative intent toward transfers suggest
that transfers would be valid, but a degree of uncertainty regarding this
right exists.
Impact of Controls on Common Law Ground Water Rights
GWA constitutes a significant modification of traditional ground water
rights existing under the common law.
In the case of uses covered by the
grandfather provision, · private rights are subjected to the limitation of reasonable use. The significance of this restriction will depend in large part
on SWCB 's interpretation of the provision and the aggressiveness with which
the provision is administered.
The greatest impact of GWA occurs in the case of property owners not
covered by the grandfather provision and not coming within the exemptions.
Within this category, initiation of a ground water use cannot be accomplished
without a permit from the state, and GWA specifically provides that applications for permits can be subjected to conditions or denied under prescribed
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conditions. Therefore, a mechanism has been established through which unexercised water rights have been abolished, with new water use not covered by the
exemptions conditioned on state authorization.
CONSTRAINTS ON WATER QUALITY DEGRADATION
Virginia's water quality management program constitutes the mo~t complex
area of state water resources management activity at present. The '.·p rogram is
based on Virginia legislation in the form of the State Water Control Law [28]
but also reflects the requirements of the Federal Clean Water Act (CWA) [29]
since ·the state has assumed responsibility for administration of CWA. In the
administration of this joint program, SWCB exercises a wide range of responsibilities [30], including licensing and general control over waste handling
and discharge operations, water quality planning, and administration of a program of financial grants for publicly owned waste treatment plants.
Due to the integral relationship between quantity and quality of water
present in a body of ·water, administration of controls over quality alteration
can have direct impacts on allocation of supply. For example, an increase in
the level of required treatment may result in reductions in water withdrawals
by certain classes of users. A decision based on quality considerations that
water used for cooling or other purposes must be recycled will reduce withdrawals but increase consumption.
Implementation of plans for maintenance of a desired level of water qual~
ity can also serve as a restriction on future withdrawal of water. Of particular interest in this regard are mandatory provisions of CWA regarding the
maintenance of water quality standards in streams with contamination problems.
The basic regulatory measure of CWA is the effluent limitation which is established by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for various classes
of waste discharges [31]. Such limitations generally must be met by all discharges, even if a lower level of treatment would not result in violation of
desirable levels of water quality as defined by existing stream standards [32]
for the waterway in question.
However, special constraints on waste discharge are mandated where compliance with effluent limitations is not sufficient to maintain water quality
such that stream standards will not be violated [33]. Sections of streams in
this category are referred to as "water quality limited" segments. In this
situation, treatment requirements more stringent than applicable effluent limitations must be imposed on dischargers contributing to the violation of
standards.
Once a level of waste treatment has been attained that will just maintain
stream standards, a condition of balance exists with regard to the strea~ in
question that will be upset by any increase in waste discharge or by any additional withdrawal of water that decreases streamflow. Therefore a potential
restriction exists with regard to further development of any waterway in the
"water quality limited" classification.
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CONSTRAINTS ON DAM CONSTRUCTION
Another type of state control having a direct impact on water utilization
consists of constraints on construction and operation of impounding structures. Several controls currently apply to such structures.
State Corporation Commission License
The most significant state regulatory measure applicable to dams is the
licensing program operated by the State Corporation Commission (SCC) [34].
Legislation provides that "[t]he control and regulation on the part of the
State of the development of the waters of the State shall be paramount, and
shall be exercised through the agency of the State Corporation Commission ••• "
[35]. Although this language refers to the control over the "development of
waters of the State," it is obvious from the other provisions of the act that
powers of control vested in sec are restricted to development involving dam
construction.
The primary feature of this control is the requirement that certain dams
cannot be constructed without a license from SCC [36]. Included are (1) all
dams for the generation of hydroelectric energy for use or sale in public
service and (2) dams across or in the "waters of the State" [37], a term
encompassing the following four categories [28]:
(a)

Any stream or that portion of any stream in this State which
prior to June twentyfirst, nineteen hundred thirty-two has been
declared navigable by an unrepealed statute of this State; or

(b)

Any stream or that portion of any stream in this State, the bed
of which is owned by the Commonwealth; or

(c)

Those parts of streams or other bodies of water in this State
which either in their natural or improved condition, notwithstanding interruptions between the navigable parts of such
streams or waters by falls, shallows, or rapids, compelling
land carriage, are used or suitable for use for the transportation of persons or property in interstate or foreign commerce,
including therein all such interrupting falls, shallows or
rapids, and also any stream or part thereof in this State other
than those above mentioned in this subdivision in which the
construction of any dam or works as authorized by this chapter
would effect the interests of interstate or foreign commerce; or

(d)

That portion of any river or stream flowing between the highwater mark on the Virginia shore and the low-water mark when
such low-water mark constitutes the boundary line between
Virginia and another state.

The Virginia Supreme Court has interpreted the meaning of this definition
in two situations. In an early case, it was held that subdivision (c) of the
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above quote was limited to water-borne traffic in interstate or foreign commerce. The necessity of relocating highways on which land-borne traffic in
interstate or foreign commerce moved was not sufficient to cause the stream
involved to be classified as within the meaning of "waters of the State" [39].
In a more recent case, the court held that a stream to be impounded in connection with a nuclear electricity-generating project was within the meaning of
the term since the plan for interstate transmission of the electricity
involved would affect the interests of interstate or foreign commerce [ 40].
Statutory provisions specify the matters to be included in the Commission's deliberations regarding an application for a dam construction license.
Since the statute was enac ted before protection of the environment was a significant concern, no language of this type is included; however, the following
passage [41] suggests an intent for broad considerations by sec:
Before acting upon any application, the Commission shall weigh all
the respective advantages and disadvantages from the standpoint of
the State as a whole and the people thereof and shall make such
investigation as may be appropriate as to the effect of the proposed construction upon any cities, towns and counties and upon
the prospective development of other natural resources and the
property of others.
A license to construct a dam is to be granted by SCC only when the following conditions are met: (1) the plans of the applicant provide for the
greatest practicable extent of utilization of the waters of the state for
which the application is made; (2) the applicant is financially able to construct and operate the proposed dams and works; and (3) the general public
interest is promoted thereby [42].
The water power development act makes limited provisions for external
review of project applications. The applicant for a license under the act is
required to file a copy of the application with the Director of Conservation
and Economic Development within ten days after filing with SCC [ 43]. This
requirement apparently is intended only to give the Director notice of the
proposal since no formal comment by him is specified by statute. The question
arises as to whether this authority should have been transferred to SWCB with
the 1972 transfer of water resource responsibilities to the Board from the
Department of Conservation and Economic Development [ 44].
The only other
statutory mechanism for review of such proposals is in the form of a required
public hearing. Notice of the hearing is required once each week for four ·
successive weeks prior to the hearing in a newspaper or newspapers of general
circulation in the city or county of the proposed construction, any adjoining
or connecting county or city affected, and every other county downstream from
such development through which the stream involved runs to its mouth [ 45].
-SCC has the authority to impose terms and conditions on the applicant in
granting a license. These conditions may relate to the character of construction, operation, and maintenance of the project in the interest of public
safety. sec also determines what provisions are to be made by the license to
prevent unreasonable interference with streamflow [46].
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SWCB Water Quality Certification
Another state control over construction and operation of impounding
structures exist as a result of a provision in federal legislation. Section
401 (47] of CWA creates a process for state veto of federal permits for certain activities as described in the following quotation (48]:
Any applicant for a Federal license or permit to conduct any
activity including, but not limited to, the construction or operation of facilities, which may result in any discharge into the
navigable waters, shall provide the licensing or permitting agency
a certification from the State in which the discharge originates
or will originate, or, if appropriate, from the interstate water
pollution control agency having jurisdiction over the navigable
waters at the point where the discharge originates or will originate, that any such discharge will comply with the applicable provisions of sections 301, 302, 303, 306, and 307 of this Act ••••
No license or permit shall be granted if certification has been
denied... •
In order to determine the factors relevant to the certification process,
it is necessary to examine the contents of the five sections of CWA enumerated
i~ the, above quotation.
Section 301 (49] is entitled "effluent limitations"
and prescribes levels of waste treatment for public and private point source
waste discharges to be achieved by specified dates.
Section 302 (50],
entitled "water quality related effluent limitations," creates a procedure for
establishment of special effluent limitations in areas where application of
the limitations contained in section 301 would not be sufficient to prevent
interference with specified water quality management goals. Section 303 (51],
entitled "water quality standards and implementation plans," provides for
establishment and implementation of water quality standards for interstate and
intrastate waters.
Section 306 (52], entitled "national standards of performance," directs EPA to establish standards for achieving effluent reductions for various categories of new point source discharges to the maximtnn
extent achievable through application of "best available demonstrated control
technology."
Section 307 (53], entitled "toxic and pretreatment effluent
standards," requires EPA to (1) prescribe special effluent standards for
toxic pollutants and (2) establish pretreatment standards for pollutants to be
introduced into publicly owned treatment works that are not susceptible to
treatment in such works or which would interfere with their operation.
Thus it appears that the intent of the 401 certification process is to
prevent federal authorization of projects or activities not consistent with
the basic water quality objectives of CWA. The process applies not only to
waste discharge operations but also to other activities potentially affecting
water quality.
For example, impoundment projects are included due to the
possibility that modification of streamflow would adversely affect the assimi-lative capacity of the stream in question and produce water quality problems.
SWCB has been designated to grant the necessary certification to federal
licensing agencies [54].
Although this authority is quite explicit, it is
restricted by the legislative mandate to sec. A conflict in authority arose
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when SWCB and SCC attempted to prescribe different minimum releases from a
proposed Virginia Electric and Power Company installation on the North Anna
River. SWCB sought to impose its release schedule through the terms of its
own certificate and by provisions of the certification to be supplied to the
Atomic Energy Commission (now the Nuclear Regulatory Commission) that water
quality standards would not be violated.
In response to an inquiry concerning the authority of SWCB in the case,
the Attorney General of the Commonwealth [ 55] noted that the apparent discrepancy with respect to the authority of the two agencies is resolved by
statutory language. The Attorney General's opinion gives recognition to previously quoted provisions of the state water power development legislation
stating that, "[t]he control and regulation on the part of the State of the
development of the waters of the State shall be paramount and shall be exercised through the agency of the State Corporation Commission ••• " [56].
In
order to further indicate the paramount nature of SCC's authority, the opinion
notes that the legislation creating SWCB " ••• is intended to supplement existing laws ••• " [57] but not to replace it. Consideration of these legislative
provisions defining the respective powers of SWCB and the SCC led the Attorney
General to reach the decision " ••• that in water power projects the final decision as to flow release schedules is that of the State Corporation Commission"
[58]. The opinion adds that the SCC must consider the advice and judgment of
SWCB in such cases, but unilateral action by SWCB is precluded.
In addition to providing a mechanism for SWCB control of impounding
structures and certain other activities, the section 401 certification process
also provides a mechanism for other states to influence the federal permitting
process where interstate water quality effects are possible. CWA makes provision for an affected state to have its views heard, and the federal authorization in question must be conditioned such that water quality requirements are
satisfied.
If compliance cannot be insured, the authorization cannot be
granted [59].
It is therefore conceivable that the objections of another
state could result in withholding of federal approval of a water resource project located in Virginia where the affected waterway flows into that state.
SWCB Regulation of Dam Safety
A second regulatory function exercised by SWCB consists of regulation of
dam safety. The Board is authorized to promulgate regulations to ensure that
certain impounding structures in the state are safely constructed, maintained,
and operated. However, the scope of this authority is limited due to the wide
range of exemptions, which include the following [60]:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

dams licensed by the State Corporation Commission;
dams

owned or

licensed by

the

United States government;

dams designed, constructed or maintained in accordance with
specifications of the United States Soil Conservation Service
under the provisions of Public Laws 74-46, 78-534, 83-566 or
91-343 or dams constructed, maintained or operated primarily
for agricultural purposes;
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(iv)

water or silt retaining dams approved pursuant to Sec. 45.1222 of the Code of Virginia [applies to mine refuse piles and
dams in connection with mining operations];

(v)

obstructions in a canal used to raise or lower water; or

(vi)

dams creating impoundments of not more than one hundred acrefeet capacity and not more than twenty-five feet in depth.

General Assembly Control on Scenic Rivers
The General Assembly itself serves directly as a regulatory body regard-.
ing dam construction on streams designated as components of the state's scenic
rivers program.
This program is authorized by the Scenic Rivers Act [ 61]
which declares that preservation of certain rivers or sections of rivers for
their scenic values is a beneficial purpose of water resource policy [ 62].
The Act provides the means of identification and protection of these
streams. Designation generally is preceded by studies conducted by the Commission of Outdoor Recreation (COR) [63]. If COR concludes that a stream
should be designated as part of the scenic rivers system, it makes this recommenda tion to the Governor and the General Assembly [64]. Official designation
requires legislative approval, after which construction of any dam or other
flow-impeding stru~ture requires specific authorization by act of the General
Assembly [65].
To date, seven stream sections have been designated by the General
Assembly as components of the state scenic rivers system, including a 26-mile
segment of the Rivanna River in Fluvanna County [ 66]; a 28-mile section of
Goose Creek [67] and a 16-mile stretch of Catoctin Creek in Loudoun County
[68]; a five-mile segment of the Appomattox River in Dinwiddie and Chesterfield counties and the City of Petersburg [ 69]; a 1O.8-mile section of the
Roanoke River (also referred to as the Staunton River) in Campbell and Halifax
counties [70]; a 33-mile section of the Nottoway River in Sussex County [71];
and a 14-mile section of the Shenandoah River in Clarke County [ 72]. An
eighth stream segment, a six-mile section of the St. Mary's River on National
Forest land in Augusta County, has been recognized by the General Assembly as
a scenic river resource in a resolution [ 73] requesting the U.S. Forest
Service to cooperate in protection of the stream. Several streams recommended
for designation by COR on the basis of special studies have not been ·incorporated into the scenic river system, primarily as a result of local opposition to such designation.
Judicial Approval of Certain Dams
The General Assembly has established two procedures through which the
courts of the state can authorize certain dams. One pertains to construction
of milldams and related facilities while the other concerns facilities for
storage of flood water.

Legislation applicable to milldams [74] provides that any person desiring
to construct a dam or canal to utilize a stream for operation of a water mill
way request authorization from the circuit court of the county where the construction is proposed. Where such authorization is requested, the court is
required to appoint five freeholders in the county to be commissioners of the
court. . The commissioners are charged with the duty of making a complete
investigation of the site and reporting the likely impact of the proposed construction to the court. If from the commissioners' report or other evidence
it appears that the proposed structure will result in " ••• the mansion house of
any person other than the applicant himself, or the outhouses, yard, garden,
or orchards thereto belonging, will be overflowed or taken, or that the health
of the neighbor will be annoyed ••• " [ 75] , the court may not grant permission.
Otherwise, permission is in the discretion of the court, subject to such terms
as it may desire. Such conditions in particular must insure " ••• that ordinary
navigation and the passage of fish shall not be obstructed, nor the convenient
crossing of the watercourse impeded ••• " [7 6] •
Riparian owners desiring to store water above average streamflow for
later use may also request authorization from the circuit court of the county
or city . where the impoundment is proposed [ 77], · providing the construction
involved does not come within the jurisdiction of the milldam act, the water
power development act administered by SCC, or the federal government. Conditions governing such storage include absence of damage to others; ownership of
land involved, except that publicly-owned beds may be utilized; payment of all
costs, including divices for measuring streamf low above and below the impound~
ment; approval of construction by qualified persons; maintenance of certain
minimum flow releases, including provision of necessary facilities for
releasing water; limiting storage of irrigation water to that needed for a
12-month period; maintenance of all structures and equipment in safe and
servi~eable condition; the qualification that storage rights of upstream landowners have priority; and provision of information to SWCB [78].
Unlike the milldam act, the enabling legislation for storage of flood
water provides for input from a state agency to the judicial proceedings for
approval.
In addition to general notice regarding each application, the
applicant is required to send a copy of the application to SWCB. The mechanism for state-level input is a report by SWCB to the circuit court which
addresses the following matters [79]:
(1)

The average flow of the stream at the point from which water
for storage will be taken;

(2)

Whether the proposed project conflicts with any other proposed
or likely developments on the watershed;

(3)

The effect of the proposed impoundment on pollution abatement
to be evidenced by a certified statement together with such
other relevant comments as the Board desires to make;

(4)

Any other relevant matters which the Board desires to place
before the court.
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The final decision regarding a particular application is made by the
court on the basis of the report and other evidence, including that obtained
at a required public hearing. Legislative criteria to guide the court in its
determination provide that the application be denied if it appears that other
riparian owners will be . injured or other justifiable reasons exist. It is
specified that approval not be granted where SWCB indicates that reduction of
pollution will be impaired or made more difficult [80].

CONST.RAINTS ON PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY OPERATIONS
Provision of public water supply service potentially is subject to three
types of state-imposed constraints: (1) controls related to protection of
health, (2) controls over public utility operation, and (3) interjurisdictional allocation during water supply emergencies.
Health-Related Constraints
The State Board of Heal th (SBH) has authority for the " ••• general supervision and control over all water supplies and waterworks in the Commonwealth
insofar as the bacteriological, chemical, radiological and physical quality of
waters .furnished for drinking or domestic use may affect the public health and
welfare ••• " . [81].
According to the statutory definition, the term "water. works" includes any system serving piped water for drinking or ·domestic use to
(1) the public, (2) at least 15 connections, or (3) an average of 25 individuals for at least 60 days annually [82]. ''Water supply" includes any water
taken into waterworks but does not include any water above the point of intake
of the waterworks [83]. However, the source of water supply is subject to SBH ·
approval.
Waterworks subject to SBH jurisdiction cannot be established or operated
without a permit from the Commissioner of Health [84]. Such a permit authorizes specific components of the water system such as source of water and
manner of storage and treatment, and changes in such components cannot be made
without approval [85]. Permits are subject to amendment or revocation by the
Co~issioner under specified .conditions [86].
Detailed control over waterworks is provided through SBH regulations as
authorized by statute [87]. It is therefore the regulations which prescribe
quality standards for drinking water and specifications for design and operation of waterworks. Current SBH regulations [88] have an impact on the allocation and development of natural water sourc·es for supply purposes through
provisions regarding source development [ 89]. Sources of water supply are
required to be selected. such that the water is continuously amenable to available treatment processes.
Thus certain natural bodies of water may be
excluded from development for supply purposes. In addition to considerations
relative to water quality, regulatory provisions regarding water supply
sources also seek to assure an adequate quantity of supply relative to demand
in the service area. These provisions establish further potential for impact
on decisions regarding development of water supply sources.
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The Virginia program for regulation of public water supply is a joint
federal-state venture. Comprehensive federal authority for control of public
water supplies were established in 1974 by the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA)
[90]. SDWA grants authority for EPA to establish drinking water standards and
to regulate most water supply systems. But SDWA contains provisions for state
assumption of enforcement responsibility upon compliance with specified conditions [91], and the Virginia program has been approved.
Public Utility Regulation
Under existing law, any water (or sewer) company proposing to serve more
than 50 customers is required to incorporate as a public service company [92].
However, this provision does not apply to companies incorporated before and
operating a system on January 1, 1970. Also excluded are municipal corporations, other political subdivisions, and public institutions owned or controlled by the state [93].
Statutory provisions state that SCC " ••• shall have the power, and be
charged with the duty, of supervising, regulating and controlling all public .·
service companies doing business in this state, in all matters relating to the
performance of their public duties and their charges therefore, and of correcting abuses therein" [94]. sec is charged with the duty of conducting an
annual review of the rates of all public utilities [95]. If such rates are
" ••• found to be unjust, unreasonable, insufficient or unjustly discriminatory,
the State Corporation Commission shall have the power to fix and order substituted therefore such rate or rates ••• as shall be just and reasonable" [96].
The books, papers, and documents of such companies are at all times subject to
inspection by sec [97].
Although not all water companies are regulated as public utilities, those
that serve more than 50 customers are subject to special controls under certain conditions. Upon application by a majority of its customers or by such
company itself, SCC may hold a hearing and order improvements or rate changes.
When such action is taken, the water system remains subject to SCC's regulatory authority in the same manner as a public utility for such reasonable
period as the sec directs [98].
Another provision establishes a procedure for SCC to investigate complaints against water companies not regulated as public utilities when 50 or
more customers are served [ 99]. This procedure requires SCC to initiate an
investigation if 50 or more subscribers (each from a different household) who
have contracts with the company file a petition alleging inadequate service.
sec does. not have the power to determine and adjudicate the rights of the
parties [ 100], but its opinion is admissible in evidence in any proceedings
concerning applicable contracts _[101].
SCC authority with respect to water companies primarily concerns relations between the companies and their customers. sec does not control or
regulate the acquisition of water rights or the rights of waste disposal~ The
companies involved are subject to other statutes and the jurisdiction of other
agencies with regard to these matters.
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Interjurisdictional Allocation During
Water Supply Emergencies
The governing body of any Virginia county or municipality is authorized
to adopt an ordinance restricting water use during a water supply emergency
[102]. After such an emergency is declared, special provisions regarding allocation of water among neighboring jurisdictions can be implemented as
described in the following statutory language [103]:
After such an emergency has been declared in any jurisdiction, any
owner of a water supply system serving that jurisdiction may apply
to the State Water Control Board for assistance. If the State Water
Control Board confirms the existence of an emergency, and finds that
such owner and such jurisdiction have exhausted available means to
relieve the emergency and that the owner and jurisdiction are
applying all feasible water conservation measures, and in addition
finds that there is water available in neighboring jurisdictions in
excess of the reasonable needs of such jurisdictions, and that there
exists between such neighboring jurisdictions interconnections for
the transmission of water, the Board shall so inform the Governor.
The Governor, if requested jointly by the jurisdiction and the owner
of the systems supplying the jurisdiction, may then appoint a com·mittee consisting of one representative of the jurisdiction declaring the emergency, one representative of the system supplying the
jurisdiction under emergency, and those two representatives shall
choose a third representative and failing to choose such third
representative within seven days he shall be selected by the
Governor. The committee shall have the duty and authority to allocate the water available in such jurisdictions for the period of the
emergency, provided that the period of the emergency shall not
exceed that determined by the jurisdiction declaring the emergency
or the State Water Control Board whichever period termination is
earlier, so that the best water supply possible will be provided to
all water users during the emergency as previously described.
Nothing in this section shall be construed as requiring the construction of pipeline interconnections between any jurisdiction or
any water supply system.
Provision is made for payment to be made for any water transferred
. between jurisdictions.
The established rate schedule of the supplier is
applied to treated water. Compensation for untreated water must reflect all
costs to the supplying jurisdiction [104].

IMPACT OF WATER RESOURCES POLICY AND PLANS
Another state activity potentially affecting water allocation consists of
declarations of water policy and development of water management plans. These
measures generally are not of a direct regulatory nature but can influence the
allocation of water through a variety of indirect means.
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Water Resources Policy
General statements of water policy exist in two forms. The first is a
legislative declaration which has been quoted in a previous section of this
report ·. considering the nature of property rights attaching to water. The
second statement of policy is one developed by SWCB in response to a legislative mandate to " ••• formulate a coordinated policy for the use and control of
all the water resources of the State ••• " [105]. This activity was constrained
by specific guidelines, including the following statement [106] of controlling
principles enumerated by the General Assembly:
(1)

Existing water rights are to be pr·otected and preserved subject
to the principle that all of the State waters belong to the
public for use by the people for beneficial purposes without
waste;

(2)

Adequate and safe supplies should be preserved and protected
for human consumption, while conserving maximum supplies for
other beneficial uses.
When proposed uses of water are in
mutually exclusive conflict or when available supplies of water
are insufficient for all who desire to use them, preference
shall be given to human consumption purposes over all other
uses;

(3)

It is in the public interest that integration and coordination
of uses of water and augmentation of existing supplies for all
beneficial purposes be achieved for the maximum economic development thereof for the benefit of the State as a whole;

(4)

In considering the benefits to be derived from drainage, con·sideration shall also be given to possible harmful effects upon
ground water supplies and protection of wildlife;

(5)

The maintenance of streamf lows sufficient to support aquatic
life and to minimize pollution shall be fostered and encouraged;

(6)

Watershed development policies shall be favored, whenever possible, for the preservation of balanced multiple uses, and project construction and planning with those ends in view shall be
encouraged;

(7)

Due regard shall be given in the planning and development of
water recreation facilities to safeguard against pollution.

The policy statement [107] developed by SWCB pursuant to this authority
is a broad formulation encompassing all aspects of water resources management
from enviromnental protection to prevention of waste. Several policy provisions have a potential relationship to water allocation, including the following individual statements abstracted from throughout the policy document:
Criteria for guidance in the withdrawal and use of ground water ·
should be considered as follows:
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The relationships between ground water and surface water in the
area.
Information relating to the planned use of the ground water,
considering use for domestic drinking water as of greatest
importance.
The economic effects involved in both the withdrawal and nonwi thdrawal of ground water on the area and the State.
The urgency of the need for ground water in a given area [108].
Total withdrawals from coastal zone aquifers should be limited to
such a quantity as to prevent the intrusion of salinity beyond the
limit determined acceptable for the beneficial use of the aquifer
[109].
Total withdrawals from a specific aquifer
mated recharge except for short (one to two
the divergence should not be so great as
legal rights to withdrawal or to affect
aquifer to be recharged fully in the future

shall not exceed estiyear) periods of time:
to affect unreasonably
the capability of the
[110].

The natural values and natural processes occurring ·in water
resources in an undisturbed state constitute a substantial social
and economic benefit to the citizens of the Commonwealth, and protection of these processes should be considered in any resource
management plan [111].
Industrial process
through reuse and
wastes. As a goal
cesses with minimum

should be designed to minimize system demand
process change and to minimize discharge of
the Board favors the design of industrial prowithdrawal [112].

Plumbing and building codes should prevent needless waste of
water, without interfering with maintenance of health values ••••
Metering of municipal water deliveries to users should be essential [113].
The use of reclaimed water should be considered in water resources
planning for urban areas providing such uses are compatible with
the public's heal th and safety. Acceptable uses which should be
considered are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

cooling waters
agricultural
irrigation
industrial
recreational

The direct reuse of sewage effluents as a raw domestic water ·
source is not recommended or condoned [114].

Al though these provisions have direct implications for allocation of
available water supplies, the enabling legislation does not convey authority
for implementation; the policy provisions therefore must be accomplished
within the framework of existing law and administrative structure.
Policy
provisions relative to ground water can be implemented through GWA within
those areas of the state designated as management areas. Provisions relative
to prevention of waste and reduction of withdrawals of surface water have no
direct implementation mechanism under existing law, but related statutory provisions exist •
. The general statement of SWCB powers and duties prpvides that SWCB
authority includes the following [115]:
(1)

To exercise general supervision and control over the quality,
management and distribution of all State waters ••••

(2)

To study and investigate methods, procedures, devices, appliances, and technologies which could assist in water conservation or water consumption reduction.

(3)

To coordinate its efforts toward water conservation with other
persons or groups, within or without the Commonwealth.

(4)

To make reports concerning, and formulate recommendations based
upon, any such water conservation studies to assure that present and future water needs of the citizens of the Commonwealth
are met.

However, the legislation containing these provisions for control over
water distribution and investigation of water conservation does not provide
direct mechanisms for implementation. These objectives may be achieved to
some extent through controls over discharge of wastewater. In recognition .of
the limited nature of direct implementation authority, SWCB has indicated that
the policy will be utilized " ••• in the preparation of Water Resource Management Plans, advising on the adequacy/desirability of water resource projects,
and authorizing specific water resource projects or in commenting on projects
which affect water resources" [116].
Additional SWCB authority related to resolution of water-use conflicts is
contained in the following provision [117]:
The Board shall upon application of any State agency or political
subdivision, and may upon its own motion, recommend a plan to
resolve any conflict as to actual or proposed water use or other
practice directly affecting water use that involves a potential or
existing conflict between water use functions under the jurisdiction
of different State agencies. If requested by any State agency or
political subdivision directly affected, or at the Board's discretion, the Board shall hold public hearings on such question at which
all persons concerned shall be heard.
This authority is restricted to conflicts involving agency jurisdictional
problems and encompasses recommended solutions only. Therefore its potential
impact on water allocation appears limited.
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Water Resources Planning
The primary responsibilities of SWCB with regard to water resources
planning are set forth in the following excerpts from authorizing legislation
[ 118]:
A. The Board shall prepare plans and programs for the management of
the water resources of this State in such a manner as to encourage,
promote and secure the maximum beneficial use and control thereof.
These plans and programs shall be prepared for each major river
basin of this State, and appropriate sub basins therein, including
specifically the Potomac-Shenandoah River Basin, the Rappahannock
River Basin, the York River .B asin, the James River Basin, the Chowan
River Basin, the Roanoke River Basin, the New River Basin, the
Tennessee-Big Sandy River Basin, and for those areas in the
Tidewater and elsewhere in the State not within these major river
basins. Reports for each basin shall be published by the Board.
B. In preparing river basin plan and program reports enumerated in
subsection A. of this section, the Board shall (i) estimate current
water withdrawals and use for agriculture, industry, domestic use,
and other significant categories of water users; (ii) project water
withdrawals and use by agriculture, industry, domestic use, and
other significant categories of water users; (iii) estimate, for
each major river and stream, the minimum instream flows necessary .
during drought conditions to maintain water quality and avoid
permanent damage to aquatic life in streams, bays, and estuaries;
(iv) evaluate, to the extent practicable, the ability of existing
subsurface and surface waters to meet current and future water uses,
including minimum instream flows, during drought conditions; (v)
evaluate, in cooperation with the Virginia Department of Health and
local water supply managers, the current and future capability of
public water systems to provide adequate quantity and quality of
water; (vi) identify water management problems and alternative water
management plans to address such problems; and (vii) evaluate
hydrologic, environmental, economic, social, legal, jurisdictional,
and other aspects of each alternative management strategy identified.
F. In addition to the preparation of plans called for in subsection
A. of this section, the Board, upon written request of a political
subdivision of the State, shall provide water supply planning
assistance to such political subdivisions, to include assistance in
preparing drought management strategies, water conservation programs,
evaluation of alternative water sources, State enabling legislation
to facilitate a specific situation, applications for federal grants
or permits, or other such planning activities to facilitate intergovernmental cooperation and coordination.
SWCB's comprehensive water resources planning authority was initiated in
1972 when authority similar to that contained in provision A. above was transferred from the Board of Conservation and Economic Development [119]. Although
a significant amount of planning had been conducted since ori_g inal passage of
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water planning legislation in 1966 [120], only one river basin plan, the New
River Basin Study, had been completed and given final approval by 1972. The
format of this original plan consisted of six volumes, including an Introduction,- . Economic Base Study, Hydro logic Analysis, Water Resource Requirement,
Engineering Development Alternatives, and Implementation of Development
Alternatives. The Potomac River Basin Study followed a similar format, with
the exception that the volume concerning implementation of alternatives was
omitted. Later basin plans were further reduced in scope by elimination of
the volume discussing engineering development alternatives. A supplemental
volume containing a b~sin water quality plan has subsequently been added in
each case.
Much of the water resources planning conducted by SWCB in the early and
mid 1970's emphasizes water quality concerns rather than management of supply.
This emphasis was due to the traditional water quality mission of the agency,
the high degree of federal regulatory and funding activity in the water quality area, and the lack of a broadly perceived water supply problem in the
state.
The authorizing legislation was amended to its present from in 1981 to
provide more specific guidance and to expand the scope of activities encompassed [121]. However, additional funds to undertake these additional activities were not authorized. Due to this fact and the recent date of approval,
these new provisions have not seen significant implementation.

INTERSTATE MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
Potomac River Basin
The . greatest development of interstate management institutions related to
water allocation has occurred with regard to the Potomac River Basin. Of
interest are the proposed Potomac River Basin Commission (PRBC) [ 122], the
Interstate Commission on the Potomac River Basin (ICPRB) [ 123], the Potomac
River Low Flow Allocation Agreement (PRLFAA) [124], and the Potomac River
Riparian Rights Act (PRRRA) [125].
PRBC. The proposed PRBC would have a major impact on water use in the
Potomie"Basin if finally approved and implemented since it would bestow comprehensive water management authority oh an interstate commission. The PRBC
would be vested with authority in essentially all aspects of water resourc~s
management, including policy formulation, planning, approval of water resource
projects of others, water supply development, water quality management and
c·o ntrol, flood protection, watershed management, recreation, hydroelectric
power, and other areas [ 126]. However, the jurisdiction of PRBC would not
·include ground water [127].
In addition to its broad scope of authority, the PRBC would
tial independence from its individual members.
The compact
action of the Commission generally requires a favorable vote of
. of the six members, without provision for veto by individual

have substanprovides that
at least four
states [ 128].
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The 1970 Virginia General Assembly enacted the proposed compact into law
[129], but it will not become effective and binding until enacted by Maryland,
Pennsylvania, and West Virginia and approved by Congress.
ICPRB.
The existing ICPRB, consisting of the District of Columbia,
Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginis, is narrower in operational scope and less autonomous than the proposed PRBC. The primary purpose
of ICPRB is water quality protection [130], a management activity with potential for impact on water allocation.
However, the authority of I.CPRB is
limited by the provision that certain actions are not binding on any of the
signatories unless two of its three representatives vote in favor thereof.
ICPRB primarily functions as a planning and coordinating body [131].
· Although water quality is the primary focus of ICPRB, the authorizing
compact recognizes the need for integration of water quality and quantity
management, and ICPRB can consider other elements of water management. At
present an effort is underway to develop a voluntary water allocation program
to coordinate use of water among the District, Maryland, and Virginia. ·T his
program is based on authority for ICPRB to establish "sections" to deal with
special problems directly affecting two or more, but not all, the signatory
bodies [132].
PRLFAA. An agreement establishing a procedure for apportionment of low
flows was signed in early 1978 by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the states
of Maryland and Virginia, the District of Columbia, the Washington Suburban
Sanitary Connnission, and the Fairfax County Water Authority. The formula for
dividing the flow is based on the ratio of the average daily winter use of
each user to the average daily winter use of all users. This ratio is applied
to the amount of water available in the Potomac (after deduction of a minimum
flow requirement). This calculated value, less the amount available to each
user by use of the maximum capacity practicable from all other sources, represents the allocated share of Potomac water for such user.
With regard to Virginia's capability to enforce the provisions of PRLFAA
against Virginia users of water from the Potomac, the State Attorney General
·has indicated a potential problem due to the lack of state controls over withdrawals (133].
PRRRA.
The General Assembly adopted PRRRA in 1979 to recognize the
riparian rights of the citizens of the Commonwealth in the Potomac River as
established by common law and interstate compact [134]. SWCB is assigned the
responsibility of reviewing the development of Potomac waters and making
recommendations to the Governor and General Assembly as perceived to be necessary for protection of Virginia's riparian rights in the Potomac [135]. SWCB
has the following responsibility [136] where Virginia riparian rights are contested by non-Virginia claimants:
In the event non-Virginia claimants question or seek to abridge the
riparian use of the waters of the Potomac River by Virginia riparian
owners, the State Water Control Board shall advise and assist such
riparian owners in the proper exercise and protection · of their
rights, giving due consideration to the rights of others and to the
wise use of the water, and the Board shall assist in the resolution
of conflicts concerning such rights.
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The primary impact of PRRRA would appear to be the creation of a mechanism for state involvement in riparian rights conflicts involving non-Virginia
entities. Regardless of the broad title of the act, it does not address the
issue of conflicts among holders of riparian rights within Virginia.
Ohio River Basin
Two interstate management entities including Virginia operate in the Ohio
River Basin: the Ohio River Basin Commission (ORBC) [137] and the Ohio River
Valley Water Sanitation Commission (ORSANCO) [138].
ORBC was created in 19 71 [ 139] under provisions of the Water Resources
Planning Act [140].
Comprehensive water resources planning is the basic·
responsibility of ORBC; therefore, its potential impact on water allocation
within the Commonwealth is of an indirect nature only.
ORSANCO was created by interstate compact to combat water pollution in
the Ohio Basin. ORSANCO has broad advisory responsibilities [141] and limited
regulatory authority for control of pollution. This regulatory authority is
severely restricted by requirements for approval of action by the state
involved [142].
·
Interstate Activities
With North Carolina
Several water management issues have involved Virginia and North Carolina
jointly. Prominent examples have included ground water withdrawals from common coastal plain aquifers; the now-defunct Blue Ridge project on the New
River; and more recently, proposals developed by the Corps of Engineers for
increasing the water supply of Virginia's Tidewater area that originally.
included alternatives involving interstate diversions from North Carolina and
intrastate diversions from streams that flow into North Carolina.
The existence of common water resource problems led the governors of
Virginia and North Carolina to enter into a cooperative agreement [ 143] in
1974. Activities encompassed in the agreement include water resource planning, reservoir development in river basins common to both states, and ground
water withdrawal in adjoining coastal areas. Provision is made for formulation of " ••• suitable institutional arrangements for interstate and federal
cooperation on water resources matters that are of mutual interest to the two
states" [144]. Following a period of relative inactivity, bi-state activity
has been re-initiated in recent years.

REGULA.TORY AUTHORITY DELEGATED
TO POLlTICAL SUBDIVISIONS
The state's political subdivisions exercise substantial influence on
water resource use by indirect means such as land-use controls [ 145] , but
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local governing bodies have also been delegated direct authority to regulate
certain aspects of water resource development.
The most prominent example
consists of authority for each local governing body to approve or disapprove
certain facilities proposed within its jurisdiction by a second political
subdivision.
One provision applicable to counties and towns states that a
water supply dam " ••• shall not be constructed nor any land acquired therefor
when the dam would be located in another political subdivision without the
approval of such political subdivision's governing body ••• " [146]. 4 second
provides that " ••• no county or municipality shall impound any waters in the
Commonwealth within the boundaries of another county or municipality ••• " [147]
without first obtaining consent.
A third provides that " [ n] o municipal
corporation ••• shall construct, provide or operate without the boundaries of
such municipal corporation any water supply system prior to obtaining the
consent of the county or municipality in which system is to be located ••• "
[ 148].
A fourth provides that " ••• no county or municipal corporation or
authority shall construct, provide or operate without its boundaries any water
supply impoundment system ••• " [149] without prior consent.
These four provisions became effective on July 1, 1976, and do not apply
to facilities in existence, under construction, or for which land had been
acquired as of that date. Where approval of the second governmental unit is
denied, provision is made for the party seeking approval to petition for the
convening of a special court to hear an appeal. This court is to be composed
of three judges of circuit courts remote from the jurisdictions of the parties
involved and is to be designated by the Chief Justice of the Virginia Supreme
Court.
Counties and 1m.micipalities also possess certain authority to protect
water supplies from pollution. A statement of general powers regarding public
utilities provides that the governing body " ••• may also prevent the pollution
of water and injury to waterworks for which purpose their [sic] jurisdiction
shall extend to five miles about the same ••• " [150]. Another enactment apparently designed to apply to some particular town provides that " ••• the governing body of any town having a population of more than three thousand but less
than five thousand and which is located within a county having a population of
more than fifty thousand but less than fifty-five thousand ••• " [151] is authorized to pass ordinances protecting the public water supply of such town.
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Chapter Four
FEDERAL WATER MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES
AFFECTING STATE ALLOCATION

INTRODUCTION

Although water allocation is generally considered to be a function of
state government, the federal government is involved in a wide range of activities impacting on the al location process. This involvement exists in four
principal forms: (1) direct federal water allocation on interstate streams,
(2) regulatory constraints on private water resources development, (3) federal
water resources development activity, and (4) federal possession of water
rights.

DIRECT FEDERAL ALLOCATION

The federal government's direct water allocation functions have been
exercised primarily on interstate streams.
The federal courts provide a
mechanism for resolution of conflicts involving different state governments
and certain conflicts involving citizens from different states.
The U.S.
Constitution grants exclusive jurisdiction to the U.S. Supreme Court with
respect to disputes be tween states themselves [ 1], while other qualifying
.interstate water-use conflicts generally are initiated in U.S. District Court

[2].
Virginia has apparently never been involved in a suit with another ~tate
where allocation of water supply was a major issue; however, several cases of
this type have been decided by the U.S. Supreme Court. In these cases, the
Supreme Court has applied an allocation process referred to as "equitable
apportionment." One of the first such cases was the 1907 case of Kansas v.
Colorado [ 3] in which the Court recognized such conflicts as proper for its
consideration and referred to the development of "int.e rstate common law" in
such cases. However, the injury complained of by the State of Kansas was not
viewed as serious and the case was dismissed.
In resolving subsequent cases involving states, the Court has on some
occasions applied the concepts of state water law doctrines of the affected
states. The case of Wyoming v. Colorado [4] .provides an example. Wyoming had
brought suit to prevent an inter-basin transfer of water within Colorado
affecting streamflow into Wyoming. The Supreme Court's decision to allow an
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inter-basin transfer was based on the fact that both states had accepted the
doctrine of prior appropriation which did not prohibit such transfers ~ ~·
Thus state law served at least in part as a basis for federal resolution of an
interstate conflict.
But the Supreme Court has rejected state water law as the basis for resolution of certain other interstate water disputes.
In the 1931 case of
Connecticut v. Massachusetts
[5],
for
example,
the
Court
rejected
Connecticut's claim to the total flow of a stream on the basis for the natural
flow concept of the riparian doctrine. It was held that the riparian doctrine
. did not constitute a dependable guide or a just basis for resolving the controversy since the doctrine was not in effect in all the states and could be
rejected by a particular state.
In the 1931 case of New Jersey v. New York
[6], the Supreme Court gave conditional authorization to an inter-basin transfer and noted that such transfers " ••• must be allowed at times unless States
are to be deprived of the most beneficial use on formal grounds." Thus the
Court has refused to be bound by rigid concepts embodied in state water law
which would stand in the way of equitable distribution of water on a case-bycase basis.
Congressional authorization of water resource development projects and
subsequent completion of contracts for water distribution by administrative
officials can assume the status of a formal federal allocation of the water of
an interstate stream. Such an allocation was recognized and upheld as valid
by the Supreme Court in the 1963 case of Arizona v. California [7] involving
the Colorado River. The Boulder Canyon Project Act of 1928 [8] had authorized
federal projects to control the waters of the Colorado and provided for the
Secretary of the Interior to enter into contracts for project water, with such
contracts to be subj.ect to state allocation agreements as had been authorized
by the Act. Since such agreements had not been reached by the prescribed
deadline, the Court held that the Secretary's contracts as authorized by statute constituted an apportionment.
The Court viewed itself as having no
authority to substitute equitable apportionment for what it considered a statutory apportionment. The doctrine of prior appropriation was also rejected as
being inapplicable. The Secretary of the Interior was held to have continuing
authority to apportion water in times of shortage, subject to possible court
review in the future.

FEDERAL CONSTRAINTS ON WATER RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT
Although federal resolution of water use conflicts on interstate streams
is the most direct form of involvement in the water allocation process, a more
pervasive form of involvement consists of control over navigable waters. This
power was first recognized in 1924 when the U.S. Supreme Court hel~ that the
constitutional power of the federal government to control commerce encompassed
navigation [9]. The power to control navigation was quickly applied to navigable waters themselves [10].
The existing scope of federal controls over navigable waters is the
result of expansion since the initial recognition of the author! ty. These
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controls traditionally were limited to protection of the navigable capacity of
such waters. This protection generally has focused on regulation of construction and other activities serving as potential obstructions to navigation, but
the Supreme Court has recognized the authority of the federal government to
restrict withdrawals for preservation of navigability [11]. This authority
has seen limited use. The primary expansion in the scope of federal controls
over water use has consisted of the addition of environmental protection as a
management objective. Regulation of waste discharge and environmentally disruptive development projects has served as the primary mechanism to achieve
this objective. Although direct regulation of water withdrawal is a potentially significant mechanism for environmental protection, this approach has
not seen substantial utilization.
In the absence of established programs for direct control of water withdrawal, the primary existing federal regulatory measures of potential relevance to water allocation consist of the permit programs of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and the
authority of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency with regard to water
quality and drinking water safety.

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Permits
Construction activities involving alteration of navigable waters requires
authorization from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE). The COE regulatory
program is based on provisions of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 (RHA)
[12] and the Clean Water Act (CWA) [13].
RHA Permit Program. RHA provides authority for a general regulatory program through which federal controls over navigable waters are exercised. The
.nature of these controls is specified in the following statutory language

[14]:
It shall not be lawful to construct or commence the . construction of
any bridge, dam, dike, or causeway over or in any port, roadstead,
haven, harbor, canal, navigable river, or other navigable water of
the United States until the consent of Congress to the building of
such structures shall have been obtained and until the plans for the
same shall have been submitted to and approved by the Chief of
Engineers and by the Secretary of the Army ••••
The creation of any obstruction not affirmatively authorized . by
Congress, to the navigable capacity of any of the waters of the
United States is prohibited; and it shall not be lawful to build or
commence the building of any wharf, pier, dolphin, boom, weir,
breakwater, bulkhead, jetty, or other structures in any port, roadstead, haven, harbor, canal, navigable river, or other water of the
United States, outside established harbor lines, or where no harbor
lines have been established, except on plans recommended by the
Chief of Engineers and authorized by the Secretary of the Army; and
it shall not be lawful to excavate or fill, or in any manner to
alter or modify the course, location, condition, or capacity of, any
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port, roadstead, haven, harbor, canal, lake, harbor of refuge, or
inclosure within the limits of any breakwater, or of the channel of
any navigable water of the United States, unless the work has been
recommended by the Chief of Engineers and authorized by the
Secretary of the Army prior to beginning the same.
Authori t y contained in the first of these provisions relating to construction
of bridges and causeways was transferred in 1966 to the Secretary of Transportation by legislation creating the Department of Transportation [14].
The traditional objective of these controls over erection of structures
and other activities affecting navigable waters was limited to protection of
the navigable capacity of such waters. Administration of the RHA permit program has now been expanded to include environmental protection as mandated by
the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 [16] and other legislation [17].
COE jurisdiction under RHA is defined by the traditional definition of
"navigable waters" as developed by the federal courts. This definition generally encompasses " ••• those waters that are subject to the ebb and flow of
the tide and/or are presently used, or have been used in the past, or may be
susceptible fo r use to transport interstate or foreign commerce" [ 18]. The
concept of navigability has been specifically extended to artificial waters
subject to tidal action, natural waters that can be made navigable by means of
improvements, and non-navigable tributaries that affect the navigable capacity
of a navigable mainstream. With regard to rivers and lakes, regulatory jurisdiction under RHA generally extends to the entire water surface and bed up to
the high water mark [ 19]. The authority to make determinations of navigability has been delegated to COE Division Engineers [20]. Resolution of disputes regarding the determination in a particular situation is a function of
the courts.
The broad judicially developed definition of navigable waters for defining RHA _jurisdiction was somewhat restricted by a provision in the Water
Resources Development Act of 1976 [21] stating that certain provisions of RHA
do not apply to an interstate body of water considered navigable solely on the
basis of historical use in interstate commerce. This provision was used as a
basis for a recent decision [22] by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth
Circuit that Virginia's Smith Mountain Lake was not subject to the jurisdiction of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers under that Act.
Dredge and Fill Permit Program Under CWA. The basic objective of CWA is
water quality control, and the act is primarily administered by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA); but section 404 [23] of the act relating to control over dredge and fill activities gives COE primary administrative responsibilities for that aspect of the act. Like RHA, CWA also applies
to "navigable waters," but the act defines this term simply as " ••• the waters
of the United States, including the territorial seas" [24]. This definition
contains no qualification with regard to actual physical suitability for navigation and is therefore considerably broader than the concept of naviga·b le
waters that defines the scope of regulations under RHA. Current COE regulations [ 25] for implementation of the section 404 permit program contain the
following definition [26] of "waters of the United States":
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(1)

The territorial seas ••• ;

(2) Coastal and inland waters, lakes, rivers, and streams that are
navigable waters of the United States, including adjacent wetlands;
(3) Tributaries to navigable waters of the United States, including
adjacent wetlands (manmade non-tidal drainage and irrigation ditches .
excavated on dry land are not considered waters of the United States
under this definition);
(4)
Interstate waters and their
wet lands ; and

tributaries,

including adjacent

(5) All other waters of the United States not identified in paragraphs (1)-(4) above, such as isolated wetlands and lakes, intermittent streams, prairie potholes, and other waters that are not
part of a tributary system to interstate waters or to navigable
waters of the United States, the degradation or destruction of which
could affect interstate commerce.
The landward limit of jurisdiction in tidal waters, in the absence
of adjacent wetlands, shall be the high tide line and the landward
limit of jurisdiction on all other waters, in the absence of adjacent wetlands, shall be the ordinary high water mark.
The scope of these regulations is also broad with respect to the activities encompassed by the term "discharge of dredged or fill material." The
term "dredged material" is defined to mean " ••• material that is excavated or
dredged from waters· of the United States" [27]. The regulations exclude from
this definition " ••• plowing, cultivating, seeding, and harvesting for the production of food, fiber, and forest products" [28]. CWA, in addition to providing an exclusion for these types of activities, excludes from regulation
the maintenance of water management and transportation structures; construction or maintenance of farm stock ponds or irrigation ditches ; or the maintenance of drainage ditches; construction of temporary sedimentation basins on
construction sites, provided fill material is not placed in navigable waters;
construction of farm or forest roads or temporary roads for moving mining
equipment, provided certain practices are followed; and certain activities
covered by an approved state program under provisions of CWA relating to areawide waste treatment management [ 29]. The term "fill material" means " ••• any
material used for the primary purpose of replacing an aquatic area with dry
land or of changing the bottom elevation of a waterbody" [30].
Although the section 404 permit program potentially applies to all of the
nation's waterways and encompasses essentially all types of dredge and fill
activities, not all such projects require an individual permit. In addition
to the individual permit, "general" [31] and "nationwide" [32] permits are
also established by the regulations. General permits are blanket authorizations granted by Corps District Engineers for specific geographical areas that
encompass certain discharges of dredged or fill materials that cause only
minimal individual and cumulative environmental impact. Nationwide permits
are blanket authorizations for certain discharges throughout the country.
Although individual approval of projects covered by general and nationwide
permits is unnecessary, special restrictions [33] do apply.
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Nationwide pennits have been established for three categories of discharges of dredged or fill material: (1) discharges occurring before specified dates [34], (2) discharges into certain types of waters [35], and (3)
specific types of discharges [36]. The grandfather provision applies to projects completed prior to specified dates in the phased implementation schedule
established for initiation of the permit program. The types of waters that
are included in the nationwide permit are limited to small waterbodies such as
the upper reaches of non-tidal streams above the point where the average flow
is less than five cubic feet per second and certain natural lakes that are
less than ten acres in surface area when adjacent wetlands are included.
Specific types of discharges subject to nationwide permits include material
placed as backfill or bedding for certain utility line crossings; material
used in certain bank stabilization projects, provided that no material is
placed in wetland areas or such that surface water flow into or out of any
wetland area is impaired; certain minor road crossing fills involving a nontidal waterbody; fills incidental to bridge construction across tidal waters;
and the repair or replacement of currently authorized fill.
In addition to standard regulatory provisions that apply to projects
encompassed by general and nationwide permits, individual permit requirements
can be imposed on any such project under special conditions. COE District
Engineers are vested by the regulations with authority to require individual
permits upon the determination that such action is indicated because of ind.ividual or cumulative adverse impact on the affected waters [37].
Although the basic objective of CWA is protection of water quality, the
act has become the primary vehicle for federal control over wetlands alteration. The definition of "navigable waters" quoted above explicitly includes
adjacent salt and fresh water wetlands. COE regulations under section 404
place emphasis on the objective of wetlands protection, and proposed development involving wetlands alteration is subject to special review.
Issuance of section 404 permits by COE is constrained by provisions of
NEPA and other environmental legislation as in the case of the RHA permit program [38]. Issuance also is subject to the exercise of two functions assigned
by CMA to EPA: (1) the development of guidelines for approval of sites for
discharge of dredged or fill material [39] and (2) the authority to prohibit
any discharge under specified conditions [40].
The EPA guidelines [41], published on September 5, 1975, apply to the
discharge of dredged or fill materials by the general public and by federal .
agencies, including operations of COE itself. The guidelines contain detailed
provisions for consideration of physical and chemical-biological effects in
the evaluation of a proposed discharge of dredged or fill material. They contain specific provisions restricting wetlands alterations.
Although COE must apply the EPA guidelines to permit applications under
sect ion 404 and to its own operations involving the discharge of dredged ·or
fill material [42], the legislation provides for other considerations to enter
the decision where application of the EPA guidelines alone would prohibit
approval of a given site for discharge operations.
In this situation, COE
must also evaluate the economic impact on navigation and anchorage which would
occur if the proposed site is not utilized [43].
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In addition to the control which EPA asserts through its guidelines, the
agency also possesses the final authority to prohibit any discharge of dredged
or fill material under certain conditions.
These conditions include potentially adverse effects on " ••• municipal water supplies, shellfish beds and
fishery areas (including spawning and breeding areas), wildlife, or recreational areas" [ 44].
CWA makes provision for delegation of administrative author! ty under
section 404 to the states with regard to certain waters and under specified
conditions [ 45].
This delegation applies generally to non-tidal waters not
susceptible to use in interstate commerce.
Delegation requires approval of
the state program by the EPA Administrator. After approval, the COE program
is suspended.
Such approval can be withdrawn under specified conditions, and
state permits can be vetoed by EPA. This federal veto is restricted to situations involving interstate effects or potential violation of federal requirements such as EPA guidelines applicable to issuance of COE permits under section 404. EPA review of state permits under an approved program can be waived
for certain categories of discharges.
Effect Given State Views in COE Permit Decisions.
COE generally regulatory policies address the effect to be given state views regarding applications for permits for activities affecting navigable waters. It is indicated
that permits will generally be issued in cases of a favorable state view, provided federal concerns as reflected in relevant statutes and regulations have
been "followed and considered" [46].
Denial of permits for activities
endorsed by a state would normally occur only in the case of " ••• overriding
national factors of the public interest that may be revealed during the processing of the permit application ••• " [47]. The regulatory policies provide
that " ••• [p]ermits will not be issued where certification or authorization of
the proposed work is required by Federal, state, and/or local law and that
certification or authorization has been denied" [48] • .

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission License
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) exercises regulatory
authority under the Federal Power Act (FPA) [49] which previously was vested
in the Federal Power Commission. One element of this authority is the licensing of ·water power development projects in the navigable waters of the United
States, defined [50] as follows:
'Navigable Waters' means those parts of streams or other bodies of
water over which Congress has jurisdiction under its authority to
regulate commerce with foreign nations and among the several States,
and which either in their natural or improved condition notwithstanding interruptions between the navigable parts of such streams
or waters by falls, shallows, or rapids compelling land carriage,
are used or suitable for use for the transportation or persons or
property in interstate or foreign commerce, including therein all
such interrupting falls, shallows, or rapids, together with such
other parts of streams as shall have been authorized by Congress for
improvement by the United States or shall have been recommended to
Congress
for
such
improvement after investigation under its
authority ••••
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Water resource development projects in waters not encompassed by this definition but subject to congressional jurisdiction (e.g., non-navigable tributaries of navigable streams) require an FERC license if the Commission determines that such construction will affect the interests of interstate or
f o r eign commerce [51]. FERC licensing authority also includes power development projects on public lands and reservations and projects to utilize the
surplus wa ter or water power from any government dam [52].
Although the emphasis of FPA concerns water power development, the act
establishes a framework for consideration of such development within the context of comprehensive river basin planning. Conditions [ 53] established by
FPA for issuance of licenses include the following:
That the project adopted ••• shall be such as in the judgment of the
commission will be best adapted to a comprehensive plan for
improving or developing a waterway or waterways for the use or benefit of interstate or foreign commerce, for the improvement and utilization of water-power development, and for other beneficial public
uses, i ncluding recreational purposes ••••
Thus FERC l icensing proceedings provide a forum for balancing opposing
interest s wit h regard to a particular waterway.
One of the fundamental
aspects of this balancing process is the determination of whether development
should be undertaken by governmental authority or by private interests. The
act addresse s this issue and provides a preference for governmental development. FPA provides that FERC shall not issue a license to a private applicant
where it believes the development should be undertaken by the United States;
rather, it must submit its findings and recommendations to Congress for consideration [ 54]. FPA also establishes a preference for state and municipal
applicants in licensing proceedings where such plans are deemed " ••• equally
well adapted, or shall within a reasonable time to be fixed by the Commission
be made equally well adapted, to conserve and utilize in the public interest
the water resources of the region ••• " [55].
The balancing of opposing interests generally requires compromise between
developers and preserva tionalists. Al though it appears that the previously
existing Federal Power Commission was unwilling to deny licenses for projects
with significant development benefits [ 56], particularly power production,
licenses were refused for some relatively small projects proposed for location
on streams having exceptional natural values. In addition, license conditions
were also used to mitigate harm to natural values such as fisheries and to
provide for recreational use of impoundments under its jurisdiction [57].
'Il1e regulatory jurisdiction of FERC extends beyond the· original licens~ng
of development projects and includes project modifications during the license
term, which cannot exceed 50 years [58], and issuance of new licenses under
certain conditions upon license expiration. During the term of the original
license, substantial project modification requires amendment of the license
[ 59], and FERC approval is required for voluntary license transfers [ 60].
Upon termination of an FERC license, FPA establishes procedures for the United
States to take over licensed project works after payment of compensation [61].
If this option is not exercised, FERC may issue a new license to the original
licensee or to a new licensee, provided that requirements for compensation and
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other conditions are met. FERC may license all or part of such project works
for non-power use whenever it finds that, in conformity with a comprehens.ive
plan for waterway development for beneficial public uses, the project should
no longer be used for power purposes [62].
Since licensing authority of FERC and its predecessor somewhat overlaps
that of COE, coordination between the two programs has been necessary. FPA
provides that an FERC license cannot be issued for a project affecting the
navigable capacity of any navigable water of the United States until the plans
have been approved by the Chief of Engineers and the Secretary of the Army
[63]. However, this approval traditionally has taken the form of interagency
action rather than the issuance of a separate permit by COE. The need for a
COE permit under RHA in connection with projects under Federal Power Commission jurisdiction was · given consideration by the U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of New York in the 1973 case of Scenic Hudson Preservation
Conference v. Callaway [64]. After reviewing legislative history of FPA, previous court decisions, and COE regulations then · in effect, the court stated
that " ••• we have no hesitation in holding that the Federal Power Act preempted
the Corps section 10 authority [under RHA] to grant permits for the construction of hydroelectric plants ••• and vested sole licensing authority in the
FERC ••• " [65].
However, COE permits under section 404 of CWA do apply to FERC licensed
projects. The court in the Scenic Hudson case held that a section 404 permit
was required [66] although an RHA permit was not. The primary basis for this
distinction appears to have been the view that FPA does not encompass the
specific requirements of section 404 of CWA but does include those of section
10 of RHA. Therefore a section 404 permit is necessary to insure that projects licensed by FERC are consistent with the intent of CWA.
The relationship be tween federal licensing of power projects under FPA
and state control of such development was considered by the U.S. Supreme Court
in the 1946 case of First Iowa Hydro-Electric Cooperative v. Federal Power
Commission [ 67].
At issue was the question of whether a permit under an
applicable state statute was a necessary condition for issuance of the federal
permit. The court concluded that a positive answer would grant the state a
veto power and destroy the effectiveness of the federal control ·program;
therefore it held that a state permit is not a necessary condition for federal
licensing.

EPA Regulatory Authority
EPA is responsible for administration of a wide range of environmental
controls having some degree of potential impact on water allocation. Of primary significance in this regard is the waste discharge permitting program
under CWA and control over drinking water under the Safe Drinking Water Act
(SDWA) [68].
CWA establishes authority for a federal permit program to regulate waste
discharge, which is referred to as the national pollutant discharge elimination system (NPDES) [69]. However, administration of the NPDES program can be
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delegated to the states [70], and the program in Virginia is administered by
SWCB.
But EPA continues to exercise certain oversight responsibilities.
The primary EPA authority is contained in provisions of CWA requiring the
state to submit copies of permit applications to EPA for review [71]. Where
EPA objects to state issuance of a requested permit, procedures are specified
such that the discharge can be subjected to federal controls. The application
review process can be waived for categories of point source discharges [72].
SDWA contains provisions authorizing state enforcement of drinking water
controls [73], thereby eliminating direct federal enforcement. As in the case
of NPDES, however, EPA exercises oversight responsibilities, and the agency
can become directly involved in the regulatory process.
State administration of controls under CWA and SDWA provides mechanisms
for state influence in these control programs, but major responsibilities
remain with the federal government. To the extent that water quality and
drinking water controls influence water allocation, federal responsibilities
in these . areas provide a mechanism for federal impact.

FEDERAL WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
In addition to regulation of private development activities affecting
water resources, federal control over waters also encompasses investment in
navigation and other improvements, including a variety of related activities
such as planning and data collection.
This federal involvement in water
resources development has extended beyond planning and investment activities
related to federal water projects also to include various forms of assistance
to regional, state, and local entities associated with water management. This
assis·t ance takes such forms as planning studies conducted by federal agencies
such as COE, planning grants to states and other entities, and financial contributions to non-federal water development projects. These assistance programs generally have not been confined to navigable waters but encompass navigable and non-navigable waters alike.
-This federal involvement in water resources planning and support of water
resources development can have substantial impact on state water allocation.
Of special interest are COE water resources planning, COE project construction, and small watershed projects constructed with federal assistance under
the Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act (WPFPA) [74].

COE Water Resources Planning
Water resources planning traditionally has been a basic COE activity.
COE planning activity was first authorized by· individual congressional enactments relating to specific studies and investigations. A significant step
toward a continuing planning authorization was taken in 1925 when Congtess
directed [ 75] COE and the Federal Power Commission to prepare a list of
streams on which power development appeared practicable, with future planning
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activities as an objective. COE alone was authorized [76) in 1927 to continue
these surveys, which became known as "308 reports" due to printing of the
original list in a document numbered 308 [77]. Authority for COE to supplement the 308 surveys by additional studies was enacted in 1935 [78), thereby
providing continuing authority for river basin planning. This general au·t hori ty for basin planning subsequently has been expanded by other continuing
authority and by special authorizations for formulation of specific plans
[ 791.
Several planning activities in recent years have concerned Virginia
·waters. Of direct potential relevance to the water allocation question is the
Southeastern Virginia Water Supply Study being conducted by the Norfolk
District of COE. This study was authorized by the Committee on Public Works
of the U.S. Senate [80). Another significant plan formulation process is the
Roanoke River Upper Basin Water Resources Study being conducted by the COE
Wilmington District, also authorized by the Senate Public Works Com.mi ttee
[ 81].
The Metropolitan Washington Area Water Supply Study encompasses the
northern area of Virginia. This study, being conducted by the COE Baltimore
District, was authorized by Congress in the Water Resources Development Act of
197 4 [ 821.

COE Water Resources Development Projects
COE is the major federal agency constructing water development projects
in the eastern states. These projects have constituted a substantial component of water development activity in Virginia and have the potential for
significant future impact. COE traditionally has not recommended projects to
Congress for approval and funding if the state where it is to be located is
opposed, thereby giving state government some degree of control. In addition,
requirements for local participation in certain aspects of project development
provide a mechanism for local input.
Yet project planning and design is
basically a federal activity with many aspects beyond state and local
infuence.
The 1978 announcement of presidential water policy initiatives [83] contained · proposals for significant modifications of the existing arrangements
for federal-state relations regarding project construction. These proposals
were described as allowing the states to participate more actively in project
decisions.
For project purposes with vendible outputs, states would contribute 10 percent of costs. The state share would be 5 percent for non. vendible outputs such as flood control.
States would share in · project
revenues in proportion to their con tri but ions. These proposed cost-sharing
procedures exempt Soil Conservation Service projects.
The Water Supply Act of 1958 [84) provides for storage of municipal and
industrial water supply in COE projects on a contractual basis. The party
contracting for such storage must agree to pay associated costs, including
interest. Where water is to be stored for future needs, provision is made for
an interest free period of up to 10 years. Storage of water under the Water
Supply Act does not create a water right for the intended use since CO.E procedures place responsibility for water rights with the user of the storage
space [ 85].
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Small Watershed Projects Funded Under WPFPA
WPFPA provides for the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture to assist local undertakings of " ••• (1) flood prevention (including structural and land treatment measures), (2) the conservation, development, utilization, and disposal of water or (3) the conservation
and proper utilization of land ••• " [86]. Projects that can be included within
the provisions of the act are restricted to those involving watershed areas
not exceeding 250,000 acres and not including any single structure which provides more than 12,500 acre-feet of floodwater detention capacity nor more
than 25,000 acre-feet of total capacity [87]. Other federal legislation [88]
also exists which provides similar assistance to local soil and water conservation projects in the watershed of the Potomac River only.
The principal forms of assistance under the WPFPA consist of planning and
direct financial participation in project design and construction. Under the
provisions of the act, the federal government assumes all of the cost of
installing works for flood prevention and a share of the costs of works for
" ••• the agricultural phases of the conservation, development, utilization, and
disposal of water or for fish and wildlife development, recreational development, ground water recharge, water quality management, or the conservation and
proper utilization of land ••• " [ 89]. The federal share is determined by the
Secretary of Agriculture " ••• to be equitable in consideration of national
needs and assistance authorized for similar purposes under other Federal programs ••• " [90]. Acquisition of land necessary for project purposes is generally a local responsibility, but the federal government under certain conditions is authorized to bear up to one-half of the land costs and public
health facility costs in connection with recreational aspects of projects
[ 91].
In addition to direct federal assumption of costs, the act also contains provisions for federal advancements and loans for financing the local
share of costs [92].
Authorization of federally assisted projects under WPFPA is a complex
process involving both state and federal governments. In Virginia, the Soil
and Water Conservation Commission (SWCC) is the primary state spokesman. The
process of project authorization is initiated when the local sponsor makes
application for federal planning assistance.
Prior to SCS action on . the
application, SWCC has 45 days in which to review the proposal, and disapproval
by SWCC at this stage terminates further consideration.
If given state approval, the state SCS off ice
basis of its preliminary investigations whether to
zation from the office of the SCS Administrator.
granted, a work plan is prepared by SCS with input
and local agencies [93].

makes the decision on the
request planning authoriIf planning authority is
from other federal, state

Participation of other state agencies in the planning of water resource
development projects receiving federal assistance is a necessity if Virginia
is to maintain a coordinated water resources management program. The scope of
the development aspects and the possible external consequences of these projects require that they be planned and implemented in a manner that is consistent with overall optimal use of the water resource. Although once limited
to flood control and agricultural water management, these projects now can be
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multi-purpose in nature and encompass such water uses as recreation and water
supply. Optimization of project design requires participation by all agencies
with responsibilities in related areas.
The procedure for reaching a final decision regarding authorization of a
proposed project depends on its magnitude. In any case where the estimated
federal contribution to construction costs for a watershed area exceeds
$1,000,000 or where a project includes a structure with a total capacity in
excess of 2,500 acre-feet, approval requires congressional action. For projects including no single structure with rore than 4,000 acre-feet of total
capacity, the act provides that federal appropriations cannot be made unless
the plan has been approved by the Committee on Agriculture and Forestry of the
Senate and the Committee on Agriculture of the House of Representatives. For
projects with single s true tu res having more than 4, 000 acre-feet of total
capacity, approvals are required from the Senate and House Committee on Public
Works [94]. In those cases where projects do not require individual congressional approval, the final decision regarding authorization is made within
SCS. Final approval at the state level is the responsibility of the Governor,
with SWCC serving in an advisory capacity.

FEDERAL WATER RIGHTS
The federal government is a major holder of water rights due to the
extent of its property holdings. These rights are of special significance
with regard to property that has been reserved in federal ownership from the
original public domain. The federal courts have recognized water rights in
connection with such lands that are independent of state water law [95],
thereby creating a potential conflict between these "reserved water rights"
and private water rights recognized under state law. This controversy is
·primarily a western phenomenon since lands in the eastern states generally
were not part of the public domain.
In Virginia as in the other colonies,
lands were granted by the English Crown directly to individuals or were conveyed to the state upon Independence. Lands currently in federal ownership
have been acquired for specific purposes and therefore are not reserved lands.
However, the acquisition of land generally vests in the owner riparian
rights and common law ground water rights with regard to associated waters.
As proprietor of large tracts of national forest, military, recreational, and
other lands, the federal government has acquired significant wate-r rights.
The concept of federal riparian rights and ground water rights has not been
developed with regard to their extent or possible limitations, but the existen~e of such rights is a factor of potential importance in a state water allocation program.

CONCLUSION
The potential impact of these federal authorities and management activities is substantial.
In the case of interstate waters, conflicts may be

resolved by the federal courts independently of state allocation procedures
and state-created water rights. Aside from the interstate issue, the course
of water development can be influenced by federal regulatory controls and
federal participation in water resource development activities.
Federal
water-use controls generally do not seek to deny water rights of prospective
users but rather impose conditions which must be met before any such rights
. existing under state law can be exercised. For example, federal permission
may be necessary in order to construct an intake facility needed to exercise a
withdrawal right.
Such controls therefore have the po tent ial to frustrate
water rights recognized as valid under a state allocation program.
While federal regulatory measures may hinder water resource development
that is desirable from the state perspective, federal participation in water
planning and water resource projects has the potential to encourage development not fully consistent with state wishes. Federal possession of significant water rights is also of potential importance as a factor influencing
water resource development. The ultimate effect of such federal activity is
therefore likely to consist of loss of some degree of state control over the
development process.
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VIRGINIA'S WATER SUPPLY

Chapter Five
AN ASSESSMENT OF WATER USE AND
AVAILABILITY IN VIRGINIA THROUGH THE YEAR 2000

Although traditionally viewed as a water-abundant state, certain ~ter
supply problems within Virginia have been widely discussed in recent years.
The northern and southeastern regions, for example, have been generally perceived as confronting significant water shortages. In order to document the
existence and extent of water-supply problems, a detailed assessment of
expected water use and availability through the year 2000 has been conducted.
The purpose of this analysis was to determine whether other areas of the . state
are likely to experience water-use conflicts in the future.
Current and projected water use within 27 hydrologic planning areas
(HPAs) (Figure 1) have been compared with physically available water supply
under low flow conditions. The primary purpose of this analysis is to assess
existing and potential conf lie ts involving consumptive water use by households, business, industry, and agriculture and inst ream flows necessary for
survival of fish and wildlife; in addition, the analysis also can be one basis
for assessing the capacity of public water supply systems to manage and
deliver available water to consumers.
This chapter is organized into four parts. First, the general model used
for assessing raw water availability is presented. Next, the approach used
for analysis of public water systems is discussed. Then, general descriptions
of the procedures used for making water-use projections are presented.
Finally, findings from the assessment are presented. Detailed discussion of
methods used can be found in the appendices.
This assessment was prepared as part of a larger study on alternative
water allocation mechanisms for Virginia. One .purpose of this study was to
provide a background information document for the deliberations of the
Virginia State Water Study Commission. To serve the Commission's needs, the
analysis had to be prepared over the brief period of only six months. In
addition to this time constraint, budgetary constraints meant that only three
persons could devote time to this project and of those only one . person was
able to work full time.
These time and budget constraints meant that this study had to adapt
available secondary data (e.g., Census reports) and the results of previous
studies (e.g., water demand models) to the purposes of this study. Reviews of
both literature and available data resulted in selection of the best available
models and data for these purposes. This study demonstrates that a comprehensive analysis of the type conducted here can be successfully completed with
such models and data in a short time.
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Figure I . Hydrologic Planning Areas by River Basin
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THE WATER ASSESSMENT MODEL

The analysis was conducted separately for 27 HPAs to allow proper consideration of the variability of streamflows and use patterns across the
state.
The HPAs conform to major river basin (and sub-basin) boundaries
defined by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) and the Virginia State
Water Control Board (SWCB).
In 24 of the 27 HPAs, water availability was based upon surface water
flow from the HPA as measured by the existing network of stream gauging stations [l] (See Appendix E for a list of gauges used.). Within each HPA,
·available gage data was used to establish average streamflow and the flow
available under the one-in-twenty year low flow condition (i.e., that low flow
with a 5% chance of occurrence in any year or, alternatively, that flow exceeded 95% of the time). Within coastal areas, analysis of water supply
availability on the basis of streamf low data is not feasible. In. these areas
larger streams are tidal, and only a small portion of the many small streams
are gaged.
Ground water is the predominant water source in this . region.
Therefore, existing information on ground water availability is used for
assessing water supply in these areas.
·
For each HPA, withdrawal and consumptive water use for residential, com· mercial, industrial, agricultural, and steam-electric power purposes have been
estimated for current conditions and the year 2000. The projected use levels
are for periods of peak withdrawals and consumption, both measured in million
gallons per day [2]. In addition, an instream flow (ISF) standard necessary
to maintain survival of fish and wildlife during low flow periods has been
established.
The adequacy of water within each HPA has been assessed by comparing peak
consumptive use with streamflow available during the low flow condition. That
is, this analysis assumed that peak use coincided with low flow. The remaining flow, after allowance is made for consumption, is then compared to the ISF
standard. In this manner, possible conflicts between consumptive use and the
ISF standard can be identified for current conditions and for future years.
Figure 2, a schematic diagram of a hypothetical river basin drained by a
single major river, illustrates the assessment procedures used. The basin is
divided into upstream and downstream HPAs. The total streamflow in current
and future years in each HPA is measured at the HPA outflow points, Ou and Od,
for the upstream and downstream watersheds, respectively. Within the upstream
HPA the flow at point Ou is equal to upstream runoff, Ru; minus the sum of
upstream consumption of water by households, business and agriculture, Cu, and
net exports of water (inter-HPA transfer, ground water movements) outside the
upstream HPA, Eu. The flow at Od is equal to the sum of inflow to the downstream HPA, Id, where Ou = Id, and runoff in the downstream HPA, Rd; minus the
sum of consumption, Cd, and net exports from the downstream HPA, Ed. Within
each HPA the adequacy of water supply is assessed for current and future years
by comparing the available water at the outflow with the standard for instrearn
flow [3].
Three assumptions were required in order that the available gage data
could serve as the basis for assessing available water supply in each HPA.
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Upstream HPA

Downstream HPA

Figure 2.

Schematic Diagram of River Basin Used for Assessment of Water
Supply Adequacy.
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First, rainfall patterns and evaporation rates were assumed to remain unchanged over the period of the analysis. Second, the general lack of information on ground water movement within Virginia's river basins necessitated
the assumption that ground water does not cross HPA boundaries but is discharged to the surface drainage system within each HPA and appears as part of
streamflow at the outflow point.
Any ground .w ater pumped for households,
business and agricultural uses is accounted for as either effluent . discharge,
which is reflected in gage data, or as consumptive water use. Third, since
the assessment of water supply adequacy within each HPA is based on a simple
comparison of total consumption with total stream£ low, the approach assumes
that existing supplies within each HPA are uniformly available throughout the
area. Therefore, potential financial, political, or other problems associated
with water transport within each HPA are not considered. These potential
obstacles may be significant in some areas but generally do not pose serious
problems due to the relatively small size of the HPAs used in this study and
the natural distribution of water, relative to points of use, within each
area.
Evaluation of the instream flow conditions within each HPA (by application of the general model outlined above) requires that consumption in the
year of interest first be subtracted from total streamflow, with the remaining
flow then compared to ISF. However, the existing gage data reflects current
consumption and does not represent natural streamflow. Therefore, if current
consumption were subtracted from current streamflow, as determined by gage
· measurement, double counting would result [4]. To overcome this problem, the
adequacy of water in any watershed during low flow periods was established for
current conditions by comparing the total flow at the HPA outflow gage with
the ISF standard. For evaluating instream conditions, in future years, changes
in consumption were subtracted from the HPA outflow, and the remaining flow
was compared with the ISF standard [5].

PUBLIC SYSTEM ANALYSIS
A second concern in an assessment of Virginia's water resources is the
potential capacity limits on public water systems in the state. The important
question is whether these systems have sufficient capacity to meet peak with
drawals within particular areas of each HPA. Such capacity is limited by both
available streamf low within the HPA and the finished water delivery capacity
of the water system. Delivery capacity will be limited by one of the following:
pump capacity, pipeline size, treatment plant capacity, or storage
capacity.
Expansion of delivery capacity over time requires large capital
investments by local authorities and may create financing and capital budgeting problems for local communities. The limitations of the data available for
this study (discussed below) prevented a comparison of projected use with
public system capacity.
However, projections of withdrawal use by public
systems within each HPA are reported. Within the limitations of the data,
general comments on public system capacity within the HPA are offered based
upon projected growth in withdrawals from public systems and/ or the HPA
streamflow.
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WATER USE
Projections of water use were made for peak day withdrawals and consumption.
For each category of use, the chosen projection procedures and
assumptions may result in high projections o.f use. For example, no adjustments were made to reduce residential use projections to account for future
changes in water rates or plumbing codes. In this sense, the assessment is a
"worst case" analysis which compares a high use projection with the 5% low
flow.
Such an analytical focus will clearly identify those areas where no
problems are likely to occur, while focusing attention on only those areas
where water use conf lie ts may arise.
Second, this focus can suggest the
potential for use reduction programs as a water management strategy.
Perhaps the most severe limitation of this analysis was the dearth of
reliable data on current water use in the state.
Given this problem, the
analysis must be considered as a preliminary assessment pending improvements
in data in the future. Several examples of the limitations of the available
data can illustrate this point. First, the only available data on irrigated
acreage is from the U.S. ·c ensus of Agriculture, which is published once every
five years and was most recently published in 1974. This data has its own
inherent limitation in that it only reports acres actually irrigated in the
census year.
If the census year were one of adequate rainfall, irrigation
potential will be understated for that year.
Se.c ond, industrial water-use data as collected in early 1980 by SWCB
staff and made available in preliminary form for :this study is subject to
modification in the near future.
In addition, there is some evidence that
this industrial-use data is not consistent with data collected by the SWCB as
recently as two years ago. For example, there are large discrepancies in the
reported water-use levels for food processing firms on the Eastern Shore as
reported in the most recent SWCB survey and a SWCB report in 1978.
Third, data on municipal systems' water production as collected by the
Virginia State Department of Health (SDH) contains numerous apparent errors in
the production data for several systems; this raises questions about the
general · validity of the SDH data.
For example, per ca pi ta use rates of
several thousand gallons per day (gpd) are reported for some systems while per
capita use rates of less than ten gpd are reported for other systems. Typical
per capita use rates are between 70 and 110 gpd.
Also, some systems are
reported to have average daily production rates in excess of their reported
delivery capacity.
Thus, it appears that there is no generally available
source of reliable data on the safe yield of municipal systems in the state.
This prohibits any analysis of capital investment requirements for public
water systems in the state.
Within these constraints, the available data was evaluated and supplemented by other sources to facilitate the analysis for this study. While the
results are reliable for use in a statewide assessment study of this type,
more intensive studies of individual HPAs should be based upon an improved
data base. Under no circumstances is the available data suitable for public
water system investment planning.
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Steam-Electric Power Generation
Steam-electric plants which use oil, coal, gas, or radioactive isotopes
to generate energy require ample quantities of cooling water. · For this study,
estimates of withdrawals and consumption by steam-electric plants for the
current year and 2000 were made for peak day use. The estimate of water use
was made in three steps. First, using data provided by the Virginia State
Corporation Commission (SCC), estimates were made of current and future plant
size (generating capacity), plant location, type of fuel (nuclear or fossil),
and cooling method. Second, estimates were made of the water withdrawal and
consumption rates, per kilowatt hour (kwh) of production, of the extant and
projected steam-electric plants. The amount of cooling water withdrawn and
consumed will depend upon generation technology (which depends upon the . age of
the plant), fuel type, and whether the cooling method is "once-through" or
"recirculating," using cooling towers or lagoons. In general, nuclear plants
require more water than fossil-fuel plants; older plants require more cooling
water than newer plants; and once-through cooling systems have higher withdrawals, but lower consumption, than recirculating systems. Third, for each
extant and projected plant, projections of summer peak day production were
made. Total water withdrawals and consumption are calculated for the plant's
projected peak day output based upon the water-use rates of the particular
plant.
For certain HPAs, there are declines in water withdrawals and consumption
between decades as old plants of small capacity are retired. Meanwhile, as
new plants are built elsewhere in the state, water use in these HPAs
·increases.
In general, there will be a reduction in water withdrawals over
time concurrent with a rise in consumptive use. This will result from the
phasing out of once-through cooling methods and their replacement with
recycling cooling systems. See Appendix A for a detailed discussion of the
projection procedure.

Irrigation Water Use
Water use for irrigation in Virginia depends directly upon the number of
acres likely to be irrigated during a dry year. This, in turn, depends upon
the economic returns to farm operators for investments in irrigation systems.
In order to estimate these economic returns from irrigating, data from the
Census of Agriculture for 1954 through 1974 were evaluated to identify the
· addition to agricultural incomes that can be earned by irrigating· additional
acres. These returns were compared to the costs of irrigation systems development to determine the profitable level of investment for irrigating additional acreage. Under the most likely conditions expected to prevail in the
future, little additional expansion in irrigated acreage in the state is
expected.
See Appendix B for a detailed discussion of the projection
procedure.

Industrial Water Use
The amount of water used by an industry for cooling and processing
depends upon the output of the industry and the water use rate per unit of

output. Projections of water use in industry must account for changes in both
these determinants of water use over time.
For this study, estimates of industrial water use for the current year
and 2000 were made for the major water using industry categories within each
HPA. Current water withdrawal estimates were provided by SWCB staff from a
recent unpublished survey of industrial plants in Virginia [6]. Current consumptive use was calculated as a percentage of current withdrawals, using U.S.
Department of Commerce (USDOC) data on the relationship of consumptive to
withdrawal use for each industry in the United States.
Future industrial water use estimates were made in three steps. First,
projections of output, in dollars, by major industry groups for Virginia were
obtained from the Regional Economics Division of USDOC. These projections of
state output for each industry were allocated among HPAs in the same proportion that current output for that industry is div~ded among the HPAs. Second, ·
water withdrawal and consumptive use rates per dollar of output for each
industry were obtained from the Water Resource Division of USDOC. In general,
USDOC projects a reduced rate of withdrawals and increased rates of consumption per unit of output over time. These projections are based upon expected
(and currently occurring) changes in water-use rates--which will be affected
by future economic conditions and environmental regulations.
Third, the
dollar output levels for each HPA by industry group and the water-use rates
per dollar of output were multiplied to project total withdrawals and consumption.
For the state in general, withdrawals will remain stable, but
levels of consumptive use will rise. See Appendix C for a detailed discussion
of the projection procedure.

Residential and Commercial Use
Residential/commercial water users are either served by public water
systems or are self-supplied by wells and springs. The amount of water withdrawn and consumed by these water users depends upon the number of persons
being served and the socioeconomic determinants of per capita water use
levels.
The procedure used for this analysis estimated current and future water
use separately for public systems and self-supplied households within each HPA
[7]. · The analysis proceeded in several steps.
First, for each county and
city, current and the year 2000 population estimates were obtained from the
Virginia Division of Planning and Budget. Second, data provided by the SDH
(through the SWCB) provided a basis for calculating the population within each
county and city currently being served by public systems. The population
served by public systems was projected to grow by the year 2000 as population
in the county or city grew and as a larger share of persons are connected to
public systems. The remainder of the population will continue to be selfsupplied.
Third, estimates of current average daily per capita water use rates for
self-supplied systems were taken from studies of household water use published
by the U.S. Water Resources Council. Applying an engineering "rule-of-thumb,"
peak day use was estimated as 1.8 times average day use per person. Current
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per ca pi ta use was projected to grow in the future in relation to growth in
family income and household size. Estimated peak per capita withdrawal for
self-supplied persons was multiplied by the self-supplied population in each
year for each city and county. Self-supplied withdrawals within the counties
and cities were then allocated to each HPA in proportion to the area of each
political jurisdiction in each HPA.
Fourth, current per capita daily use rates for public systems within each
city and county were estimated from data provided by the SDH (through the
SWCB). Using the same approach used for self-supplied class, estimated per
capita peak withdrawal on public systems was determined and multiplied by the
estimated population served by _ public systems for the dates in question for
each city and county.
County and city withdrawals were allocated to HPAs
according to the water source utilized by the public system. The sum of selfsupplied and public-system withdrawals is the estimate of total current and
the year 2000 withdrawals. Future consumptive use for each HPA was estimated
as a percentage of withdrawals based upon information available in the most
recent U.S. National Water Assessment.
See Appendix D for a detailed discussion of the projection procedure.

Instream Flow
Specific determinations of flows necessary for preservation of ins tream
uses have not been made for Virginia streams, but methods for general assessment evaluations do exist. A procedure developed by Tennant, referred to as
the ''Montana Method," has been applied in 21 states ranging from precipitous
brooks in the Rocky Mountains to low-gradient rivers in coastal plain areas.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has issued more than 70 reports containing
reconnnendations for protection of instream uses that have been based on the
method. Thus the method appears to have applicability among different locations and river types.
The Montana Method is based on observed correlations between streamflow
and conditions vital to the well-being of aquatic organisms and other aspects
of the stream environment. Ten percent of average flow is presented as the
minimum instantaneous flow to sustain short-term survival habitat for most
aquatic life forms, particularly fish.
The following statement describes
stream conditions at this level of flow [8]:
Channel widths, depths, and velocities will all be signif icna tly
reduced and the aquatic habitat degraded. The stream substrate or
wetted perimeter will be about half exposed, except in wide, shallow
riffle or shoal areas where exposure could be higher. Side channels
will be severely or totally dewatered. Gravel bars will be substantially dewatered, and islands will usually no longer ·function as
wildlife nesting, denning, nursery, and refuge habitat. Streambank
cover for fish and fur animal denning habitat will be severely
diminished. Many wetted areas will be so shallow they no longer
will serve as cover, and fish will be crowded into the deepest
pools. Riparian vegetation may suffer from .lack _of water. Large
fish will have difficulty migrating upstream over riffle areas.
Water temperature often becomes a limiting factor, especially in the
lower reaches of streams in July and August. Invertebrate life will
be severely reduced.
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Based on these considerations, the 10% flow has been accepted as the !SF
standard for evaluating the adequacy of instream conditions in Virginia after
allowance is made for consumptive use. Pursuant to this approach, the objective for an instream protection program is maintenance of flows equal to 10%
of average i f at all possible.
Flows below the 10% lev.e l are likely to
" ••• result in catastrophic degradation to fish and wildlife resources and harm
both the aquatic and riparian environments" [9]. Since the 10% flow itself is
viewed as a sh-0rt-tenn survival condition, it should be limited in duration.

An alternative basis for setting an instream flow standard . would be for
water quality maintenance. Current water quality management programs issue
waste discharge permits based upon the assimilative capacity of the stream
under the seven-day/ten-year low flow condition. Therefore, consideration was
given to using the seven-day/ten-year flow as the ISP standard. Appendix F
shows the relationship of that flow to the current five percent low flow level
(e.g., the one in twenty year low flow which is the base for this adequacy
analysis). For all gages used in this study, current 5 percent flows, which
include current consumptive use, exceed the seven-day/ten-year flow by a significant amount. Furthermore, in the process of conducting the analysis of
consumptive use for this study, it appeared that a seven-day I ten-year !SF
s·tandard wou.l d not be violated at most gages over the time period of this
analysis. Therefore, it was concluded that consumptive use changes would not
significantly conflict with water quality maintenance. This conclusion led to
adoption of an !SF standard based upon fish and wildlife maintenance.
However, when considering the results of this study in terms of either ·
possible !SF standard, two notes of caution are in order. First, streamflow
in the coastal basin areas was ungaged and hence no !SF analysis was possible.
Second, the level of aggregation for this analysis precludes the identification of conflicts which may occur on individual stream segments within HPAs.
These two points should be considered as significant limitations on extending
the conclusions of this study beyond the HPA level of this study.

ASSESSMENT OF WATER USE AND AVAILABILITY
BY HYDROLOGIC PLANNING AREA
Big Sandy (BS)
This area includes Buchanan and Dickensen counties and parts of Wise
County. Streamf low was recorded at gauges on the Pound River and Levisa Fork.
Streamflow records in BS did not include Knox Creek and Tug Fork in northeastern Buchanan County; thus available flow is understated. Current average
streamflow is 674.2 mgd, and the 5% low flow is 38.8 mgd. Therefore, under
current conditions the 5% low flow violates the ISF standard of 10% of average
flow. This situation is primarily a result of natural streamflow variability
rather than consumptive use, since current peak consumptive use is .9 mgd a
relatively small amount when com pa red with the 5% low flow of 38. 8 mgd.
Future growth in consumption to 1. 5 mgd will be for residential/commercial
use, but will have little impact on !SF. According to available data there
are no current public system withdrawals in this HPA. Therefore, the models
used here predict no future public system withdrawals. In any event, if such
withdrawals exist now or will occur in the future, they would be small (see
Table 1).
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Tennessee 1 (Tl)
This area includes Lee County and parts of Russell, Tazewell and Scott
counties. Streamflow was recorded at gauges on the Clinch and Powell Rivers.
However, these gauges were upstream of the HPA boundary; also, several small
streams in the western part of Lee County were not gauged. As a result,
available streamflow is slightly understated. Current average flow is 1379.2
mgd, and the 5% low flow is 117. 6 mgd. Therefore, under current conditions
the 5% low flow violates the !SF standard of 10% of average flow.
This
situation is primarily a result of natural streamflow rather than the level of
consumptive water use in the basin, since current peak consumption is 11. 9
mgd; a relatively small amount when compared with the 117.6 mgd 5% low flow.
Future consumption can be expected to grow to 18.3 mgd by 2000, primarily for
steamelectric and residential/commercial uses.
This growth would reduce
available instream flow from 8.5% of average flow currently to 8.1% in 2000.
Withdrawals for public water systems are projected to grow by 13.5 mgd,
from current withdrawals of 7.1 mgd to 20.6 mgd in 2000._ Such growth, while
not a large amount in absolute terms, is large relative to current production
levels. This may cause some localized problems of streamflow availability on
smaller streams and financing for public systems in the HPA. Within the HPA
as a whole, consideration of the 5% low flow of 117.6 mgd, together with the
limited growth in consumptive use over time, suggests that sufficient water
for public system withdrawals should be available in the future (see Table 2).
Tennessee 2 (T2)
This· area includes Washington County and parts of Smyth, Bland, Tazewell,
Russell and Scott counties. Streamflow was recorded at gauges on the South
Fork of the Holston River, Middle Fork of the Holston, North Fork of the
Holston and on Beaver Creek. There are some ungaged small streams along the
Tennessee border in Scott County. Average streamflow is 1069 mgd, and the 5%
low flow is 156 mgd or 14.6% of average flow. Current consumption is 3.5 mgd
and will grow to 7.7 mgd in 2000 with most growth for residential/com~ercial
and industrial uses. This growth will only slightly affect !SF.
Withdrawals for public systems are projected to grow by 17.0 mgd from
13.3 mgd to 30.3 mgd in 2000. Such growth, while not a large amount in absolute terms, is large relative to current production levels. This may cause
some localized problems of streamflow availability as well as creating financing challenges for public systems in the HPA. Within the HPA as a whole, consideration of the 5% low flow of 156 mgd, together with the limited growth in
consumptive use over time, suggests that sufficient water for public system
withdrawals should be available in the future (see Table 3).
New 1 (Nl)
This area includes Grayson County and parts of Carroll, Floyd, Wythe,
Pulaski and Smyth counties. Total outflow from the HPA was recorded at a
gauge on the New River. Some small streams in Carroll County were not gauged.
Current average streamflow is 2056.4 mgd, and the 5% low flow is 607.5 mgd.
The current low flow condition of 29.5% of average flow is well in excess of
the ISF standard. Current consumption of 1.2 mgd will grow to 2.4 mgd in the
future. However, this will have little affect on !SF.
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TABLE 1.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA Big Sandy (BS).
Water Assessment

Average Flow (mgd)

5% Low Flow (mgd)

ISF Requirement

38.8

67.4

674.2

---------------------------------------------------Peak Consumptive Use (mgd)
Ind.

St .Elec.

Year

Res./Com.

Current

.9

0

0

2000

1.5

0

0

Public System

Instream
a

Total

Withdrawals

Flow

.01

.9

0

38.8

.01

1.5

0

38.2

Irr.

a

5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.

TABLE 2.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA Tennessee 1 (Tl).
Water Assessment

Average Flow (mgd)

5% Low Flow (mgd)

ISF Requirement

1379.2

117. 6

137.9

Peak Consumptive Use (mgd)
Res./Com.

Year

Ind.

Public System

Instream
a

St.Elec.

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

Flow

Current

2.2

.04

9

.6

11.9

7. 1

117 .6

2000

5.1

.3

12.4

.6

18.3

20.6

111. 2

a

5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.
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Since the headwaters of the New River are in North Carolina, consumptive
use in that state will affect the availability of water in Nl and N3. Estima~es of water use in the North Carolina portion of the basin are not available but are not expected to have a significant impact on water availability
in Virginia.
Withdrawals for public systems are projected to grow by 6.3 mgd from 3.5
mgd to 9. 8 mgd in 2000. Such growth, while not a large amount in absolute
terms, is large relative to current product ion levels. This may cause some
localized problems of streamf low availability as well as creating financing
challenges for public sys terns within the HPA. Within the HPA as a whole,
consideration of the 5% low flow of 607.5 mgd, together with the limited
growth in consumption in the future, suggests that sufficient water for public
system withdrawals should be available in the future (see Table 4).
New 2 (N2)
This area includes parts of Wythe, Floyd, Pulaski and Montgomery counties. Outflow was recorded at a gauge on the New River. Current average flow
is 2549.9 mgd, and the 5% low flow is 745.2. This low flow is 29.2% of average flow which is well in excess of the ISF standard. Current consumption of
6.9 mgd will grow to 8.2 mgd by 2000. This growth will have no appreciable
affect on ISF.
Withdrawals for public systems are projected to increase by 18.0 mgd from
13.6 mgd to 31.6 mgd in 2000. Such growth, while not a large amount in absolute terms, is large relative to current production levels. This may cause
some localized problems of streamflow availability as well as creating financing challenges for public systems within the HPA. Within the HPA as a whole,
consideration of the 5% low flow of 745. 2 mgd, together with the limited
growth in consumption in the future, suggests that sufficient water for public
system withdrawals should be available in the future (see Table 5).
New 3 (N3)
This area includes parts of Bland, Giles, Tazewell, Pulaski and Craig
counties. Streamflow was measured at a gauge on the New River. Current average flow is 3220 mgd, and the 5% low flow is 914.5 mgd. This low flow is
28.4% of average flow which is well in excess of the !SF standard. Current
c.o·nsumption of 13.8 mgd is expected to grow to 37.7 mgd, due to increased
water use for steam-electric power and industry. However, this significant
growth will not appreciably affect ISF.
An additional consideration affecting water availability in N3, as well
as in Nl and N2, relates to downstream needs in West Virginia, particularly
with regard to the impact of water supply development on water quality. These
interstate environmental concerns serve as a potential constraint on future
water use in the Virginia portion of the Basin.
Withdrawals for public systems are projected to grow by 5.0 mgd from 3.8
mgd to 8. 8 mgd by 2000. Such growth, while not a large amount in absolute
terms, is large relative to current production levels. This may cause some
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TABLE 3.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA Tennessee 2 (T2).
Water Assessment

Average Flow (mgd)

5% Low Flow (mgd)

!SF Requirement

1069

156

106.9

---------------------------------------------------Peak Consumptive Use (mgd)
Res./Com.

Year

Ind.

St .Elec.

Public System

Instream
a

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

Flow

Current

2.1

.2

0

1.3

3.5

13.3

156

2000

4.1

2.3

0

1.3

7.7

30.3

151.8

a

5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.

TABLE 4.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA New 1 (Nl).
Water Assessment

Average Flow (mgd)

5% Low Flow (mgd)

!SF Requirement

2056.4

607.5

205.6

Peak Consumptive Use (mgd)
Year

Res./Com.

Ind.

Current

.5

.3

2000

.9

1.0

a

Public System

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

Instream
Flowa

0

.5

1.2

3.5

607.5 ·

0

.5

2.4

9.8

606.3

St.Elec.

5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. Se~ text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.
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localized problems of streamflow availability as well as creating financing
challenges for public systems within the HPA. Within the HPA as a whole, consideration of the 5% low flow of 914.5 mgd, together with the projected growth
in consumption in the future, suggests that sufficient water for public system
withdrawals should be available in the future (see Table 6).
Roanoke 1 (Rl)
This area includes parts of Roanoke and Montgomery counties. Streamflow
was measured by gauges on the Roanoke River and on Back Creek. However, the
Back Creek gauge had only two years of record. ·Average flow ·in the HPA is
380.6 mgd and the 5% low flow is 75.9 mgd. The current 95% flow of 19.9% of
average flow is well in excess of the ISF standard. Current. consumption of
5.8 mgd will not grow by 2000.
Public system withdrawals are projected to grow by 8.9 mgd from 30.3 mgd
to 39.2 mgd by 2000. Although this is not a large growth in absolute terms,
it may cause problems within the HPA since the 39.2 mgd withdrawal is a signifi cant portion of the 5% flow. Under these conditions, water intake structures designed for these withdrawals could become ineffective or other problems could be incurred (see Table 7).
Roanoke 2 (R2)
This area includes parts of Bedford, Franklin, Henry, Pittsylvania and
Campbell counties. Streamflow was recorded at a gauge· on the Roanoke River.
However, no gauge data was available for Otter Creek and a number of smaller
streams in northern Bedford County. Therefore, available flow is understated.
Current average flow is 1165.3 mgd and the 5% low flow is 151.2 mgd. The current 5% low flow is 13% of average flow. Current consumption of 13.S mgd is
primarily for irrigation. Growth in residential and industrial use will cause
total consumption to rise to 15.6 mgd by 2000. This wiil cause ISF under low
flow conditions to be 12.8% average annual flow.
Withdrawals for public systems are projected to g-row by 7.0 mgd from 3.6
mgd to 10. 5 mgd in 2000. Such growth, while not a large amount in absolute
terms, is large relative to current production levels. This may cause some
localized problems of streamflow availability as well as creating financing
challenges for public systems within the HPA. Within the HPA as a whole, consideration of the 5% low flow of 151.2 mgd, together with the projected growth
in consumption, suggests that sufficient water for public system withdrawals
should be available in the future (see Table 8).
Roanoke 3 (R3)
This area includes parts of Charlotte, Campbell, Appomattox, Pittsylvania
and Halifax counties.
Streamflow was measured at a gauge on the Roanoke
River. However, flow of Roanoke Creek in the ea·sterri portion of Charlotte
County was ungauged. Current average flow is 1952.5 mgd, and the 5% low flow
.is 382.6 mgd. The low flow is 19.6% of the average flow. Current consumption
of 20.1 mgd is primarily by irrigation. A modest growth in residential and
industrial use will cause consumption to rise to 21.1 mgd by 2000. However,
this will have no significant effect on ISF.
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TABLE 5.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA New 2 (N2).
Water Assessment

Average Flow (mgd)

5% Low Flow (mgd)

ISF Requirement

2549.9

745.2

255

-------------~--------------------------------------

Peak ConsumEtive Use (msd)

Res./Com.

Year

Ind.

St .Elec.

Public System

Instream
a

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

Flow

Current

1.0

4.8

0

1.1

6.9

13.6

745.2

2000

2.0

5.1

0

1.1

8.2

31.6

742.7

a

5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.

TABLE 6.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA New 3 (N3).
Water Assessment

Average Flow (mgd)

5% Low Flow (mgd)

!SF Requirement

3220

914.5

322

Peak Consumptive Use (mgd)
Year

Res./Com.

Ind.

Current

.4

9.0

2000

.7

12.0

a

St.Elec.

Public System

Instream
a

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

Flow

4.2

.3

13.8

3.8

914.5

24.7

.3

37.7

8.8

888.2

5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.
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TABLE 7.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA Roanoke 1 (Rl).
Water Assessment

Average Flow (mgd)

5% Low Flow (mgd)

ISF Requirement

75.9

38.1

380.6
Peak Consumptive Use (mgd)
Year

Res. /Com.

Ind.

St. Elec.

Public System

Inst ream
a

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

Flow

Current

2.0

1.7

0

2.1

5.8

30.3

75.9

2000

2.6

1.1

0

2.1

5.8

39. 2

75.9

a

5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.

TABLE 8.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA Roanoke 2 (R2).
Water Assessment

Average Fiow (mgd)

5% Low Flow (mgd)

1165. 3

151.2

Res./Com.

Ind.

St.Elec.

Requirement
116.5

Peak Consumptive Use (mgd)
Year

~

Public System

Instream
a

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

Flow

Current

1.5

1. 5

0

10.5

13.5

3.6

151.2

2000

3.1

1.8

0

10.7

15.6

10.5

149.1

a·

5% flow less change in consumption from curr~nt year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.
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Withdrawals by public systems are projected to grow by 1. 3 mgd from • 5
mgd to 1.8 mgd by 2000. This small growth should create few financing problems or problems of water availability within this HPA (see Table 9).
Roanoke 4 (R4)
This area includes parts of Mecklenberg, Brunswick, Charlotte and Haiifax
counties. The area is drained by Kerr Reservoir and Lake Gaston but no reliable gauge data for determining outflow is available. The measure of water
available for this HPA, therefore, was based upon the outflow of R3 which . is
the inflow of R4. As such, none of the runoff of R4 is considered, which will
significantly understate available water. The outflow from R3, under the 5%
low flow condition, is 382.6 mgd in the current year and 379.3 mgd in the year
2000. Current average outflow from R3 is 1952.5 mgd. Estimated consumption
for R4 in the current year of 25. 2 mgd is expected to rise to 26. 6 mgd by
2000. Almos_t all the consumptive use of water is for irrigation. Even i f all
current and future consumption were taken from the inf low to R4, the 5% low
flow could still significantly exceed the ISF standard. Instream flow is an
important considerati.on in this HPA due to the role of water-based recreation
in the area's economy.
Withdrawals for public systems are projected to grow by 3.0 mgd from 2.3
mgd to 5. 3 mgd in 2000. This modest growth should create few financing or
water availability problems within this HPA (see Table 10).
Roanoke 5 (R5)
T}lis area consists of the Virginia portion of the Dan River Basin and
includes Pa trick County and parts of Henry, Franklin, Pittsylvania, Halifax ·
and Mecklenberg counties. Streamflow was measured at gauges on the Dan, Hyco
and Bannister rivers. Current average flow is 3582.6 mgd, and the 5% low flow
is 1260.2 mgd. This low flow is 35.2% of the average flow, well in excess of
the ISF standard. Current consumption of 73.6 mgd will grow to 89.8 mgd by
2000. Growth will come primarily from residential/commercial and industrial
use in the urban ·areas of the HPA. However, the largest portion of water use
will continue to be irrigation in the eastern portion of the HPA. The expected growth will not significantly alter ISF.
Interstate considerations are potentially significant in RS and the other
Roanoke Basin ~PAs. In R5, part of the flow of the Dan River· originates in
North Carolina and, therefore, is subject to future increases in utilization
outside the boundaries of Virginia; such increases are not included in this
analysis. Since the Roanoke flows from Virginia into North Carolina, a comprehensive evaluation of water availability must include consideration of
water use in the . lower basin as well.
Withdrawal·s for public systems are projected to grow by 16.5 mgd from
22.8 mgd to 39.3 mgd in 2000. Such growth, while not a large amount in absolute terms, is large relative to current production levels. This may cause
some localized problems of streamf low availability as well as creating financing challenging for public systems within the HPA. Within the HPA as a whole,
consideration of the 5% low flow of 1260.2 mgd, together with the projected
growth in consumption, suggests that sufficient water for public system .withdrawals should be available in the future (see Table 11).
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TABLE 9.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA Roanoke 3 (R3).
Water Assessment

Average Flow (mgd)

5% Low Flow (mgd)

!SF Requirement

1952.5

382.6

195.3

Peak Consumptive Use (mgd)
Year

Res./Com.

Ind.

Current

.7

.4

1.2

.5

2000

St~Elec.

Public System

Instream
a

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

0

18. 9

20.1

• .5

382.6

0

19.4

21.1

1.8

379. 3

Flow

a

5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.

TABLE 10.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA Roanoke 4 (R4).
Water Assessment

Average Flow (mgd)

5% Low Flow (mgd)

ISF Requirement

b

b

b

Peak Consumptive Use (mgd)
Year

Res./Com.

Ind.

Current

.9

.1

2000

1. 4

.6

Instream
a

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

Flow

0

24.2

25.2

2.3

b

a·

24.5

26~5

5.3

b

St.Elec.

a

Public System

.

5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. _See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream tiow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.
bSee discussion in text.
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James 1 (Jl)
This area includes Highland, Bath, Alleghany, Rockbridge and parts of
Craig, Botetourt, Giles, and Augusta counties. A gauge on the James River,
downstream of the HPA boundary, below the confluence of the James and Pedler
rivers, was the closest available gauge to measure basin outflow. To partially adjust for the overestimate of streamf low which would result from using
a gauge outside the HPA boundary, the flow of the Pedler was subtracted from
the James River gauge. Current average flow is 2282.1 mgd and the 5% low flow
is 351.2 mgd • . The 5% flow is 15.4% of average flow. Current consumption of
9.1 mgd is estimated to grow significantly to 23.5 mgd, almost wholly from
growth in industrial use.
However, this growth will have little af feet on
ISF.
Withdrawals for public systems are projected to grow by 6.5 mgd from 7.2
mgd to 13. 8 mgd by 2000. Such growth, while not a large ·amount in absolute
terms, is large relative to current product ion levels. This may cause some
localized problems of streamf low availability as well as creating financing
challenges for public systems within the HPA.
Within the HPA as a whole,
consideration ·o f the .5% low flow of 351.2 mgd, together with the projected
growth in consumption, suggests that sufficient water for public system withdrawals should be available in the future (see Table 12).

James 2 (J2)
This area includes Amherst and Nelson counties and parts of Buckingham,
Bedford, Campbell, Appomattox, Cumberland, Albemarle and Fluvanna counties.
Streamf low was measured by gauges on the James, Slate and Hardware rivers.
Current average flow is 3532.2 mgd, and the 5% low flow is 537.7 mgd. The 5%
low flow is 15.2% of average flow.
Current consumption of 11.2 mgd is ex...
pected to grow threefold to 34. 7 mgd by 2000.
Growth will come from industrial and steam-electric power use.
The effect of the growth will be to
reduce the 5% low flow from 15.2% of average flow to 14% of annual _ flow.
Withdrawals for public systems are projected to grow by 13.9 mgd from
16.3 mgd to 30.2 mgd by 2000. Such growth, while not a large amount in abso- ·
lute terms, is large relative to current production levels. This may cause
some localized problems of streamflow availability as well as creating financing challenges for public systems within the HPA. Within the HPA as a whole,
consideration of the 5% low flow of 53 7. 7 mgd, together with the projected
growth in consumption, suggests that sufficient water for public system withdrawals should be available in the future (see Table 13).

James 3 (J3)
This area includes parts of Goochland, Powhatan, Cumberland, Buckingham,
Fluvana and Henrico counties. Streamflow was measured at a gauge on the James .
River, adjusted for the flow of the James River Canal at Richmond. Below the
gauge the river is influenced by tides from the Chesapeake Bay. Current ave.r age streamflow is 4750.5 mgd, and the 5% low flow is 831.8 mgd. The 5% low
flow is 17. 5% of average annual flow.
Current consumption of 16. 8 mgd · is
expected to grow to 37.4 mgd by 2000 with most of the growth attributable to
industrial use. This growth will reduce the 95% low flow from 17.5% of average flow to 16.3%.
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TABLE 11.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA Roanoke 5 (RS).
Water Assessment

Average Flow (mgd)

5% Low Flow (mgd)

_!g, Requirement

3582.6

1260.2

358.3

------------------------------------------------------------------ --------Peak Consumptive Use (mgd)
Public System

Year

Res./Com.

Ind.

Current

5.9

7.5

2000

9.2

19.0

St.Elec.

Instream
a .

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

o.

60.2

73.6

22.8

1260.2

0

61.6

89.8

'39. 3

1243.8

Flow

a

5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.

TABLE 12.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA James 1 (Jl).
Water Assessment

Average Flow (mgd)

5% Low Flow (mgd)

_!g, Requirement

2282. l

351.2

228.2

-----------------------------------~----------------

Peak Consumptive Use (mgd)

Year

Res./Com.

Ind.

Current

.8

3.1

1.2

16.9

2000
a

Public System

Instream
a

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

Flow

0

5.2

9.1

7.2

351.2

0

5.3

23.5

13.8

336.9

St. Elec.

5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.
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Withdrawals for public systems are projected to grow by 20. 6 ·mgd from
70.0 mgd to 90.6 mgd by 2000. Such growth is not
large amount in absolute
terms nor large relative to current production levels. Within the HPA as a
whole, consideration of the 5% low flow of 831.8 mgd, together with the projected growth in consumption, suggests that sufficient water for public system
with4rawals should be available in the future (see Table 14).

a

James 4 (J4)
This area is the Rivanna River Watershed and includes parts of Albemarle,
Fluvanna, Greene, Louisa and Orange counties. Streamflow was measured at a
gauge on the Rivanna River upstream from the HPA boundary, therefore slightly
understating .available flow. Current average flow is 462.7 mgd, and the 5%
low flow is 46.9 mgd.
The 5% flow is 10.1% of average flow, therefore
approaching the ISF standard. Current consumption of 4.0 mgd will grow to 5.1
mgd primarily in residential/commercial uses. This growth will reduce the 95%
low flow to 9.9% of average flow. The natural streamflow conditions in this
HPA would appear to account for ·the close match between the 5% flow and the
ISF standard, since current peak consumption is 4.0 mgd, a relatively small
amount when compared with the 46.9 mgd 5% low flow.
Withdrawals for public systems are projected to grow by 12.4 mgd from
11. 3 mgd to 23. 7 mgd by 2000~ Such growth, while not a la·r ge amount in absolute terms, may cause problems of streamflow availability within the HPA since
the 23.7 withdrawal is a significant portion of the 5% low flow. Under thes~
conditions water intake structures designed for these withdrawals could. be
ineffective or other problems may arise (see Table 15).
James 5 (JS)
This area is the Appomattox River Watershed and includes Amelia County
and parts of Chesterfield, Nottoway, Appomattox, Buckingham, Cumberland,
Powhatan, Dinwiddie and Prince George counties. Streamflow was recorded at a
gauge on the Appomattox River. However, the gauge included only nine years of
record, and, therefore, the conclusions reached here may be altered as a
longer record is obtained. Current average flow is 999.1 mgd, and the 5% low
flow is 94.4 mgd. The 5% low flow is 9.4% of average flow. This ISF situation can be partly attributed to consumptive use of 9.1 mgd which, if added to
the current 5% flow, would ·result in achieving the ISF standard.
·W ithdrawals for public systems are projected to grow by 7.6 mgd from 16.5
mgd to 24.1 mgd by 2000. Such growth, while not a large amount in absolute
terms, is large relative to current production levels. This may cause some
localized problems of streamflow availability as well as creating financing
challenges for public systems within the HPA. Within the HPA as a whole,
consideration of the 5% low flow of 94.4 mgd, together with the projected
decline in consumption, · suggests that suffici'ent water for public system
withdrawals should be available in the future (see Table 16).
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TABLE 13.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA James 2 (J2).
Water Assessment

'Average Flow (mgd)

5% Low Flow {mgd)

!SF Requirement

3532.2

537.7

353.2

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Peak Consumptive Use {mgd)
Public System

. Year

Res./Com.

Ind.

St.Elec.

Instream
a

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

Flow

Current

1.3

2.3

3.0

4.6

11. 2

16.3

537.7

2000

2.3

14.0

13.7

4.7

34.7

30.2

499.8

a5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for ~ complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured ~y comparing instream flow requireirent with instream flow.

TABLE 14.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA James 3 (J3).
Water Assessment

Average

~

5% Low Flow {mgd)

(mgd)

475.1

---------------------------------------------------Peak ConsumEtive Use (msd)
Res./Com.

Requirement

831.8

4750.5

Year

~

Ind.

St. Elec.

Pub lie Sys tern

Instream
a

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

Flow

Current

4.4

11.1

0

1.3

16.8

70.0

831.8

2000

5.8

30.3

0

1.4

37 .5

90.6

772.2

a

5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.
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Chowan 1 (Cl)
This area includes Lunenburg County and parts of Brunswick, Nottoway,
Prince Edward, Charlotte and Mechlenberg counties. Streamflow was measured at
gauges on the Meherrin and Nottoway rivers and Fontaine Creek. Current average streamflow is 551.4 mgd, and the 5% low flow is 45.4 mgd. The 5% low flow
is 8.2% of average flow, below the !SF standard. This situation is attributable to natural flow conditions together with consumptive use levels. Eliminating current peak consumption of 16.8 mgd used primarily for irrigation,
would raise the · 5% flow up to the !SF standard. Future consumption can be
expected to grow only slightly to 18.1 mgd.
Withdrawals for public systems are projected to grow by 4.2 mgd from .2.8
mgd to 7. 0 mgd by 2000. Such growth, while not a large amou~t in absolute
terms, is large relative to current production levels. This may cause some
localized problems of streamflow availability as well as creating financing
challenges for public systems within the HPA. Within the HPA as a whole, consideration of the 5% low flow of 45.4 mgd, together with the projected growth
in consumption, suggests that sufficient water for public system withdrawals
should be available in the future (see Table 17).
Chowan 2 (C2)
This area includes Greensville, Southampton, and Sussex counties and
parts of Isle of Wight, Surry, Dinwiddie and Prince George counties. Streamflow was recorded at gauges on the Blackwater and Nottoway rivers. Both
points of outflow measurement were located several miles above the HPA boundary and, as a result, HPA streamflow is understated. Current average flow is
1272.6 mgd, and the 5% low· flow is 50.3 mgd. The 5% low flow is 4.0%. of average flow, well below the ISF standard. This situation is a result of natural
streamf low variation rather than consumptive use within the HPA. Eliminating
current use of 11.1 mgd would not raise the 5% low · flow up to the ISF standard. Current consumption of 11.1 mgd can be expected to grow to 16.0 mgd by
2000. This growth will further reduce ISF to 3.5% of average flow. Clearly,
this growth in water use may signal future conflicts during low flow periods
for this HPA.
Withdrawals for public systems are projected to grow by 9.5 mgd from 5.3
mgd to 14.8 mgd by 2000. Such growth, while not a large amount in absolute
terms, is large relative to current product ion levels. This may cause some
localized problems of streamflow availability as well as creating financing
challenges for public systems within the HPA. Within the HPA as a whole,
consideration of the 5% low flow of 50.3 mgd, together with the projected
growth in consumption, suggests that sufficient water for public system withdrawals should be available in the future (see Table 18).
Rappahannock (RA)
This area includes Rappahannock, Culpeper and Madison counties and parts
of Orange, Greene; Fauquier, Stafford and Spotsylvania counties. Streamf low
was recorded at a gauge on the Rappahannock River above the point of tid.al
influence. C4rrent ·average streamflow is 1057.4 mgd, and the 5% low .flow is
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TABLE 15.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA James 4 (J4).
Water Assessment

Average Flow (mgd)

5% Low Flow (mgd)

!SF Requirement

46.9

46.3

462.7

--------------------------------------------------~-

Peak Consumptive Use (mgd)

Year

Res. /Com.

Ind.

Current

.8

.1

2000

1.6

.3

St .• Elec.

Public System

Instream
a

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

Flow

0

3.1

-4.0

11.3

46.9

0

3.1

5.1

23.7

45.8

a5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.

TABLE 16.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA James 5 · (JS).
Water Assessment

Average FLow (rngd)

5% Low Flow (mgd)

!SF Requirement

94.4

99.9

999.1

Peak Consumptive Use (mgd)
Year

Res./Com.

Ind.

St.Elec.

Public System

Instream
a

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

Flow

·current

1.2

0

0

7.9

9.1

16.5

94.4

2000

1.8

.1

0

8.1

10.0

24.1

93.5

a

.

5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.
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TABLE 17.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA Chowan 1 (Cl).
Water Assessment

Average Flow (mgd).

5% Low Flow (mgd)

ISF Requirement

551.4

45.4

55.1

-----------------------------------------------------------------Peak Consumptive Use (mgd)
Public System

Year

Res./Com.

Current

.9

2000

1.6

Ind.

.

a

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

Flow

0

15.9

16.8

2.8

45.4

0

16.3

18.0

7.0

44.1

St.Elec.

.2

Instream

a

5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.

TABLE 18.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA Chowan 2 (C2).
Water Assessment

Average Flow (mgd)

5% Low Flow (mgd)

ISF Requirement

50.3

127.3

1272~6

Peak Consumptive Use (mgd)
Year

Res./Com.

Ind.

St.Elec.

Pub lie Sys tern

Instream
a

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

Flow

Current

1.7

1. 4

0

8

11.1

5.3

50.3

2000

3.4

4.4

0

8.2

16.0

14.8

44.1

a

5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured .by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.
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93 • T mgd. The 5% flow is 8. 9% of average flow. Current consumptive use is
8.0 mgd, primarily for irrigation.
Consumptive use is expected to grow
slightly by 2000 to 8.7 mgd--which will have little affect on current !SF.
Withdrawals for public systems are projected to grow by 6.2 mgd from 6.4
· mgd to 12. 6 mgd by 2000. Such growth, while not a large amount in absolute
terms, is large relative to current production levels. This may cause some
localized problems of streamflow availability as well as creating financing
challenges for public systems within the HPA. Within the HPA as a whole,
consideration of the 5% low· flow of 93. 7 mgd, together with · the projected
· growth in consumption, suggests that sufficient water for public system withdrawals should be available in the future (see Table 19).
York (Y)
This area includes parts of Louisa, Caroline, Spotsylvania, Hanover,
Orange, King and Queen, and King William counties. Streamflow was measured at
gauges on the Pamunkey and Mattaponi rivers. Current average flow is 1030.9
mgd, and the 5% low flow is 90.5 mgd. The 5% low flow is 8.8% of average
flow.
This violation of the !SF standard can be attributed to current consumptive use of 14.9 mgd--which is primarily for steam-electric power.
Current use of 14.9 mgd will grow to 49.5 mgd by 2000 with the completion of
VEPCO's North Anna generating facilities.
This growth will significantly
alter the available !SF during low flow periods, and potential conflicts
between consumptive use and instream flow uses, including flows for the York
estuary, would appear likely •
. Withdrawals for public systems are projected to grow by 10.0 mgd from 4.4
mgd to 14.4 mgd by 2000. Such growth, while not a large amount in absolute
terms, is large relative to current product ion levels. This may cause some
localized problems of streamflow availability as well as creating financing
challenges for public systems within the HPA. Within the HPA as a whole,
consideration of the 5% low flow of 90.5 mgd, even with the large projected
growth in consumption, suggests that sufficient water for public system with- ·
drawals should be available in the future (see Table 20).
Potomac 1 (Pl)
This area includes parts of Rockingham, Augusta, Highland and Shenandoah
counties. Streamflow was measured at gauges on the north and south forks of
the Shenandoah River. Current average streamflow is 877.1 mgd, and the 5% low
flow is 145.7 mgd. The 5% low flow is 16.6% of average flow. Current consumptive use of 17.0 mgd is expected to grow to 30.l mgd, primarily for residential/commercial and industrial use. Although significant, this growth is
not expected to reduce the adequacy of !SF.
Withdrawals for public systems are projected to grow by 15. 8 mgd from
15.2 mgd to 31.0 mgd by 2000. Such growth, while not a large amount in absolute terms, is large relative to current production levels. This may cause
some localized problems of streamflow availability as well as creating financing challenges for public systems within the HPA. Within the HPA as a whole,
consideration of the 5% low flow of 145. 7 mgd, together with the projected
growth in consumption, suggests that sufficient water for public system withdrawals should be available in the future (see Table 21).
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TABLE 19.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA Rappahannock (RA).
Water Assessment

Average Flow (mgd)

5% Low Flow (mgd)

ISF Requirement

1057.4

93.7

105.7

---~------------------------~-----------------------

Peak Consumptive Use (mgd)

Year

Res./Com.

Ind.

Current

.7

0

2000

1.2

.1

Public System

Instream
a

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

Flow

0

7.3

8.0

6.4

93.7

0

7.4

8.7

12.6

93.0

St.Elec.

a

5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instrea~ flow.

TABLE 20.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA York (Y).
Water Assessment

Average Flow (mgd)

.8_ Low Flow (mgd)

!SF Requirement

1030.9

90.5

103.1

Peak Consumptive Use (mgd)

Public System

Year

Res./Com.

Ind.

St.Elec.

Irr.

Total

Current

.8

.4

11.3

2.3

14.9

2000

1. 5 .

.1

45.8

2.4

49.5

a

Withdrawals

Instream
a

Flow
90.5

14.4

55.9

5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.
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Potomac 2 (P2)
This area includes Page, Warren, Clarke, and Frederick and parts of
Shenandoah and Rockingham counties. Streamflow was measured at a gauge on the
Shenandoah River in West Virginia. Therefore flow within the HPA will be
·slightly overstated. Current average streamflow is 1714 mgd, and the 5% flow
is 328.3 mgd. The 5% low flow is 19.2% of average flow. Current consumption
of 14.6 mgd is expected to grow to 19.9 mgd, primarily for residential/commer. cial and industrial use. This growth will not reduce the adequacy of ISF.
Withdrawals for public systems are projected to grow by 20. 1 mgd from
12.4 mgd to 32.5 mgd by 2000. Such growth, while not a large amount in absolute terms, is large relative to current production levels. This may cause
some localized problems of streamflow availability as well as creating financ" ing challenges for public systems within the HPA. Within the HPA as a whole,
consideration of the 5% low flow of 328.3 mgd, together with the projected
growth in consumption, suggests that sufficient water for public system--withdrawals should be available in the future (see Table 22).
Potomac 3 (P3)
This area includes parts of Loudoun, Fairfax and Fauquier counties.
Streamflow was measured at gauges on Goose Creek and Difficult Run. Several
small streams in the basin are ungauged which results in an underestimation of
available flow. Although the Potomac borders this HPA, it was not considered
as a source of water, since the flow is not legally Virginia water. Current
average flow, as measured in this HPA, is 309.6 mgd. The 5% low flow is 18.4
mgd, an amount equal to 5.9% of average flow. Natural flow conditions apparently account for the violation of the !SF standard, since current consumption
of 2.6 mgd does not significantly alter the 5% low flow of 18.4 mgd. Current
consumption is expected to grow from 2.6 mgd to 4.2 mgd, primarily for residential/commercial use. This growth will reduce the 5% low flow from 5.9% to
5.4% of average annual flow.
Withdrawals from public systems are projected to increase by 18. 5 mgd
from 5.8 mgd to 24.3 mgd by 2000. This is a significant increase over current
production levels and may result in significant problems of water availability
since the current 5% low flow is 18.4 mgd (see Table 23).
Potomac 4 (P4)
This area includes parts of Fairfax, Prince William, Fauquier and Loudoun
counties. Streamflow was recorded at a gauge on the Occoquan River. Therefore, several small streams were ungauged. Average flow is 312.9 mgd. The 5%
low flow of 18.1 mgd is 5.8% of average flow. The current failure to meet the
ISF standard is explained by the level of current consumption of 13.9 mgd
which, i f added to the current 18.1 mgd flow, meets the ISF standard. The
only significant water use was for residential/commercial uses from the
Occoquan Watershed. Although the Potomac borders this. HPA, it was not considered as a source of water due to possible low-flow problems and related
interstate concerns. Total water consumption is expected to grow from 13.9
mgd to 28.8 mgd. This, in turn, will reduce ISF from current 5.8% of average
flow to 3% of average flow.
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TABLE 21.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA Potomac 1 (Pl).
Water Assessment

Average Flow (mgd)

5% Low Flow (mgd)

ISF Requirement

145.7

87.7

877.1

-----------------~----------------------------------

Peak Consum2tive Use (msd)

Res./Com.

Year

Ind.

St .Elec.

Pub lie Sys tern
Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

Instream
a

. Flow

Current

1.8

1.7

0

13.5

17

15.2

145.7

2000

3.3

13.0

0

13.8

30.1

31.0

132.6

a

5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.

TABLE 22.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA Potomac 2 (P2).
Water Assessment

Average Flow (mgd)

5% Low Flow (msd)

ISF Requirement

1714

328.3

171.4

Peak Consumptive Use (msd)
Year

Res./Com.

Ind.

Public System

Instream
a

St.Elec.

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

Flow

Current

1.5

. 2. 0

.5

10.7

14.6

12.4

328.3

2000

3.2

4.0

1.7

10.9

19.9

32.5

309.9

a5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.
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Withdrawals from public systems will rise by 190.7 mgd from 158.0 mgd to
348.7 mgd by 2000. This is a significant increase in withdrawals that will
raise total withdrawals to above average flow (see Table 24).
Chesapeake Bay 1 (CBl)
This HPA consists of the Eastern Shore and includes Accomack and Northampton counties. In the absence of major fresh water streams, ground water is
the major source of water supply. Due to problems of well interference and
concern for protection of the ground water supply,- the area has been des igna ted as a ground water management area under provisions of the Ground Water
Act of 1973 [9].
The major sources of ground water are artesian aquifers, with most withdrawals at depths of from 65 to 300 feet. Yields from these aquifers of at
least 100 gpm (.144 mgd) may be expected from properly developed wells of six
inches or more in diameter. Water availability is generally limited to the
zone above the 300-foot depth, since the water at greater depths is highly
mineralized with a high chloride content. Saline water may occur locally at
shallower depths.
The lateral saltwater-freshwater interface borders the
marshland bordering Virginia's Eastern Shore except along the northern boundary with Maryland [10].
The most intensive ground water development has occurred in Accomack
County at Accomac and Temperanceville. The well field of Perdue, Inc. at
Accomac, had produced a cone of depression with a diameter of approximately
two miles, and a 70-foo t water level decline at its center. This cone of
·depression was reported in 1978 to have stabilized but was · expected to expand
laterally and vertically with increased withdrawals. The well field of Holly
Farms Poul try Indus tries, Inc., in Tempe ranceville had produced, by 19 78, a
cone of depression with an approximate diameter of one and one-half miles and
a maximum drawdown of 60 feet. The water level declines associated with these
two well fields have adversely affected other wells in their proximity and
were major factors in the designation of the ground water management area.
In order to determine the adequacy of ground water supplies to meet increased future demands, a computer simulation model has been developed for the
Eastern Shore [11]. The model has been calibrated through trial and error
manipulation of parameters until good agreement was achieved when water levels
were simulated over past periods for which actual data was available. However, a need for verification based on extensive comparisons of simulated and
observed water levels has been expressed.
To the extent that the model is adequate for predictive purposes, simulated water levels based on continuance of existing pumping levels and hypothetical increases serve as indications of the potential of the ground water
system for future development. With regard to continuance of current (1976)
pumpage, the model indicates an equilibrium condition in the artesian aquifers
within 2.4 years. This result suggests that the system is not currently being
overdrawn but is within recharge limits.
Two simulations based on increases in pumpage have been reported. One is
based on a 15% increase in present use plus pumping of 100,000 gpd near the
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TABLE 23.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA Potomac 3 (P3).
Water Assessment

Average Flow (mgd)

5% Low Flow (mgd)

~ Require~nt

18. 4

31.0

309.6

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Peak Consumptive Use (mgd)
Public Sys tern

Year

Res./Com.

Ind.

Current

.8

.2

2.1

.5

2000

Instream
a

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

Flow

0

1. 5

2.6

S.8

18.4

0

1.6

4.2

. 24.3

16.8

St.Elec.

a5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.

TABLE 24.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA Potomac 4 (P4).
Water Assessment

Average Flow (mgd)

5% Low Flow (mgd)

18.1

312.9

31.3

Peak Consumptive Use (mgd)
Year

!SF Requirement _

Res./Com.

Ind.

St.Elec.

Public System

Irr.

Total

Withdrawals

Current

13.2

0

0

.7

13.9

158

2000

28.0

.5

0

.7

28.8

348.7

a

Instream
a

Flow

18.1

9.5

. 5% flow less change in consumption from current year to 2000. See text
for a complete discussion. Adequacy of instream flow can be measured by comparing instream flow requirement with instream flow.
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site of potential development in the Cape Charles area. Results from this
simulation indicate only a slight additional decline in water levels.
A
second predictive simulation assumed an overall increase of about 50% in industrial and municipal water demand. Under these conditions, the model indicates a pronounced decline in water levels, with depths in some areas as low
as 190 to 200 feet below the land surface.
Based upon the work completed for this study, the most likely scenario
lies between the current use and 15% growth in withdrawals. Withdrawals from
all sources in the HPA were projected by this analysis to grow by 6.5% from
94. 5 mgd in 1980 to 100. 5 mgd in 2000. Most of this growth will come from
residential/commercial and agricultural withdrawals. Industrial withdrawals
are predicted to fall; however, consumptive use by industry will rise .•
Withdrawals for public systems are projected to grow by 4.8 mgd from 2.5
mgd to 7. 3 mgd by 2000.
Such growth, while not a large amount in absolute
terms, is large relative to current product ion levels. This may cause .some
localized problems of financing for public systems within the HPA (see Table
25).
Chesapeake Bay 2 (CB2)
This HPA encompasses a relatively large area of the Atlantic Coastal
Plain including the Northern Neck Peninsula, the Middle Peninsula, and the
northern portion of the York-James Peninsula which drains into the York.
Although surface water sources have been developed in some of this HPA, ground
water from the extensive coastal plain aquifers is the major source of supply
within much .of the region. Ground water generally occurs in three major aquifer systems: the water table system, the upper artesian system, and the lower
or principal artesian system. Thickness of the aquifer systems generally increases from the western boundary of the coastal plain to the east. Therefore
greater quantities of water are usually available in the central and eastern
portions of the HPA; however, water quality problems are a potential constraint on development in the easternmost areas.
The Northern Neck Peninsula, consisting of Lancaster, NorthtJ:mberland,
Richmond, and Westmoreland counties, historically has depended entirely on
ground water for industrial and potable supply. The water table aquifers are
a significant source of domestic water, with well yields ranging from 5 to 20
gpm; seasonal fluctuations and lack of sufficient storage make this system
unreliable for large supplies. The upper artesian aquifer has a potential of
20 to 110 gpm. This aquifer is often brackish in eastern Lancaster and Northumberland counties. The principal artesian aquifer is the major source of
supply for the area and generally has a yield potential of 200 gpm, with
yields of up to 844 gpm recorded. This aquifer is also frequently brackish in
the easternmost part of the peninsula. Total ground water pumpage in the
Northern Neck area has been approximated at 2 mgd. This amount is estimated
to be " ••• much less than the amount that conceivably could be used from wells
that are developed now", with potential for further development. No excessive
cones of depression nor well interference problems have been reported [12].
The Middle Peninsula is bounded by the Rappahannock River on the north
and the York and Pamunkey rivers on the south and consists of Essex, Gloucester, King and Queen, King William, Matthews, and Middlesex counties. The
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TABLE 25.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA Chesapeake Bay 1 (CBl).
Consumptive Use (mgd)

Year

Residential/
Commercial

Industrial

Current

.4

.7

2000

.7

1.0

Irrigation

Total

Public System
Withdrawals

0

82.6

83.6

2.5

0

84.4

86.2

7.3

Steam
Electric

--------------------------~------------------------------------

Withdrawal Use (mgd)
Year

Residential/
Commercial

Industrial

Current

7.5

4.4

2000

13.7

2.4

TABLE 26.

Steam
Electric

Irrigation

Total

0

82.6

94.5

0

84.4

100.5

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA Chesapeake Bay 2 (CB2).
Consumptive ·Use (mgd)

Year

Residential/
Commercial

Industrial

Current

5.0

3.0

Steam
Electric

Irrigation

0

2.7

Total

Public System
Withdrawals

10·. 7

63.5

2000
8.8
14.4
0
2.8
26.0
118.2
----------------------------------------------------~----------~-------------Withdrawal Use (mgd)
Year

Residential/
Commercial

Industrial

Current

93.5

65.7

2000

147.5

19.1

Steam
Electric

Irrigation

Total

0

2.7

161.9

0

2.8

169.4
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principal artesian aquifer has a large yield potential in the central and
eastern portions of the peninsula, which has not been developed in most of the
· area. This aquifer is generally brackish and unsuitable for potable use ·in
the easternmost portion of the peninsula. The most extensive ground water
development has occurred in the vicinity of West Point and Urbana. Based on
consideration of the drawdowns associated with development at these locations,
together with natural ground water conditions, it ha.s been estimated that
"••.a considerable quantity of ground water is available for further development in the west central part of the Middle Peninsula with smaller quantities
available in other parts". The area of greatest potential includes most of
Essex County and the west central portion of King and Queen and King William
counties.
The ground water of this area is virtually ·untapped, and total
availability is estimated to be 5-15 mgd. For the entire Middle Peninsula,
approximately 32-57 mgd of ground water is estimated to be available, of which
only about 20 mgd is being used [13].
The portion of the York-James Peninsula in this HPA consists of parts of
the . counties of Hanover, James City, and York and the City of Hampton. The
water table aquifers are an important source of domestic supply on the peninsula. The upper artesian system has been described as a reliable source for
domestic supply and also for institutional, agricultural, and light municipal
and industrial uses. The principal aquifer system has a high yield potential
throughout most of the area. The most intensive development of this system
has occurred at West Point and Williamsburg, resulting in water level declines
in these areas.
These withdrawals are considered to be well within yield
limits. Hanover County relies prima.r ily on surface water sources, but substantial development of the principal artesian aquifer has occurred in the
county. It has been noted that the only apparent impediment to more extensive
development of the principal aquifer system on the York-James Peninsula is the
increase in mineral content in the eastern region [14].
Based upon the work completed for this study, withdrawals from all
sources in the HPA are expected to grow modestly from 161.9 mgd to 169.4 mgd
in 2000. This growth in withdrawals will come from an increase in residential/commercial withdrawals which is offset by a decline in industrial withdrawals. However, while industrial withdrawals will fall, consumptive use by
industry will increase from 3.0 mgd to 14.4 mgd. These predicted growth
.levels should be adequately served by the ground water systems in the HPA.
Withdrawals for public systems are projected to grow by 54. 7 mgd from
63.5 mgd to 118.2 mgd in 2000. While this growth appears large, so, too, is
the area of the HPA. Nonetheless, localized problems of ground water quality
and quantity may cause both supply availability and financing problems within
the HPA (see Table 26).
Chesapeake Bay 3 (CB3)
This HPA consists of the James River Basin below Richmond and the southeastern corner of the state that lies to the east of the Chowan River Basin.
Included are all or significant parts of the counties of Charles City,
Chesterfield, Hanover, Henrico, Isle of Wight, James City, New Kent, Prince
George and Surry and all or parts of the cities of Chesapeake, Hampton, Hopewell, Newport News, Norfolk, Portsmouth, Richmond, Suffolk, Virginia Beach,
and Williamsburg. Water supplies have been extensively developed in this area
to meet substantial industrial and municipal demands.
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The southeastern part of this HPA is included in the Southeastern Virginia Ground Water Management Area designated under GWA in 1975 [15]. Designation of this area was the result of substantial reductions in artesian pressures in the principal aquifer system. .The largest reductions have occurred
at Franklin where heavy industrial pumping has produced a decline of approximately 180 ft. Ground water pumpage has produced damage to perhaps hundreds
of small capacity wells and has produced limited westerly movement of salty
water from the eastern portion of the aquifers [16].
Tile water supply situation in the extreme southeastern part of the state
has been much publicized due to the belief that available supplies have been
fully developed, leading to proposals fo'r major water transfers from outside
the area. Further development of surface sources is severely restricted by
physical and environmental constraints, and ground water development is
limited by existing withdrawals and the need to protect the ground water
system from overuse. These constraints on ground water use are administered
through the provisions of GWA.
Tilere is a lack of agreement as to the potential of the aquifer system
for additional pump age. It was reported in 19 78 that existing pumpage from
the aquifer equalled 81.5 mgd [17]. The view that the potential for additional withdrawal above this amount is limited has been given general acceptance for several years [18], but a consultant's report published in 1979
indicated that substantial additional pumpage may be possible. The report
concluded that pumpage from the principal artesian aquifer " ••• can be increased to 150 to 200 mgd without causing intolerable adverse impacts" [ 19].
In contrast, SWCB reported in 1978 that recharge to the principal aquifer was
only about 50 mgd, with the additional water being contributed by bed compaction. It was estimated that reduction in artesian pressures to the top of
the principal aquifer would increase recharge to about 60 mgd.
Due to the large amounts of water in storage in the aquifers, the system
could withstand withdrawals in excess of recharge for a substantial period of
time.
However, this approach would result in damage to wells and other
adverse effects, including the eventual dewatering of the aquifers. In addition, this approach appears to be prohibited by GWA and the administrative
policies of SWCB pursuant to GWA [20]. Therefore, the question regarding permissible pumping in the southeastern area is ultimately dependent on the
state's water resources management policy.
Based upon the work completed for this study, withdrawals from . all
sources in the HPA are projected to fall from 569.1 mgd to 426.6 mgd in 2000.
However, consumptive use of water is expected to rise by 77.4 mgd (100%) from
the current period to 2000. This change in water use patterns will occur as
ind us trial processes alter their water use technology in the future. The
rather significant increase in consumption may have some impacts in the areas'
streams and estuaries as the freshwater return flow from current use is
reduced. On the other hand, the expected stabilizing of withdrawals should
reduce the problems of the ground water system.
Withdrawals for public systems are projected to grow by 120. 8 mgd from
119. 7 mgd to 240.5 mgd in 2000. · This large growth may be accommodated by
ground water sources, especially given the expected pattern of withdrawals in
the HPA in the future. However, whether ground water or surface water outside
the HPA is developed, the costs will be large for this doubling of peak
production by 2000 (see Table 27).
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TABLE 27.

WATER-USE ANALYSIS FOR HPA Chesapeake Bay 3 (CB3).

ConsumEtive Use (mgd)
Year

Residential/
Commercial

Industrial

Current

8.6

34.4

2000

16.3

103.7

Steam
Electric

Public System
Withdrawals

Irrigation

Total

0

19 .6

78.8

119. 7

0

20.0

156.3

240.5

Withdrawal Use (mgd)
Year

Residential/
Commercial

Industrial

Steam
Electric

Irrigation

Total

Current

305.3

244.2

0

19.6

569.1

2000

272.3

134.3

0

20.0

426.6
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FINDINGS
The results of the assessment analysis were reported for each HPA. These
reported results also can be usefully interpreted in conjunction with the
discussions in appendices A, B, C, and D to gain an overview of water-use
patterns in the ·state by major water-use categories.
Use of water for irrigated agriculture occurs primarily along Virginia's
southern border and on her Eastern Shore. Irrigated crops include tobacco, ·
vegetables, and a limited amount of corn. Less than one percent of Virginia's
farmland is now irrigated.
Indeed, irrigated acreage in the state expanded
little, i f any, between 1954 and 1978. · Despite recent droughts and their ·
impact on the agricultural economy, there is little reason to expect this
situation to change in the future because the long-term economic returns to a
large increase in irrigation in Virginia do not appear favorable.
Use of water for the cooling process in steam-electric power production
is significant. Current projections indicate that additions to steam-electric
power production capacity will be increased and, thus, water used for such
purposes in the Tennessee, New, James, and York river basins, and in the
coastal areas will increase. In the coastal areas the cooling water used will
be brackish, and, therefore, such use will not af feet fresh-water availability. Within the basins of the New River and _the James River, the growth
in water use can be met without conflicts among uses or with ISF. In the York
(Y) and Tennessee basins (Tl) some conflicts with the ISF may occur in lowflow periods. However, there is evidence that growth in the use of electric
power is trending downward, thereby reducing the need for additional generating capacity. Under ·this trend, the ISF conflicts in the York and Tennessee
basins would be significantly reduced.
Industrial water--u se pra~tices in Virginia can be expected to follow the
national trend toward increased recycling. As a result, water withdrawn from
streams and aquifers will stabilize near current levels. Meanwhile, the water
that is withdrawn will be increasingly consumed rather than discharged back ·to
the streams. When this situation is considered in relation to the location of
· industr.i al output in the Commonwealth, two general conclusions follow. First,
Virginia's streamflow in certain areas will be reduced in the future as water
consumed by industry increases, but these reduced flows should not give rise
to conflicts with other uses or with the ISF. Second, industrial-use pressures on the state's ground water should stabilize.
Water withdrawals by municipal systems have been the .focus of most water
controversies in the state. Two points will help put these conflicts into
perspective. First, for the twenty-seven HPAs used in the assessment analysis, only Northern Virginia (primarily the Occoquan Basin (P4)) appears to
have inadequate water with the HPA boundaries to meet future-use and to maintain ISF. In Northern Virginia, cooperation with Maryland and the District of
Columbia on use of the Potomac, as well as the evaluation of ways to bring
water into the area from outside the basin, will be necessary. The conclusion
that local water supplies are inadequate may be extended to the southeastern
Tidewater area (CB3) if the aquifer is determined to have less capacity than
recent reports suggest. Second, public water systems in the upper Roanoke
River basins (Rl) and the Rivanna River basin (J4) may not have adequate flows .
during low-flow conditions.
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This study also considered !SF for fish~ wildlife, and water quality as a
water-use category. The conflicts of off-site use with !SF can best be reviewed in the · context of water use within each HPA. Results of the HPA analysis are summarized in Table 28. For each HPA, information is provided for
peak water consumption and ·streamflow conditions. Columns 1 and 2 indicate
peak consumption at present and in the year 2000, respectively. Column 3
presents a minimum flow for preservation of fish and wildlife, which as discussed above has been selected as 10% of average flow. Column 4 contains a
low-flow value which, on the basis of current conditions, streamflow will fall
below 5% of the time; Column 5 contains an equivalent value for the year 2000,
after compensation is made for additional consumption that is projected to
occur that date. Comparison of the instream flow standard in Column 3 with
expected low-flow conditions as shown in Columns 4 and 5 indicates the potential occurrence of instream flow problems.
Under low-flow conditions, the !SF standard is violated in HPAs BS, Tl,
J4, JS, Cl, C2, P3, P4, RA and Y. In P3, P4 and Y, current consumptive use
levels account for the failure to meet the !SF standard. In the other HPAs,
natural streamf low conditions are the source of the !SF problem during lowflow periods.
Of the HPAs where !SF is currently a problem, significant
growth in consumption is expected in HPA Y. This .growth is attributed to
completion of VEPCO 's North Anna power facilities.
If these are not completed, this basin will have fewer !SF problems in the future. Of course, if
growth in consumptive use were to occur which was unexpected in these projections, then !SF conflicts may extend to other areas. Of particular note is
that the current proposals for coal conversion facilities and coal slurry
pipelines in BS and Tl could raise !SF conflicts under current low streamf low
conditions.
I~ summary, the assessment indicated that existing or potential problems
in Virginia related to the inadequacy of water supply are limited and basinspecific. The supply problems that have been projected in a limited number of
areas within the state consist of difficulties in meeting public-system water
demands and instream-flow demands during infrequent low-flow conditions.
Based upon these findings, possible water management alternatives would include, but not be limited to, additional ground water development, development
of storage, transfer of water between basins, and demand management.

Ground water is available over much of Virginia but varies substantially
in abundance among geographical regions.
In some situations, ground water
development offers the potential advantages of lower water treatment requirements ., lower dev~lopment costs, and less environmental di.sruption.
· Development of storage facilities could be a means of modifying streamflow during low-flow. conditions and/or providing water for periods of peak
consumption. Storage development also can contribute in a significant way to
enhancing public water-system capacity. Clearly, the feasibility of storage
development depends upon the location and characteristics of storage sites and
the economic and environmental feasibility of storage vis-a-vis alternative
water management strategies.
Interbasin transfers of ground water and surface water may also contribute to water management in the state. Transfer of water may be a justifiable
alternative water management strategy, especially for public water systems.
Here, as with storage, economic and environmental feasibility must be assesed.
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Table 28.

HPA

Consumptive Water Use, Instream Flow Standard and 5% Low Flow, by
HPA for Current Conditions and 2000 by MGD.
Peak Consumption
Current

ISF Standarda

5% Low Flow
Current

2000

2000

BS

.9

1.5

67.4

38.8

38.2

Tl

11.9

18.3

137 .9

117.6

111.2

T2

3.5

7.7

106.9

156

151.8

Nl

1.2

2.4

205.6

607.5

606.3

N2

6.9

8.2

255

745.2

742.7

N3

13.8

37.7

322

914.5

888.2

Rl

5.8

5.8

38.1

75.9

75.• 9

R2

13.5

15.6

116.5

151.2

149.1

·R3

20.1

21.1

195.3

382.6

379.3

R4

25.2

26.5

b

b

b

R5

73.6

89.8

358.3

1260.2

1243.8

Jl

9.1

23.5

228.2

351.2

336.9

J2

·11.2

34.7

353.2

537.7

499.8

J3

16.8

37.5

475.1

831.8

772. 2

J4
JS

4.0

5.1

46.3

46.9

45.8

9.1

10.0

99.9

94.4

93.5

Cl

16.8

18.1

55.1

45.4

C2

11.1

16.0

127.3

50.3

44.1
44.1

RA

8.0

8.7

105.7

93.7

93.0

y

14.9

49.5

103.1

90.5

55.9

Pl

17.0

30.l

87.7

145.7

132.6

P2

14.6

19.9

171.4

328.3

309.9

P3

2.6

4.2

31

18.4

16.8

P4

13.9

28.8

31.3

18.1

9.5

94.5

100.5

n/a

n/a

n/a

161.9

169.4
426.6

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

569.1
al0% of average flow.
b

Flow was measured at HPA in flow point.

See text for a discussion.

cBecause these are ground water dependent areas, peak withdrawals are reported
instead of peak consumption to indicate changes in ground water pumping. See
text for a complete discussion.
n/aGage data is not available for these HPAs.
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Demand management programs can assume two dimensions. In the first case,
plans to curtail consumptive uses during drought periods can be prepared. In
addition to drought-·related programs, general demand management programs may
be in order if problems with ISF are anticipated in the future or if significant capital costs to expand the capacity of public water systems are expected. Such programs may reduce the extent of growth in both consumptive use
and public-system withdrawals.
This review of water-supply problems and alternative management stratehas not discussed . institutional constraints that limit water-supply
management options. For example, neither constraints on dam construction nor
interjurisdictional conflicts restricting movement of water across policital
boundaries have been considered. This interdependency of institutional constraints with water management is discussed in Chapter Ten.
gi~s
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FOOTNOTES TO CHAPTER FIVE
[l]

Streamflow data was taken from the Hydrologic Information Storage . and
Retrieval System (HISARS) operated by the Virginia Water Resources
Research Center. HISARS contains the U.S. Geological Survey streamflow
data base and is updated annually. In addition to provision of the gage
data itself, HISARS also has statistical analysis capabilities and has
been utilized for · the low-flow analysis included in the assessment.

[2]

Withdrawals are the total amount of water taken from the HPA for the
uses indicated; some of the water is returned to the HPA and is available
for subsequent use downstream. Consumption . is the amount of water withdrawn which is lost to the HPA through evaporation or incorporation into
finished industrial goods.

[3]

A more detailed analysis of the adequacy of available water supply would
not be limited to comparisons of conswnptive demands alone. Potential
problems associated with competing withdrawals may be significant in
situations where consumptive water use poses no conflict. The actual
occurrence of such conflicts will depend on the proximity and physical
relationship of individual withdrawals and effluent discharges on a particular stream; detailed analysis for any HPA, therefore, will require
site-specific consideration beyond the purpose of this study.

[ 4]

Water consumption is reflected in gage data, but since consumption has
increased over the life of most gages, average streamflow data will somewhat overstate currently available supply. In the absence of a method to
account for historical changes in conswnption, however, it is assumed
that streamflow data reflects water available after current consumption
levels have occurred.

[5]

Letting y=any given year, c=current year, f=future year, and other variables as defined in the text, the use of this modification in the general
procedure can be justified. For the upstream HPA, Ouy = Ru - Cuy (1);
therefore, Ouc =Ru - Cuc (2); and Ouf =Ru - Cuf (3). Adding Cuc - Cuc
to (3) gives Ouf = (Ru - Cuc)+ Cuc - Cuf (4). Subsituting (2) ·into (4),
Ouf = Ouc + (Cuc - Cuf) (5). Equation (5) states that future flow at the
outflow in the upstream HPA will equal c~rrent flow less the change in
consumption within the HPA between the current and future time periods.
For the downstream watershed, Ouy = Idy ( 6), therefore, Ode =
Rd + Ouc - Cdc (7); and Odf = Rd + Ouc - Cdc + (Cuc - Cuf) + (Cdc - Cdf)
(9).
Substituting (7) into (9) Odf = Ode + (Cuc - Cuf) + (Cdc - Cdf)
'clO). Equation (10) states that future flow at the outflow point of the
downstream HPA equals current flow less the change in consumption within
the HPA and in upstream HPAs.

[6]

These are preliminary data which may be subject to revision at a later
date.

[7]

The procedure assumed that commercial establishments were part of public
systems, as defined by the State Department of Health.
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[8]

D. Tennant, "Instream Flow Regimens for Fish, Wildlife Recreation and
Related Environmental Resources" Unpublished paper, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (1975), at 19.

[9]

SWCB,

"An Order of the Virginia SWCB," Sept. 27, 1976.

[10]

SWCB, "Ground Water Conditions in the Eastern Shore of Virginia,"
(SWCB Planning Bulletin 45) (1975), at vii-viii.

[11]

G. Bal, "Computer Simulation Model for Ground Water Flow in the .Eastern Shore of Virginia," (SWCB Planning Bulletin 309) (1977).

[ 12] · V. Newton and E. Siudyla, "Ground Water .of the Northern Neck Peninsula, Virginia," (SWCB Planning Bulletin 307.) (not dated), at ix.
[ 13]

E. Siudyla, et al., "Ground Water of the Middle Peninsula ·' Virginia,"
(SWCB Planning Bulletin 305) (1977), at 31-42.

[ 14]

E. Siudyla, et al., Ground Water of the York-James
ginia (SWCB Basic Data Bulletin 39) (1973),"at 36.

[ 15]

SWCB, "An Order of the Virginia State Water Control Board," Jan. 2_7 ,
1975.

[ 16]

Geraghty and Miller, Inc., "Availability of Ground Water in the Southeastern Virginia Ground Water Management Area," (1979), at 6.

[17]

SWCB, "Ground Water 1978," (1978), at 9.

[18]

See, e.g., SWCB, "Ground Water 1976," (1976), at 3.

[19]

Geraghty supra n. 8, at 6.

[20]

SWCB supra n. 9, at 11.
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REVIEW OF WATER ALLOCATION MECHANISMS

Chapter Six

VIRGINIA'S WATER ALLOCATION LAW:
THEORETICAL CRITIQUE AND ANALYSIS OF THE
RELATIONSHIP TO SUPPLY MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS

INTRODUCTION

This chapter investigates the relationship between Virginia's existing
water· allocation law and the state's existing and projected water supply problems. First, a theoretical critique of the basic characteristics and performance of existing law is conducted by comparison with the objectives for water
allocation systems developed in Chapter One. Second, . the significance of any
deficiencies identified is evaluated by assessing their relationship to existing and anticipated water s~pply problems confronting the Commonwealth as
identified in the assessment contained in Chapter Five.
The objectives of water allocation law developed in Chapter One that will
be · used to evaluate the effectiveness of existing allocation mechanisms
include the following:
(1)

The water allocation system should facilitate application of
water to its highest and best use.

(2)

Adequate consideration should be given to all aspects of the
public interest in determining ·the highest and best use.

(3)

There should be adequate integration of water use decisions
with other resource management decisions.

(4)

There should exist efficient mechanisms for conflict resolution
concerning competing water uses, including interagency and
interstate conflicts.
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THEORETICAL CRITIQUE OF
THE RIPARIAN DOCTRINE

Does the Riparian Doctrine
Facilitate Highest and Best Use?

In · order to resolve .this issue, it is necessary to analyze the riparian
doctrine in terms of the two primary subissues involved:
(1) do ·. rip·a rian
rights encompass a sufficient degree of certainty and (2) are riparian rights
sufficiently flexible to allow transfer to more productive uses?
The Certainty Issue. Much criticism has been. directed toward the riparian of reasonableness which defines the extent of the water right under the
doctrine.
The potential effect of the reasonableness concept has been
described as follows [1]:
Because of the very nature of the reasonable use concept, it cannot
be known with any degree of definiteness who may use the ·water, how
much he can use, or for what purpose he can use it. A use whkh
today furnishes no basis for complaint may give rise to a law suit
tommorrow; what is reasonable at one moment may prove unreasonable
shortly thereafter. A person initiating a particular use is uncer··tain as to whether his ·use may interfere with the reasonable .use
being made by some other person, or whether it may interfere with a
. reasonable use which may be initiated by someone in the future.
Further, the user has no assurance that, after he has invested in an
enterprise which depends upon a given source of water, his supply
will not be jeopardized by a new owner (and perhaps in some
instances a non-riparian) may at any time initiate a new use of
water or increase the use which he is making and it will be protected if reasonable.
This comment indicates that the uncertainty associated with the riparian
right may act as an impediment to investment in · facilities that depend on the
continuance of a constant water right.
Water users may be reluctant to
initiate new uses or to change water use patterns if the change involves
investments that will be lost if the court rules ~ post that the new use is
unreasonable. Although existing legal uses can at some time in the future
become unreasonable, such questions of reasonableness seemingly are more
likely to be successfully raised with regard to a new use or when a water use
is changed than when an existing use is continued.
This investment disincentive may be particularly significant where
storage of water is necessary. Questions of reasonableness generally can be .
overcome by storage of flood water such that average flows are not depleted,
but the reasonableness requirement may extend to flood waters under certain
conditions [2]. Not only is the storage operation itself subject to con.t inuing
review as to reasonableness, but maintenance of rights in stored water may
also be subject to uncertainty. For example ., rights in stored water may be
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lost if the water is released into a natural stream for conveyance to a downstream point of use. Rights in such water are relatively undefined, and the
water may be subject to use by riparian owners located along th~ stream in
question.
An: additional element of uncertainty arises from the fact that decisions
regarding Wa.ter rights under the riparian doctrine generally are subject to
determination only in the context of a well developed water use conflict. This
· characteristic of the riparian system limits the ability of a potential water
user to resolve water rights questions prior to actual conflict. The judicial
. process does include certain forward-looking mechanisms such as declaratory
judgements and injunctions but generally is less suitable for such decisions
.than is an administrative proceedings.

These elements of uncertainty can be of special significance in the case
of _municipal water use. Municipal use is not a recognized reasonable ·use when
in conflict with the exercise of water rights for uses that are considered
reasonable [3].
This restriction is somewhat mitigated since the use of
surplus water is legal, but such use in complicated by the uncertainty associated with the extent. of existing water rights. This uncertainty makes the ·
identification, and therefore the use, of surplus water difficult. This
difficulty would be of major proportions if not for the fact that the eminent
domain power can be employed to acquire water rights . of adversely affected
parties. Prior to a court decision holding a municipality in violation of
water rights, water is normally used without acquisition of rights on the
assumption that surplus water is available and that water rights can be
acquired subsequently if necessary. In order for a party opposed to municipal
use to successfully establish a claim for compensation, he must establish the
existence of his own riparian right and show injury to such right; general
complaints without such evidence will not serve as an adequate basis for
successful legal action.
The Flexibility Issue.
Although the reasonableness conc_ept has been
criticized due to the associated uncertainty, the concept might alternatively
be enforced on the basis of its flexibility in accommodating changed conditions that result in changed water needs. Within the constraints imposed be
the doctrine, any riparian landowner is free to change the manner in which
water ·is used, although inherent restrictions such as those on place of use
exist. Lauer [4] expresses this advantage as follows:
From the point of view of the riparian owner, the use of water under
a riparian. right may be made at a time and in a manner most responsive to his particular needs. The purpose of the use and the quantity of water taken may be freely modified, qualified only by the
reasonableness test.
In addition, the use of water need . not be
constantly enjoyed in order to preserve the right. Nonuse even. for
a prolonged period will not affect the right to resume a reasonable
use at such time in the future as the needs of the riparian may
require. Accordingly, the riparian owners may accomodate his water
uses to the needs generated by his use of the land. Except where
the supply of water is uncertain or demand approaches the quantity
of water available, the riparian may freely plan for uses of water
to be initiated in the future.
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The riparian system does not require the establishment of a rigid ranking
of the relative benefit of different classes of water use (with the exception
of the domestic use preference), nor does it establish a set priority among
individual water users. The judiciary may be able to more effectively take
into account the value of additional water in various uses than can an
administrative agency cons t rained .b y legislat.ive declaration of a "preference"
for specific categories of use.
The riparian doctrine may therefore, in some sense, be considered "equitable" because in times of water shortage, the burden of such shortage is.
borne· ·by all water users. The efficiency implications of "sharing the shortage" depends on the nature of the uses involved and the sever! ty ·o f the
shortage. While benefits may be obtained during a relatively mild drought by
requiring reductions in all uses, it is conceivab l e that severe reductions may
make certain uses impractical, with the result that the sharing approach
produces .inefficiency. Furthermore, even in mild droughts, there can be valid
reasons for desiring only minor +eductions in some uses accompanied by large
reductions in other uses.
Although the reasonable use concept provides flexibility, however, other
elements of the riparian doctrine restrain transfers of water and therefore
result in inflexibility. The primary factor in this regard is the restriction
of water use to riparian land [S]. The prohibition acts as an impediment to
interbas_in transfer of water without regard to · the potential merits · of such
transfer.
Tilese restrict ions of place of water use theoretically can be circumvented to some degree.
In the absence of legal injury to riparian owners,
water generally can h~ used. at non-riparian locations. In addition, riparian
rights can be severed from riparian property and, at least in the case of.
eminent domain condemnation by public water suppliers, the water can be freed
from restrictions on place of use. But implementation of these measures providing for greater flexibility in water use is restrained by the previously
discussed uncertainty associated with the riparian right.
Uncertainty
regarding the magnitude of riparian rights at present and at future datE:s
impedes water rights transfers, and the difficulties of defining what constitutes legal injury discourages use of surplus water. Interbasin transfers of
water may involve significant capital costs. Unless assurances can be provided that such transfers will not be found illegal, the cos ts of investme~t
capital can be quite high, if such capital can be raised at all [6].
While it is tr~e that combined uncertainties and inflexibilities of the
. riparian doctrine can lead to economic inefficiencies, it is not necessarily .
true that one of these inefficiencies is the inhibiting of economic development. First, many studies have suggested that water availability is a relatively minor factor in the location decisions of firms, although certain firms
are more sensitive to raw water availability than others (e.g., beverages,
chemicals, pulp and paper products). Generally the availability of processed
(as opposed to raw water availability) water on the site can be considered as
only one factor influencing plant location. There is scant evidence, for
example, that an adequate supply of water will cause a region to develop or
that the lack of water constitutes a strong barrier to economic development.
Much of the research suggests a weak relationship between water resources
investment and economic growth and development.
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Does the Riparian Doctrine Provide Full
Consideration of the Public Interest?
The · riparian doctrine performs the water allocation function through
judicial resolution of specific conflicts between parties holding riparian
rights; therefore it do.es not assure consideration of the full range of
public interest issues that may exist. For example, there is no mechanism to
assure that a riparian doctrine proceedings before the courts will include a
party representing . the public interest in maintaining mininn.nn flows for the
preservation of fish and wildlife.
Although systematic consideration of public water uses associated with
instream flows is not assured, some pro.tect.ion is afforded. A direct mechanism for protection exists where instream flows are related to the value of
riparian property or otherwise related to the specific interests of riparian
landowners. A second factor is the riparian requirement that available water
· supply be shared among riparian water users along the . entire stream. This
approach prevents individual users from completely depleting streamflow and
gives incidental protection to instream water uses. Finally, the courts are
not isolated from considerations of the public interest, and decisions incorporate such considerations to some extent. These factors significantly mitigate the effect of the doctrine's lack of an explicit mechanism for inclusion
of public water use considerations.

Can the Riparian Doctrine Be Integrated With
Other Resource Management Programs?
The issue of whether water allocation under the riparian doctrine can be
integrated with other aspects of water resources management and other resource
management activities is complicated by the judicial nature of the doctrine.
This institutional . arrangement tends to isolate the allocation decision process from such aspects of water management as ·policy and planning which
involve legislative and/or administrative action.
As a result of this
arrangement, no direct mechanisms for implementation of policy and · plans
exist. In addition, comprehensive integration of quantity and quality management does not appear practical under conditions where allocation of supply is
a judicial function and where quality management has primarily become an
administrative function. There is no direct mechanism for coordination between
decision-making relating to water withdrawal and the water quality management
program.
Another area in which the riparian doctrine poses an obstacle to more
comprehensive resource ' management is conjunctive management of surface and
ground water. The courts traditionally have adopted separate legal principles
for allocating water from the two sources, and the existence of these independent doct~ines is not conducive to a joint allocation approach.
Yet
surface · water and ground water are related by the hydrologic ·cycle. Dewsnup
and Jensen [7] made the following statement:
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Ground water basins cannot be managed effectively as isolated units,
but must be integrated with management of surface water supplies.
It has already been emphasized that ground water basins and surface
watercourses are hydrologically interconnected, and that each is
ordinarily affected to some degree by withdrawals of water from the
other.
Ground water reservoirs also have values and potentials that can
only be realized when surface waters are used in conjunctions with
them. For example, a ground water basin that is mined has value as
a storage reservoir' much the same as a surface reservoir on a
surface watercourse, which is partly empty and which may be filled
during periods of high water, thus storing a supply to be drawn upon
for subsequent use. Similarly, groundwater basins which have been
mined or drawn down can be recharged from surface water supplieE?,
and the ground water basin then will be available to satisfy water
demands subsequently placed upon it.
Conjunctive management of surface and ground water may provide a method
for improving intertemporal allocation of water since underground storage may
be superior to surface storage of water in some situations [8]. The legal
difficulties associated with storage of water under the riparian system ~re
compounded by the lack of conjunctive management of surface and ground water
which imposes additional barriers to the underground storage of water.
Nor is there a basis under the riparian doctrine for integration of
water use decisions with other resource management programs such as land-use
controls. Authority for land use control generally is vested at t.he local
government level [9], thereby creating the potential {or coordination problems ·
between such programs and resource management programs carried out at the
state level. The· fact that the water allocation function under the riparian
doctrine is judicially operated further adds to the potential for difficulties
associated with coordination of different resource management programs.

Does the Riparian Doctrine Provide
Efficient Conflict Resolution?
A major advantage of riparian water law is the low cost and efficiency
of the manner in which uncontested water rights are recognized and exercised.
The riparian system does not require an administrative agency or other special
institutional arrangement since it operates through the courts. Based on the
experience of most of the eastern states over a significant period of _time,
the doctrine also appear·s to function well in resqlving relatively infrequent
conflicts of a localized nature between individual wa·ter users. The doctrine
generally becomes ·1ess effective as the frequency and scope of wa:ter-use
conflicts increase. Litigation is a slow and costly process, sugge~ting that
the riparian doctrine is inefficient as the primary allocation mechanism where
Since the judicial
a large nwnbe r of water use conf lie ts are expected.
process functions best where conflicts are narrowly defined, riparian doctrine
allocation also bec~mes less ef feet ive where conf lie ts involve a variety of
complex issues.
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Due to the focus of the riparian doctrine on water rights of riparian
landowners and its . existence as part of the law of an individual state, it
possesses deficiencies with regard to resolution of interagency and interstate .
water use conflicts. While statutory water allocation law can mandate agency
res·ponsibilities and coordination, the riparian doctrine provides little
guidance for resolution of · differences between agencies exercising statutory
responsibilities. Of course the courts serve as arbiters of agency disputes
by providing interpretations of relevant statutory authority, but this function is independent of the riparian doctrine. In the case of interstate conflicts, the riparian doctrine conceivably could serve as the basis for allocation by the federal courts i f they choose to rely on its principles [ 10];
however,. the doctrine is unlikely to provide an adequate basis for implementation of water use decisions that may result from negotiated interstate
agreements.

THEORETICAL CR~TIQUE OF CURRENT
GROUND WATER ALLOCATION LAW

An evaluation of institutional mechanisms for ground water allocation
in the Commonwealth must recognize the existence of two distinct systems
currently in effect.
The administrative permitting program operated within
designated management areas is based on the Ground Water Act of 1973 [11]
(GWA) and therefore differs substantially from the common law system of allocation in effect in the remainder of the state. Although the Virginia Supreme
Court has never clearly enunciated a choice of ground water doctrine, it
appears that the reasonable use doctrine is likely to be accepted [12].
In ·
the following sections, each of the evaluative criteria developed in Chapter
One is applied first to the common law and then to the GWA program.

Does Existing Ground Water Law
Facilitate Hi~hest and Best Use?

The Certainty Issue.
Common law doctrines for ground water allocation
are subject to ·the same general criticisms with regard to lack of certainty
as is the riparian doctrine.
Water rights are not fixed in magnitude but
instead must be determined within the context of a specific conflict. The
unce.rtainty confronting each water user is accentuated due to the relatively
absolute right of any user to extract ground water · ·for on-site use under the
reasonable use rule which apparently has been adopted in Virginia. Since the
only security offered by this approach is the right to drill a deeper or
otherwise more effective well "[13], the common law doctrine creates an incentive toward excessive rates of ground water extraction as the individual
property owners attempt to maximize individual gains from the common-pool
resource. Thus the common law does not appear to of fer significant potential
to encourage highest and best use of the ground water resource under conditions of competition among individual landowners.
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The GWA permitting program is intended to control excessive ground water
extraction within designated management areas by (1) limiting all users,
including ·those already established, to beneficial use and (2) limiting additional pumping to an amount consistent with protection of established uses.
Thus a basic intent of the program is to insure highest and best use and to
increase certainty of water rights and the associated security of investment.
The permitting program is likely to introduce some degree of additional certainty, but the program's potential in this regard is adver~ely affected by
several factors, including lack of an operational definition of "beneficial
use," the act's exemption provisions, and the manner in which grandfathered
water rights are defined.
The adoption of a beneficial use requirement [14] suggests an attempt to
prohibit administratively any use of water not considered to be socially
desirable. Such an attempt conceivably could include the total prohibition of
certain water uses and restrictions on amounts to be employed in specific
activities. · However, GWA does not provide criteria for determinirrn bene.f icial
use, with the result that the impact of the beneficial use requirement · is
difficult to assess.
Since exemptions [ 15] create an avenue for unregulated growth in water
use, they provide a potential mechanism for loss of security associated with
established uses. Exemption of individual domestic wells and other minor uses
is a standard feature of water use controls that can be justified on the basis
of the inconsequential impact of such wells, but exemptions can become regulatory weaknesse~ where the uses covered have the potential to become large. ·
Under GWA, the exemptiqns of principal concern are those for municipal and
agricultural use. Even if for domestic use alone, a municipal well or well
field may be of large capacity and therefore af feet other wells over a significant area, some of which may be other municipal wells. Similarly, agricultural wells for irrigation or other purposes have the potential to
_adversely affect other wells if totally unregulated. Effective operation of
the ground water permitting program to prevent excessive development of
supplies and· to minimize conflicts between users requires that all large
withdrawals be subject to state control; the existing approach does not
recognize this factor and is therefore unsound.
Provisions of GWA defining grandfathered rights [ 16] have an adverse
effect on certainty due to their potential to allow an uncontrolled expansion in such uses.
GWA does riot define these r:tghts in terms of average
pumping rates but sets limits on the basis of maximum daily use within the
two-year period prior to designation of a management area. This approach
therefore appears to create the possibility of uncontrolled increase .in
average rates of pumping by certain water users and a corresponding loss of
certainty for affected parties.
The Flexibility Issue. Common law ground water doctrines generally provide substantial flexibility in the exercise of water rights, with one principal exception; the reasonable use doctrine restricts the transport of water
from · the . overlying land [ 17]. This restriction is similar to the riparianland restriction of the riparian doctrine and has a similar potential impact
on water use efficiency.
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GWA gives some attention to the flexibility issue in the form of such
provisions as those for permit forfeiture and revocation, but the lack of
specificity in certain of these provisions is likely to hinder their utility.
For example, the lack of guidelines in connection with a general statement of
authority for SWCB to modify or revoke its previous decisions may limit its
application.
In addition, failure of GWA to explicitly address the permittransferabili ty issue may produce an impediment to transfers due to the associated uncertainty.

Does Existing Ground Water Law Provide
Full Consideration of the Public Interest?
Due to the nature of ground water, the range of uses to which it is susis considerably more limited than the range of uses of surface water.
Since the primary. uses of a direct nature are limited to withdrawal, consideration of the public interest largely consists of encouraging efficient rates
of withdrawal and facilitating the highest and best use of the water withdrawn. Thus the first criterion applied above encompasses a greater proportion of public interest issues than in the case of surface water.
ceptibl~

The scope of public interest considerations incorporated into a commonlaw allocation decision appears relatively narrow. The fact that the reasonable use doctrine typically imposes few constraints with respect to on-site
use [18.J reflects a view giving little consideration to potential negative
aspects of unrestrained ground water development.
The GWA permitting program is based on the premise that the public interest requires public control of the ground water resource, and the act contains
provisions for public input into the regulatory process. One such mechanism
is an advisory committee which the State Water Control Board (SWCB) is author. ized to establish within each designated ground water management area [ 19l.
SWCB is required to send a copy of each application for a new or enlarged
ground water use to each local governing body within the management area in
question and any such body having the right to use ground water from the area
for the purpose of obtaining comments. Provision is also made for any permit
holder within the management area to file a protest against issuance of a permit for a new or enlarged ground water use [20]. These provisions provide for
a relatively broad scope of public interest considerations, at least to the
extent that the public interest is reflected in the views of local governments
and ground water permit holders.
One manner in which ground water use can affect the public interest
beyond the issue of -water use efficiency involves its interrelationships with
surface water. For example, ground water use is significant to the public
interest regarding protection of instream flows due to ground water's role in
maintaining the base flow of streams. The issues associated w1 th whether
existing ground water law can be integrated with surface water and other
resource management programs is considered in the next section.
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Can Existing Ground Water Law Be Integrated
With Other Resource Management Programs?
Common law doctrines for ground water allocation constitute a relatively
independent institutional mechanism which traditionally have seen little
coordination with other resource management programs. These doctrines have
developed independently of streamflow allocation law and contain basically
incompatible principles. The fact that the ground water doctrine of reasonable use nominally is the same as the reasonable use theory of the riparian
doctrine creates a false impression of similarity. While the riparian concept
of reasonable use is based on a concept . of sharing available supplies among
all parties holding riparian rights, the ground water concept does not impose
such limitations regarding on-site use by the individual landowner who withdraws from a supply common to other landowners [21]. This distinction imposes
a substantial impediment to conjunctive management. The judicial nature of
the .ground water doctrines also poses impediments to coordination with other
natural resource management efforts of an administrative nature, a problem
characteristic of all systems of rights enforced through the courts.
The GWA permitting program essentially has perpetuated the separation of
streamflow and ground water al~ocation law as originally initiated by the
courts. The scope of GWA is limited to ground water, and the act is without
explicit provisions for a coordinated approach to management of water from the
two sources.
Regardless of this continued fragmentation of allocation authority,
however, the GWA program does provide for a greater degree of coordination
between ground water allocation and other aspects of resource management due
largely to the fact that the program is administrative in nature. Permitting
decisions can reflect consideration of natural resource policies and plans in
a more systematic manner than generally could be expected to occur within the
common law approach.

Does Existing Ground Water Law Provide
for Efficient Conflict Resolution?
Due to reliance on the same enforcement mechanisms, common law doctrines
for ground water allocation exhibit the same general strengths and limitations
existing with regard to the riparian doctrine. The judicial process. appears·
to be most effective where relatively infrequent conflicts of a non-complex
nature are involved but becomes less effective as the frequency and/or scope
of such conflicts increases.
The capability of the existing ground water doctrines to resolve con-.
flicts is facilitated by the fact that few constraints are imposed on .development of ground water or other interrelated natural resources; however, a question may exist as to the social desirability of such solutions. Conflicts are ·
likely to be resolved in favor of the ground water or other natural resource
developer, a situation which offers little protection to adversely affected
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parties and may result in an excessive rate of extraction of the ground water
resource. Thus the issue of efficient conflict resolution cannot be separated
from the question of soundness of the concepts on which the common law doctrines are based.
GWA contains few provisions that relate to resolutio~ of conflicts
between individual ground water users. The act refers to establishment of
dates of priority for water uses when they are permitted [22], but there is no
direct indication that priority is to be a factor in resolving conflicts among
.permit holders. The absence ·of provisions for conflict resolution is perhaps
a result of the fact that a basic intent of GWA is avoidance of interference
among ground water users. An important premise of the act is that new uses
should .be limited to those not adversely affecting established uses [23]. No
attempt is made to resolve conflicts resulting from pumping that preceded
adoption of the GWA program. GWA does encourage voluntary agreements among
ground water users within .a particular designated area as a management device
[24] •

. The capability to resolve interstate and interagency conflicts is theoretically enhanced under GWA due primarily to the administrative nature of the
allocation mechanism. In the interstate context, agreements with other states
concerning water withdrawal conceivably could be implemented through GWA' s
regulatory provisions; however, the act does not give explicit attention to
this issue, and no such action appears to have been taken. Interagency considerations are also potentially facilitated by transfer of the allocation
function to the executive branch of government.

RELATIONSHIP OF WATER LAW DEFICIENCIES
TO VIRGINIA'S WATER SUPPLY PROBLEMS

The above analysis has identified several theoretical deficiencies associated with Virginia's water allocation law which potentially limit its capability to function effectively as a component of the state's water resources
management effort. In order to assess the actual significance of these theoretical deficiencies, however, it is necessary to consider them within the
context of the particular water management problems confronting the
Commonwealth as identified in Chapter Five. To be significant, such deficiencies must be a causative factor regarding a problem that is expected to occur,
or pose an obstacle to the effective resolution of a problem. · These theoretical deficie~cies are of little importance where associated physical problems
are not expected to occur or where water management problems are primarily the
result of other factors independent of water allocation law.
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Theoretical Deficiencies Not Likely
To Attain Widespread Significance
Consideration of the water supply assessment contained in Chapter Five
indicates that Virginia is not likely to experience the whole range of possible water supply problems in the foreseeable future, except perhaps on a
very localized basis. Due to this fact, certain of the theoretical deficiencies of water allocation law are not likely to be significant. One theoretical deficiency not likely to attain a large measure of practicai importance
is th~ lack of coordination between ground water and surface water allocation • .
There is a lack of evidence that use of water from one of these sources will
deplete supplies available from the other or that other significant managerial
-problems w:f:-11 arise as a result of separate allocation programs. A possible
exception to this conclusion is the southeastern Virginia area where substantial increases in ground water pumping may adversely affect streamflow [25];
however, unanswered questions remain with regard to the hydrologic system in
this area, and state policy regarding increased pumping has not been finally
established •
Another example of a theoretical deficiency not likely to become a substantial problem on a widespread basis is the absence under the riparian doctrine of direct mechanisms to protect instream flows necessary for maintenance
of fish and wildlife and for coordination of water quantity and quality management. Comparison of projected water use and streamflow availability indicate that instream flow problems and quantity/quality conflicts will remain a
relatively infrequent occurrence. Localized problems may occur as a result of
concentration of withdrawals and/or concentration of waste discharges.
In
addition, problems may occur in some areas due to highly variable streamflows
that result in natural violation of instream flow · standards, but instream
flows remaining after consideration is given to projected increases in consump~ion generally are adequate to satisfy minimum fish and wildlife requirements and to meet low-flow requirements for attainment of water quality goals •

. Water Supply Problems Not Directly
Related to Water Allocation Law
Water supply problems have a variety of causes not related directly to
water allocation law.
Four particularly important problem areas in this
regard include local inter.jurisdictional conflicts, public opposition to water
project construction, federal approvals and review procedures, and deficiencies of municipal water system management.
·
Water supply projects that cross local political boundaries have a h'igh
probability of causing conflict. These objections take a variety of forms.
The most direct mechanism is provided by a state legislative provision requiring counties and municipalities to obtain permission prior to development of
water supply facilities in a second jurisdiction [26]. Even though denial of
such permission is subject to review by a special court, this legislative provision appears to be a significant obstacle to regional water supply projects.
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Other local authority, such as the zoning power [ 27] or, perhaps, public
_ownership of strategically located property, may also be employed to oppose
such projects.
Construction of water supply impoundments and/or water transport facili·ties is of ten opposed by an array of interests, even when the project is not
interjurisdictional in nature. Environmental interests are one significant
source of opposition.
Another source of _opposition consists of property
owners who would be displaced by project construction. These and other
interests often combine to create an effective ·voice against impoundments that
would provide physical solutions to problems involving a need for increased
water storage. .
Most major surface water developments require federal approvals for
necessary construction operations. For example, the dredge-and-fill permit
program of the Corps of Engineers under the Clean Water Act applies to any
significant stream (28]. If the stream comes within the traditional definition of navigable waters, eonstruction may be subject to the jurisdiction of
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission under the Federal Power Act [29]. In
addition to their individual mandates, all federal agencies are required by
the National Environmental Policy Act to consider the environmental impact of
projects under their jurisdiction [ 30]. Such federal approvals and review
procedures provide a major forum for opponents to water management programs.
In addition, they create compliance problems for local governments who are
unfamiliar with federal procedures in specialized regulatory areas. ·
Management capabilities vary greatly among public water suppliers. Inadequate management capability is primarily a characteristic of small rural systems. The most obvious limitations of these systems concerns the inability to
finance needed improvements. These financial difficulties arise from poorly
designed rate structures, lack of foresight . in planning, and an insufficient
number of system customers to generate necessary revenues. Larger systems
also suffer from planning deficiencies reflected in inadequate scheduling of
expansions that leave communities with undersized treatment plants or insufficient storage while adequate raw water supplies await development nearby.
These examples of institutional constraints not related to water law that
affect the solution of water supply problems emphasize the multifaceted nature
of such problems. Water allocation law is often but one, perhaps insignificant, factor in an array of institutional obstacles. To view water supply
problems as uniformly amenable to solution by modifying water allocation law
therefore is a substantial oversimplification.

Water Supply Problems That Ar~
Related to Water Allocation Law
Although Virginia's water supply problems have a variety of sources not
directly related to water allocation law, certain of the theoretical deficiencies of this law are significant with regard to certain existing or anticipated water supply problems. Three of the more important areas where waterlaw deficiencies have a direct impact include problems associated with
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expanding public water supplies, problems associated with interstate water
management, and problems associated with isolation of water allocation from
other management . functions.
Problems Associated with Expanding Public Wa te·r Supply.
The assessment
of water use and availability contained in Chapter Five has indicated that the
need to expand public supplies is one of the most significant water management
issues facing the Commonwealth. Expansion of supplies will likely require a
variety of development activities. Major importations may be necessary in the
northern and southeastern areas of the state as a means of alleviating supp°iy
shortages already being experienced during droughts.
In addition to these
large scale transfers, expansion of supplies will require other developments
such as increases in reservoir storage, localized transfer of water between
smal l watersheds, and additional utilization of ground water. Several of the
deficiencies of existing water allocation law will constrain these development
projects.
In the case of streamflow, the following characteristics of the riparian
doctrine will adversely affect development:
(1) public water supply is not
recognized as a reasonable use; (2) interbasin transfers that adversely affect
riparian landowners are prohibited, even where small, adjacent watersheds are
involved; and (3) riparian doctrine uncertainty complicates water use decisions and creates a disincentive for investment in storage and other facilities [31].
While these constraints exist and will impact expansion of public water
to some extent, they do not appear to impose a major obstacle which
will prevent the acquisition of additional water supplies. Since the use in
question is for public supply, the power of eminent domain generally will be
available if needed.
The Virginia Supreme Court has indicated ·that the
inverse condemnation procedure can be employed [32], thereby allowing public
suppliers to develop facilities with little concern that they will be
enjoined. This approach substantially reduces uncertainty affecting such uses
and provides an efficient mechanism for resolving legitimate claims for compensation where holders of riparian rights are adversely affected. While the
payment of compensation in such cases will constitute a burden on public
suppliers and ultimately on their customers, compensation will be limited to
situations where parties can demonstrate the occurrence of injury to a valid
water right. Payment of compensation under these conditions is not an arbitrary result of the riparian doctrine but should be viewed as a justifiable
cost of water supply.
suppli~s

Although this view of the public water supply situation suggests that the
riparian doctrine does not impose an insurmountable obstacle to expansion of
public supplies, it should be noted that a significant degree of uncertainty
continues to surround the supply issue due to lack of general understanding of
the doctrine. There have been relatively few water rights conflicts involving
public water supply in Virginia, creating a scarcity of direct legal precedent. Similarly, the inverse condemnation approach has seen little application
with regard to water. Therefore, a degree of uncertainty remains with regard
to its acceptance by the courts and its actual application. This uncertainty
will continue to serve as an obstacle to water resource development until
experience dissipates the anxiety associated with the unfamiliar.
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In the case of ground water development, both common law in effect outside the two special management areas and GWA within these areas contain
defects that serve as obstacles to public water supply development. A significant constraint imposed by common law, assuming that the reasonable use
doctrine has been accepted in Virginia [33], is the prohibition against transfer of water away from the land from which it is pumped. However, this constraint will not be operative in the absence of injury to other landowners and
can . be overcome by eminent domain where necessary. As in the case of the
riparian land restriction involving use of streamflow, these special mechanisms for establishment of public water supply mitigate the significance of
the constraint on location of water use.
A second problem confronting ground water development is the lack of
security for ·the established water use. The reasonable use doctrine appears
to ·impose almost no constraint with respect to on-site use, with the result
that established users have essentially no protection from interference from
future water users. Within state-designated ground water management areas,
GWA offers security from interference associated with new industrial water
users, but the act's exemptions for municipal and agricultural wells [34] constitute an important source of insecurity.
Since public water supply is
potentially a primary purpose for additional ground water development, especially in the Southeastern Virginia Ground Water Management Area, the exemption of municipal wells creates the possibility of significant conflict.
Without centralized planning and control, development of municipal wells may
. involve interference among such wells and less than optimal utilization of
the available ground water resources.
Problems Associated with Resolving Interstate Water Supply Issues.
A
second water supply management problem related to existing water allocation
law concerns the state's capability to resolve interstate water use conflicts
. or water supply issues involving the federal government. While not of crisis
proportion, interstate problems · are an important issue in Virginia. With
regard to surface waters, the basic problem is the lack of a state entity with
authority to negotiate and to enforce solutions to such conflicts. The impact
of riparian doctrine allocation on such solutions is illustrated by potential
problems affecting the Potomac River Low Flow Allocation Agreement which
affects an area of Virginia identified in the assessment as one with .projected
problems during low-flow periods. Although Virginia is a party to this agreement, the Attorney General of the Commonwealth has expressed doubt as to the
state's enforcement ability with respect to water users within the state [35].
Thus reliance on· the riparian doctrine for the allocation function is a constraint on the feasibility of negotiated interstate agreements.
In considering the relative effectivenes~ of common law and alternative
allocation mechanisms regarding management of interstate conflicts, those
approaches based on administrative control of water use have a theoretical
advantage due to the existence of centralized authority and their administrative nature. Administrative authority gen~rally includes implementation of
negotiated solutions, a process subject to judicial control under the riparian
doctrine.
There is no assurance, however, that this theoretical advantage
will result in effective resolution of interstate conflict. For example,
administrative control over ground water use in southeastern Virginia does not
appear to have significantly affected the interstate issue concerning declines
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in artesian pressures. The overall effectiveness of this program is impacted
by its deficiencies, but this experience illustrates that administrative controls do not insure resolution of interstate issues.
A factor which appears adverse to the effectiveness of any state allocation mechanism in resolving interstate issues is the existence of federal constraints relating to environmental aspects of water resources development.
For example, the water quality certification provision of the Clean Water Act
creates a basis for an affected state to have considerable influence on
federal approval of an activity requiring a federal license [36]. The existence of such mechanisms reduces the potential for negotiated settlements to
interstate water supp~y conflicts on the bases of interaction between state
water allocation programs, thereby at least partially negating the theoretical
negotiating advantage possessed by administrative water allocation ·systems.
Problems Associated with Isolation of Water Allocation from Other Management Functions. The. r~parian doctrine and the common law applicable to ground
water share the institutional deficiency of being relatively isolated from
other aspects of the state's water management program such as the planning and
policy making functions [37]. Since judicial allocation under these doctrines
limits the possibility for direct implementation of plans and policies, the
existence of this allocation mechanism must be viewed as detrimental to the
state's water management effort. However, two factors mitigate the impact of
this defect. First, policies and plans are likely to be incorporated into
judicial decisions to some extent although no institutional mechanism insures
consideration. Second, the fact that Virginia's actual and anticipated water
supply problems are limited in scope and relatively infrequent in occurrence
reduces the significance of this isolation. Thus the judicial operation of
major components of the state's allocation program, while representing a fragmentation-of-authority problem which must be recognized, is of a lower order
of importance than would exist under conditions of frequent water supply GOnflicts involving . the full scope of potential supply management problems.

CONCLUSION

This evaluation of Virginia's existing water allocation law from the
theoretical and applied perspectives results in mixed conclusions regarding
its· effectiveness.
From the theoretical critique, the riparian doctrine
emerges as an approach to allocation especially suited to situations where
water use conflicts are relatively infrequent. The low cost associated with
implementation of the doctrine and the absence of direct state interference in
private water use decisions are important attributes under conditions of relative water abundance. ·As water supplies approach a condition of scarcity,
however, certain characteristics of the doctrine are likely to become liabilities. Its judicial nature limits the integration of the doctrine into a comprehensive water management program encompassing various administrative functions.
It's inherent uncertainty concerning water rights definition and
inflexibility regarding transfer of water gives rise to questions of whether
water use efficiency is being impaired.
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In the case of ground water, theoretical evaluation of existing common
law indicates the existence of few constraints on water use or land develop. ment activities affecting ground water supplies.
This situation may be
advantageous where the ground water resource is at a low level of development,
but this approach does not appear to provide a feasible mechanism for allocation under more intense development pressures.
In fact, this law has · been
replaced with administrative allocation in certain designated areas as a
result of its deficiencies. However, the legislation on which the administrative allocation program is based itself contains serious defects such as
excessive exemptions and lack of specific provisions for water rights transfers.
With regard to the continuing suitability of Virginia's existing water
law from the applied perspective, it appears that ·some of the . potential .
deficiencies have arisen while others are not likely to become significant in
the foreseeable future.
This situation results from the fact that Virginia
encompasses a diversity of · water supply conditions.
While conditions of
scarcity in times of drought have developed in certain areas, most of the ·
state is expected to continue to experience conditions of relative water
abundance.
Due . to this diversity of water supply conditions within the Commonwealth,
any uniformly applied water allocation mechanism represents a compromise.
Under the existing system, the state's ability to effectively address certain
.localized problems will likely be limited; however, if a more intensive allocation program such as statewise administrative permitting were to be adopted,
large sections of the state where water-abundant conditions will continue
would experience unnecessary regulation. Thus the choice between continuance
of the existing system and its replacement involves a series of tradeoff s not
easily evaluated.
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Chapter Seven

POTENTIAL MODIFICATIONS TO IMPROVE THE
CURRENT WATER ALLOCATION SYSTEM

This chapter proposes two possible modifications to improve the operation
of the current water allocation system. Both proposals retain the basic legal
structure of water law but add additional state planning activities. In the
second case, changes also include amendments to the riparian doctrine and
ground water law. Of course, the distinction between "modifying" the current
system and "replacing" the current system may be seen as a semantic one; what
may be seen in one view as a slight change in the existing system may be seen
from another perspective as abolition of the existing system and adoption of a
new one. In this report, the position taken is that abolition of the existing
system consists of the adoption of a comprehensive permitting system, an
alternative discussed in Chapter Eight.

INCREASED STATE PLANNING ACTIVITY

The assessment reported in Chapter Five indicates that existing or potential problems in Virginia related to the inadequacy of water supply are basinspecific, with no general supply deficiencies existing across the state.
Physical supply problems that have been projected in a limited number of areas
within the state consist of difficulties in meeting public system water
demands and instream flow demands during infrequent low-flow conditions.
Possible water management alternatives to deal with such problems would
include, but not be limited to, development of storage, transfer of water
between basins, and demand management. Development of storage facilities can
be a means of modifying streamf low during low-flow conditions and/or providing
water for peak consumptive use. Storage development also can make a significant contribution to enhancing public water system capacity. Detailed predictions of storage needs were not included in this study, but Virginia is a
rapidly growing area in both population and income--factors which cause public
water systems to expand. Of course the feasibility of storage development
depends upon the location and characteristics of storage sites and the
economic and environmental feasibility of storage vis-a-vis other alternative
water management strategies.
Interbasin transfers of water may also contribute to improved water
management in the state. Transfer of water may be a justifiable alternative
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water management strategy, especially for public water systems. Here, as with
storage, economic and environmental feasibility must be assessed.
A third strategy involves implementing demand management programs. Such
programs can assume several dimensions and would need to be developed in more
detail _than is possible here.
One aspect of demand management would be to
accept a lower instream flow standard during low-flow periods. Alternatively,
~lans to curtail consumptive uses during low-flow periods could be developed.
Progr~ms to reduce water use have been used in the state in the past:
for
example, lawn watering and car washing have been restricted. However, such
programs have been developed at the time the problem assumed "crisis proport:fons" and have not been part of a previously developed drought management
strategy.
Demand management programs can also be developed for other than drought .
events.
If problems with instream flow are anticipated in the future, or if
significant capital cos ts to expand the capacity of public water systems are
expected, general demand management programs may be in order. Such programs
may reduce the extent of growth in both consumptive use and public system
withdrawals.
A basic issue to be considered with regard to implementation of these
solutions is the type of opposition likely to ·be encountered. Chapter Six has
considered the relationship between Virginia's water supply problems and a
variety of institutional factors which serve as mechanisms for · expression of
opposition to water supply projects. The actual source of such opposition in
many cases consists of lack of information or misconceptions about water
supply and demand. Consider the situation involving opposition to interjurisdictional projects. A basic source of such opposition consists of perceptions
that transfer of water will result in irreversible harm and, thereby, limit .
future development in the jurisdiction where the transfer originates.
The
most vivid example of this situation is the current problem of the Norfolk
water system in securing additional raw water supply. There is evidence provided in a consultant's report to the State Water Study Commission [1] that
the ground water resource to the west of Norfolk in the City of Suffolk and
the County of Isle of Wight is adequate to meet the future water uses of the
entire area, al though replacement of some shallow wells may be required if
pumping is significantly increased. However, conflict among the area jurisdictions may be an obstacle to tapping that supply.
This conflict is, in
part, based upon perceptions about limited water availability in the aquifer
and the perceived negative influence of Norfolk's use of ground water upon
economic growth in the area of the wells. The proposal for diversion of water
to Norfolk from Lake Gaston also is a focus of conflict.
Here, too, the
adequacy of the water · base to permit this diversion seems clear, but · local
perceptions about water availability and the need for water for economic
growth in the Lake Gaston area are a source of conflict. In both instances,·
evidence exists that neither local economic growth nor general water availability in the area in question will be significantly altered by the water
development proposals. However, this evidence has not been brought to bear on
either decision.
To a large extent many of the existing institutional constraints could be
relaxed by increased planning activity by the state. More specifically, such
a state role could include incr·e ased data collection, assessment of problems
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and alternative solutions, planning assistance to local communities, and more
active participation in interjurisdictional conflict resolution.
However,
increased state activity can only be successful if adequate resources are
available.
Such resources include sufficient budget, personnel with appropriate technical expertise, and active support of both the executive and
legislative brariches of government.
Given the nature of Virginia's water supply conditions, several specific
steps should be taken by the appropriate state agency.
First, the state
should take the necessary steps to assure that adequate water use data is
obtained to allow detailed assessments of water supply adequacy. Mandatory
registration of major water uses could be an element of such a program. Thus,
the state might require each water user withdrawing surface and/or subsurface
water in excess of prescribed rates to register water use, including the estimated average daily withdrawal, maximum daily withdrawal, sources of water
withdrawn, and volume of waste water discharge. The minimum withdrawal rate
requiring registration could be established to apply to users with daily
average withdrawal during any single month exceeding 5, 000 gallons per day,
with a higher rate perhaps desirable for certain uses. This approach would
allow the state to acquire data from large water users while excluding virtually all private homeowners, public water systems with less than 25 customers,
small self-supplied commercial establishments, small industries which use
water only for sanitary purposes, all persons who receive their water from
public systems, and farmers during all but drought years. Further, if reporting conditions for farmers who have little basis for metering water use
become onerous, the state may develop special provisions. Estimates of water
use for these groups can be made by other means by the state. The information
on volume of waste water discharge will be needed by the state to evaluate
consumptive water use (as opposed to withdrawal) wl).ich may conflict with
instream water uses.
Data collection programs by the State Corporation Commission, the
Department of Health, and the State Water Control Board for its water quality
permitting program can provide the administrative mechanisms for gaining water
use information from large water users.
If the state coordinates the water
use data collection effort with other data collection efforts currently in
place, no significant compliance · burden will be added to the state's water
users.
A second role for the state would be to utilize such data as a base for
continuous planning activity in the several river basins in the state. Such
planning activities should be clearly circumscribed and the expected results
clearly established. As one result of planning, the state should have .reports
evaluating the current and expected water use problems and alternative solutions within the river basin areas.
This type of activity will place the
state in a more active role in establishing the factual basis for conflict
resolution.
In the required reports the state should (i) estimate current
water withdrawals and consumption for agriculture, industry, domestic use, and
other significant categories of water users; (ii) project water withdrawals
and consumption by agriculture, industry, domestic water use, and other significant categories of water users; (iii) estimate, for each major river and
stream, the minimum instream flows necessary during drought conditions to
maintain water quality and avoid permanent damage to aquatic life in streams,
bays and estuaries; (iv) evaluate, to the extent practicable, the ability of
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existing subsurface and surf ace waters to meet current and futu.re water uses,
including minimum instream flows, during drought conditions; (v) evaluate, in
cooperation with the Virginia Department of Health and local water supply managers, the current and future capability of public water systems to provide
adequate quantity and quality of water; (vi) identify water management problems and alternative water management strategies to address such problems; and
(vii) evaluate hydrologic, environmental, economic, social, legal, jurisdictional, and other aspects of each alternative management strategy identified

[2].
The purpose of these ~ctivi ties is to expand the state's role in water
supply information generation and water conflict resolution. For such a role
to be successful, other authorities (e.g., federal, other states, and local
governments) must be active participants in the planning process. Therefore,
the state planning program should establish advisory committees to assist it
in the formulation of plans and in formulating recomme:ndations. In this connection, the state may include committee membership for branches or agencies
of the federal government' branches or agencies o.f the state' branches or
agencies of the gover~ent of any state in a river basin shared with Virginia,
the political subdivisions of the state, and persons or representatives of
organizations .i nterested in or directly affected by any proposed plan. With
these advisory committees integrated into the planning process, the responsible state agency would be encouraged to make specific .recommendations for
actions by appropriate authorities to implement particular management
strategies.
In addition to river basin planning, the state should, upon written
request of a local government, provide water supply planning assistance. Such
assistance might include aid in preparing drought management strategies, water
conservation programs, evaluation of alternative water sources, financial management~
water system expansion plans, or other such planning activities.
Most future water supply problems in the state will arise from localities
having to meet municipal water supply demands. These problems have many components, including financial, environmental, interjurisdictional, uncertainty
over law, and uncertainty over water sources. Of ten these prob !ems extend
beyond the boundaries of the local jurisdictions, requiring the locality to
deal with its neighbors, other states, and federal agencies. This complexity
is often beyond the scope of the locality to handle, and the state can offer
assistance in such matters. Also, this mission reinforces the expansion of
the state's role as a more active participant in resolution of water supply
problems.
As noted e·arlier, such increased state activity must be supported by adequate budget and staff.
It should be noted that state funds to be used in
this area may be supplemented in a number of ways. For example, federal funds
for evaluation of instream flows might be acquired from EPA or the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service. In addition, the state could use available funds to
evaluate and integrate studies already completed by federal agencies such as
EPA, Corps of Engineers, and the U.S. Geological Survey; by university
researchers; and by private consultants, rather than conducting original
analyses in all cases. Indeed, private consultants are frequently employed by
local governments to assist in water supply planning. The state should seek
to utilize rather than replace such activities. In short, efforts to consolidate available funds, and to draw upon existing and continuing studies by
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others, can expand the effectiveness of the budget resources initially available to accomplish the objectives of the proposed expansion in water resources
planning.

MODIFIED WATER ALLOCATION LAW WITH INCREASED
STATE PLANNING ACTIVITY

While the increased state role could contribute to resolution of a number
of future water supply problems, Chapter Six indicates that some problems will
remain embedded in current surface and ground water law. To deal with these
problems, changes in law may be necessary in addition to increased state planning activity. There are many ways in which refinements can be incorporated
into the state's existing system of water allocation law.
The potential
changes range from relatively minor modifications to major alterations in
existing allocation procedures.
Since many of the changes are essentially
independent, they can be adopted in an almost infinite number of combinations.
For purposes of discussion, potential modifications are included · in the ·three
general .categories of (1) legislative modifications of the riparian doctrine,
(2) amendment of the Ground Water Act of 1973 [3], and (3) coordination of
water related court decisions with other aspects of water supply management.

Legislative Modification of the Riparian Doctrine
The approach of legislative modification attempts to retain the advantages of the riparian system while eliminating some of its weaknesses. Two of
the potentially most beneficial modifications to the riparian doctrine include
legislative clarification to reduce uncertainty regarding the definition of
lawful water use and reduction of the restrictions on place of water use.
Reducing Uncertainty Regarding the Definition of Lawful Water Use. One
of the changes with potential for improvement consists of legislative clarification of the limits of lawful diversion of water under the riparian doctrine.
Much of the l i tigation regarding riparian rights has concerned the issue of
"rea·s onableness," and the concept remains relatively vague and is the source
of continuing uncertainty. One method of resolving some of the uncertainty
with respect to the definition of reasonable use is by legislation declaring
certain types of water use to be lawful. This might be addressed through a
"harmless use" statute such as that enacted by New York in 1966 [4]. This
statute provided that "a harmless alteration in a body of water, however
effected, and whether for the benefit of riparian or non-riparian land, should
be not actionable, and could not supply the cause of action essential to the
initiation of prescription" [5]. This legislation specifically eliminates the
necessity of precautionary litigation on the part of unharmed riparian owners
to prevent loss of rights throughout the process of prescription. This provi· sion was of special significance in New York due to the state's traditional
acceptance of the natural flow theory of the riparian doctrine [ 6]. Under
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that theory, a cause for legal action arises simply on the basis of interference with natural flow, and the prescriptive period begins to run at the time
of such interference. This approach is therefore distinct from the reasonable
use theory of the riparian doctrine under which a cause of legal action arises
only where a water use produces actual injury or creates a definite threat of
injury.
Nevertheless, considerable uncertainty may exist under the reasonable use
concept regarding the right to utilize surplus water not needed by riparian
landowners or for maintenance of environmental values.
Al though riparian
owners under the reasonable use concept will be unable to prevail in a lawsuit
without demonstrating unreasonable harm td their interests, the potential for
legal action, coupled with vagueness concerning the definition of "reasonable
use,~' acts as a significant deterrent to development of surplus water.
Therefore, a statute declaring uses not traditionally considered as valid under the
riparian doctrine to be lawful where harml ess to riparian and environmental
interests would likely facilitate better utilization of water resources under
the reas·o nable use theory of the riparian doctrine.
It should be noted,
however, that such expansion in use would be adverse to certain public interests such as maintenance of instream flows. One of the beneficial aspects of
the present restrictiveness of the riparian doctrine is the incidental protection of instream values.
In order for a harmless use statute to be self-implementing within the
riparian framework without special administrative mechanisms, specific guidelines for defining "harm" · must be included in the legislation. The New York
statute makes the following provision [7] for determination of harm:

1

For the purpose of this section, ''harm" shall mean (a) interference
with a present use of the water by the complaining party or an
interference with the complaining · party's present enjoyment of
riparian land occurring prior to suit, or which will immediately
occur when the alteration complained of is begun, regardless of
whether such interference has caused or will ever cause such party
measurable financial loss: or (b) a decrease in market value of the
complaining party's interests in riparian land occurring prior to ·
suit, or which will immediately occur when the alteration complained
of is begun, regardless of whether his use of the water or enjoyment
of riparian land was interfered with prior to suit, or will be
irmnediately interfered with when the alteration complained of is
begun.
Interference with the present enjoyment of riparian land may be
established by proof that the alteration complained of or sought to
be enjoined is rendering or will immediately render riparian land
owned or occupied by the complainant less suitable or useful for the
purpose or purposes to which he is presently devoting it. The evidence admissible to establish a decrease in the suitability or
utility of such land for such purposes may include, but not be
limited to, evidence tending to show that the act complained of has
diminished, or when begun, will immediately diminish, the desirability for recreational purposes or the natural beauty of the body
of water to which the land owned or occupied by the complainant is.
riparian.
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The final interpretation of any such provision as it applies to a particular situation will be a function of the courts. As the legislation is made
more specific, the need for interpretation decreases. However, there is a
limit to the degree of detail which can be provided, and judicial interpretation will remain necessary under certain circumstances. Therefore the adoption of such legislation would not constitute a major change in water use
decision-making but would only provide guidelines to assist the process. The
primary advantage would appear to lie in any reduction in uncertainty resulting from the existence of such guidelines.
Legislative guidelines for determination of lawful water use could also
reduce uncertainty associated with expansion in water use over time. One
approach to achieving this objective consists of limitation of the right of
action of the prospective user whose use has been foreclosed by prior water
supply development. If the right of action were limited to damages, a degree
of protection of the prospective right would be continued while the established user would be given added security of investment by being shielded from
the possibility of injunction. This protective measure could be applicable to
established uses based on either a traditional riparian right or the "harmless
use" provision described above.
Although a harmless use statute has potential to reduce uncertainty
regarding certain types of water use, other legislative clarifications also
may be desirable. For example, it may be desirable to define more specifically the extent of riparian land. The Virginia Supreme Court has not been
called upon to resolve such issues as whether transfer of water be tween the
watersheds of tributaries to the same mainstream is in violation of .the riparian land requirement.
In addition, the question of whether subdivision of
riparian property into separate tracts forever extinguishes the riparian
status of those tracts not in contact with water has never been answered.
Legislative clarification of such issues presents an opportunity to remove
uncertainty in such a manner that certain water management objectives can be
advanced. For example, flexibility in water use can be promoted by adoption
of a broad definition of what constitutes .riparian land whenever an unresolved
issue is settled.
Reducing Restrictions on Place of Water Use. A fundamental criticism of
the riparian doctrine is its relative inflexibility regarding place of water
use.
The riparian land restriction can serve as a major obstacle to the
app l ication of water to its highest and best use. Any restriction on the
place of use will result in a loss in economic efficiency whenever the value
of an additional unit of water in the restricted use is greater than the value
of the additional unit of water in its highest permissible use.
One method of relaxing this restriction would be to increase the transferability of riparian rights for non-riparian use. The riparian right generally can be severed from the riparian land to which it originally attached,
but there is no clear precedent for the use of the water involved at nonriparian locations. Such authorization could be limited to transfer of water
to non-riparian land under control of a riparian landowner, or it could extend
to any voluntary transaction between holders of riparian rights and other parties, subject to constraints to protect other water users and environmental
quality.
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A broader approach to relaxing limitations on place of use involves complete removal of the riparian land restriction, with the lawfulness of the
individual water use determined solely by application of the reasonableness
criterion which normally operates in conjunction with the riparian land
rest t iction. Such removal of the non-riparian prohibition could be limited to
lands within the watershed of the stream involved, or, alternatively, it could
encompass uses outside the watershed. There are valid hydrologic reasons for
making certain distinctions between uses within the watershed from those outside the watershed. For example, uses outside the watershed generally are
totally consumptive with respect to the source since effluents usually are
returned to another body of water.
Nevertheless, these distinctions conceivably could be incorporated into the determination of the reasonableness of
each proposed use.
This approach would provide a mechanism for rejecting
specific interbasin transfers on the basis of unacceptable impact on other
water users or environmental quality; but it would provide for evaluation of
proposed interbasin transfers on the basis of a broad range of considerations
rather than on the basis of the single factor of location of water use.
Therefore it would appear that the highest and best use of the water resource
woul d be promoted.
While these relaxations of the restrictions on place of water use can be
designed to be self-implementing within the framework of the riparian doctrine, an alternative approach consists of creation of a special institutional
mechanism for determination of the desirability of certain non-riparian water
uses.
For example, a decision-making body could be granted authority to
approve or disapprove proposals for major in terbasin transfers, i.e., those
exceeding a specified rate of withdrawal. The process could be designed to
insure consideration of the social utility of the proposed water use; the
availability of alternative sources of water supply for the proposed use,
including local surface and ground water sources; the nature and extent of the
impact of the proposed use on other water uses, including maintenance of
instream flows for fish and wildlife purposes and protection of other environmental values; the social utility of the affected uses; and other factors
affecting the desirability of the proposal. If established to supercede all
other proceedings for the determination of water rights in connection with the
proposed transfer, such a mechanism could provide equitable resolution of
interbasin transfer controversies in a more effective way than is possible
under the traditional riparian system.
An important aspect of this approach is the structure of the decisionmaking body.
Due to the interregional nature of controversies concerning
interbasin transfer proposals, freedom from bias arising from local and
regional considerations is essential. One method of achieving the necessary
objectivity is through the creation of a special court composed of circuit
court judges from jurisdictions remote from regions affected by the proposed
interbasin transfer [8]. A second approach consists of vesting the necessary
authority in a state administrative agency. This second approach has the
advantages of institutional continuity of existence, but the former ad hoc
approach potentially would be less subject to charges of political influence:
In either the special court or agency approach, provision should exist for
appeal to the Virginia Supreme Court.
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To the extent that a specific mechanism to consider interbasin transfers
is desirable, this proposal has significant potential in view of the special
nature of Virginia's water supply problems. Since the primary problem consists of the need to import water into a few of the state's major urban areas,
an approach designed to function solely in cases of proposals for major water
transfers has desirable attributes. While attention is given to these special
areas of concern, the majority of areas not likely to experience water shortages or otherwise be involved in major transfer proposals continue to operate
under the riparian doctrine and are not subjected to unnecessary state regulation. At the same time the program could be maintained at a much smaller
scope than a statewide permitting program since it would be limited in application to major water resources development.

Amendment of the Ground Water Act of 1973
Enactment of GWA [ 9] constitutes recognition of the inadequacy of the
traditional common law as an allocation mechanism under conditions of intensive development of an aquifer by competing ground water users. Provisions of
GWA have already been implemented in those sections of the state with the most
serious ground water management problems [10], and the act's controls can be
extended to other areas as the need arises. GWA therefore occupies an important position within the state's water management program. However, a number
of deficiencies identified in the previous analysis limit GWA 's potential
effectiveness, suggesting the need for modification of a variety of its pro~
visions.
One of the most needed modifications of GWA is a reduction in the number
of exemptions [11]. The current exemption of municipal wells serving residential customers and industrial and commercial users not individually exceeding
a use of 50,000 gallons per day (pursuant to an Attorney General's interpretation) potentially is the most significant source of water management difficulty in the near future. The need for expansion of public supplies in the
Southeastern Virginia Ground Water Management Area is creating the incentive
for additional ground water development. The state should be in a position to
guide this development in such a way as to minimize conflict and assure optimal use of the resource. Although agricultural wells do not pose the same
potential short-term problems, growth in irrigation or other agricultural use
could create management problems under the current exemption. Therefore the
most desirable approach is the amendment of GWA to eliminate all categorial
exemptions except one for wells pumping less than a specified amount of water
such as the current 50,000 gallons-per-day limit.
A second significant modification is the addition of language making
water use permits explicitly transferable, subject to state approval based on
such considerations as adverse effects on other parties, relation to water
policy, and other elements of the public interest. GWA currently does not
prohibit transfers, but lack of explicit recognition creates uncertainty that
poses an obstacle to transfer. Such obstacles impede water use changes toward
the highest and best use of water.
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Another amendment related to maximizing the use of ground water resources
is the addition of explicit language providing for forfeiture of the water
right and its reversion to the state under certain conditions. Existing language implies that the right is forfeited when well construction is not completed within certain time limits and even suggests that a water use permit
can be rescinded [12], but an explicit forfeiture provision would remove doubt
concerning loss of a water right for non-use. The existence of such a mechanism would increase the amount of water subject to new water rights and therefore increase the utility of the resource.
In order to provide greater control over expansion of water uses in
existence at the date a management area is created, provisions of GWA defining
the magnitude of such rights [13] should be amended to establish average use
as the standard of measurement. Current reliance on maximum daily use within
a two-year period appears to create the potential for significant unregulated
growth in average use in any case where past maximum daily use has substantially exceeded average use.
At a more general level, GWA should be broadened to allow coordinated
management of all sources of water supply within those designated areas having
demonstrated supply problems. This expansion of the act could be accomplished
within one of two approaches. In the more restricted approach, the act could
be amended to allow joint regulation of both surface and ground water sources
only when the sources were physically interrelated such that withdrawal from
one had a significant and identifiable impact on the other. Alternatively,
the act could be expanded to allow comprehensive management of water supply
within a designated management area to achieve the various benefits of the
conjunctive approach. For example, it may be advantageous under certain conditions to restrict ground water use when surface supplies are available ..
The latter approach which encompasses allocation of both surface and
ground water within designated management areas would constitute a major modification of the existing GWA; in fact, the expanded program would constitute
water resources management in general rather than simply ground water management. This approach represents an alternative between the current program and
a comprehensive statewide administrative water allocation program [14]. While
the district approach possesses the basic advantage of limiting the application of controls to areas of need, special complications arise when surface
water allocation is involved. The potential for water development projects
such as interbasin transfers would have to be considered when district boundaries were established. Creation of management districts based on watershed
boundaries likely would not be feasible if water development plans for the
area under consideration included projects of greater geographic scope.

Coordination of Court Decisions
Another useful modification of existing water allocation mechanisms would
consist of the adoption of procedures for coordination of court decisions concerning water use conflicts with state water policy and management programs.
A primary mechanism to assure such coordination consists of a procedure
through which the courts of the state could at their discretion refer water
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use cases to a designated state water management agency for evaluation and
provision of input to the court prior to its decision. This procedure has
been utilized in the State of California [ 15]. Input from the agency would
include an objective determination of the factual issues involved, public
water uses affected, and the relationship of the conflict to state water
policy and management programs.
The court involved would then resolve the
case before it on the basis of this agency input and other available information.
This procedure maintains independent judicial resolution of water use
conf lie ts while removing much of the isolation of water use decisions under
the riparian and ground water doctrines. Thus it could achieve a substantial
degree of integration of water allocation with other aspects of management.
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Chapter Eight

ADMINISTRATIVE ALLOCATION: AN ALTERNATIVE
TO EXISTING WATER ALLOCATION LAW

OVERVIEW OF ADMINISTRATIVE ALLOCATION

The alternative water allocation system representing the greatest change
in Virginia's existing institutional structure consists of an administrative
allocation program wherein water use is subject to control by a state agency.
The state's water law already contains a limited example of such control in
the form of ground water legislation discussed in Chapter Three, but most
water use decisions remain outside the scope of administrative regulation.
In the administrative approach, direct state control is presumed to offer the
greatest potential to achieve the objectives of the water allocation process-facilitation of highest and best use, full consideration of the public
interest, integration with other resource management programs, and efficient
conflict resolution [l].
The basic mechanism of control in this approach is the water use permit.
After implementation of such a program, water-using activities within the
program's jurisdiction are unlawful without the required permit. Due to constitutional prohibitions against destruction of vested property rights [2],
special procedures generally are established for recognition of established
water uses through the permit ting process. In some cases existing uses are
accorded automatic recognition while in others an attempt to cons train use
considered excessive may be made. The permit requirement is likely to have
its primary impact . where there is an initiation of new water uses. Permitting
programs generally are based on an explicit or implicit abolition of unused
water rights existing under the common law, an action which conditions additional water use on state authorization.
Such authorization is normally
granted only when the proposed use is consistent with a predetermined set of
objectives such as protection of established uses, preservation of instream
values, and protect ion of environmental quality. Since new water rights in
this approach are totally dependent on administrative approval, new water uses
not only can be completely prohibited but also can be authorized subject to
special restrictions such as time limitations and other constraints on waterusing activities.
Although the distinguishing characteristic of administrative allocation
is state control over water use, the actual degree of direct state control
varies substantially among individual programs. At one end of the spectrum of
possibilities, state control is minimal, with substantial reliance continuing
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to be placed on private decision making within the framework of property
' rights and economic incentives. As presently practiced in most of the western
states, the doctrine of prior appropriation is an example of this type of
system. Administrative controls, including required water use permits, typically are imposed by state government, but significant property rights are
recognized in the individual appropriator.
For example, these rights
generally are considered to exist in perpetuity and cannot be revoked by the
state except through narrowly defined procedures [3]. At the other end of the
spectrtun, significantly greater state control is imposed, and the emphasis
placed on property rights and private decision making is reduced. To a large
extent economic incentive is replaced by administrative discretion based on
agency interpretation of the public interest. This discretionary authority
can be comprehensively integrated into water use controls, potentially including such limitations as the amount of water to be used in certain activities,
special restrictions to be applied during water shortages, and limits on the
duration of water rights recognized [4]. Due to this variation in degree of
state control and other factors, administrative allocation systems can exist
in an almost infinite variety of forms.
There are several basic issues which must be evaluated in order to define
the nature and scope of an administrative allocation system, among the most
fundamental of which are the scope of the administrative controls; structure
of the administering body; and nature of the mechanisms to assure continued
consideration of the public interest in water uses authorized by the allocation program.

Scope of the Controls
One of the first issues associated with the scope of water use controls
to be imposed as part of an administrative allocation program consists of
geographical coverage. The basic options include uniform application of controls on a statewide basis and application of controls only within designated
regions which exhibit special water supply problems.
The primary factor
affecting choice of approach consists of the extent of water supply problems
and their susceptibility to a common solution. Widespread supply problems of
a similar nature suggest the uniform application of controls while the
occurrence of isolated local problems, or problems requiring individualized
solutions, suggests the special district approach.
Another issue relating to scope concerns the type of water use activities
covered by the program's controls. Most administrative allocation systems
grant exemptions to certain types of water users. An essentially universal
exemption consists of small uses which have minor impact on water supplies but
would create an administrative burden due to their large number.
But
exemptions constitute potential loopholes that undermine the effectiveness of
control programs and therefore need to be established with care, especially
where quantity of uses may become large.
A category of uses generally
accorded special treatment consists of those in existence on or within an
established time of the initiation of controls. Recognition of rights associated with such uses is necessary to avoid constitutional problems, but
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regulation of established uses may be necessary where they are the source of
water supply problems.
A third issue of scope pertains to the types of water covered by the
controls. In general it can be stated that water allocation programs should
provide for coordinated decision making with regard to all types of water
having direct physical interrelationships or related from a managerial perspective. For example, allocation programs should make provision for coordination of decisions involving hydrologically related bodies of surf ace and
ground water. Similarly, an allocation system should be sufficiently comprehensive to encompass a coordinated approach to such activities as artificial
aquifer recharge with surface water or pumping of ground water to augment low
streamflow should such actions become necessary. Separate allocation programs
may be defensible where the need for such coordination cannot be demonstrated.

Structure of the Administrative Agency
A basic factor regarding administrative organization for implementation
of water use controls is the selection of the level of government for vesting
of administrative authority.
State government is the obvious level where
uniform controls are imposed statewide, but the possibility of allocation by
local or regional authorities [ 5] exists where the district approach is
adopted. 1he primary advantage of localized administration is the increased
responsiveness of administrators to the citizens subjected to controls. The
primary advantages of state administration generally include greater managerial resources, and perhaps more importantly, a broader perspective which
allows a more comprehensive view of water management in terms of statewide
concerns and natural resource management in general.
The form of the decision-making body is a significant factor. Allocation
decisions constitute a focal point of the water management process and require
thorough integration with water resources planning and other aspects of management. Due to the significance of this function, the responsible body must
contain a high level of water management expertise. In order that such expertise be assured and that the decision-making function have adequate continuity, creation of a full-time, professional board to exercise allocation
authority may be desirable.

Mechanisms for Continuing Consideration
of the Public Interest
Several potential mechanisms exist for assuring that water uses authorized by an allocation program ·give continuing consideration to the public
interest. An approach which emphasizes administrative discretion is the use
of a time-limited permit which provides the opportunity for administrative
review of water use at pre-determined intervals. Some states allow termination of a use at the end of a specified time period if a higher beneficial use
or purpose requires the water. For example, the Florida Water Resources Act
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of 1972 [6] provides for favor to be shown a renewal application over an initial application only when the public interest is equally well served by the
competing uses [7].
Administrative allocation systems also frequently contain provisions for
termination of a water right due to non-use. This approach, which is normally
called forfeiture, has certain similarities but yet is distinct from the concept of abandonment traditionally recognized within the doctrine of prior
appropriation. Under the abandonment concept, water rights are held to be
legally abandoned and therefore extinguished whenever the actions of the
holder of a water right imply an intent to abandon. Non-use over a substantial period of time gives rise to a rebuttable presumption of an intent to
abandon. Western water law also frequently makes use of the concept of forfeiture. Many appropriation statutes provide that a water right will be lost
if not used for a specified period of time. Such forfeiture provisions differ
from the common law abandonment procedure primarily in the shorter period of
time generally required for loss of the affected right and the absence of
reliance on intent which is central to the abandonment concept [8].
In addition to provision for termination, authorized water uses may be
subject to temporary restrictions while authorization remains in effect. Such
restrictions may provide for reduction or prohibition of use during droughts
or other special conditions [9].
An alternative approach to the use of time-limited permits or other
administrative mechanisms to assure continued consistency of water use with
the public interest involves the concept of marketable water rights. This
approach depends on private transactions in response to economic incentives as
the mechanism to assure continued movement of water toward more productive
uses.

The marketable-rights approach is common to the appropriative doctrine of
the western states where water rights are usually granted in perpetuity. The
holder of an appropriative right generally may sell the right to another party
for use in a different application in a different location, subject to the
rights of other users. In these states an administrative proceeding is generally required before a change can be made in either place of use or nature
of use in order to protect the rights of junior appropriators. Where other
users would be adversely affected by such change, the amount that can be
transferred may be limited to the previous consumptive use of the transferor
[10].

Two features appear essential to an effective marketable rights system:
protection of instream uses by establishment of minimum flow requirements and
protection of other permit holders.
This protection is afforded, to some
degree, in the appropriation states by the requirement of an administrative
proceeding in order to change place of use and nature of use. Instream uses
can be protected by minimum flow requirements, water quality standards, and
other regulations appropriate under valid police power regulation. For marketability to be successful under a permitting scheme in previously riparian
jurisdictions, an administrative mechanism may be necessary to facilitate
transfers and to offer the desired protection to the public and to other
holders of water rights. Any system adopted would have to address the issues
of possible monopolization of rights, consumptive versus non-consumptive uses,
protection of instream flow values, and injuries to other permittees.
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CASE STUDIES OF ADMINISTRATIVE WATER ALLOCATION

Florida, Iowa, Kentucky and Mississippi are examples of states which have
changed from the riparian doctrine to a permit system. These states illustrate the wide variation present in permitting schemes and serve as case
studies of various approaches. The programs of the four states provide a
sample with which to evaluate permitting systems in relation to the four
objectives of an ideal water allocation system presented in Chapter One.

Florida
As a result of concern over water availability, Florida has revised its
water management system twice in the last twenty-five years. An awareness of
water problems in Florida can be traced back at least to the 1940s, with the
focus of much of the early concern on the Everglades National Park with its
fragile ecological relations.
In 195 7, the Florida legislature passed the
Florida Water Resources Law as a first step toward revising and modifying
the water resources management system [11]. This Act created a Department of
Water Resources under the State Board of Conservation. The powers of the
Department of Water Resources were extremely limited. It was empowered to
issue permits to a variety of single-purpose districts to authorize capture,
storage, and use of excess water. The act also provided a means for authorizing construction of facilities for the capture and diversion of waters. A
person desiring to erect such a structure was required to obtain permits from
the State Board of Conservation and from the Trustees of the Internal Improvement Fund [ 12].

In 1968, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers released a major five-volume
study of the water resources of central and south Florida [13]. This report
found that the project plan devised for the South Florida Flood Control
District could not adequately meet projected future water needs [ 14]. The
report proposed a $70. 3 million program of canal and levee construction to
expand water storage and transmission facilities in the area. A major concern
of state fish and game officials was that increasing the height of the levee
of Lake Okeechobee would have a significant adverse effect on the ecological
structure of the surrounding wetlands. The U.S. Park Service was particularly
concerned about ensuring that rapid growth in South Florida would not result
in failure to provide adequate supplies of water for the Everglades National
Park.
In 1970, Congress enacted legislation guaranteeing that Everglades
National Park would receive 315,000 acre feet of water per year or 16.5%
(whichever is less) of the total water delivered by the Central and Southern
Florida Flood Control District.
Federal funds for projects of the flood
control district would be cut off unless the water supply for the Park was
guaranteed.
In 1970 and 1971, south Florida experienced one of the worst droughts in
its history. In September 1971, Florida Governor Rueben Askew organized the
South Florida Water Management Conference which was attended by approximately
150 people, including representatives of federal, state, and local governments; researchers from universities; and private citizens. The report issued
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by this conference advocated limited population growth within the region
within guidelines specified by a comprehensive land and water use plan. The
conference report generally was in opposition to the physical modifications
proposed in the 1968 Army Corps of Engineers report.
As a follow-up to this conference, Governor Askew appointed a Task Force
on Resource Management to prepare a comprehensive land-use control bill. The
head of this task force, John M. De Grove, has been described as believing
"that water management should no longer be a largely independent, loosely controlled determinant of patterns of land use, but rather should be the servant
of land-use policies developed in a regional and statewide perspective" [ 15].
In 1972, the Florida legislature enacted a number of major pieces of
environmental legislation, including the following:
(1)

The Environmental land and Management Act [ 16] which provided
for state oversight and involvement in local land-use planning
decisions with respect to (a) areas of critical state concern,
i.e., areas containing or having an impact on historical,
natural, or environmental resources for regional or statewide
importance; and (b) developments of regional impact, i.e.,
large-scale public or private projects which have major impacts
on several localities.

(2)

The Land Conservation Act [17] which allowed the state to purchase 'environmentally endangered lands.'

(3)

The Florida Comprehensive Planning Act [ 18] which provided for
development of a state plan to guide local officials in their
decisions with respect to land and water use, as well as in a
number of other areas.

(4)

The Florida Water Resources Act of 1972 (WRA) [19] which
greatly expanded public regulation of water by state agencies
and substate water management agencies.

Two distinct, though related, forces thus acted to bring about enactment
of WRA. On the one hand, rapid growth, particularly in South Florida, was
putting increased pressure on the area's water supplies. At the same time,
there was support in Florida for active state involvement in resource management decisions which has previously been made either by private individuals or
by local governments.
The system of water resources management set up by WRA included both a
state level agency, the Department of Environmental Regulation (DER), which
functions mainly in a coordinating and planning role, and regional level agencies, the five water management districts (WMDs), which are responsible for
the actual administration of the act [ 20]. The district structure of water
resources management in Florida represents a carry-over from the flood control
districts set up earlier. However, the district approach is particularly
functional in Florida because of the hydrological diversity of the state.
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The forces that made the passage of WRA possible also resulted in the
statue placing considerable emphasis on the development of a centralized state
water use plan. In developing the state water use plan, DER is mandated to
"give due consideration to" the following [21]:
(a)

The attainment of maximum reasonable beneficial use of water
for specified purposes;

(b)

The maximum economic development of the water resources consistent with other uses;

(c)

The control of such waters for such purposes as environmental
protection, drainage, flood control, and water storage;

(d)

The quantity of water available for application to a reasonable
beneficial use;

(e)

The prevention of wasteful, uneconomical,
unreasonable uses of water resources;

(f)

Presently exercised domestic use and permit rights;

(g)

The preservation and enhancement of the water quality of the
state water quality plan; and

(h)

The state water resources policy as expressed by this act.

impractical,

or

The exact meaning of "give due consideration" is left unclear, as are the
circumstances which must be shown to prove that DER did not "give due consideration to" the factors listed.
The essence of the Florida water management system is the permitting
process. Permits are required for consumptive use of water [22]; for the construction and maintenance of wells [23]; and for the construction and maintenance of dams, reservoirs, and other structures [24]. In order to obtain a
permit for the consumptive use of water, an applicant must show that the proposed use is a "reasonable-beneficial" use. A "reasonable-beneficial" use as
defined by the act consists of "[t]he use of water in such quantity as is
necessary for economic and efficient utilization for a purpose and in a manner
which is both reasonable and consistent with the public interest" [25].
The reasonable-beneficial use standard combines the idea of "reasonable
use" from traditional riparian doctrine with the "beneficial use" principle
from the doctrine of prior appropriation.
The definition of "reasonablebeneficial use" places an emphasis on consistency with the public interest,
which is seen as limiting the permissible domain of private action. It has .
been noted that both technical and political criteria have been used to determine if a particular use is consistent with the criterion [26].
The system deals with existing uses by mandating that "[t]he governing
board or the department shall issue an initial permit for the continuation of
all uses in existence before the effective date of implementation of this part
if the existing use is a reasonable-beneficial use ••• and is allowable under
the common law of this state" [27].
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Permits may be issued for any period not to exceed twenty years or for
periods of up to SO years in the case of public water suppliers [28]. Whenever two applications are received which are in conflict, the governing board
of the WMD has the right to approve or modify the applications which best
serve the public interes t s, or, in the case that the public interest is
equally well served, to favor a renewal application over ~n initial application [29]. WRA provides for revocation of a permit for a number of reasons,
including non-use of the water supply allowed by the permit for a period of
two years or more unless the user can prove that the non-use was due to
extreme hardship caused by factors beyond his control [30].
WRA mandates that DER or the governing board of any WMD shall formulate a
plan to be implemented during periods of water shortage [31]. As part of this
plan, a system of permit classification must be developed, and "the governing
board or the department may impose such restrictions on one or more classes of
permits as may be necessary to protect the water resources of the area from
serious harm and to restore them to their previous condition" [ 32]. Under
emergency conditions, DER or the executive director of any WMD may, with the
concurrence of the governing board, issue orders "requiring that such action,
including but not limited to apportioning, rotating, limiting or prohibiting
the use of the water resources of the district, be taken as the department or
the executive director deems necessary to meet the emergency" [33].
The validity of the Florida water management system was challenged in the
case of Village of Tequesta v. Jupiter Inlet Corp [34]. A primary issue in
the case was the continued existence of common law water rights independent of
the administrative permitting program, a situation that would have seriously
undermined the permitting program if given recognition. However, the Florida
Supreme Court held that WRA " ••• now controls the use of water and replaces the
ad hoc judicial determination in water management districts where consumptive
use permitting is in force" [35].

Iowa
Iowa implemented a water permit system in 1957 with the passage of the
Iowa Water Permit Statute (WPS) [36]. This statute represented the culmination of ten years of work and study by various legislative committees and
cooperating water agencies representing different levels of government. In
1947, the Iowa Legislature had appointed an Interim Flood Control Committee
which was charged, among other things, with studying Iowa's need for new
leg is la tion relating to the control and use of water and with submitting
drafts of recommended legislation in these areas. The report issued by the
Interim Flood Control Committee recommended the establishment of a State Water
Control and Resources Council to study the problem of ground water management
in Iowa and to coordinate the activities of federal, state, and local government agencies relating to flood control and water supply. In 1949, the Iowa
Legislature established the Iowa Natural Resources Council which was given the
charge to " ••• establish and enforce an appropriate comprehensive statewide
program for the control, utilization, and protection of the surface and
groundwater resources of the state" [37]. In 1950, the Council recommended
that consideration be given to changing the Iowa law of water allocation,
which at the time embodied traditional riparian principles.
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Between 1952 and 1956, the Council made inventory of Iowa's water supply.
These inventories confirmed the possibility of water storages in several areas
of the state. In 1954, the Council reiterated its recommendation that consideration be given to changing Iowa's riparian system of water rights. A series
of dry years between 1949 and 1955, and the resulting increase in the use of
water for irrigation, pointed out the need for changes in Iowa water law. In
the face of a period of drought, the Iowa legislature unanimously passed WPS,
which became law on May 16, 1957.
WPS establishes a water use permit system which regulates the taking of
water from any surface or underground source for any purpose other than a use
which is specifically defined as nonregulated. Nonregulated uses are defined
to include the use of water for the following [38]:
(O)rdinary household purposes, use of water for poultry, livestock,
and domestic animals, any beneficial use of surface flows from
rivers bordering the State of Iowa, use of ground water on islands
or former islands situated in such rivers, existing beneficial uses
of water within the territorial boundaries of municipal corporations
on May 16, 1957, except that industrial users of water, having their
own water supply, within the territorial boundaries of municipal
corporations, when such water use exceeds three percent more than
the highest per day beneficial use prior to May 16, 1957, and any
other beneficial use of water by any person of less than five
thousand gallons per day ••••
A key element of the Iowa permit system is that i t does not give the
administrative authority discretion to grant or deny a permit once all the
facts are known.
WPS states that the administration shall grant a permit
unless certain specified conditions exist [39]. One restriction to the issuance ·Of permits is that they may only be issued for beneficial uses, as
defined by the statute. Beneficial use is defined as the application of water
to a useful purpose that inures to the benefit of the water user, but does not
include the waste or pollution of water [40]. The statute does not define
pollution, but waste is defined as .the use of water in a manner so that it is
not put to its full beneficial use, transporting water so that there is an
excessive loss in transit, and permitting or causing the pollution of ground
water [41].
Several limitations on withdrawals of water under permits are
imposed to maintain an established average minimum streamflow [42], to protect
the navigability of streams [43], and to control pollution [44].
WPS expressly requires that a permit be obtained for the following uses,
withdrawals, or diversions [45]:
(1)

Any municipal corporation or person supplying a
poration which increases its per day water use
thousand gallons or three percent, whichever is
its highest per day beneficial use prior to the
of the statute.

municipal corby one hundred
greater, above
effective date

(2)

Except for a nonregula ted use, any person using in excess of
five thousand gallons per day, diverted, stored, or withdrawn
from any source of supply except a municipal water system or
any other source specifically exempted.
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(3)

Any person who diverts water or any material from the surface
directly into any underground water course or basin existing
upon [the effective date of the statute] shall not require a
permit if said diversion does not create waste or pollution.

(4)

Industrial users of waters having their own water supply,
within the territorial boundaries of municipal corporations
shall be regulated when such water use exceeds three percent
more than the highest per day beneficial use prior to the
effective date of the statute.

Any person or corporation seeking to obtain a permit must comply with a
standard procedure [46] involving application to the Natural Resources
Council.
After public hearing, the Water Commission makes a determination
which is filed with the Council. An aggrieved party has the right to file an
appeal with the Council and to seek judicial review.
Permits granted are held as an appurtenance to the land, i.e., permits
may only be transferred through transfer of the land to which the permit pertains [47]. Permits may be modified or cancelled with the consent of the permittee, or without such consent in the case of a violation of any law related
to use of the permit, in the case of continual non-use for three years, or in
case such modification or cancellation is found necessary to protect specified
public or private interests [48].
The Iowa permit system has elements in common with both traditional doctrines of water allocation--riparianism and prior appropriation. In addition,
some features of the system are unique to Iowa. Elements of the Iowa system
that have been seen as borrowed from the western system of prior appropriation
include the following [49]:
(1)

An administrative agency within the state government is responsible for the allocation of water;

(2)

Water Rights can be lost through non-use;

(3)

The legitimacy of a use is determined by the criterion of
'beneficial use' drawn from prior appropriation doctrine rather
than the criterion of 'reasonable use' common to riparian
doctrine.

The Iowa system has also been seen [ 50] as differing from the western
appropriation doctrine in several important respects. First, permits in Iowa
are issued for a limited period of time, up to a maximum of ten years [ 51].
Second, the Iowa system has no general system of priorities among different
users, other than distinguishing between depleting and non-depleting uses [52].
The issue of "established average minimum flow" is used in Iowa to protect public rights in waterways through the regulation of consumptive uses of
water. This concept represents a variation of and relaxation of the "natural
flow" version of the riparian doctrine. The standard adopted by Iowa was to
maintain a flow level in any given stream at a level equal or exceeded by the
stream 84 percent of the time during April through September of the base
years. This 84 percent figure was adjusted upward or downward to take into
account conditions unique to each particular stream [53].
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It may be argued that the changes represented by the Iowa permit system
from the pre-existing riparian system are relatively slight [54].
For
example, there are general similarities be tween unregulated uses under the
Iowa law and domestic uses under common law riparianism.
Perhaps the major
change is the existence of a Water Commissioner to determine the reasonableness of a proposed use prior to initiation of judicial proceedings. O'Connell
[55] mentions three respects in which the Iowa statute represents a departure
from the common law rule of reasonable use:
(1)

The statute clearly places great emphasis on priority of use;

(2)

The statute clearly envisages allowing a
where another may be injured thereby; and

(3)

The Water Commissioner opera ting under the statute authorizes
apportionment of water through sharing agreements among those
whose applications are considered together.

permit for use even

Another way in which the Iowa permit system has changed pre-existing
riparian law relates to provision for loss of rights through non-use. WPS
specifically provides that rights held under a permit may be terminated
through failure to use water under the permit for three consecutive years
[56].
However, provision is made for extension of the permit under certain
conditions [57].
WPA also has changed riparian rights by providing for use of water on
non-riparian land.
The exact extent of riparian land in Iowa was imprecise
before passage of the new law due to a lack of judicial rulings; therefore,
the new Iowa law in allowing a permit holder to use water on any land, both
.riparian and non-riparian, may merely have made explicit a policy which was
already being recognized in Iowa [58].

Kentucky

Prior to 1954, Kentucky operated under a common law riparian system, with
a minimum of statutory law to supplement the common law.
In 1954, the
Kentucky legislature passed a law which provided that use of waters by riparian owners for domestic purposes would have priority over other uses and
declared that riparian owners "shall have a right to make such reasonable use
of water for other than domestic purposes as will not deny the use of such
water to other owners for domestic purposes or impair existing uses of other
owners heretofore established, or unreasonably interfere with a beneficial use
by other owners" [ 59]. This act was repealed in 1966 and replaced by comprehensive legislation which regulates consumptive uses of water, regulates construction of dams and impoundments, provides for water resources planning, and
authorizes construction for flood control and water development purposes [60].
The 1966 act, administered by the State Department for Natural Resources
and Environmental Protection (DNREP), states that "[n]o person, business,
industry, city, county, water district, or other political subdivision may
withdraw, divert, or transfer public water unless a permit is first obtained
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from the [Department for Natural Resources and Environmental Protection] ••• "
[ 61].
"Public water" is defined as "[w]ater occuring in any stream, lake,
ground water, subterranean water, or other body of water in the Commonwealth
which may be applied to any useful or beneficial purpose ••• " [ 62]. However,
a ntnnber of uses are exempt from the permit requirement, including domestic
users, agricultural users and irrigators, uses exempted by administrative
regulation, certain specified steam-generating plants, and water injected
underground in connection with oil and gas production [63].
Permits are usually issued after an inspection by DNREP designed to
ensure that the proposed use is consistent with statutory requirements [64].
DNREP may approve a permit which grants the user less water than he applied
for, and permits may be amended either at the request of the permittee or
DNREP.
Any aggrieved person, including members of the public as well as
applicants, may appeal decisions of DNREP to the Secretary for a quasijudicial hearing.
The hearing is public, and DNREP must provide adequate
public notice of such hearing.
On the basis of evidence and testimony presented at the hearing, the Secretary enters a decision or final order. The
act allows for only limited judicial review of the findings of the Secretary.
DNREP may, after issuing a warning, order the suspension or revocation of a
permit i f the holder violates the condition of the permit or of the act.
Like other permit systems, the Kentucky system has some resemblance to
the western prior appropriation doctrine.
First, the basis for obtaining a
right to use water is the ability to make beneficial use of water rather than
ownership of land which bears a particular physical relationship to a body of
water.
The act states that no permit shall be denied " ••• to a responsible
applicant who has established an amount of water for which he has a need for a
useful purpose ••• " [65].
There is no requirement that the applicant for a
permit be a riparian landowner.
Permits is sued under the Kentucky act are
specific in terms of quantity, time, place, and rate of diversion, transfer,
or withdrawal [66].
In this respect, the Kentucky permit system more closely
represents the system of prior appropriation than common law riparianism where
rights to specific quantities of water are largely unspecified.
The permit system does not specify permit duration. The act states that
"[s]uch permits represent a limited right to use and do not vest ownership nor
an absolute right to withdraw or use the water" [67]. The courts have not yet
had to rule on what, if any, limits there are on the power of DNREP to revoke
or modify existing permits. Until these issues are resolved, there will continue to be a lack of legal security associated with the rights of permit
holders.
The act does not define relative standing
among permit holders nor
between permit holders and non-regulated water users. Existing permit holders
are protected from new regulated users by a provision in the act which states
that a permit application will be granted only if the proposed use "will not
be detrimental to the ••• rights of other public water users" [68].
Once a
permit is obtained, older water permits are in no way superior to newer ones.
Because of the wide variety of unregulated uses, there is also substantial
potential for competition be tween regulated and unregulated uses.
The act
provides that during periods of "drought, emergency, or other similar si tuations," DNREP may suspend the operation of the permit system and temporarily
allocate available water supplies on some other basis [69]. The act does not
establish guidelines for such temporary allocation.
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Mississippi

Water law in Mississippi for many years was primarily concerned with
flood control, drainage, pollution, and navigation, with little attention paid
to the assurance that water be put to · its highest and best use.
Early
Mississippi cases [70] established that the state accepted the "natural flow"
version of the riparian doctrine. Because of problems associated with flood
control and drainage, Mississippi modified the traditional riparian doctrine
to allow riparian owners to construct barriers to divert water which had left
its natural channel · back to its original channel. A variety of other modifications to the natural flow theory were adopted to ·facilitate flood control.
In 1956, after a series of droughts in 1952 and 1953, Mississippi adopted
a surface water appropriation act [71]. This act embodied many of the principles of · the California version of the doctrine of prior appropriation. In a
subsequent development, Mississippi provided in 1976 for separate management
of ground water in "capacity use areas" by requiring permits for the withdrawal of water in excess of 50,000 gallons per day [72].
The major provisions of the surface water appropriation act may be summarized as follows [73]:
(1)

The act dedicates all water in watercourses, lakes, and natural
bodies in the state to the public use;

(2)

The act institutes the prior appropriation doctrine to replace
the riparian doctrine; and

(3)

The act established a board of water commissioners to determine
and administer appropriative rights and to outline the procedure for their acquisition.

The Mississippi act affords protection as vested rights to those riparian
rights being lawfully exercised as of April 6, 1956 or within three years
prior thereto. Riparian landowners were given until December 31, 1958 to file
claims for the recognition of vested rights. The priority of claims filed
after December 31, 1958 is determined by the date of filing [ 74]. Those
seeking to initiate a use after December 31, 1958 are required to submit an
application to the Board prior to diverting water or prior to constructing
diversion works.
The Board establishes for each watercourse, lake, or other natural body
of water regulated an average minimum flow or average minimum lake level. The
Board has authority to authorize appropriation of water in excess of the
established average minimum flow or average minimum lake level. The Board has
authority to authorize appropriation of water in excess of the established
average minimum flow or established minimum lake level in certain situations.
In the case of domestic and municipal uses, the Board may authorize use of
water below minimum flow if written assurance is obtained that the flow will
be immediately returned to the stream after use and where no substantial
detriment to either other property owners or the public interest is involved.
The same authorization exists for use below minimum lake level if this use
" ••• will not affect plans for the proper utilization of the water resources of
the state ••• " [ 75] •
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Water rights under the Mississippi act are defined in terms of a specific
quantity of water, diverted at a specific rate of diversion, withdrawal during
a stated time interval from a specific source of supply, and applied to
described lands for a designated beneficial purpose [76]. A "beneficial use"
is the application of water to a useful purpose that inures to the benefit of
the water user and subject to his dominion and control, but does not include
the waste of water [77]. Rights which have been perfected, as evidenced by
the validation of a claim or the issuance of a permit, are held in perpetuity,
subject to forfeiture for non-use for a period of three consecutive years
[78]. A water right may be transferred, but approval of the Board is necessary in order to change the place of diversion of use of a water right.
The only preference based on nature of use provided for in the
Mississippi statute is for domestic use. Domestic users are not required to
submit an application in order to use water but may elect to do so [79]. A
landowner using water from a spring arising on his land is not required to
obtain · a permit unless the use interferes with the right of any water user
below [80]. Also, any person may build a dam on a stream where the drainage
area is 50 acres or less and utilize the impounded water without a permit so
long as the impoundment and use does not affect the established average minimum flow in the stream below the dam [81].
Any aggrieved party may appeal a decision of the Board of Water
Commissioners to the circuit court of the county where the diversion is
located and, following due process, to appropriate higher courts. The appeal
may be on either legal or factual grounds [82].

EVALUATION OF OTHER STATE'S EXPERIENCES
WITH ADMINISTRATIVE ALLOCATION

The four states of Florida, Iowa, Kentucky, and Mississippi provide case
studies of permit systems implemented to replace the riparian doctrine. The
actual functioning of these four states' water allocation systems can be compared to the four objectives previously used to critique Virginia's riparian
doctrine. These objectives are as follows:
(1)

The water allocation system should facilitate application of
water to its highest and best use.

(2)

Adequate consideration should be given to all aspects of the
public interest in determining the highest and best use.

(3) · There should be adequate integration of water-use decisions
with other resource management decisions.
(4)

There should exist efficient mechanisms for conflict resolution
concerning competing water uses, including interagency and
interstate conflicts.
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Does the Permit System Facilitate
Highest and Best Use?
One of the primary theoretical advantages of the permit system is that it
promotes the highest and best use of water by providing a high degree of certainty regarding water rights. However, the permit systems of the four states
studied contained varying degrees of uncertainty which could adversely affect
achievement of highest and best use. The Florida Water Resources Act, for
example, provides for a maximum permit term of 20 years (50 years for a public
water supplier) subject to possible renewal [83].
In Iowa, because of provisions for limited perm! t duration and possible
permit cancellation, the permit system is subject to some of the same criticisms leveled against riparian rights. For example, the following criticism
related to the limited term of the permits has been made [84]:
Generally speaking, insofar as uncertainty of one's right to continue use of water is a source of waste, the Iowa statute, in
attempting to preserve flexibility by severely limiting the duration
of permits has, arguably at least, failed to solve the problem. The
short-term permit may nontheless represent an improvement in this
regard over the reasonable-use theory of riparian rights when one
compares the relative certainty during the permit period, coupled
with the likelihood of renewal to the uncertainties of another
riparian asserting the 'unreasonableness' of a given use.
The Iowa statute states that "[n]othing in this chapter shall impair
the vested rights of any person" [86]. Without further specification as to
which rights are vested, the meaning of this statement is unclear. In relation to this question, O'Connell makes the following statement [86]:
Perhaps the essential question in asking whether a statute does
in fact impair vested rights is whether the change involved is so
drastic that it unreasonably alters expectations normally flowing
from the property interests affected and thereby demands that in
fairness the expense be borne by the community in the form of payments to the affected persons.
In Kentucky, the uncertain duration of water permits also raises questions as to the legal security of the rights of permit holders. The act specifically states that "such permits represent a limited right to use and do
not vest ownership nor an absolute right to withdraw or use the water" [87].
This provision suggests possible legal uncertainty which will likely have to
be interpreted by the courts if the state attempts to employ it as a restriction on water use by a permit holder.
In addition to the certainty issue, a second aspect of the promotion of
highest and best use is flexibility to make water use changes. Again the
states considered as case studies exhibit variation. In Florida, provision is
made that "[a] permittee may seek modification of any terms of an unexpired
permit [emphasis added]" [88].
This language seemingly allows for changing
such terms as the user, the place of use, and the type of use to be made of
the water. The act calls for following the same procedures specified for a
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new application when the modification involves an increase in water use of
100,000 gallons per month [89]. Without such increase in water use, the act
provides that "the governing board or the department may at its discretion
approve the proposed modification without a hearing provided that the permittee establishes that (a) change in conditions has resulted in the water
allowed under the permit becoming inadequate for the permittee's need or (b)
the proposed modification would result in a more efficient utilization of
water than possible under the existing permit" [90].
In Iowa, on the other hand, WPS provides that "[a] permittee may sell,
transfer, or assign his permit by conveying, leasing, or otherwise transferring the ownership of the land described in the permit ••• " [91]. This position is substantially more restrictive than that of Florida.

Does the Permit System Provide Full
Consideration of the Public Interest?
Permit systems generally provide for consideration of at least certain
elements of the public interest beyond the interests of individual permittees.
For example, minimum flow requirements are generally included to protect
instream uses such as fish and wildlife maintenance, recreational and aesthetic uses, pollution control, and other purposes to promote the public
interest. Iowa [92], Mississippi [93), and Florida [94] include consideration
of minimum flows.

Does the Permit System(s) Integrate
With Other Management Decisions?
An area where many existing permit systems deviate significantly from the
ideal concerns the degree of integration with other aspects of the insti tutional framework for water management. Problems associated with definition of
agency jurisdiction appear common.
Florida's system, for example, has been
criticized because of the lack of clear authority between the State Department
of Environmental Regulation (DER) and the individual water management districts (WMDs) within the state [95). The WMDs are responsible for the ·m anagement of water quantity and flow, whereas the DER is primarily concerned with
water quality, having had the functions of the Department of Pollution Control
and other agencies transferred under its tunbrella of central authority. Since
the quality and quantity dimensions are not mutually exclusive, the result has
been permitting and criteria overlap and redundancies [96].
Iowa's system has also been criticized because of a continued separation
of management programs related to water quality and quantity.
Iowa water
quality issues are under the jurisdiction of the Iowa Water Pollution Control
Commission, and water quantity issues are the responsibility of the Natural
Resources Council.
This separation of control exists despite the express
legislative mandate provided to the Natural Resources Council upon its creation. This leg is la tion stated that " [ i] t is hereby declared to be the policy
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of the state to correlate and vest the powers of the state in a single agency,
the Iowa Natural Resources Council, with the duty and authority to establish
and enforce an appropriate comprehensive statewide program for the control,
utilization, and protection of the surface and ground water resources of the
state" [97]. Although the actual authority for managing Iowa's water resources
seems to differ in this important respect from the pattern legislatively mandated, Hines observes that the Natural Resources Council and the Water
Pollution Control Commission "have been working well together" and that this
split in res pons ibili ty for water resources administration has not had an
"unduly deleterious" effect on the performance of the water management program

[98].
In Kentucky, the authority for water resources planning is also
fragmented among a variety of state and local agencies. Responsibility for
overseeing water resources planning is split between the Department for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, which has primary planning
res pons ibili ties for the state's water resources, and the Water Resources
Authority, which is primarily concerned with financing of water resources
development projects.
Coordination of water use permitting with other natural resource management programs such as land tise controls is another problem area. Florida,
more so than the other states, has attempted to design a comprehensive system
that integrates land and water management decisions. However, one difficulty
with the Florida water management system is the differing juri.sdictional
boundaries between the water management districts and the regional planning
agencies set up under the Environmental Land and Water Management Act. Myers
makes the following statement [99]:
Somewhat incomprehensibly in view of the Law's stated goal of comprehensive land and water management, the regional planning agencies
and Florida's water management districts do not have contiguous
boundaries. In south Florida, a pragmatic agreement was worked out
between the water management district and the regional planning
council to cooperate on -DRI (Development of Regional Impact)
Assessments within the populous areas overlapping the jurisdictions
of both groups, and two other water management districts in Tampa
and Orlando, plan to follow this model.
The water management districts, established by the Water Resources
Act of 1972, were not funded until 1974, when the legislature
finally responded to the urging of planners and conservationists by
providing funds for this important environmental tool. Because of
its provisions for allocating water, this law is potentially a
powerful growth lever, especially if its actions are coordinated
with those of the DR! process, as the most heavily settled areas are
attempting to do.
The extent to which the integration of surf ace water management with
ground water management has been achieved varies. In the case of Mississippi,
separate management programs have been maintained [ 100].
Florida, on the
other hand, has attempted conjunctive management [101].
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Does the Permit System Provide
Efficient Conflict Resolution?
The permit systems analyzed vary in their ability to resolve conflict in
time of water shortage. The Florida permit program contains the most comprehensive approach. The development of permit classification systems and plans
for restricting water use within specific classes [ 102] ·provides a direct
mechanism for avoiding uncontrolled conflict.
Other permit systems do not make such provisions.
In Kentucky, for
example, the ability of the permit program to resolve effectively conflict
during times of shortage is questionable. No provision is made for establishing priorities among permittees, and the relationship between permit
holders and non-regulated users is not well defined. The act states that
DNREP may " ••• allocate the available public water supply among water users and
restrict the water withdrawal rights of permit holders ••• " [103]. This language strongly suggests that the entire burden of reducing water use during a
drought would fall on regulated water users while unregulated .users would be
free to continue usage at previous levels or even to increase usage. A question remains as to whether a regulated user could bring suit against an unregulated user and therefore unrestricted upstream user. Major criticism of the
Kentucky water use legislation has focused on this failure to define the relative rights of water users during shortages, the lack of a time limit on
water use permits, and the excessive number of exemptions from the controls of
the act [104].
Because the Iowa permit system does not have a formal method for establishing preferences among various uses defined by the statute as non-consumptive, questions can also be raised as to the statute's ability to deal with a
severe water shortage. A de facto priority exists for nonregulated uses over
regulated uses since the act states that "[t]he use of water for ordinary
household purposes, for poultry, livestock, and domestic animals shall have
priority over other uses" [105]. The exact meaning of this clause is unclear
since these uses are specifically identified as nonregulated uses [106]. In
an analysis of the Iowa statute's treatment of priorities, Hines reaches the
following conclusion [107]:
The act is extremely vague and of ten internally inconsistent on the
subject. This is probably the natural fate of an attempt to determine the nature of an intent which was never solidly formulated by
the legislature. It seems likely that the legislature did not consider consciously the establishment of a comprehensive system of
priorities one way or the other.
Until experience is gained to see how the system performs during periods of
drought, judgement of the ultimate utility of the Iowa system will have to be
reserved.
The ability of the permit systems considered to resolve effectively
interstate water use conflicts potentially is adversely affected by certain
characteristics. One significant factor in this regard consists of questions
of agency jurisdiction. The existence of unresolved jurisdictional issues not
only affects water management decision making within a state but also hinders
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the handling of interstate conflicts. In Florida, the jurisdictional issue
takes on a special dimension due to the existence of the WMDs. Resolution of
both intrastate and interstate conflicts involves the WMDs since they exercise
primary permitting authority [108]. Negotiations between regional and state
governmental entities potentially present special complications not existing
in normal interstate relations.
In addition, the Florida district approach
creates the potential for a new level of jurisdictional conflict involving the
various regional WMDs within the state. Thus significant questions remain
regarding the effectiveness of the various permit programs to resolve conflicts crossing political boundaries.

CONCLUSION

Although permit systems in theory offer substantial potential for
improved water allocation, it is obvious that such systems are not necessarily
a panacea for water management problems.
Adoption does not automatically
result in the achievement of all objectives that theoretically can be identified for water allocation mechanisms. The extent to which the objectives are
achieved depends on the specific provisions of the individual permit program
which reflect political compromises unique to a particular state. As noted in
the following statement made with reference to the Iowa permitting program,
the principal gain in many cases in changing from a riparian system to permitting may be more general in nature [109]:
In the first place it establishes conclusively the principle that
water use is an appropriate subject for regulation in Iowa and it
allows for the development of an · administrative framework through
which future problems can be handled. Secondly, it takes the formulation of water rules away from the courts, and places it in the
hands of a public agency which will presumably develop considerable
expertise in handling the problems of water use.
Moreover, it
serves the very important function of gathering information ••••
Finally, the Iowa act provides for the public enforcement of the
newly promulgated water rules •••• The Iowa act provides an agency
which is attuned to the public interest and which is given the power
to enforce the rules by which the public interest is served. The
permit system does not contain the answers to all the questions concerning the use of Iowa's water resources; it does, however, provide
many of the tools through which those answers may ultimately be
found.
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CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES

Chapter Nine

CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH STATE
REGULATION OF WATER USE

RELEVANT CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS

Since water rights are recognized as a property interest [ 1], governmental action to modify such rights is constrained by constitutional safeguards applicable to property. Both federal and state constitutions · contain
provisions of direct relevance. The U.S. Constitution restricts both federal
and state action affecting property. With regard to federal action, the
following provision [2] is most directly applicable:
No person shall be ••• deprived of life, liberty or property, without
due process of law; nor shall private property be taken for public
use, without just compensation.
The following limitation [3] applies to state action:
[N]or shall any state deprive ariy person of life, liberty or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.
In addition to these provisions of the U.S. Constitution, the Virginia
Constitution's Bill of Rights [4] provides:
That no person shall be deprived of his life, liberty or property
without due process of law; that the General Assembly shall not pass
any law impairing the obligation of contracts, nor any law whereby
private property shall be taken or damaged for public uses, without
just compensation ••••
Another provision of the Virginia Constitution of potential significance to
governmental control of property rights is the following statement [5] regarding separation of powers among the branches of government:
lbe legislative, executive, and judicial departments shall be
separate and distinct, so that none exercises the powers prop~~ly
belonging to the others, nor any person exercise the power of more
than one of them at the same tiQte; provided, however, administrative
agencies may be created by the General Assembly with such authority
and duties as the General Assembly may prescribe. Provision may be
made for judicial review of any finding, order, or judgement of such
administrative agencies.
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Since this provision relates to delegation of authority to administrative
agencies, i t is of interest with regard to governmental organization for
regulation of water use.
These constitutional provisions set limits on governmental action
affecting property; however, no property right is absolute or immune to all
governmental control. These controls take such forms as the power of government to tax, employ eminent domain condemnation, and regulate under the police
power [6]. It is the police power which is of most relevance with regard to
state authority to apply controls over private water use.

STATE REGULATION OF PROPERTY RIGHTS
UNDER THE POLICE POWER

Nature and Scope of the Police Power
The police power is a basic incidence of the state's sovereignty. It is
closely related to the fundamental power to govern and generally is considered
to encompass protection of public health, safety, morals, and general welfare.
All private rights are held subject to the exercise of this power, and the
fact that such exercise has an adverse effect on private rights does not
necessarily invalidate its application [ 7].
It has been stated that the
police power " ••• is one of the least !imitable of governmental powers ••• " [8];
however, the power is not without limit. The constitutional provisions quoted
above establish cons train ts on exercise of the police power, and regulation
which attempts to exceed these constraints will be held invalid on constitutional grounds.
Potential constitutional limitations on the police power
exist at several levels ranging from basic substantive issues to procedural
issues associated with the detailed mechanics for implementation of particular
regulatory measures.
Four of the basic limitations that frequently arise
include the following:
(1)

Regulation
purpose.

must

(2)

Regulation must not be so oppresive as to constitute a 'taking'
of property.

(3)

Regulation must not deny equal protection of the laws.

(4)

Implementation of regulations must not involve improper delegation of authority to administrative agencies.

be

reasonably

related

to

a

valid

public

When Is Re~ulation Not Reasonably Related To A Valid Public Purpose? The
definition of 'public purpose" for determination of the applicability of the
police power is broad in scope as indicated by the following statement [9] by
the Supreme Court of California:
In its inception the police power was closely concerned with the
preservation of the public peace, safety, morals, and health, without specific regard to the general welfare. Under modern conditions
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it includes the general welfare which embraces regulations 'to
promote the economic welfare, public convenience, and general prosperity of the community' [citation omitted].
A broad view of the scope of "public purpose" has been expressed by the
U.S. Supreme Court as follows [10]:
Public safety, public heal th, morality, peace and quiet, law and
order--these are some of the more conspicuous examples of the
traditional application of the police power to municipal affairs.
Yet they merely illustrate the scope of the power and do not determine it... •
The concept of the public welfare is broad and
inclusive ••••
This broad view of what constitutes a public purpose generally is
accompanied by a liberal interpretation of what constitutes a reasonable
relationship between a particular regulation and the public purpose involved.
Legislative bodies are normally given great discretion in determining what
regulations are needed in a given area, and they will be presumed reasonable
unless clearly shown to be otherwise [ 11].
The U.S. Supreme Court has
referred to such determinations as " ••• well nigh conclusive" [12].
When Is Re~ulation So Oppressive To Constitute A "Taking" Of Property?
The concept of'taking" generally refers to any public action so restrictive
as to constitute an actual expropriation. Taking can occur in the context of
an eminent domain proceedings where compensation is an anticipated result, or
it can occur as the outgrowth of an attempted application of the police power
which is found by the courts to have exceeded the bounds of regulation.
Under a valid application of the police power, property is not taken by
the state, but instead the owner is restricted in his use of the property.
Because there is no actual taking of property, compensation to the landowner
is not required as is the case with the exercise of eminent domain. However,
the difference between eminent domain and the police power can be obscure
because, in some circumstances, both can be used to achieve the same result.
If a jurisdiction wanted to prohibit a certain use, it may be able to prohibit
that use through the police power, or it could acquire the land through
eminent domain. The difference between the two powers has been described as
follows [ 13]:
The distinction ought to be whether government has acquired unto
itself a property right--an interest that is literally or effectively transferred and increases government's store of proprietary
interests. The police or regulatory powers passes no such interest
to the government.
It may (and here is where confusion begins)
decrease some private owners' interests and may, in equal measure
increase other private owners' interests. For instance, a zoning
regulation that prevents you from building over thirty-five feet
high may impose upon you something very like an easement of light,
air, and view, burdening your land and benefiting your neighbor's.
It is not done, however, under the eminent domain power because,
assuming a transfer of some sort does occur, it is not to the goverrunent in its ownership capacity.
The line be tween regulation and taking is so blurred that it has been
described as "an impressionistic expression obscured by ornate digressions"
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[14]. However, federal and state courts have been confronted with resolving
this issue in a large number of cases involving a great diversity of attempted
regulatory actions. The courts have devised various tests for defining the
line between regulation and taking. The various considerations that have been
employed have been summarized to include [15]:
••• whether the statute completely destroys the property interest of
the person attacking it; whether the statute confers on such a party
benefits which to an appreciable degree offset what he loses by the
state's diminition of his interest; whether the extent and importance of the public interest to be served by the statute outweighs
any unfairness, disappointment of reasonable expectation or financial loss to which the statute would subject the owner of the
property interest if it were held valid; and whether the statute ·
involves an impairment of a private property interest to enhance
the economic value of some governmental enterprise, or to improve
the public condition by the resolution of conflicts among private
owners.
Another analysis [16] of the takings issue identifies the following tests
for determining when compensation is due:
Examination of judicial decisions and of legal commentary focused on
them indicates that one of four factors has usually been deemed
critical in classifying an occasion as compensable or not:
( 1)
whether or not the public or its agents have physically used or
occupied something belonging to the claimant; (2) the size of the
hann sustained by the claimant or the degree to which his affected
property has been devalued; (3) whether the claimant's loss is or is
not outweighed by the public's concomitant gain; (4) whether the
claimant has sustained any loss apart from restriction of his
liberty to conduct some activity considered harmful to other people.
After substantial analysis of these tests, the author of the above statement
concludes "• •• that none of the tests is adequately discriminating and reliable" [ 17] •
Whatever view is taken of this conclusion, it does appear that the limits
of the police power remain somewhat undefined. It is likely that any innovative property regulation will be subjected to close scrutiny. The absence of
a generally accepted test results in a degree of unpredictability regarding
the outcome of a judicial proceedings to detennine the validity of regulations
in any particular situation.
What Constitutes Unequal Protection Of The Laws?
The federal constitutional prohibition against unequal protection of the laws reflects concern for
unjustified discriminatory effects of governmental action. However, the equal
protection requiremnt has not been interpreted to exclude all unequal treatment based on special classification systems. Equal protection generally is
considered to be denied by classification only when governmental rules or
programs distinguish between persons who are similarly situated [18].
The courts have recognized that class if ica tions generally by necessity
are imperfect.
The U. s. Suprement Court has recognized this fact in the
following statement [19]:
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A classification having some reasonable basis does not of fend
against that clause [the fourteenth amendment] merely because it is
not made with mathematical nicety, or because in practice it results
in some inequality.
The standards of review which the courts employ to determine acceptable
variation from equality change with the circumstances under which the classifications are made. In the case of such classifications as those based on
race or national origin, a high standard of review is employed--the "strict
scrutiny" . test. Any legislation which has been classified on the basis of
these factors will be strictly scrutinized and will be held valid only if it
is necessary to accomplish a compelling state interest [20]. This same high
standard of review is applied to regulations affecting fundamental rights
[21].
On the other end of the scale from strict scrutiny is the standard of
"rational basis," which is applied to economic and social regulation. Under
this standard, legislation is held valid as long as the classifications made
bear a reasonable relationship to a proper governmental purpose. The Supreme
Court made the following statement [22] of this standard:

In the area of economics and social welfare, a State does not violate the Equal Protection Clause merely because the classifcations
made by its laws are imperfect.
If the classification has one
'reasonable basis,' it does not offend the Constitution simply
because the classification 'is not made with mathematical nicety or
because in practice it results in some inequality.'

In the case of Village of Belle Terre v. Borras [23], the Supreme Court
held that a zoning ordinance was a form of economic and social legislation
which would continue to be reviewed under the traditional test. The Court
indicated that a zoning ordinance which has been aimed at a suspect class--for
example, an ordinance with exclusions based on race--could not be reviewed
according to the strict scrutiny test [24]. Under the rational basis test,
however, the Court decided that the ordinance would be upheld as long as it
was reasonable and not arbitrary [25].
What Constitutes Improper Delegation Of Authority?
Constitutional provisions requiring separation of powers among the branches of government constrain governmental organization for implementation of police power measures.
Vesting of regulatory responsibilities for such measures with an administrative agency can give rise to questions of improper delegation of leg is la tive
power or improper assignment of functions judicial in character. These questions can arise at both the federal and state levels of government.
With regard to delegation of functions of a legislative nature, the
traditional limitation has been that delegations are proper only where adequate legislative standards are established to guide administrative decision
making. But the requirement for standards has never been fixed; it has been
described as a " ••• variable running the gamut from approval of tenns so vague
as to be virtually meaningless to disapproval of reasonably clear guides"

[26].
The state courts have been more prone to invalidate delegations of legislative authority than have the federal courts as indicated in the following
quotation from a treatise on administrative law [27]:
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Only two delegations by Congress to public authorities have ever
been held unconstitutional by the Supreme Court ••• , but numerous
delegations by state legislatures have been invalidated.
Even
during the 1970s the non-delegation doctrine has a good deal of
force in state courts. Yet it is both diminishing and changing.
The primary change referred to in the above statement appears to be less
reliance on the "standards" approach and more emphasis on procedural safeguards to protect against arbitrary agency action, including mechanisms for
administrative, legislative, and judicial review.
Where agencies are given authority to adjudicate individual rights and/or
assess penalties, questions of improper assignment of judicial functions may
arise. The following quotation [28] indicates that the state courts have also
been more likely than the federal courts to invalidate delegations on this
basis:
Agencies may not be delegated power to administer what is deemed
to be criminal law, and agencies may not serve when juries are
required. Except for these two clear propositions, federal courts
throughout the twentieth century have allowed Congress to determine
what judicial power to delega t ·e to agencies. But some state courts
have developed uneven and unstable law that occasionally forbids
delegation of judicial power to agencies. The movement in the state
courts is toward the federal view ••••
Thus it appears that the general trend is toward a reduction in constitutional constraints on delegation of power to administrative agencies.
However, considerable variability continues to exist among the states with
regard to the law relating to delegation, limiting the potential for generalized assessments of current law.

Use of the Police Power to Restrict
Natural Resource Development
Use of the police power to restrict the exercise of property rights
associated with natural resource utilization generally has been considered
constitutionally valid. The fact that state restrictions of this type do not
violate the due process provisions ofthe U.S. Constitution was established at
an . early date with regard to oil and gas product ion. For example, the U.S.
Supreme Court in the 1900 case of Ohio Oil Co. v. Indiana [ 29] upheld state
requirements for capping of gas wells to prevent waste of the common property
resource.
The circumstances preceding the Ohio Oil case were that several oil and
gas producing states, including Indiana, had enacted early legislation regulating oil and gas. In Indiana, a statute required capping of any gas wells
that were discovered in the pursuit of oil. The purpose of the legislation
was to prevent the waste of the gas9 a common property of well owners. The
statute thus sought to protect private property by insuring that one owner did
not dispose of the resource without regard to the rights of other owners. The
statute was challenged as a violation of the due process provision of the U.S.
Constitution, but the constitutionality of the capping requirement was upheld
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as proper regulation of a private resource by valid exercise of the police
power.
Capping requirements were likewise upheld in other cases. In Given v.
State [30], such requirements were held valid on the grounds of public
safety--an obvious police power measure.
The basis for the decision in
Connnonwealth v. Trent [31] was conservation of the gas resource. In that case
a capping requirement was upheld as a valid exercise of the police power in
order to protect the public interest in preserving a "storehouse of nature"

[32].
Regulations designed to control consumption of gas have also been upheld
as a valid exercise of the police power. In Townsend v. State [33], a regulation prohibiting the burning of gas in flambeau lights to prevent waste was
considered to be valid.
A similar result was reached in Walls v. Midland
Carbon Co. [34] involving a Wyoming statute which prohibited burning of certain gas reserves in the production of carbon black, a use considered inef f icient by the state legislature. The court concluded that the public interest
in regulating gas consumption sustained the regulation.
Use of the police power to regulate water use also has been accorded
general recognition. The following statements by the California Supreme Court
in the cases of Tulare Irrigation District v. Lindsay-Strathmore Irrigation
District [35] and Gins. Chow v. City of Santa Barbara [36], respectively,
express the view that water conservation is a valid object of police power
regulation:
That the protection and conservation of the
state is in the general welfare and serves
constitutes a _~easonable exercise of the
well settled that no further citation of

natural resources of the
a public purpose, and so
police power, is now so
authority is necessary.

The conservation of other natural resources are [sic] of importance,
but the conservation of the waters of the state is of transcendent
importance. Its waters are the very life blood of its existence.
A few attempts to impose water use restrictions have been rejected by the
courts. These cases generally are early decisions that arose in the context
of state attempts to modify existing water law. The special constitutional
issues concerning modification of established water law doctrines are considered in detail in a later section of this chapter.

Characteristics of the Police Power as
Defined by the Virginia Supreme Court
The Virginia Supreme Court has not been called upon to determine the
limits of the police power with regard to water use regulation, but the court
has resolved a variety of conflicts involving other applications of the police
power. The court's decisions concerning several types of regulatory activity
are of some interest, but cases involving the validity of land use controls
provide the most relevant source of background material from which to derive
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the court's view of the police power. Several characteristics of valid regulatory practice that emerge from the analysis of these decisions are discussed
in the following subsections.
Regulations Must Have A Reasonable Relation To The Subject Matter of The
Police Power. To be valid, regulations must be reasonably related to the subject matter of the police power--that is, they must be related to the public
heal th, safety, morals, or general welfare. The necessary relationship has
been found with relative ease in some cases. In West Brothers Brick Co. v.
Alexandria [37], for example, a landowner wanted to open a clay pit, a prohibited use in an area zoned for residential use. Upon challenge, the court
found the requisite relation between the general welfare and the prohibition
of the desired use. The pit would be incompatible in a residential area;
therefore the ordinance promoted the general welfare and was upheld.
If the requisite relation to the subject matter of the police power is
lacking, the ordinance will be held invalid. In Board of Supervisors v. Rowe
[ 38], an ordinance had been enacted which prohibited certain types of businesses from a traffic corridor while allowing other types. The court held
that this restriction was outside the board's police power because there was
no correlation between the prohibited businesses and the general welfare. In
Alexandria v. The Texas Co. [39], the city had granted the defendant a zoning
change needed for a filling station only after the defendant had agreed not to
install flood lights on the premises. Apparently such lights were a common
feature at filling stations, including several stations in the immediate
vicinity of that of the Texas Company. Some time after getting a zoning permit, the defendant installed flood lights, and the city filed a complaint.
The court decided that the lighting restriction was invalid--there was no
relation between the prohibition of the lighting and the general welfare. In
fact, the court found positive evidence suggesting that the lighting system
actually promoted public health and safety.

The Existence of Unearned Benefit or Uncompensated Loss to Private
Property Interests Does Not Necessarily Invalidate Police Power Regulation.
The fact that police power regulation may have positive or negative impacts on
property rights is illustrated in Bowman v. State Entomologist [40]. The case
involved a challenge to state action which authorized destruction of cedar
trees in order to control a fungus that attacked apple orchards. Thus the
owners of orchards benefited from the state action while the cedar tree owners
were subjected to loss. The Virginia court upheld the statute because protection of an important industry was viewed as related to the public welfare.
The U.S. Supreme Court upheld the Virginia statute at issue in Bowman in
Miller v. Schone [ 41]. This case is an illustration of the fact that incidental economic impact does not invalidate application of the police power if
properly related to the public interest. In Miller, the Supreme Court held
that the state had not exceeded its constitutional powers by ordering the
destruction of one class of property in order to save another; the legislature
had determined that the class of property to be saved was of greater value to
the public. The choice was necessarily the destruction of one type of property to protect another, and the court found that the exercise of the police
power was not unreasonable and raised no issues of due process with regard to
the lack of compensation to the owners of the cedar trees.
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Regulation Must Not Destroy All Beneficial Use and Enjoyment of Property.
Although certain elements of a property right (e.g., the right to maintain
cedar trees in Bowman) may be destroyed, regulation that denies the owner all
use and enjoyment of property is void because the result is confiscatory and
constitutes a taking.
This principle is illustrated by the 1971 case of
Boggs v. Board of Supervisors [42]. A county had zoned land residential, but
this use was no longer compatiable with the neighborhood's character. The
residential classification was seen as precluding all practical uses of the
land and left it "unsaleable at any price" [43]. Thus the zoning requirement
was held to be unreasonable.
The court has recently become more sympathetic to the landowner in determining whether he has been denied the use of his land. This is illustrated by
a comparison. of an earlier case, Southern Rail way v. Richmond [ 44], with two
later cases, Richmond v. Randall [45] and Boggs. Southern Raidway (Southern)
owned land in Richmond that was zoned residential.
It wanted to build a
freight yard on this land but was prohibited from doing so because of the
land's zoning. Southern argued that the zoning was void because the land was
unfit for residential purposes; it was marshy, and it lay along the James
River. The court focused on alternative uses that were allowed in residential
areas, among them recreational parks. It determined that the land was ideally
suited for use as a park.
Therefore, Southern was not denied the use and
enjoyment of its land because the zoning allowed one appropriate use of the
land. This gave the land some value, even if this value was nominal in comparison to its value as a freight yard.
In Randall, the landowner had been denied a change in zoning from residential to commercial. The court determined that the residential zoning was
unreasonable and that plaintiff's request was reasonable. The court enjoined
the city from zoning the land for the use deemed unreasonable and required the
city to rezone the land to uses that would be reasonable. A similar result
occurred in Boggs, where the county was prohibited from imposing an unreasonable zoning requirement.
The two later cases suggest that the court may have reached its holdings
by balancing the interests of the landowners with the community in deciding
whether the owner had lost the use of his land. In Southern Railway the court
dismissed Southern's claim for loss of enjoyment when it found one allowable
use. It did not matter that this use was one which Southern, or any other
private landowner, would not likely make. The important point was that there
was at least one use, and that this use carried some value. In Boggs and
Randall, the court's approach was to focus on the interests affected by the
zoning.
The owners were clearly harmed by the zoning, al though it seems
plausible that the court could have found some appropriate use under the
existing zoning as it had in Southern Railway. In these later cases, however,
the court found that the restrictive zoning had no benefit to the community.
The areas around the subject land had already been developed and the requested
zoning change would have no impact on the areas' character.
Regulation Must Apply Uniformly to Those Similarly Situated. If a regulation is not uniform in its application to those similarly situated, i t is
void on the basis that it amounts to a denial · of equal protection of law.
This issue was the primary factor in Board of Supervisors v. Allman [46]. The
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county had denied a landowner a zoning request for higher density development
although it had granted a similar request to landowners nearby. This was discriminatory because the county was favo r ing one developer over another without
an adequate reason to offset the discrimi nation. Although the county claimed
that necessary public services were not available, the facts disclosed that
these services would be available by the time the development was ready for
occupancy.
In Board of Supervisors v. Carper [47], the board had enacted a restrictive ordinance in the western half of the county, but the ordinance allowed
for higher density development for a period of two years after it became
effective. The court considered this time -feature to be discriminatory since
it arbitrarily deprived an owner of the right to a higher density development
after the time period elapsed. There was no police power justification for
the discrimination.
Discrimination was also a fac t or in the previously cited Texas Co. case.
A city had denied the gas station owner permission to install flood lights on
the premises, even though other stations on the same street had received permission.
The court stated that, under the equal protection clause of the
fourteenth amendment, the city could not discriminate against the owner by
denying him the type of lighting he wanted while granting it to another [48].
An exception to voidness for lack of uniformity exists when there is a valid
police power reason underlying the discrimination [49].
Regulations Must Not be Based on Socioeconomic Factors.
The prohibition
against regulation related to socioeconomic factors is based on the fact that
such restrictions are likely to discriminate against certain groups of people,
principally the lower and the lower-middle classes. A second reason is that
socioeconomic restrictions may operate to take property for public purposes
without compensation where it is imposed on a developer.
A recent case where an ordinance was declared invalid because it was
based on socioeconomic factors is Board of Supervisors v. DeGroff [SO].
Fairfax County had enacted a law which required developers seeking a zoning
change to dedicate fifteen percent of their housing to lower and lower-middle
class residency. This requirement was held to be void; zoning approval can
not be conditioned onl socioeconomic factors but must be limited to physical
characteristics.
Regulations Must Not be Based Solely on Aesthetics. Aesthetics may be a
factor taken into account in passing regulations but generally cannot be the
sole basis. In the previously cited Rowe [ 51] decision, buildings along a
traffic corridor had been restricted to-an-architecture that would insure compatibility. This provision of the ordinance was held invalid because there
were no other factors, such as public health or safety, justifying the provision. A zoning ordinance partially based on aesthetics will be sustained,
however, when it is also based on the subject matter of the police power. In
Peck v. Kennedy [52], an ordinance which prevented the stringing of pennants
on a car lot was held valid because there were public safety factors j ustifying the ordinance. Passing motorists could be distracted by the flapping
pennants, and this would endanger pedestrians and other motorists. Thus the
ordinance was held to be a proper measure under the police power.
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The only time that a landowner may be forced to comply with purely
aesthetic regulations is when the jurisdiction has adopted an ordinance for
the preservation of historic areas.
Pursuant to a Virginia statute [53],
counties and municipalities may enact architectural restrictions within such
areas.
Regulations Must Recognize Pre-Existing Uses of Property.
Provisions in
the enabling legislation for local land-use controls [54] establish the basis
for the protection of pre-existing uses that do not conform to zoning requirements. Such use is allowed to continue as long as it is not abandoned for a
period of two or more years [ 55]. The use cannot be enlarged. There is no
statutory provision for phased elimination of nonconforming uses as exists
in certain other states, and the issue apparently has not been before the
Virginia court.
Establishment of nonconforming uses after the adoption of control measures has been allowed under special conditions. In Board of Supervisors v.
Medical Structures [56], construction of a nonconforming use was upheld on the
basis that a vested right in the landowner had been created by the filing of a
site plan in reliance on a special use permit obtained prior to a zoning
change. In McClung v. County of Henrico [57], however, the right to establish
a nonconforming use under a previously issued building permit was held to have
been lost because construction was not initiated within a prescribed period of
time.
Regulatory Authority Involving Discretionary Decision Making Can Be
Delegated Under Proper Conditions. The Virginia position regarding delegation
of regulatory authority, which has been described as "an especially enlightened approach" [58], is stated in the 1949 case of Butler v. Commonwealth
[59]. This case involved a challenge to a statute allowing the Commissioner
of Motor Vehicles to suspend a driver's license " ••• upon any reasonable ground
appearing in the records of the Division ••• when he deems it necessary for the
safety of the publi~ on the highways" [ 60]. After reviewing this and other
procedural requirements affecting the Commissioner's action, the Virginia
court made the following statement [61]:
We think the foregoing provisions of the statute sufficiently guide
and restrain the actions of the Commissioner in the exercise of the
power conferred. They also afford adequate protection in the form
of judicial review to any person deeming himself aggrieved by any
action of the Commissioner which purports to be in the exercise of
such power.
' ••• Government could not be efficiently carried on if
something could not be left to the judgement and discretion of
administrative officers to accomplish in detail what is authorized
or required by law in general terms. Without this power legislation
would become either oppressive or inefficient. There would be confusion in the laws,. and in an effort to detail and particularize,
the law would miss sufficiency both in provision and detail ••• '.
This view taken by the court in previous cases and the existence of a current
constitutional provision authorizing creation of agencies " ••• with such
authority and duties as the General Assembly may prescribe" [62] suggest that
the delegation issue is not a significant constraint on implementation of the
state's police power.
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Regulations are Presumed Valid.
The Virginia court has summarized the
principles for judicial review of police power regulation of land use as
follows [ 63]:
The general principles applicable to a judicial review of the validity of zoning ordinances are well settled. The legislative branch
of a local government in the exercise of its police power has wide
discretion in the enactment and amendment of zoning ordinances. Its
action is presumed to be valid so long as it is not unreasonable and
arbitrary. The burden of proof is on him who assails it to prove
that it is clearly unreasonable, arbitrary or capricious, and that
it bears no reasonable or substantial. ·relation to the public health,
safety, morals or general welfare. The court will not substitute
its judgement for that of a legislative body, and if the reasonableness of a zoning ordinance is fairly debatable it must be sustained.
[citation omitted]. The exercise of the police power is subject to
the constitutional guarantee that no property shall be taken without
due process of law and where the police power conflicts with the
Constitution the latter is supreme, but courts will not restrain the
exercise of such power except when the conflict is clear.
This presumption of validity creates a substantial burden for the party
challenging the validity of a police power measure in the Commonwealth.

SPECIAL CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES CONCERNING LEGISLATIVE
MODIFICATION OF ESTABLISHED WATER RIGHTS DOCTRINES

Introduction
Earlier sections of this chapter have noted that classification of water
rights as property does not exempt them from police power regulation. Control
over the development of natural resources, including water, generally is considered a proper application of this power. But state regulation of water use
is often a controversial activity. Water rights under common law generally
are defined by relatively complex doctrines consisting of a variety of inter. acting principles. There is a tendency · for water users to view these doctrines as permanent institutions not subject to change. An inevitable consequence of the adoption of police power measures to control water use is modification of doctrinal principles.
Such modification therefore is likely to
be viewed by water users as a major disruption of expectations related to
water use.
State actions to modify common law water rights by legislation have been
subject to challenge in a variety of federal and state court cases. Among the
earliest challenges were those occurring with respect to legislation adopted
in California. A wide range of other states subsequently have experienced
such litigation which provides insight into the nature of constitutional limitations on water rights changes.
These states include Colorado, Florida,
Hawaii, Kansas, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon, South Dakota, and
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Wisconsin [64). Several states have adopted water law modifications that have
not been challenged in the courts; the absence of challenge at least indicates
a general perception of the constitutional validity of the measures involved.
Analysis of the experiences of these states provides insight into the principles of constitutionality as related to water law changes, beginning with the
basic question of whether constitutional constraints prohibit the abolition of
common law allocation systems.

Abolition of Common Law
Water Allocation Systems
The general right of the states to replace common law doctrines for water
allocation with legislative allocation programs appears well established. The
U.S. Supreme Count addressed the validity of such changes under the U.S.
Constitution in the early case of United States v. Rio Grande Dam and Irrigation Co. [ 65] as follows:
[A]s to every stream within its dominion a state may change this
common law rule [the riparian doctrine] and permit the appropriation
of the flowing waters for such purposes as it deems wise.

...

........................ .....

So far as those rules have only a local significance, and affect
only questions between citizens of the state, nothing is presented
which calls for any consideration by the Federal courts.
The U.S. Circuit Court for the Ninth Circuit further elaborated on this
general principle in the 1934 case of California-Oregon Power Co. v. Beaver
Portland Cement Co. [66) as follows:
It has long been generally recognized that the establishment of an
administrative system for the regulation and determination of water
rights ••• is a legitimate exercise of the police power of the
state ••••

...........................

..

Under the common law, the right of the riparian owner is to the
usufruct of the water and not to the water itself. Legislation
limiting the right to its use is in itself no more objectionable
than legislation forbidding the use of real property for certain
purposes. [citations omitted]. To argue ••• that riparian rights are
real property rights which attach to land, [sic] does not put such
rights beyond the reach of the police power.
The U.S. District Court for Kansas in Baumann v. Smrha [67], a 1956 case
involving the validity of Kansas water use legislation, emphasizes in the
following statement that common law rules of property are subject to
modification:
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There is no vested right in the decisions of a court and a change of
decision does not deprive one of equal protection of the laws of
property without due process of law [footnote omitted].
Even though prior decisions of a state court have established a rule
of property, a departure therefrom in a subsequent decision does not,
without more, constitute a deprivation of property without due process of law under the Fourteenth Amendment [footnote omitted].
[I]t is well settled that a legislature may change the principle of
the common law and abrogate decisions made thereunder when in the
opinion of the legislature it is necessary in the public welfare.
The question of whether replacement of common law water rights doctrines
violates state constitutional protection of property rights has been considered by several state supreme courts. These cases primarily have arisen in
western states where appropriative water law was adopted to replace or supplement riparian law accepted at an earlier date. The state courts generally
have agreed with the U.S. Supreme Court regarding modification of water rights
doctrines. Perhaps typical of the state view is the following statement from
Williams v. City of Wichita [68] made b~ the Supreme Court of Kansas in relation to the application of statutory appropriative law to ground water:
That the legislature may change the principle of the common law and
abrogate decisions made thereunder when in its opinion it is necessary to the public interest is well settled ••••
Of course, recognition of the general principle that state legislatures
can modify common law. water rights does not mean that the power to make such
changes is unlimited. Restrictions exist, and certain attempts to adopt and
implement legislative changes in water law have been declared unconstitutional.
These restrictions are considered in the following subsections.

Protection of Vested Water Rights
As noted by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the tenth circuit in William v.
City of Wichita, Kansas [69], "[a] state may modify or reject the riparian
doctrine and adopt the appropriation system but in so doing it must recognize
valid and existing vested rights." This requirement is perhaps the most
fundamental constraint on water law modification. Two significant issues with
regard to this constraint are the definition of a "vested water right" and the
extent to which vested rights are subject to restriction by means of police
power regulation.

Definition of a Vested Right.
The significance of the definition of
"vested right" arises from the fact that only those rights so classified are
protected by constitutional safeguards applicable to property; if a right is
not vested, it generally can be abolished without compensation. In the case
of water, the concept of vested rights is closely related to the usufructuary
nature of the water right--the right is one of use and generally does not
encompass ownership of the water in a stream or other natural source. The
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usufructuary nature of the right is most evident in the case of the appropriative right which does not come into existence until water is applied to a
beneficial use and which can be lost through non-use [70].
The usufructuary label is also applied to other water rights as well, but
the actual nature of these other rights can be distinguished from that of the
appropriative right. For example, riparian rights and rights under certain
ground water doctrines exist as an attribute of land ownership. Such rights
exist whether exercised or not, and, under the common law, they generally
cannot be lost through simple non-use [ 71]. Al though common law riparian
rights and ground water rights generally continue to exist whether exercised
or not, the states in adopting new water use controls often distinguish
between water rights that have been exercised and those that have not. While
exercised rights usually are considered vested and given continued legal
recognition, rights of a dormant or prospective nature often are not considered vested and are not recognized after implementation of state controls.
The validity of such action was one issue before the court in the Oregon
cases of In re Willow Creek [72] and In re Hood River [73], where the constitutionality of Oregon water use legislation was challenged.
Oregon had
enacted a new water allocation system which was based on the concept of appropriation [ 74]. The statute contained. provisions recognizing the existence of
vested rights, but by definition limited protection to such quantities
actually beneficially used prior to the passage of the statute. It specifically provided for divesture of riparian rights if not exercised within two
years. The constitutionality of the act was upheld in these cases and in the
previously cited federal decision of California v. Oregon Power Co..
The
Oregon court made the following statement in In re Hood River [75]:
No one has any property in the water itself, but a simple usufruct.
It was within the province of the Legislature, by the act of 1909,
to define a vested right of a riparian owner, or to establish a rule
as to when and under what condition and to what extent a vested
right should be deemed to be created in a riparian proprietor.
The Kansas approach in the 1945 Water Appropriation Act [76] serves as
another example of substantial modification of unexercised water rights which
has been upheld as constitutional.
This act established an appropriation
system that applied to both surface and ground water. Provisions of the act
for protection of common law water rights were somewhat unique.
Vested rights were defined as those being applied to beneficial use at
the time of passage of the act, within three years prior to that date, or
where construction of necessary works was underway upon passage of the act.
Provision was made for recognition of such rights through the new permit
system, and future appropriations were to be made subject to such vested
rights. A 1978 addition to the act provides that claims for vested rights
will not be accepted after July 1, 1980 [77].
Without compliance with the
user would continue to possess a
In fact, even landowners who had
vested rights were recognized as
But these common law rights are of

vested right provisions, however, a water
common law right under the Kansas statute.
not initiated water uses in time to have
having a continuing common law right [ 78].
a restricted nature. The appropriation act
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limited the rights of common law claimants to an action at law for compensation where a conflict between common law use and a use authorized under the
act arose.
The Kansas Water Appropriation Act was challenged in both state and
federal courts as being an unconstitutional interference with property rights.
The first challenge was State ex rel Emergy v. Knapp [79] in which the Supreme
Court of Kansas considered the general validity of the legislation. The case
consisted of an action by the state against an irrigation district and an
officer of a state water resources agency. The impetus for the case was the
reluctance of the federal government to complete an irrigation project without
resolution of uncertainty concerning the validity of the statute. The consideration of the specific issues raised in the case, one of which was whether
the statute was a taking of pre-existing vested riparian rights, appears somewhat perfunctory, perhaps due to the nature of the challenge to the statute.
In upholding the statute, the state supreme court found that the specific
issues raised were only "details and procedure" [80] since the statute dedicated all water in Kansas to the people of the state, a provision which was
not explicitly challenged in the case.
The validity of the Kansas water appropriation legislation under the
federal constitution was challenged in the above cited Baumann decision [81].
In this case, a landowner adversely affected by the City of Wichita, a permitted ground water user, was seeking a declaration that the legislation was
unconstitutional and a revocation of permits issued thereunder. The U.S.
District Court, relying substantially on the Knapp case, upheld the statute
and found the provisions for protection of common law claimants to be adequate.
Ground water pumping by the City of Wichita was also the focus of attention in a previously cited 1962 Kansas Supreme Court case [ 82] and a 1960
federal circuit court case [83]. The federal circuit court affirmed a U.S.
district court decision deferring the conflict for resolution in the state
courts. The case in state · court centered on the power of the state to modify
landowners' rights in unused ground water underlying property.
The state
supreme court again upheld the validity of the legislation in question and
made the following statement [84] with regard to treatment of common law water
rights:
We hold that i t was within the competency of the legislature to
define the 'vested rights' of common law water users, or to establish a rule as to when and under what conditions and to what extent
a vested right should be deemed to be created in such a water
user ••• [citations omitted]. The effect of the common law doctrine
in Kansas under the Act is little more than legal fiction.
The
right of the plaintiff to ground water underlying his land is to the
usufruct of the water and not to the water itself. Legislation
limiting the right to its use is in itself no more objectionable
than legislation forbidding the use of property for certain purposes ••• [citations omitted].
As we have seen, the ownership of land does not carry with it any
ownership of vested rights to underlying ground water not actually
diverted and applied to beneficial use. Nor do we regard such a
landowner as having a vested right ••• to ground water underlying his
land which he has not appropriated and applied to beneficial use.
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The court indicated that its views applied equally to surface and ground water

(85].
In the cases upholding the validity of the Kansas water use legislation,
attention has usually been called to the provision for payment of compensation
to injured common law claimants. The impact of this provision on the outcomes
of the cases is difficult to determine. While the provision may have been an
important factor, the courts have never indicated that it was essential. As
noted below, other courts have allowed the abolition of unused rights, or
rights being exercised where not recorded within statutority prescribed periods of time, without payment of compensation.
Other states where abolition of unused common law water rights has been
upheld include South Dakota, North Dakota, and Nebraska. South Dakota reached
this result in Knight v. Grimes (86]. Legislation adopted in 1955 had provided for appropriation of all waters flowing in definite streams, except
those subject to vested rights. The legislation limited vested rights to uses
existing on a certain date or within the previous three-year period. Persons
with prior vested rights were required to file their claims with a state
agency. The Knight case not only upheld the constitutionality of the statute
but strongly indicated that even those water rights regarded as vested could
be regulated under the police power. Challenges in North Dakota to a 1955
ground water appropriation statute resulted in the holding that presently
exercised uses were vested (87] and therefore superior to future appropriations, but that unexercised rights were not protected [ 88]. The Nebraska
court indicated in an early case that the legislature could extinguish
riparian rights which were not presently exercised [89].
The 1955 Arizona decision of Southwest Engineering Co. v. Ernst (90]
involved consideration of the abolition of unused water rights from a somewhat
different perspective. The Supreme Court of Arizona was confronted with the
allegation that such action discriminated against future water users, thereby
constituting denial of equal protection of the laws. Noting that the supply
of water was not adequate for all existing and potential users, the court
found economic justification for restriction of additional use. It therefore
hel d that discrimination against future users was based on a rational classification and did not constitute unequal protection of the laws.
The fact that unexercised rights can be abolished in connection with the
implementation of administrative water allocation systems has received additional support in the recent Florida case of Village of Tequesta v. Jupiter
Inlet Corp. [ 91]. The case involved the issue of whether common law water
rights continue to exist independently of the water use permitting program
established by the Florida Water Resources Act of 1972 (92]. The Supreme
Court of Florida noted that the act had provided a two-year period for conversion of common law water rights which had been exercised into permit water
rights and that it made no provision for continuation of unexercised common
law rights. The court held that the state's reasonable use ground water doctrine, which had been displaced by the permit system, created only a usufructuary right; no vested rights applied to ground water " ••• not actually
diverted and applied to beneficial use" [ 93].
Other states have limited legally recognized water rights to those presently exercised without encountering legal challenge. Iowa and Mississippi
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are examples. The Iowa permit system [94] recognized the existence of certain
prior uses by defining such uses as nonregulated if applied to beneficial use
prior to May 16, 1957. While the Iowa statute has not been challenged in the
courts, two commentators have indicated their view that it is constitutional
[95]. In 1956, Mississippi adopted a surface water appropriation act [96]
entirely replacing the ripar1an system in that state. The Mississippi act
defines as vested rights those riparian rights being lawfully exercised
between April 6, 1953 (three years prior to the effective date of the act) and
December 31, 1958. Riparian landowners not exercising their riparian rights
were thus given a period of approximately 21 months to initiate use of previously unused riparian rights and to have them recognized as vested rights.
Such rights are superior to any appropriations made after December 31, 1958.
The early Hawaiian case of City Mill Co. v. Honolulu Sewer and Water Commission [97] represents an opposing point of view to the cases discussed to
this point regarding the issue of abolition of unused rights; it held that a
governmental agency could not deny a permit for a proposed water use and held
the associated legislative authority to be unconstitutional. The case arose
as a result of a rejection of an application for a permit for drilling a new
artesian well.
The stated reasons for the permit denial were that the
artesian basin involved was being overdrawn and that danger of salt water
intrusion existed. The territorial supreme court held that the rejection of
the application for a new well while existing users were unrestrained was a
violation of the applicant's rights as defined in the common law doctrine of
ground water law.
A significant factor in the City Mill Co. case was the apparent absence
of conclusive evidence as to the necessity of the prohibition of the new use
in question.
The court noted the absence of a legislative declaration of
emergency conditions and the fact that evidence in the case did not so indicate. It was noted that 27 active artesian wells existed in the basin, none
of which had been abandoned nor diminished in use due to increases in
salinity. Thus the court was obviously unconvinced as to the actual need for
the action taken in addition to its opposition based on the common right of
each landowner to use ground water under common law.
California provides an example of a state which has adopted water use
controls without attempting to abolish unexercised riparian rights. The 1928
amendment to the state constitution [ 98] which restricted water rights to
beneficial use consistently has been interpreted to give continuing recognition to such rights [99].
This review of state experiences relating to abolition of unused common
law water rights indicates general acceptance of the view that such action is
a valid exercise of governmental power under state and federal constitutions.
The Hawaii decision represents a minority viewpoint in conflict with the general trend of authority. The precedential value of this decision is likely
to be lessened since it occurred prior to statehood. In fact, the State of
Hawaii currently administers a ground water management program which requires
permits for initiation of new uses within specially designated areas [ 100].
Perhaps the primary significance of the City Mill Co. case is its emphasis on
the need for regulatory decisions to be based on sound evidence of the need
for constraints on new water use. The lack of such evidence becomes a potential basis for judicial overriding of individual permitting decisions even
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where the regulatory program itself is considered valid. The California situation indicates the flexibility possible in water use controls. Rather than
taking the approach of abolishing unused rights, an explicit decision was made
to preserve them. While such an approach undoubtedly adds complexity to water
management, the California experience illustrates that more than one alternative is available.
Regulation of Vested Water Rights. The basic issue to be considered in
this section is to what extent, if any, classification of a water right as
"vested" creates immunity from police power regulation. As indicated in the
following statement by the U.S. Supreme Court in a case [101] involving municipal regulation of housing, property rights in general do not acquire such
immunity by virtue of their recognition and exercise prior to adoption of control measures:
But in no case does the owner of property acquire immunity against
exercise of the police power because he constructed it in full compliance with the existing laws.
In order to put legislative modification of vested water rights in perspective, it is necessary to consider the status of such rights within the
common law itself. Property rights are not absolute under the common law but
are subject to modification by judicial action. The Wisconsin Supreme Court
made the following statement in State of Wisconsin v. Deetz [ 102] where it
rejected a previously accepted doctrine of diffused surface water law and
accepted a different approach:
[T ]he common law is judge-made law, designed to accomplish the
effectuation of recognized social policies within the framework of
legal history. When a rule of law thwarts social policy rather than
promotes it, it is the obligation of a common law court to undo or
modify a rule that it has previously made [footnote omitted].
In the exercise of this power to modify property law, the courts have
effected major changes in water rights as illustrated by the action taken by
the Wisconsin court.
Thus it is obvious that water rights within common law doctrines are not
permanently fixed in nature but are subject to modification as the law evolves.
Legislative modification of water rights represents a different mechanism to
continue a . well estab l ished process. Consideration of this fact, together
with the general principle discussed in the previous section that common law
is generally subject to legislative modification, indicates that the power of
a state legislature to regulate vested water rights would generally exist
beyond question.
The Supreme Court of Wyoming in the early case of Farm Investment Co. v.
Carpenter recognized the basic authority of the state to apply controls to
previously existing water rights in the following statement [103]:
[T]here exists no difference between claimants
prior to, and those acquiring rights after, the
stitution and the statute in question... • It
taken notion that the legislature is powerless

whose rights accrued
adoption of the conis certainly a misto require an owner
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of a property right, however long that ownership may have subsisted,
to submit his claims to a legal tribunal, in an authorized proceeding, upon due and proper notice, for determination, as between him
and others claiming interests in the same subject-matter ••••
The full range of potential control measures which could be applied to
vested water rights has not been tested in the courts as to constitutional
validity. This situation results in part from the fact that several states
adopting legislative water use controls have recognized pre-existing uses
without substantive restriction. In some cases where restrictions have been
imposed, they have not been challenged. But a few control measures have been
tested as to their validity; these court cases and the other experiences of
states regulating vested rights provide insight into the extent to which
vested rights can be subjected to control.
There are several control measures that are common aspects of regulatory
programs whose validity needs consideration.
These measures include the
requirement for registration or acquisition of a permit as a condition for
continued recognition of a vested water right, imposition of restrictions to
curtail use considered excessive or inconsistent with a beneficial use criterion, imposition of forfeiture provisions that result in loss of water
rights upon non-use for a prescribed period of time, issuance of time-limited
permits subject to possible termination after a set period of time, and imposition of provisions for restriction of use or reallocation during emergency
conditions and/or for protection of instream values.
Registration of Vested Water Rights. Since registration or permitting of
existing uses, with the exception of specifically enumerated exemptions, is a
relatively standard provision of state water use controls, such provisions
appear to have received general acceptance. However, this requirement has not
often been singled out for attention within court decisions resulting from
legal challenges to water use controls. This issue was raised in the above
cited Emery case where one of the questions submitted for determination was
whether the act under review was " ••• unconstitutional as requiring an owner of
riparian lands to affirmatively apply to and obtain the approval of the chief
engineer for the use of river water in order to preserve such rights ••• " (104].
The Kansas Supreme Court answered the question in the negative (105] but did
not elaborate.
A more recent example is given by the 1979 Florida
The Supreme Court of Florida took specific note of the
sion of common law water use rights into permit water
its implicit approval by upholding the entire regulatory

decision of Tequesta.
procedure for converrights [ 106] and gave
program.

Restriction of Established Uses to Prevent Waste. Since the power to
restrict wasteful-Use or use otherwiseconsidered excessive is generally considered essential to protection of the public interest associated with water,
such authority is a common feature of administrative allocation programs. In
fact, prevention of waste is a stated objective of most water allocation systems, including those within the common law as well as statutory systems.
However, the attempt to invoke such provisions and actually restrict water use
traditionally has been such an infrequent occurrence [ 107] that such action
has been likely to promote controversy, particularly where the attempted
restriction has been legislative or administrative in origin.
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The courts have held certain attempted restrictions of vested rights
imposed at an early date to be invalid.
One of the best known examples
occurred in the 1903 Wisconsin case of Huber v. Merkel (108] where the state
supreme court held invalid a state law prohibiting waste of artesian ground
water. The court held the water involved to be exclusively private and not
to involve the public interest. An analysis of Wisconsin ground water law
indicates that the validity of the statute held unconstitutional in Huber may
have been subject to question because it was apparently aimed at a particular
water user (109], but the opinion of the court goes beyond this interpretation
and clearly represents the view that prevention of ground water waste is not
within state authority. But the Huber decision was expressly overruled by the
1974 case of State v. Michel's Pipeline Construction Co., Inc. [110].
California provides a second example where attempts by a state legislature to impose water use controls were found invalid at an early date. The
California courts had given acceptance to the natural flow version of the
riparian doctrine which recognized riparian owners as having rights to the
entire flow of streams. The legislature attempted to restrict riparian rights
to a reasonably beneficial use in the Water Commission Act of 1913 (111]. The
act contained a provision which stated that the use of more than two and onehalf acre feet of water per acre in the irrigation of uncultivated land was
not a beneficial use.
The validity of this provision was considered in
Herminghaus v. Southern California Edison Co. -"(112] where the court made the
following statement:
The extent to which such riparian owners need and use and are entitled to have the benefit of the flow and overflow of such waters
under their vested riparian rights therein is a matter which depends
upon the circumstances of each particular case; upon location,
aridity, rainfall, soil porosity, responsiveness, adaptability to
particular forms of product ion, and many other elements, which
render the question essentially one for judicial inquiry and determination in all cases involving the proper use of water upon both
cultivated and uncultivated areas.
To concede that the state
Legislature has the right arbitrarily to fix as to the latter the
amount of water which the riparian proprietor may take and use
thereon would be to concede an equal power to make a like arbitrary
fixation in respect to cultivated areas also, entirely regardless of
the foregoing elements which are necessarily the determining factors
in such fixation. To concede this would be to concede to the legislative department of the state government the arbitrary power to
destroy vested rights in private property of every kind and
character.
Another provision of the 1913 legislation created a state commission to
issue permits for the appropriation of water not needed for the beneficial
uses of riparian owners.
In Fall River Vall~y Irrigation District v. Mt.
Shasta Power Corp. [ 113], the court viewed this provision as an attempt to
transfer water rights from one group (the riparian landowners) to another (the
appropriators).
The court recognized that riparian rights were subject to
proper exercise of the police power but could not find the requisite relation
between the legislation and the power. It clearly stated this perspective in
the following quotation (114]:
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No question can arise as to the power of the Legislature to modify
or abrogate a rule of the common law. The question is: Can any
such change affect the previously vested rights of property owners?
We need here only say that the legislative department of the state
may not take any portion of a vested property right from one person
and invest another with it and be justified in so doing ••••
These court decisions rejecting legislative attempts to exercise control
over water use had no lasting effect due to adoption of the above noted state
constitutional amendment in 19 28 [ 115] • The amendment limited all water
rights to that amount required for beneficial use, thereby excluding waste.
This provision subsequently has been upheld in such cases as Gin s. Chow v.
City of Santa Barbara [116] and Peabody v. City of Vallejo [117] and has
served as the basis for comprehensive controls over surface water use [118].
The Huber decision constitutes a major exception, but most statutes
intended to prevent waste of artesian ground water that have been challenged
have been upheld. One such case was Ex parte Elam [119], a California decision
in which a landowner contended that an artesian well statute prohibiting waste
was unconstitutional. The court relied on the U.S. Supreme Court's decision
in an earlier gas regulation case, Ohio Oil Co. v. Indiana [120], to uphold
the regulation which required capping of artesian wells or arresting the flow
of water from such wells. The court made the following statement:
[N]o surface owner possesses the right to extract the subterranean
water in excess of a reasonable and beneficial use upon the land
from which it is extracted... • Nor can an appropriator take more
water than he can beneficially use.
In a similar California case, Ex pa rte Maas [ 121], the property owner was
fined for violating an ordinance regulating the use of water. The ordinance
allowed use of well water for beneficial purposes of irrigation but specified
that if five percent or more of the water received was allowed to escape, it
was waste. The court found the regulation to be a reasonable and proper exercise of the police power.
The validity of similar statutes has also been upheld in other states.
In Eccles v. Ditto, the New Mexico Supreme Court specifically rejected contentions that such statutes deprive the owners of artesian wells of property
without due process. Another New Mexico case, State v. McLean [122], involved
not only restrictions on the quantity of use but also questions concerning the
purpose of use and the method employed. The property owner had apparently
allowed an artesian well to overflow as a method of irrigating native grasses.
The state alleged that the discharge was wasteful and not a beneficial use.
The following statement [ 123] addresses the state's power to prohibit such
use:
All water within the state, whether above or below the surface or
the ground belongs to the state, which authorizes its use, and there
is no ownership in the course of the water but the use thereof may
be acquired and the basis of such acquisition is beneficial use ••••
The state as owner of the water has the right to prescribe how it
may be used. This the state has done by the enactment of ••• [state
legislation] which provides that the beneficial use is the basis,
the measure and limit to the right to the use of water.
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Although these cases support the general right of state government to
impose water use restrictions to prevent waste, they do not explore the full
range of questions concerning the limits of such regulation. This lack of
a comprehensive investigation of such limits is at least partially the result
of the traditional reluctance of administrative agencies to attempt to impose
strict definitions of waste and to attempt aggressive curtailment of such
waste. Information requirements necessary for this approach are substantial
and serve as an inherent limitation on its feasibility [124].
Imposition of .! Forfeiture Provision EE_ Vested Rights. Application of a
forfeiture provision to a pre-existing water use may be subject to constitutional challenge since it appears to constitute a retroactive modification of
a vested water right. The results of such challenges have been mixed. In the
1913 case of St. Germain Irrigating Ditch Co. v. Hawthorn Ditch Co. [125], the
Supreme Court of South Dakota held unconstitutional a water appropriation
statute containing a forfeiture provision applicable to all rights. The court
specifically rejected this provision and noted that riparian rights cannot be
lost by non-use. However, a later appropriation statute has been upheld as
valid by the South Dakota court in the 1964 case of Knight v. Grimes [ 126]
which in effect overruled the 1913 decision.
Another example where a forfeiture provision has been invalidated is the
case of Tulare Irrigation District v. Lindsay-Strathmore Irrigation District
[127], a 1935 California decision. The state supreme court held unconstitutional a legislative provision declaring ten years of non-use of a riparian
right to constitute an abandonment. The court saw such an attempt as being
" ••• contrary to the letter and spirit of the 1928 constitutional amendment ••• ," which was seen as protecting the riparian " ••• not only as to his
present needs, but also as to future or prospective reasonable beneficial
needs" [ 128]. Thus the general applicability of this case as precedent is
limited due to its reliance on a specific state constitutional provision.
The application of a forfeiture provision to a pre-existing water right
was upheld in the 1974 Texas decision of Texas Water Rights Commission v.
Wright [129]. At issue was the validity of state agency action cancelling
water rights pursuant to a forfeiture provision enacted after creation of the
water rights in question. Not only had the water rights been created before
the effective date of the statute, but a portion of the period of non-use in
question occurred prior to the statute's effective date. After noting the
retroactive effect of the legislation, the Texas Supreme Court upheld the
statute and made the following statement [130]:
Mere retroactivity is not sufficient to invalidate a statute. The
fact that a statute authorizes the consideration of events that
occurred prior to the effective date of the statute does not compel
disapproval of the enactment, provided the affected parties were
afforded a reasonable time to protect their interests.
The Texas court reviewed attempts by other states to terminate outstanding unused water rights and found that such attempts generally had been upheld.
The following excerpts from the court's discussion summarizes its findings
[131]:
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Nebraska ••• has held that non-use or waste of appropriated water
operates as a condition subsequent to the limited right which was
original l y granted.
[citations omitted]. New Mexico in applying
a 1907 statute to water permits acquired in 1883 and 1887, held that
a permittee's failure to use all or any part of the water available
to him for a continuous period of four years caused a forfeiture.
The court reasoned that the statute was declaratory of the common
law of forfeiture, and only made definite the usually indefinite
time required for a forfeiture ••••
The California courts grafted a five-year limitation period on a
statute which had declared that water permits would expire upon nonuse. The statute had been silent concerning the duration of the
non-use. [citations omitted]. Arizona applied a forfeitu.r e statute
enacted in 1913 to water permits which long antedated the statute.
[citations omitted].
The Nevada court held that a water permit which was perfected prior
to 1913 could not be impaired or lost by non-use for a period of
five years as provided by a later statute •••• We [the Texas court]
do not choose to follow the holding of the Nevada court, a holding
which is apparently the rule only in that state.
The decision in the Texas case and the others cited by it in the above
quotation were directly influenced by the nature of the water rights
involved--appropriative rights to use water for beneficial purposes.
The
Texas court emphasized the usufructuary nature of the rights and the inherent
limitation that the water be beneficially used [ 132]. Thus the forfeiture
provision was seen as a reasonable measure which could have been anticipated
by the parties involved. This reliance by the court on the nature of the
appropriative right lessens the value of the decision as precendent in a
riparian jurisdiction where water rights, although usufructuary in nature,
generally are not lost by non-use alone [133]. Nevertheless, the Texas case
serves as support for the validity of retroactive application of legislation
where a reasonable time is provided for affected parties to preserve their
rights.
Issuance of Time-Limited Permits .!£_ Holders of Vested Rights. Although
time-limited permits have been employed [134], the question of their validity
when applied to established water uses has not been answered definitively.
The absence of precedent in this area is due at least in part to the tendency
for challenges to . such provisions not to arise until the original permit's
expiration, and then only if it were not renewed [135]. The general scarcity
of such occurrences has created little opportunity for court challenges to
occur. The basic issue involved is whether recognition of a vested right for
a specified period of time with provision for possible termination after such
period constitutes adequate protection of vested rights as required by federal
and state constitutions. Since such rights must be given continued recognitioi at the initiation of a permitting program, it could be argued that termination at a later time would not be permissible.
However, termination at the end of a specified permit term would involve
a basic distinction from initial termination--the water user would be provided
with notice, an important element of due process in many proceedings. The
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concept of notice has been significant in determining the validity of a
possibly analogous police power measure--the forced discontinuance of nonconforming land use sometimes employed in zoning programs.
There is a split in authority regarding the issue of whether the forced
elimination of non-conforming uses under zoning ordinances is a valid exercise
of the police power or an unconstitutional taking in the absence of compensation. The apparent majority position recognizes the right of local governing
bodies to eliminate such land uses under a zoning ordinance with termination
provisions reasonable as to time and directed toward achieving a public good
(136]. As indicated by the following statement (137], the courts taking this
position view the elimination of an existing use to differ only in degree from
those prohibiting a prospective use:
The distinction between an ordinance restricting future uses and one
requiring the termination of present uses within a reasonable period
of time is merely one of degree, and constitutionality depends on
the relative importance to be given to the public gain and to the
private loss. Zoning as it affects every piece of property is to
some extent retroactive in that it applies to property already owned
at the time of the effective date of the ordinance. The elimination
of existing uses within a reasonable time does not amount to a
taking of property nor does it necessarily restrict the use of property so that it cannot be used for any reasonable purpose.
The requirements of due process normally mandate that the elimination of
non-conforming uses occur over a period of time in order to lessen the impact
on the affected landowners. This approach is discussed in the following quotation (138]:
Use of a reasonable amortization scheme provides an equitable means
of reconciliation of the conflicting interests in satisfaction of
due process requirements. As a method of eliminating existing nonconforming uses it allows the owner of the nonconforming use, by
affording an opportunity to make new plans, at least partially to
offset any loss he might suffer. The loss he suffers, i f any is
spread out over a period of years, and he enjoys a monopolistic
position by virtue of the zoning ordinance as long as he remains.
If the amortization period is reasonable the loss to the owner may
be small when compared with the benefit to the public. Nonconforming uses will eventually be eliminated. A legislative body may well
conclude that the beneficial effect on the community of the eventual
elimination of all nonconforming uses by a reasonable amortization
plan more than offsets individual losses.
Those courts adopting the minority position refuse to extend the
rationale for upholding prospective land uses to include the elimination of
existing uses. The following excerpts from a decision of the Supreme Court
of Missouri state this opposing view (139]:
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Property is defined as including not only ownership and possession
but also the right of use and enjoyment for lawful purposes... •

.... ..............
The amortization provision under review would terminate and take
from instant relators the right to continue a lawful nonconforming
use of their lots which has been exercised and enjoyed since 1910-a right of the character to which the courts traditionally have
referred as a 'vested right.' To our knowledge, no one has, as yet,
been so brash as to contend that such a pre-existing lawful nonconforming use properly might be terminated immediately. In fact, the
contrary is implicit in the amortization technique itself which
would validate a taking presently unconstitutional by the simple
expedient of postponing such taking for a 'reasonable' time [footnote omitted] [italics in original].

...... .......
In our view of the matter, termination of relators' pre-existing
lawful nonconforming use ••• would constitute the taking of private
property for public use without just compensation in violation of
Article 1, Section 26, Missouri Constitution of 1945 ••••
Although precedent for the elimination of nonconforming land uses under
zoning ordinances can be found, the appropriateness of the analogy between
this situation and the termination of a water right may be subject to question.
It may be argued that the impact of total elimination of a water right
is greater than the loss of the right to maintain a particular land use. If
a water right is viewed simply as an element of property ownership, however,
loss of the water right may be viewed as comparable to loss of the right to
engage in a particular land use.
In both cases, other uses of the affected
property would likely continue to exist.
In the case of loss of a water
right, land uses not requiring water (such as nonirrigated crop production)
would be unaffected, and certain water-using activities may still be possible.
Domestic and other minor water uses generally are not subjected to control,
and alternative sources of supply may be available.
Imposition of Special Restrictions ~ Vested Rights During Emergencies
and/ or to Preserve Minimum Streamflows.
Special restrictions on water use
during emergencies would appear to be valid since protection of public health
and safety is a fundamental purpose of the police power [140]. The potential
breadth of this application is substantial when it is considered that public
safety is not limited to physical threats but also encompasses economic
threats [141]. Thus it is likely that regulations intended to prevent severe
economic disruptions associated with water shortages would be considered valid
police power measures. This view is reinforced by the fact that states without full-time water allocation programs may have special emergency programs
authorized by law [142].
State-imposed minimum flow requirements for protection of instream conditions may be somewhat more difficult to justify, but some degree of such protection is encompassed within existing common law systems of water rights.
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For example, the riparian doctrine imposes restrictions during times of shortage through its sharing requirement [143]. Such sharing may involve protection of minimum flows where riparian landowner interests such as property
values are related to instream conditions [ 144]. State-enforced protection
of minimum flows would likely broaden the constraint imposed by the riparian
doctrine but would not constitute a totally new kind of limitation on individual riparian rights.

State Authorization of Previously
Unlawful Water Uses
One of the common objectives of state adoption of an administrative water
allocation program is to increase flexibility in water use; one mechanism to
achieve this aim is the establishment of procedures for authorization of
activities not allowed under previously existing common law. For example, a
state may desire to authorize interbasin transfer or other nonriparian water
use traditionally prohibited. The validity of this particular action has been
briefly considered by the courts of a few states. The question of whether
authorization of water use on nonriparian lands rendered a Kansas water allocation statute unconstitutional was raised in the previously discussed Emery
decision. 'nle question was answered in the negative [145] but did not receive
the explicit attention of the court since this and several other issues were
viewed as "details and procedure" after the court approved a provision of the
statute holding water to be a public resource subject to control and regulation by the state [146]. 'nle question of state-approved nonriparian use was
also considered in the case of Gin s. Chow v. City of Santa Barbara [147]
where the Supreme Court of California upheld state authorization of nonriparian use of flood waters not put to reasonable beneficial use by riparian landowners.
With regard to the general issue of state authorization of previously
unlawful water use activities, a fundamental question is whether other water
rights holders maintain a right of legal action against such uses. The extent
to which the private right of action is continued in conjunction with administrative controls varies considerably among different types of regulatory programs. Pollution control legislation often explicitly continues the right of
private action as a supplementary control mechanism [148]. On the other hand,
restriction or elimination of private actions is a specific objective of some
legislation.
For example, Iowa legislation concerning feedlots establishes
compliance with specific state controls and zoning ordinances as an absolute
defense against certain private nuisance actions [149].
In Virginia, the
Erosion and Sediment Control Act limits the private right of action against
activities authorized through the provisions of the act to situations involving negligence [150]. In the case of water use controls, it appears that continued recognition of the common law right of action generally would likely be
inconsistent with the purpose of such controls.
Previous consideration of the general issue of state regulation of vested
water rights suggests that restriction of the common law right of action is a
valid regulatory power of state government; however, such power is not without
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limit since the right of protective legal action is fundamental to the continuing status of a property interest. Thus the question regarding the power of
the state to authorize water uses not recognized within the common law essentially is but an alternative view of the basic issue analyzed in the previous
section--the degree of protection of vested rights which is constitutionally
mandated.

Delegation of Water Allocation Authority
to Administrative Agencies
The issue of whether administrative agencies constitutionally can be
vested with authority to make allocation decisions affecting property interests
in water is a central question regarding state institutional arrangements for
water management. Certain state courts at an early date refused to recognize
administrative authority in this area. For example, the Texas Supreme Court
in the 1921 case of Board of Water Engineers v. McKnight [151] struck down
the Texas legislature's attempt to confer on an administrative body authority
to settle water rights disputes. The court held that the authority to adjudicate property rights was a purely judicial function; therefore the legislation
was held to be an unconstitutional delegation of judicial power to the executive branch of government.
Although the McKnight decision has never been specifically overruled,
subsequent developments have largely negated its effect.
In a 1926 Texas
decision [ 152], the McKnight holding was limited to waters in which vested
riparian rights existed, and it was held that operation of a permit system for
authorizing use of other water was· a proper function of the executive branch
of government. The McKnight decision was further reduced in significance by
a 1945 decision [153] in which the Texas Supreme Court found that McKnight did
not control.
Relying on a constitutional amendment adopted since McKnight
that authorized legislation for conservation and development of natural
resources, the court upheld a state agency's authority to determine competing
rights in natural gas fields. A 1967 decision [154] indicated that the strict
construction of the separation-of-powers principle established in McKnight was
no longer in effect. In view of these developments, the Texas legislature has
enacted new law [155] empowering an administrative agency with dispute
settling powers similar to those struck down in McKnight.
Recognition of the validity of delegation of adjudicative authority to an
administrative agency has occurred in a more direct fashion in certain other
states. In Wyoming, the issue arose in the 1900 case of Farm Investment Co.
v. Carpenter [156] concerning the validity of legislation providing for administrative determination of water rights priorities. A water user maintained
[157] that such determination
••• involves solely a judicial inquiry into rights to property as
between private parties, and that the jurisdiction to undertake such
an investigation and adjudicate therein can be constitutionally
lodged only in some court which is by article 5 of the constitution
vested with judicial power.
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The court rejected this contention and held that the power exercised was quasi
judicial only and properly could be conferred upon executive officers and
boards. The fact that decisions of the agency in question were subject to
review by the courts apparently was a significant factor underlying the court's
decision. The following statement [158] by the court indicates that it viewed
administrative involvement as a desirable development:
In the development of the irrigation problem under the rule of prior
appropriation, perplexing questions are continually arising, of a
technical and practical character. As between an investigation in
the courts and by the board, it would seem than an administrative
board, with experience and peculiar knowledge along this particular
line, can, in the first instance, solve the questions involved, with
due regard to private and public interests, conduct the requisite
investigation, and make the ascertainment of individual rights, with
greater facility, at less expense to interested parties, and with a
larger degree of satisfaction to all concerned. In the opinion of
an ab le law writer upon this subject, the powers of the board of
control in this respect constitute one of the most praiseworthy
features of our legislation. He says: 'In the state of Wyoming,
at least, there will no longer be the ludicrous spectacle of learned
judges solemnly decreeing the right to from two to ten times the
amount of water flowing in a stream, or, in fact, amounts so great
that the channel of the stream could not possibly carry them; thus
practically leaving the questions at stake as unsettled as before.'

Implementation of Water Use Controls
Within Special Management Districts
The use of special management districts for imposition of water use controls can give rise to the constitutional challenge that the approach results
in unequal protection of the laws since persons within such districts are
treated differently than are persons outside such districts. However, it
would appear that the district approach as a basis for application of police
power regulations is well established. The U.S. Supreme Court recognized the
valid! ty of the district approach in zoning at an early date in the case of
Ambler Realty Co. v. Euclid [159]. A case which serves as direct precedent in
support of the special areas approach in water management is Southwest
Engineering Co. v. Ernst [ 160]. The suit was originated by a landowner not
allowed to pump ground water because of hi$ location within a special management district who maintained that such restriction was unconstitutional since
pumping was unregulated outside such districts. The Arizona Supreme Court
answered this challenge as follows [161]:
To this we think there are two answers. First, discrimination or
inequality is not forbidden if based on a reasonable classification.
[citation omitted]. Second, necessity requires, where the health,
safety or general welfare of the people of a particular locality or
area is imperiled, that the law although universal in nature be
limited in its operation by circumstances to the particular area
where a different treatment is required.
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CONCLUSIONS: WHAT CHANGES IN VIRGINIA'S
WATER LAW WOULD BE CONSTITUTIONAL?
While predictions of the constitutionality of proposed police power
measures always involve a substantial degree of uncertainty, the foregoing
analysis of the constitutional limits of police power regulation provides the
basis for tentative conclusions regarding the cons ti tutionali ty of several
potential changes in Virginia's water allocation law. These conclusions primarily are based on joint consideration of (1) the Virginia Supreme Court's
interpretation of the police power as applied to local land use controls and
other regulatory activities and (2) decisions of state and federal courts in
cases arising from challenges to water law changes adopted in other states.
This base of experience suggests the following:
1.

Abolition of existing common law doctrines for water allocation and
replacement Ez ~ administrative allocation program is within the constitutional power of state government, provided that proper protection is
given .!£_ vested rights existing under the common law.
The experience of a substantial number of states adopting administrative
water use controls to replace previously existing common law allocation
sys terns indicates clearly that water rights holders have no cons ti tutionally protected right to continuance of the common law [162]. In addition, regulation of water use appears to be well established as having a
reasonable relation to proper police power subject matter such as the
public health and general welfare [163]. In Virginia, adoption of state
water use controls would appear to be consistent with provisions of the
state constitution [164] which declare a policy to conserve and protect
water and other natural resources and authorize the General Assembly to
undertake actions to further this policy.
The primary constraint . on
development of such controls is that vested water rights established under
current water law cannot be abolished but must be given continued recognition in any new system of water rights.

2.

Vested rights which must be given protection under constitutional safebe limited.!£. those being exercised Ez~ prescribed date, with
unexercised common law rights abolished such that state permission becomes
~necessary condition for initiation 2.!_ non-exempted~ after that date.
guards~

The most direct precedent for this conclusion is in the form of federal
and state court decisions which specifically have upheld such actions in
other states [165].
Although it has not been subjected to judicial
scrutiny due to lack of challenge, the Virginia Ground Water Act provides
an example of use of this approach in the Commonwealth [166].
An exception to the general rule conceivably could be created if abolition

of an unused water right had the effect of destroying all beneficial use
of the property in question since the Virginia Supreme Court has held that
the police power does not encompass such action [167].
However, it
appears unlikely that abolition of a prospective water right would have
such an ef feet for several reasons, including (1) the possibility of
obtaining a water use permit under the state regulatory program, (2) the
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existence of exempted water users within most al location programs, ( 3)
potential attainment of an alternative water supply utilizing an off-site
source, and (4) the availability of land uses such as nonirrigated agriculture not requiring a developed water supply.
3.

Although the limits of regulation have ~ been well
rights ~ .!!.£!. immune from the police power but can
reasonable regulation.

defined, vested
be subjected to

Vested property rights have special status which prohibits their abolition, but the general principle appears well established that they do not
acquire immunity from regulation because of existence prior to adoption of
the regulation [ 168]. Since the limits of such regulation remain relatively undefined, conclusions regarding the validity of specific regulatory measures in Virginia must be highly speculative.
GWA provides
examples of certain types of regulatory actions which have been taken with
respect to vested rights. Established ground water users not exempted
from the act are required to register their uses as a condition of continued legal recognition [169], and such uses are subject to a beneficial
use requirement [170] which conceivably could result in forced reductions
in amount of pumping.
The validity of these measures has not been
challenged.
A potential analogy to the issue of regulating the vested rights of existing water users consists of the imposition of controls on water p.o lluters
under Virginia's State Water Control Law (SWCL) [ 171]. When originally
enacted in 1946 [172], SWCL made provision fot the continuance of existing
waste discharges but indicated an intent to subject them to control. The
act stated that the right to continue waste discharge or other alteration
of water quality was conditioned upon the acquisition of an authorizing
certificate from the State Water Control Board (SWCB). Acquisition of
such certificate did not, however, provide for indefinite continuance of
the existing diaharge.
SWCB was authorized to impose requirements for
improving water quality and to amend certificates to reflect a higher
level of quality.
Pursuant to the authority to subject existing dischargers to controls, such installations have been required to upgrade
treatment; current state law does not contain special provisions for discharges in existence prior to the 1946 effective date of SWCL.
The validity of the analogy between controls over waste discharge and controls over water use itself depends on the similarity of the individual
rights in the two cases.
Under the present view of waste discharge as
reflected in federal water quality legislation [173], the right to dispose
of waste by discharge to water has questionable recognition. But the
current philosophy is of recent origin, and the rights of landowners to
alter water quality existed within the riparian doctrine.
Under the
common law, excessive pollution which caused unreasonable injury to other
water users gave rise to an action based on concepts of riparian law or
tort theories such as nuisance, but waste discharge in the absence of such
injury was not necessarily unlawful [174].
The current legislative
approach is substantially more restrictive and goes beyond the protection
of other water users from discernible harm. Therefore common law rights
of all waste dischargers, including those with discharges existing prior
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to enactment of legislative
implementation of controls
appropriate analogy to the
and supports the validity of

controls, have been curtailed. In this view,
over exi.sting w:rnt
<llRcharge prov1deR ~n
adoption of controls over existing water u~rn
control measures.

Although the state possesses the power to regulate vested water uses, certain types of regulation appear of questionable validity. The use of
time-limited permits is in this category. A basic analogy in support of
such action in other states is the elimination of nonconforming land uses
within zoning ordinances [ 175], a practice which is not authorized by
Virginia enabling legislation for local land use controls [ 176]. It is
this lack of precedent which makes questionable the general issue of
terminating vested rights over a prescribed period of time. However, the
adoption of a forfeiture provision for loss of established rights due to
non-use does have precedent in existing state law. Enabling legislation
for local zoning allows maintenance of nonconforming uses only if they are
not discontinued for more than two years [177].
In addition to the scheduled termination of established water rights,
another action of questionable validity consists of application of the
police power solely for aesthetic purposes. The Virginia Supreme Court
has held that aesthetic considerations cannot be the sole basis for local
land use control measures [178]. Thus it is unlikely that regulation of
water use solely to achieve aesthetic objectives would be upheld.
However, the Virginia court has held that aesthetics can be taken into
account along . with other factors [179]. Therefore adoption of water use
controls to protect aesthetics as well as achieve other aspects of water
management would appear to be within state authority.
4.

Water ~ controls ~ .!!.£.!. necessarily invalid due .!9_ the creation of
unearned benefit .£!_ uncompensated loss ~ private property provided that
such controls create ~ general public benefit.
The Virginia Supreme Court has established the principle that a police
power regulation creating a public benefit is not invalid simply because
it causes economic loss to some property owners while bestowing an
unearned benefit on others [180]. However, this principle was established
in a situation involving an easily identified public benefit (the well
being of the state's apple industry), associated with the destruction of a
relatively low-valued property right (maintenance of cedar trees). In the
case of water use, the destruction of one type of use for the benefit of
another would likely be more difficult to justify. Nevertheless, the
potential for such state action to be held valid exists upon a showing of
direct relation to public benefit.

S.

Application of water ~ controls .2!!. ~ special management district basis
is .! valid approach, provided that district boundaries are reasonably
related .!£_differences in water management problems.
It is well established that selective application of police power regulations on the basis of reasonable classifications does not violate constitutional guarantees of equal protection of the laws [181]. The best known
precedent exists in the area of zoning districts employed by local government which were upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court at an early date [182];
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direct precedent also exists in other states for the validity of the
district approach for imposition of water use controls.
In Virginia,
enabling legislation for local zoning [183] and GWA [184] both serve as
examples of this approach. Therefore it is likely that adoption of this
approach for use in an expanded water allocation program would be valid.
6.

State authorization of previously unlawful water ~ activities
provided that vested rights ~ not unreasonably affected.

~

valid,

The primary constraint on the power of the state to allocate water in a
manner inconsistent with traditional common law is the requirement to
recognize vested rights; therefore authorization of previously unlawful
water uses would not automatically be invalid but would be subject to
evaluation on the same basis as other allocation measures.
7.

Delegation of water allocation authority.!£.!!!. administrative agency does

.!!£!. violate the constitutional requirement for separation of the powers of
the independent branches of government, provided that (1) general legislative guidelines ~ limit agency discretion ~ employed and (2) procedural
safeguards such !2.. the right .£!_ affected parties to proper notice,
hearing, and appeal ..!£_ the courts ~ established.
The Virginia Constitution [ 185] specifically provides for the General
Assembly to establish administrative agencies with such powers as it may
prescribe. The Virginia Supreme Court has recognized the need for administrative discretion in governmental decision making and has tended to
take a broad view of what constitutes proper delegation [186]. General
trends regarding delegation appear to be elevating the existence of proper
procedural safeguards to a prominent position in determining validity of a
particular delegation, with the requirement for legislative guidelines
apparently becoming less important and more likely to be satisfied by a
general statement that the agency be guided by consideration of the public
interest (187]. These factors suggest that the delegation issue is not
likely to be a significant obstacle to administrative water allocation.
8.

Water ~ controls, if challenged, will be presumed valid unless shown to
be clearly arbitrary and capricious
challenger.

EI.!.

The Virginia Supreme Court has taken the generally accepted position that
police power measures adopted . by local governments have a presumption of
validity and must be sustained if the reasonableness of such measures is
fairly debatable [ 188].
This principle should apply equally to state
police power measures such as water use controls.
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CONCLUSION

Chapter Ten

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The foregoing sections of this report provide the basis for identifying
deficiencies and recommending modifications with respect to the water supply
management program of the Commonwealth.
For purposes of this analysis, a
deficiency has been considered to exist where an element of the management
system either obstructs or fails to provide an effective response to a
physical water management problem. Theoretical deficiencies in the management
system are not significant in the absence of actual or potential problems, nor
are they significant if existing problems are unrelated to the system. Since
the primary focus of this study has been water allocation, the relationship of
water supply problems to Virginia's water allocation law has been a
fundamental concern in the analysis.
This chapter first summarizes the several preceeding chapters which
analyze existing water management ins ti tut ions and water supply conditions.
It then suggests an approach to institutional change.

VIRGINIA'S WATER ALLOCATION LAW

Streamflow Allocation Law
Where a stream is the source of water supply, the allocation function has
been performed by the judiciary through application of the riparian doctrine.
Under this doctrine, water rights arise as a consequence of the .ownership of
land bordering or crossed by a natural stream. The riparian right constitutes
a property interest vested in the owners of riparian property. Taking such
property requires due process of law.
The scope and extent of the riparian right is determined by the flexible
criterion of reasonableness. To be reasonable, a particular water use by a
riparian landowner must be compatible with those of other owners using the
same source of supply. Thus, reasonableness imposes a sharing requirement
among riparian users. Not all adverse effect is prohibited--only that which
produces "unreasonable" harm to other riparian owners. Absent injury to
others, essentially any water use is reasonable. Reasonableness can vary over
time, thereby introducing an element of uncertainty for the riparian owner.
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A particularly significant aspect of the reasonableness concept is the
fact that municipal water use generally has not been considered a reasonable
use of water; t~erefore, such use is not lawful if it is in competition with
uses considered reasonable. If public water system use will result in harm
to riparian owners, the pub lie suppliers generally have to purchase or to
exercise eminent domain powers to acquire the affected water rights of these
other parties.
In principle, the riparian doctrine restricts use of water to riparian
land. To be considered riparian to a particular stream, land must be part of
a contiguous tract in contact with the stream, and any portion extending
beyond the watershed of the stream is excluded from riparian status. The
riparian land restriction is the primary aspect of riparian law that may
inhibit interbasin transfers. However, the prohibition against non-riparian
use generally is not enforceable in the absence of injury to other parties.
An important characteristic of the riparian doctrine system of water
allocation is its passive nature. No special administrative machinery exists
for approval of proposed water use and reconciliation of competing uses. The
mechanism for enforcement of the doctrine consists of individual lawsuits
brought by the adversely affected party or parties. This approach results in
minimal implementation costs and governmental involvement in water use
decisions.
However, a negative aspect of the doctrine may be inadequate
protection for instream uses such as recreation and water quality maintenance.
Rights to bring suit are limited to the affected owners of riparian land who
may not represent all beneficiaries of instream flows. These factors make the
doctrine suited to situations where water is generally available for all uses
(both instream and out-of-stream), and conflict is relatively rare.
If
conditions of water scarcity become widespread with a resulting frequency of
conflict among potential uses, the doctrine is less suitable as an allocation
mechanism.

Ground Water Allocation Law
Allocation of ground water in Virginia is subject to an administrative
permitting program in designated geographical areas determined to have ground
water problems and to common law allocation doctrines in the rest of the
state. The administrative allocation program is based on the Ground Water Act
of 1973 which provides for creation of special management districts within
which a state administered permitting program is operated. Common law for
ground water allocation is not well developed. The Supreme Court of Virginia
has not explicitly stated its choice among ground water allocation doctrines
but appears to lean toward acceptance of the reasonable use doctrine. This
doctrine prohibits the export of water from the overlying land but gives each
landowner a relatively absolute right to pump for productive on-site uses.
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SUPPLY CONDITIONS:

A PERSPECTIVE

Well pub~icized difficulties faced by certain public water supply systems
have given rise to a general perception that intense competition for limited
water supplies will occur across the Commonwealth in the future. An assessment of long-term water use and availability within the various geographical
regions of Virginia does not support such a perception. One limitation on the
assessment was the poor quality of current data a bout water use; thus, the
specific numerical results of the assessment must be considered preliminary.
However, the work was structured in such a manner that the general findings
should remain valid even as the water use data base is refined over time.

Assessment Procedures
The water use assessment was conducted for twenty-seven hydrologic
planning areas (HP As) so that variability of streamf lows and use pat terns
across · the state could be properly considered. In twenty-four of the twentyseven HPAs, water availability was based upon surface water flow measured at
stream-gaging stations. Within coastal areas, existing data on ground water
availability were used for assessing water availability.
For each HPA, water use for residential, commercial, industrial, agricultural, and steam-electric power purposes was estimated under current conditions and for the year 2000. In addition, an instream flow standard necessary
for survival of fish and wildlife and maintenance of water quality during lowf low periods was established and applied to the streams within the HPAs.
The adequacy of water for out-of-stream uses within each noncoastal HPA
was assessed by comparing consumption during the day · of maximum use with
streamflow available during the low streamflow condition. Using these data,
possible conflicts among water users could be identified. Then, the flow
remaining after consumption was compared with the instream flow standard. In
this way, conflicts between offstream water use and instream water use for
maintenance of fish and wildlife and water quality could be highlighted.

Assessment Findings
Use of water for irrigated agriculture occurs primarily along Virginia's
southern border and on her Eastern Shore. Irrigated crops include tobacco,
vegetables, and a limited amount of corn. Less than one percent of Virginia's
farmland is now irrigated.
Indeed, irrigated acreage in the state expanded
little, if any, between 1954 and 1978. Despite the drought in 1980 and its
impact on the agricultural economy, there is little reason to expect this
situation to change in the future because the long-term economic returns to a
large increase in irrigation in Virginia do not appear favorable.
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Use of water for the cooling process in steam-electric power production
is significant. Current projections indicate that additions to steam-electric
power product ion capacity will be increased, and, thus, water used for such
purpose in the Tennessee, New, James, and York river basins, and in the
coastal areas will increase. In the coastal areas, the cooling water used
will be brackish; therefore, such use will not affect fresh water availability. Within the basins of the New River and the James River, the growth
in water use can be met without conflicts among uses or with the instream flow
standard. In the York (Y) and Tennessee (Tl) basins, some conflicts with the
instream flow standard may occur in low-flow periods. However, there is evidence that growth in the use of electric power is trending downward, thereby
reducing the need for additional genera ting capacity.
Under this trend,
instream flow conflicts in the York and Tennessee basins would be significantly reduced.
Industrial water use practices in Virginia can be expected to follow the
national trend toward increased recycling. As a result, water withdrawn from
streams and aquifers will stabilize near current levels. Meanwhile, the water
that is withdrawn will be increasingly consumed rather than discharged back to
the streams. When this situation is conside'r ed in relation to the location of
industrial output in the Commonwealth, two general conclusions follow. First,
Virginia's streamflow in certain areas will be reduced in the future as water
consumed by industry increases, but these reduced flows should . not give rise
to conflicts with other users or with instream flows. Second, industrial use
pressures on the state's ground water should stabilize.
Water withdrawals by municipal systems have been the focus of most water
controversies in the state. Two points will help put these conflicts into
perspective.
First, for the twenty-seven HPAs used in the assessment
analysis, only Northern Virginia (primarily the Occoquan Basin (P4)) appears
to have inadequate water within the HPA boundaries to meet future use and to
maintain instream flow. In Northern Virginia, cooperation with Maryland and
the District of Columbia on use of the Potomac, as well as the evaluation of
ways to bring water into the area from outside the basin, will be necessary.
The conclusion that local water supplies are inadequate may be extended to the
southeastern Tidewater area (CB3) i f the aquifer is determined to have less
capacity than recent reports to the SWSC suggest. However, conflict among the
area's political jurisdictions may be an obstacle to tapping that apparently
abundant supply source. Second, public water systems in the upper Roanoke
River basins (Rl) and the Rivanna River basin (J4) may not have adequate flows
during low-flow conditions. In these cases, additions to storage within local
drainage basins may be needed. Alternatively, movements of water from other
HPAs may be considered.
The study also considered instream flow demands for fish, wildlife, and
water quality as a water use category. The instream flow standard applied is
violated either now, in the future, or both, in the Big Sandy (BS), parts of
the Tennessee (Tl), the Appomattox (JS), the Chowan (Cl ,C2), the Occoquan
(P4), the Rappahannock (RA), and the York (Y). However, except for the York
and the Occoquan, this problem arises from natural streamflow variability,
where the natural low-flow falls below the standard in the absence of appreciable consumption by man. Two caveats to this general finding are in order.
First, recent interest in synthetic fuel development and a coal-slurry pipeline in the southwestern portion of the state could result in increases in
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water use. Such increases in the Big Sandy and parts of the Tennessee may
significantly diminish instream flows during low-flow periods and may dictate
development of storage in those areas to maintain flows during such periods.
Second, some localized instream flow problems may exist on specific streams or
stream segments within the HPAs, but conflicts of this type cannot be identified within an aggregate analysis.
In summary, the assessment indicated that existing or potential problems
in Virginia related to the inadequacy of water supply are limited and basinspecific. The supply problems that have been projected in a limited number of
areas within the state consist of difficulties in meeting public system water
demands and instream flow demands during infrequent low-flow conditions.
Based upon these findings, possible water management alternatives would
include, but not be limited to, additional ground water development, development of storage, transfer of water be tween basins, and demand management.

INSTITUTIONAL OBSTACLES TO WATER SUPPLY MANAGEMENT

The existence of institutional obstacles constraining adoption of water
supply management alternatives increases the significance of water supply
problems and leads to public perceptions of extensive future shortages.
Water allocation law is often perceived as the primary institutional obstacle
of water supply management; however, institutional obstacles have a variety of
other sources as well.

Obstacles Imposed by Water Law
The primary obstacle imposed on water supply management by existing water
law arises from inhibitions to transfer of water among hydrologic units. Both
the riparian doctrine and the reasonable use ground water doctrine inhibit
interbasin transfers. However, this prohibition is not absolute and transfer
may be lawful where surplus water exists--that is, in situations where other
u's ers are not injured. The transfer of water under this exception is hindered
by the difficulty of identifying surplus water under the judicial doctrines.
Under the riparian doctrine, a particular problem for municipal water
suppliers is that municipal use is not a recognized reasonable use. The
importance of this lack of recognition is increased by this fact: expanding
the water available for municipal use is likely to constitute the major future
water supply problem in Virginia. On the other hand, this problem is significantly mitigated by another fact: the eminent domain power can be employed
to acquire water rights of adversely affected parties. .Prior to a court decision holding a municipality in violation of water rights, water is normally
used without acquisition of rights on the assumptions that surplus water is
available and that water rights can be acquired subsequently if necessary.
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Deficiencies in the existing GWA also serve as impediments to water
management. GWA was enacted to substitute a comprehensive ground water management system based upon administrative permitting for common law ground
water allocation in designated areas. However, the potential effectiveness of
this program to reconcile ground water use conflicts is hindered by several
factors. Exemptions made for a significant number of user categories reduce
the scope of GWA.
For example, the Commonweal th' s Attorney General has
issued an opinion which interprets an exemption for domestic uses to exclude
most municipal wells from coverage. GWA is silent with regard to permit duration, public interest review of permitted uses, and transfer of permits among
users; therefore, no direct provision is made to facilitate movement of water
toward more productive or socially desirable uses.
Several additional deficiencies of existing water law can be identified
at a theoretical level. One deficiency is the lack of coordination between
ground water and surface water allocation. As one example, the hydrologic
interdependence of surface and ground water means that high levels of use from
one source may deplete supplies available for users of the other source. A
second possible deficiency is the lack of integration of water quantity and
quality management and an absence of a direct mechanism to protect minimum
flows for instream uses. Thus, problems can arise when significant out-ofstream use reduces flows available to maintain desirable water conditions
instream. Under such conditions, water quality program managers can never be
certain how much ·water will be available for water quality maintenance or
other instream uses. However, the preliminary assessment of water supply conditions in Virginia does not indicate that widespread problems of these types
will occur in the near future. This apparent low incidence of occurrence of
these possible problems should be considered in any evaluation of the adequacy
of current Virginia water law.

Institutional Obstacles Not Related to Water Law
Many water supply controversies involve a myriad of institutional
obstacles not related directly to water allocation law.
Four particularly
important obstacles include interjurisdictional conflict, public opposition to
water project construction, required federal approvals and review procedures,
and inadequate public water system management.
Water supply projects affecting more then one political jurisdiction have
a high probability of conflict, especially when only one of the jurisdictions
benefits from the project. The basic source of conflict is imbedded in a
perception that transfer of water will constrain future use of water in the
jurisdiction where the transfer originates.
The example cited in Chapter
Seven of the problems facing the Norfolk water system in securing additional
raw water supply are illustrative of this problem. There is evidence that the
region's ground water resource is adequate to meet all future water uses.
Conflict among the area jurisdictions has been an obstacle to tapping that
supply. This conflict is, in part, based upon a view of water scarcity in the
area. The Lake Gaston alternative is a source of conflict, but here too, the
adequacy of the water supply is apparent; however, perceptions of water availability and the need for water for economic growth in the Lake Gaston area are
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impediments to a transfer.
This situation results from an absence of an
active state program for compiling and providing information on regional water
issues and problems.
Reservoir and pipeline construction are key elements in most solutions
to local water problems. However, such construction often meets opposition
from environmental interests or affected property owners. Finding accommodations with such opponents requires development of sound analyses and skillful
conflict management-~an active state role in such activities would be useful.
Surface water developments require federal approval from a number of
agencies. Federal permitting processes provide a forum for opponents to water
management programs and/or create compliance problems for local governments.
A state program to provide assistance to localities in responding to federal
requirements would appear justified.
Water system management capabilities vary among public water suppliers,
often leading to an apparent inability to finance needed improvements.
Management deficiencies include poorly designed rate structures and inadequate
demand and cost projections.
These problems may warrant a state planning
assistance program with enough flexibility to accommodate varying local needs.

ALTERNATIVE MODIFICATIONS OF
WATER MANAGEMENT INSTITUTIONS

The foregoing analysis of Virginia's water management institutions in
relation to existing and projected water supply problems suggests the need for
institutional modification.
Since the institutional framework for water
management involves many interacting components, a wide range of potential
modifications exists.
The following discussion presents three alternative
sets of modifications, beginning with relatively simple institutional changes
and progressing to more extensive measures.

Increased State Planning Activity (Alternative I)
Resolution of certain of Virginia's water management problems would be
facilitated by increased water resources planning activities by state government. Since such activity is relatively independent of water allocation law,
implementation of the increased activity can be accomplished without major
institutional modification. Expanded planning activities such as the following is necessary to support more comprehensive water law changes included in
alternatives II and III, but such expansion has the potential to significantly
improve the state's water supply management capabilities in the absence of
other changes:
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(1)

The state could take the necessary steps to assure that adequate water
use data 1.s obtained to allow detailed assessments of water supply
adequacy~
Mandatory registration of major water uses would be a key
e l ement of such a program.

(2)

The state could expand its role in river basin planning to assess
regional problems, solutions to such problems, and to assist groups
within the planning areas in resolving conflicts over adoption of one of
the identified solutions.

(3)

The state could develop a local planning assistance program which is
flexible enough to accommodate varying local needs. Examples of activities include assistance in obtaining federal financial assistance, rate
studies, development of demand management programs for application during
droughts or on a more continuous basis, assistance with water system
management, and/or identification and protection of reservoir sites.

Changes encompassing most of the above items were enacted into law by the
1981 session of the General Assembly; however, additional funding to expedite
the new duties given to the State Water Control Board was not provided. This
development substantially limits the utility of the legislative action.

Modifications in Current Water Allocation Law (Alternative II)
This alternative recognizes that increasing state planning activity under
alternative I may need to be supplemented by changes in current riparian and
ground water law. The most direct relationship between water problems and the
riparian doctrine exists where interbasin transfers of water appear necessary
due to the inadequacy of local supplies during certain low-flow periods to
meet public system demands. Such transport of water is not considered reasonable when in conflict with traditional riparian uses, regardless of the relative merits of the conflicting water use purposes. The doctrine in theory
does allow the interbasin transfer of surplus water not needed in a particular
basin; however, the uncertainties associated with defining surplus water and
the continued availability of such water over time is a significant impediment
to transfers on this basis.
This alternative could provide for a special administrative procedure
that would supercede the present riparian doctrine approach for approving or
rejecting proposals for major interbasin transfers. The special procedure
would involve an analysis of the need for the proposed transfer in relation to
alternative sources of supply and would encompass a comprehensive evaluation
of related economic, environmental, and social issues.
Approval of water
transfer under this procedure would be granted subject to conditions necessary
to protect the area of origin, possibly including the payment of compensation
to the affected area.
Aside from this special procedure which is limited to proposals for major
interbasin transfers, alternative II consists of several legal changes
designed to modify specific aspects of the riparian doctrine while being
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implemented within the general riparian framework. For example, this alternative would legalize use of water on non-riparian land when such use was deemed
lawful under the doctrine's concept of reasonableness. This change essentially would place non-riparian use on an equal footing with riparian use in
the court's evaluation process.
Therefore, the arbitrary discrimination
against non-riparian use that is frequently cited as a basic deficiency of the
riparian doctrine would be removed.
Alternative II also includes amendment of the Ground Water Act of 1973
(GWA). For example, fundamental improvement could be achieved by amending GWA
to cover all municipal wells pumping in excess of 50, 000 gallons per day.
This extension of jurisdiction would subject such wells to a state evaluation
as part of the permitting process and thereby provide a basis for factual
determination of water availability and potential impacts of pumping. Such
information would greatly facilitate resolution of related conflicts, such as
interjurisdictional disputes.
A second example of a potential improvement
involves an explicit recognition of the transferability of permits under GWA.
Although transfers are not specifically prohibited at present, the absence of
clear recognition of the right of transfer serves as a significant impediment.

Replacement of Existing Law with Comprehensive
Administrative Allocation (Alternative III)
This alternative would replace existing water allocation law with a comprehensive permitting program. This proposal would also encompass increased
state planning activity. To the extent that a water use permitting program,
or state administrative controls under another title, may be desirable as a
means to remedy deficiencies in the existing water allocation system, several
additional considerations are applicable. The following recommendations are
based primarily on evaluation of the existing GWA and administrative controls
that have been adopted in other states:
( 1)

Due to the variation in water supply problems across the state, a
district approach should be considered for application of a permit
requirement. In this way controls could be limited to areas of water use
conflict. Where transfers of water between regions are contemplated, the
potential area-of-origin for the water also would be designated as a
management district.

(2)

Managerial authority should be exercised at the state level of government, even if a district approach were to be adopted, or at least provide
for state oversight to assure proper consideration of factors external to
local decision-makers.
Many water supply problems are related to the
fact that political boundaries generally are not consistent with hydrologic boundaries. Although local input is essential, state government
provides the necessary perspective for making allocation decisions
involving interjurisdictional considerations.
The necessity of integrating water allocation decisions with comprehensive water resources
planning and broader aspects of natural resources management also
suggests the need for st~te control or supervision.
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(3)

With regard to the scope and nature of a new permitting program, it
should encompass the existing ground water allocation program under GWA;
however, an expanded allocation program should not be modeled after GWA
in its present form due to its substantial deficiencies as an effective
allocation mechanism. The need for an integrated approach encompassing
both surface and ground water arises from the physical relationships
between the phases of the hydrologic cycle and the need for joint consideration of all sources of available water when alternative solutions
to water supply problems are evaluated. The creation of separate allocation programs will inevitably lead to unnecessary administrative complexity and problems of coordination. The deficiencies of GWA which make
it unsuitable as an allocation model include such factors as excessive
exemptions, lack of ef feet ive control s over existing uses, and the absence of provisions for water rights transfers as identified previously.

(4)

Establishment of an administrative water allocation program should be
accompanied by creation of a full-time board or commission to exercise
water allocation authority and to establish state policy regarding water
resources management in general. There are advantages to the citizenboard approach traditionally employed in the management structure of the
Commonwealth, but a point is reached where managerial complexity, workload, and need for continuity makes the use of part-time, voluntary
decision-makers infeasible ·. It appears that this point would be passed
were the Commonwealth to adopt an administrative water allocation program
which was fully integrated with water quality control and other aspects
of water resources management.

CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH
CHANGING VIRGINIA'S WATER LAW

Any attempt to improve water allocation mechanisms must be considered
within the context of constitutional protection given to private property
interests.
Since water rights are generally recognized as a property
interest, they are protected by safeguards contained in federal and state
constitutions.
Subject to these constitutional constraints, however, water
rights can be regulated through exercise of the state's police power. This
power serves as a control over private actions affecting the public heal th,
safety, morals, and general welfare. Regulation of the utilization of water
and other natural resources generally has been considered a valid application
of the police power. However, the line which separates valid applications of
the police power from uncons ti tu tional infringements of private rights is
difficult to define and has been the subject of numerous lawsuits.
The constitutional constraints affecting modification of Virginia's water
law can be evaluated by reviewing (1) principles that have been developed in
court decisions from states where water law changes have been subjected to
judicial challenge and (2) the scope of the police power as it has been developed by the Virginia Supreme Court, primarily in the area of land use controls.
Subject to the caveat that predictions of constitutionality are always subject
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to substantial uncertainty, consideration of the above factors suggests the
following conclusions regarding the validity of water law modifications in
Virginia:
(1)

Abolition of existing common law doctrines for water allocation and
replacement by an administrative allocation program is within the constitutional power of state government, provided that proper protection is
given to vested water rights existing under the common law.

(2)

Vested rights subject to constitutional safeguards generally can be
limited to those being exercised by a prescribed date and do not have to
include unexercised common law rights.

(3)

Vested rights are not immune from the police power but can be subjected
to reasonable regulation; however, the limits of such regulation have not
been well defined.

( 4)

Water use controls are not necessarily invalid due to the creation of
unearned benefit or uncompensated loss to private property provided that
such controls create a general public benefit.

(S)

Application of water use controls on a special-management-district basis
does not violate the constitutional requirement for equal protection of
the laws, provided that district boundaries are reasonably related to
differences in water management problems.

(6)

Authorization of previously unlawful water use activities is within the
state's constitutional power, provided that vested rights are not unreasonably affected.

(7)

Delegation of water allocation authority to an administrative agency does
not violate the constitutional requirement for separation of the powers
of the independent branches of government, provided that (1) general
legislative guidelines to limit agency discretion are employed and (2)
procedural safeguards such as the right of affected parties to proper
notice, hearing, and appeal to the courts are established.

(8)

Water use controls, if challenged after adoption, will be presumed valid
unless shown to be clearly arbitrary and capricious by a challenger.

WHAT IS NEEDED?

The state of Virginia is at a critical point in the evolution of its
water allocation law. A primary question raised is the degree ·to which surface water and ground water doctrines should be modified.
Is adoption of
alternative II adequate, or should a more comprehensive measure such as
alternative III be adopted? The answer depends upon the frequency and nature
of future water supply conflicts in the state.
Alternative II would be
appropriate for a situation where water supply problems were not widespread
and consisted largely of the need for a few major transfers of water from
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areas of abundance to areas of shortage to meet public water system use.
Under a limited conflict situation, the permit program envisioned by alternative III would put in place a regulatory structure of more complexity than
would be warranted by the prevailing conditions. On the other hand, alternative III would be appropriate if supply problems were of frequent occurrence
and required thorough coordination of the various components of water
management.
The preliminary water assessment study discussed in this article suggests
that water supply conflicts may be less widespread in the reasonably foreseeable future than is commonly perceived and that many of the theoretical
deficiencies in existing law will arise only in limited ·instances. Adopting a
complex management program based on hypothetical problems may not be the best
use of limited government resources.
From this perspective, the need for
alternative III, and indeed some aspects of alternative II, may be questioned.
Furthermore, analysis of problems that are likely to occur suggests that
institutional factors other than water law are likely to be a more significant
obstacle than water law itself. In evaluating the potential of the proposed
water law modifications, there is an essential need to recognize the multifaceted nature of water supply problems. To view these problems as uniformly
amenable to solution by modifying water allocation law alone substantially
oversimplifies the problem and raises false expectations that such change
cannot realize.
The needs of the state are clearer beyond the area of water law changes.
expanded state role in water supply management is warranted and would
include increased data collection, assessment of problems and alternative
solutions, planning assistance to local communities, and a more active role in
interjurisdictional conflict resolution.

An

At this time, the state does not have an adequate planning program to
improve the understanding of either statewide or local water use issues.
Misconceptions about water supply conditions are of ten a primary source of
such problems as (1) jurisdictional conflict, (2) uncertainty concerning the
extent of water rights under the riparian doctrine, and (3) opposition to
water impoundments and transfers. Also, lack of a problem analysis capability
at the local level leads to inadequate water system planning and management.
However, increased state activity in planning for water management can only be
successful when provided with sufficient budget, personnel having appropriate
technical expertise, and support of both the executive and legislative
branches for this more active state role. For example, the current "handsoff" attitude of the state in the Suffolk-Norfolk ground water use conflict
could appropriately be replaced by the state as an active participant in
conflict resolution. This more active role would include the furnishing of
information to increase understanding of phy·s ical, environmental, economic,
and institutional issues in order to facilitate local decisions. This role
also may require the state to become more directly involved as a neutral party
to secure compromises and facilitate negotiated solutions.
What is needed? At this point, the preliminary assessment of water use
and availability suggests some answers to this question. First, alternative I
can directly contribute to conflict resolution arising from problems unrelated
to water allocation law. Second, there is reason to believe that Virginia's
richness in water will continue into the future. Increased planning activity
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as envisioned in alternative I should provide information to either confirm or
deny this conclusion and provide a basis for determining the course of additional institutional changes. Unless the results of such investigations are
incorporated into the decision process, arguments for modifying water allocation institutions will continue to proceed largely on the basis of untested
hypotheses and speculation.

APPENDICES

APPENDICES

Appendix A

WATER USE FOR STEAM-ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION IN VIRGINIA

INTRODUCTION
Water is an important factor in the production of electricity. Hydroelectric plants use the force of falling water to generate energy. Steamelectric plants which use oil, coal, gas or radioactive isotopes to generate
energy require ample quantities of cooling water.
In 1975, 26 percent of
total water withdrawals in the contiguous U.S. were for steam-electric generation [l]. This study is concerned with the present and future withdrawal
and consumption of water by steam-electric power plants located in Virginia.
A study of water use for steam-electric power in Virginia's river basins
was initiated at the end of the last decade by the State Division of Water
Resources [2], however, since that time, the outlook for electric power production has changed. Large increases for nuclear power expected in previous
forecasts appear now to be overstated. Meanwhile, rising costs of all forms
of energy have raised electricity prices, spurring the adoption of conservation practices. These considerations warrant a re-examination of the existing steam-electric power water use projections for Virginia. Estimates and
projections of withdrawals and consumption by steam-electric plants for the
years 1979, 1990, 2000, and 2010 in Virginia are made for peak day use. Peak
use estimates are important since a peak demand period in the summer, coincident with a sustained low stream flow period, could have a significant impact
on water supplies available for other uses.
PROCEDURES:

AN OVERVIEW

The estimation of water use proceeded in three steps. First, estimates
are made of current and future plant size (generating capacity), location,
type of fuel (nuclear or fossil) and cooling method. Because of the uncertain
future of the electric power industry, two alternative levels of future growth
in total generating capacity are projected.
Second, estimates are made of the water withdrawal and consumption
rates, per kwh of production, of the extant and projected steam-electric
plants. The amount of cooling water withdrawn and consumed by any plant will
depend upon the age of the plant (generation technology), fuel type and
whether the cooling method is "once-through" or "recirculating" using cooling
towers or lagoons.
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Third, for each extant and projected plant, projections of summer peak
day production ar.e made based upon each plant's genera ting capacity. Total
water withdrawals and consumption are calculated for the plant's projected
peak day output based upon the water use rates of the particular plant.
Steam-Electric Generating
Units in Virginia, 1979-2010
Estimates of generating capacity, in megawatts (MW), plant locations,
fuel use and cooling method, were made based upon information provided by the
Virginia State Corporation Commission (SCC). The SCC has information on location, age, cooling method, generating capacity, and water sources for the
major extant steam-electric plants in Virginia [3] (See Table Al). In addition, the sec requires that ten-year forecasts be prepared by each of the
utilities serving Virginia: Appalachian Power Company (APCO), Delmarva Power,
Potomac Electric Power Company (PEPCO), Potomac Edison Company, and Virginia
Electric and Power Company (VEPCO) [ 4]. These ten-year forecasts (to 1990)
contain estimates of present and future genera ting capability, peak demand,
proposed additions, and plant retirements (See Table A2). Beyond 1990, for
years 2000 and 2010, projections of steam-electric capacity, fuel type, cooling method and plant location were made for a high rate of capacity growth,
Case A, and a low capacity growth rate, Case B. The general procedure followed for projections to the years 2000 and 2010 required the adoption of five
key assumptions.
1.

Retirements of generating units are scheduled between 30 and 40
years after they are put into service. It was assumed here that
units would be retired after 35 years of service. Although the
length of the useful life of the newer units, fossil fired or
nuclear, is not yet known, the life for these uni ts is not
expected to be any longer than that for older units [5].

2.

Individual plant megawatt capacity has been increasing over time
and is expected to continue increasing. To reflect this trend,
estimates of future unit size made by the Federal Power Commission were used [6]. For year 2000, units of 1000 MW size were
used; and for 2010 units of 1500 MW size were used.

3.

All new units were assumed to be coal fired. This is based upon
Virginia's proximity to abundant coal and the reluctance of
utilities to propose new nuclear projects. Also, federal policy
currently is encouraging conversion of oil and gas-fired units
to coal.

4.

All plants constructed after 1980 were assumed to utilize recycling cooling systems (cooling towers or lagoons) because present environmental regulations discourage once-through cooling
on new units to be in service 1985 and beyond (cooling systems
are discussed further in the next section).

5.

It was assumed that new units would be constructed near existing
plants, since new generating units are often added to the same
plants from which older units have been or will be retired.

Pt. 5
R. 1
R. 2
R. 3

-cl Cooling towers.

-a/ Once-through cooling.
-bf Cooling ponds.

Possum
Clinch
Clinch
Clinch

Towers-

VEPCO
APCO
APCO
APCO

VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO

Chesterfield 4
Chesterfield 5
Chesterfield 6
N. Anna 1

cl

VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
Pot.Ed.
APCO
APCO
PEPCO
PEPCO
PEPCO
PEPCO
PEPCO

Utility

Bremo 3
Bremo 4
Chesterfield 1
Chesterfield 2
Chesterfield 3
Portsmouth 1
Portsmouth 2
Portsmouth 3
Portsmouth 4
Possum Pt. 1
Possum Pt. 2
Possum Pt. 3
Possum Pt. 4
Yorktown 1
Yorktown 2
Yorktown 3
Surry 1
Surry 2
Riverton
GlenLyn 5
GlenLyn 6
Potomac 1
Potomac 2
Potomac 3
Potomac 4
Potomac 5
Ponds!!/

OTC~/

Unit

Dumfries
Carbo
Carbo
Car ho

Chesterfield Co.
Chesterfield Co.
Chesterfield Co.
Louisa

Fork Union
Fork Union
Chesterfield Co.
Chesterfield Co.
Chesterfield Co.
Portsmouth
Portsmouth
Portsmouth
Portsmouth
Dumfries
Dumfries
Dumfries
Dumfries
Yorktown
Yorktown
Yorktown
Surry
Surry
Front Royal
GlenLyn
GlenLyn
Alexandria
Alexandria
Alexandria
Alexandria
Alexandria

Location

Table Al. Steam-Electric Units Located in Virginia--J979.

Cr.
Cr.
Cr.
Cr.

Pot. R. & Quant. Cr.
Clinch R.
Clinch R.
Clinch R.

James R.
James R.
James R.
Anna R.

James R.
James R.
James R.
James R.
James R.
Elizabeth R.
Elizabeth R.
Elizabeth R.
Elizabeth R.
Pot. R. & Quant.
Pot. R. & Quant.
Pot. R. & Quant.
Pot. R. & Quant.
York R.
York R.
York R.
James R.
James R.
Shenandoah R.
New R.
New R.
Potomac R.
Potomac R.
Potomac R.
Potomac R.
Potomac R.

Water SourcP.

oil
coal
coal
coal

coal
coal
coal
nuc.

coal
coal
oil
coal
oil
oil
oil
oil
coal
oil
oil
oil
oil
oil
oil
oil
nuc.
nuc.
oil
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal

Fuel

859
235
235
235

176
343
680
898

105
106
106
172
240
78
73
106
240
176
180
873
811
811
39
90
235
90
90
102
102
102

77

76
174
60

(MW)

Capacity

1975
1958
195R
1961

1960
1964
1969
1978

1950
1958
1944
1949
1952
1953
1954
1959
1962
1948
1951
1955
1962
1957
1959
1974
1972
1973
1949
1944
1957
1945-49
1945-49
1950-54
1950-54
1950-54

In-Service
Date

:rw

VEPC~/

Pot. Ed. -~/

Dumfries
Carbo
Carbo
Carbo
Dumfries
Front Royal

Chesterfield Co.
Chesterfield Co.
Chesterfield Co.
Louisa
Louisa
Louisa
Louisa

Fork Union
Portsmouth
Portsmouth
Dumfries
Yorktown
Yorktown
Yorktown
Surry
Surry
GlenLyn

Location

~/Addition

Pot. R. & Quant. Cr.
Clinch R.
Clinch R.
Clinch R.
Pot. R. & Quant. Cr.
Shenandoah R.

James R.
James R.
James R.
Anna R.
Anna R.
Anna R.
Anna R.

James R.
Elizabeth R.
Elizabeth R.
Pot. R. & Quant. Cr.
York R.
York R.
York R.
James R.
James R.
New R.

Water Source

oil
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal

coal
coal
coal
nuc.
nuc.
nuc.
nuc.

coald/
coalcoal
coal
oil
oil
oil
nuc.
nuc.
coal

Fuel

859
235
235
235
840
221

176
343
680
898
898
938
938

174
172
240
240
176
180
873
811
811
235

(MW)

Capacity

projected in utilities' ten-year forecast with the location assumed for this study.

- From VEPCO's ten-year forecast.

d/

- Cooling towers.

c/

- Cooling ponds.

b/

- Once-through cooling.

a/

Possum Pt. 5
Clinch R. 1
Clinch R. 2
Clinch R. 3
Possum Pt. 6
Riverton 2

Towers'=:./

VEPCO
APCO
APCO
APCO

VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO

Chesterfield 4
Chesterfield 5
Chesterfield 6
N. Anna 1
N. Anna 2
N. Anna 3
N. Anna 4

Ponds~/

VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
APCO

Utility

Bremo 4
Portsmouth 3
Portsmouth 4
Possum Pt. 4
Yorktown 1
Yorktown 2
Yorktown 3
Surry 1
Surry 2
GlenLyn 6

orc!!..I

Unit

Table A2. Steam-Electric Units Located in Virginia--1990.

1975
1958
1958
1961
1988
1988

1960
1964
1969
1978
1980
1986
1987

1958
1959
1962
1962
1957
1959
1974
1972
1973
1957

In-Service
Date

.t:'--

~
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This assumption was also used for the 1990 plant locations, when
the utilities did not provide location information.
With these assumptions the capacity, cooling method, fuel type, and location of new generating capacity in Virginia for 2000 and 2010 was projected as
follows. First, for each decade, the decline in capacity from plant retirements was calculated based upon a 35-year economic life for each existing
plant. Second, this retired capacity was replaced by new plants of 1000 or
1500 MW capacity. These plants had recycling cooling systems and were located
at the site(s) of retired plants. Third, alternative assumptions about capacity growth were made for the high growth and low growth cases, and new plants
necessary to provide the projected capacity were added, consistent with the
above assumptions. The results are shown in Table A3 for 2000 and Table A4
for 2010. Because of the assumed retirement schedule used here, APCO has no
plants in the year 2000 and immediately builds several new plants in 20012005. Therefore, in the final analysis of the larger study which only projects water use through year 2000, water use estimates for year 2000 will use
2010 plant locations.
Case A. VEPCO did provide the SCC with projections of capacity growth,
plant size and fuel type for 2000. In Case A, all of VEPCO's proposed additions for 2000 would be constructed. Specifically, they would add three 40 MW
units and five 1000 MW units.
Furthermore, a 221 MW coal unit in Potomac
Edison's forecast would be located in Virginia (Table A3). Then, for 2010,
capacity increases with the addition of six new 1500 MW plants, based upon a
continuation of the growth . trend from 1979 through 2000 in the state's generating capacity (Table A4).
Case B. Total generating capacity needs are established by the utilities
so that they can meet peak demands which occur at certain periods of the day.
In Virginia, both the summer and winter seasons include the highest peak
demand periods, as space heating and cooling demand varies with the outside air
tempera tu re extremes of these two seasons. Historically, the maximum daily
peak has been increasing each year as increased use of electricity for air
conditioning and space heating has been accompanied by relatively stable real
prices for electricity. This consistent rise in peak demand is the basis for
the continued projection of capacity growth as growth occured in the past
(Case A). However, recent reports by the utilities suggest they have been
overestimating their future capacity needs, as the historical growth in peak
demand has slowed [ 7]. This reduction in growth can be attributed to higher
energy prices and increased use of conservation practices by consumers.
Therefore, to reflect this change in Case B, VEPCO's 1990-2000 projection is
reduced by two 1000 MW units. The 2010 projection for Case B includes two
less 1000 MW units and two less 1500 MW units.
Water Withdrawal and Consumption Rates
The flow of water across the condenser of a steam-electric generating
plant is a function of the plant's thermal efficiency and range [ 8]. The
thermal efficiency of the plant is measured by the heat rate, which is the
number of BTU's of energy in the fuel needed to produce one kilowatt hour of
electricity. Heat rates will vary by the technology of energy production,

Pot. Ed.!!/

VEPC~/

VEPcdt/

VEPC~/
VEPC~/
VEPC~/
VEPC~/
VEPC~/
VEPC~/

Dumfries
Dumfries
Dumfries
Fork Union
Fork Union
Yorktown
Yorktown
Yorktown
Chesterfield Co.
Chesterfield Co.
Front Royal

Chesterfield Co.
Chesterfield Co.
Louisa
Louisa
Louisa
Louisa

Yorktown
Surry
Surry

Location

Pot. R. & Quant. Cr.
Pot. R. & Quant. Cr.
Pot. R. & Quant. Cr.
James R.
James R.
York R.
York R.
York R.
James R.
James R.
Shenandoah R.

James R.
James R.
Anna R.
Anna R.
Anna R.
Anna R.

York R.
James R.
James R.

Water Source

oil
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal

coal
coal
nuc.
nuc.
nuc.
nuc.

oil
nuc.
nuc.

Fuel

859
840
840
840
840
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
221

343
680
898
898
938
938

873
811
811

(MW)

Capacity

- Addition projected in utilities' ten-year forecast with the location assumed for this study.

b/
- Cooling ponds.
c/
- Cooling towers.
d/

- Once-through cooling.

al

Possum Pt. 5
Possum Pt. 6
Possum Pt. 7
Bremo 5
Bremo 6
Yorktown 4
Yorktown 5
Yorktown 6
Chesterfield 7
Chesterfield 8
Riverton 2

Towers5=./

VEPCOd/
VEPC<r.-

VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO

Chesterfield 5
Chesterfield 6
N. Anna 1
N. Anna 2
N. Anna 3
N. Anna 4

Pond~/

VEPCO
VEPCO
VEPCO

Yorktown 3
Surry 1
Surry 2

OTC~_/

Utility

Table A3. Steam-Electric Units Located in Virginia--2000.

1975
1988
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1988

1964
1969
1978
1980
1986
1987

1974
1972
1973

1988

1975
1988
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995

1964
1969
1978
1980
1986
1987

1974
1972
1973

Case

In-Service Dat e
Case A

n

>.

O'I

VEPCO

Utility

5dt

Louisa
Louisa
Louisa
Louisa
Dumfries
Dumfries
Dumfries
Fork Union
Fork Union
Yorktown
Yorktown
Yorktown
Chesterfield Co.
Chesterfield Co.
Front Royal
Glen Lyn
Glen Lyn
Carbo
Carbo
Carbo
Louisa

Yorktown

Location

Anna R.
Anna R.
Anna R.
Anna R.
Pot. R. & Quant. Cr.
Pot. R. & Quant. Cr.
Pot. R. & Quant. Cr.
James R.
James R.
York R.
York R.
York R.
Jawes R.
James R.
Shenandoah R.
New R.
New R.
Clinch R.
Clinch R.
Clinch R.
Anna R.

York R.

-

Water Source

nuc.
nuc.
nuc.
nuc.
oil
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal
coal

oil

Fuel

898
898
938
938
859
840
840
840
840
1000
1000
1000
1000
1000
221
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500

873

(MW)

Capacity

-cl Addition projected in utilities' ten-year forecast with the location assumed for this study.
-d/ Both the additional unit and its location assumed for this study.

- Cooling ponds and towers.

b/

a/
- Once-through cooling.

n·

N. Anna 1
VEPCO
N. Anna 2
VEPCO
N. Anna 3
VEPCO
N. Anna 4
VEPCO
VEPCO
Possum Pt. Sc/
VEPCO
Possum Pt. ~/
' VEPCO
7Possum
VEPCO
Bremo ~/
VEPCO
Bremo &=- cl
VEPCO
Yorktown 4c/
VEPCO
Yorktown ~/
VEPCO
Yorktown &=cl
VEPCO
Chesterfield 7c/
VEPCO
Chesterfielj ~
Pot.Ed.
Riverton ~J
APCO
GlenLyn 7d/
APCO
GlenLyn ~ d/
APCO
Clinch R. 4d/
APCO
Clinch R.
APCO
clinch R. dr
N. Anna s=VEPCO

Ponds &Towers'f!-1

Yorktown 3

OTC~_/

Unit

Table A4. Steam-Electric Units Located in Virginin--2010.

1978
1980
1986
1987
1975
1988
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1988
2001
2002
2003
2003
2005
2007

1974

Case A

2007

1988
2001
2002
2003

1978
1980
1986
1987
1975
1988
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995

1974

Case B

In-Service Date

~

-....J
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usually related to the age of the plant, and by the type of fuel used. In
particular, heat rates are lower for nuclear plants than for fossil-fired
plants [9]. As the heat rate increases there is more waste heat from the
plants' condenser that must be disposed of, and, therefore, increased water
requirements for cooling result.
The range is the nurnbe r of
flows across the condenser. As
of water), the water required in
can be added to a given amount of

degrees the cooling water is heated as i t
the range is lowered (less degrees per unit
the condenser is increased because less heat
water.

The previous sect ion indicated that the size, age, and fuel type of
steam-electric plants in Virginia will change over time. These . changes will,
therefore, affect condenser flow as heat rates, in particular, change. In
fact, heat rates have been improving steadily over the past few decades due in
part to changes in fuel type but also, due to improvements in electricity
generation technology.
Further improvements are expected in the future,
however, they will come at a slower rate [10]. Both costs and the available
technology of electric generation (turbines, boilers, genera tors) are constraints to future change [11).
Estimates of condenser flow in future years, following Young and Thompson
use a range of 15° and heat rate projections made for the National Water
Commission [ 12]. Separate estimates were made for fossil fuel and nuclear
plants. Specifically, from Young and Thompson,
(1)

CF

where:

CF

dH

= dt

8.33R

= condenser flow, gal/kwh;

dH
dt
= rate

at which waste heat (H) is dissipated to the cooling water
per unit time (t) BTU/kwh; and

R

range, °F.

The rate of heat loss for fossil plants is:
dH

(2)

dtF= r - 3400 - .15(r)

and the rate of heat loss for nuclear plants is:
dH
-

dtN -- r - 3400 - .OS(r)

(3)

where:

r

= heat

rate.

Once condenser flow for a plant is established, the type of cooling
system determines water withdrawals and consumption. Cooling systems can be
classified as either once-through or recirculating. In a once-through cooling
system the water is withdrawn, passed once through the plant, and returned to
its source. Consumption is typically a small percentage of withdrawals of
water in this type of system due to evaporation. Once-through cooling has
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been the dominant cooling method until recently.
Recirculating cooling
systems use cooling towers, ponds or lagoons to reduce the temperature of the
water leaving the plant so that it may be reused rather than discharged back
to the source. Withdrawals are greatly reduced with this method, however,
consumption is greater because evaporation losses are increased.
For a once-through system, withdrawals equal condenser flows [13]; that
is,
(4)

where:

WDOTC = CF
withdrawal for once-through cooling, gal/kwh; and

WDOTC

CF = condenser flow.
With a recirculating system (cooling ponds and towers), withdrawals are only
necessary to make up for evaporation and other losses. For these systems,
withdrawals were estimated as [14]:
WDREC
where:

WDREC
CF

=

(.00113R)(CF)

= withdrawal
=

for recycled cooling, gal/kwh; and other variables
as defined above.
condenser flow.

Once withdrawals are known it is also possible to establish consumptive
use. Consumptive use for a once-through cooling system is largely a function
of evaporation. From Cootner and Lof this value was estimated as,
CSOTC = 0.39 (
where:

CSOTC
E

i - 1)

1

consumption for once-through cooling, gal/kwh; and
thermal efficiency, 3413 I r.

For recirculating systems, almost all the water that is withdrawn is consumed
[15]. It was assumed here that consumption for recycling systems is,

where:

CSREC

consumption for recycled cooling, gal/kwh; and

WDREC

as defined above.

The formulas described above were used to calculate water withdrawal and
consumption per kwh of production for different plant fuel types and cooling
methods for future years. The heat rates used and the resulting water uses
are shown in Table A5.
Water Use

Project~ons

The information on generating capacity growth and water use per unit of
production can now be combined to make projections of water use. In order to
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Table A5. Heat Rates and Water Use Rates for Steam-Elect~7c Plants with Alternative
Cooling Systems by Year of Plant Construction .Plants Constructed In:
1949

OTC
Nuclear
n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Heat Rate (BTU/kwh)
Condenser Flow (gal/kwh)
Withdrawal (gal/kwh)
Consumption (gal/kwh)
1960-64

n/a

12,500
57.72
57. 72
. 90

Heat Rate (BTU/kwh)
Condenser Flow (gal/kwh)
Withdrawal (gal/kwh)
Consumption (gal/kwh)
1955-59

Ponds & Towers
Fossil
Nuclear

13,000
61.12
61.12
.95

Heat Rate (BTU/kwh)
Condenser Flow (gal/kwh)
Withdrawal (gal/kwh)
Consumption (gal/kwh)
1950-54

Fossil

11,500
50.92
.86
.84

11,500
50.92
50.92
.79
n/a

n/a

Heat Rate (BTU/kwh)
Condenser Flow (gal/kwh)
Withdrawal (gal/kwh)
Consumption (gal/kwh)

11,000
47.52
47.52
.74

11,000
47.52
.81
.79

1965-74
Heat Rate (BTU/kwh)
Condenser Flow (gal/kwh)
Withdrawal (gal/kwh)
Consumption (gal/kwh)

10,500
52.52
52.52
.69

10,500
44.11
44.11
.69

10,500
52.52
.89
.87

10,500
44.11
.75
.74

10,500
52.52
52.52
.69

9,675
38.50
38.50
.60

10,500
52.52
.89
.87

9,675
38.50
.65
.64

10,300
51.0
51.0
.67

9,450
36.97
36.97
.58

10,300
51.0
.86
.84

9,450
36.97
.63
.62

1975-79
Heat Rate (BTU/kwh)
Condenser Flow (gal/kwh)
Withdrawal (gal/kwh)
Consumption (gal/kwh)
1990
Heat Rate (BTU/kwh)
Condenser Flow (gal/kwh)
Withdrawal (gal/kwh)
Consumption (gal/kwh)
2000
Heat Rate (BTU/kwh)
Condenser Flow (gal/kwh)
Withdrawal (gal/kwh)
Consumption (gal/kwh)

9,500
44.91
44.91
.59

9,000
33.91
33.91
.54

9,500
44.91
.76
.74

I

I

9,000
33.91
.57
.56

2010
Heat Rate (BTU/kwh)
9,200
8,700
Condenser Flow (gal/kwh)
42.63
31.87
Withdrawal (gal/kwh)
42.63
31. 87
Consumption (2al/kwh)
.56
.50
a/
- A temperature rise of 15 0 F across the condenser is assumed.

9,200
42.63
.72
• 71

8,700
31.87
.54
.53
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make water use projections, it is first necessary to predict production
levels. In particular maximum water use rates will be examined. These occur
with maximum production levels, i.e., peak loads.
In Virginia, both the
sulillller and winter seasons have historically included the highest peak production. However, the peak use projections made here will be for summer so that
the effects of peak power production on low summer stream flows can be
assessed.
The situation assumed is that a 7-day period of warm weather causes a
rise in peak demand above the summer average. During this period the average
m.nnber of hours of "peak loading" per day is 10 with "average loads" for 14
hours [16]. This hourly distribution of load was used as a typical day during
the peak week. To estimate daily water use during the peak week estimates of
production for a peak hour and an average hour were made based upon installed
capacity for each year in the analysis and a measure of output called the
"capacity factor."
The capacity factor is a ratio of the output of the plant (per time
period) to the cap~city of the plant [17]. The capacity factor can change in
response to changes in expected production or capacity, including the effect
of plant depreciation. Data on production levels and capacity supplied by the
utilities to the SCC allowed computation of the capacity factor for an average
hour of plant output and for a peak hour during August for each year from 1979
to 1990. The average, for both these two capacity factors, over the 11-year
period was calculated and was assumed to hold for each year in this analysis.
Once the capacity factors were calculated, they were multiplied by installed
capacity estimates for 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2010 to calculate output for an
average hour and peak summer hour for each plant shown in Tables Al-A4. For a
day with 10 hours of peak and 14 hours of average load, 24 hour production was
calculated by multiplying the calculated peak hourly and average hourly output
by 10 and 14, respectively.
Once production levels were calculated water use for each plant is estimated by multiplying water use rates from Table AS by the peak day production
estimate for each plant. The chosen water use rate was based upon the year of
plant construction and the cooling method as shown in Tables Al-A4. Tables
A6-A9 contain present and projected water use estimates for the steam-electric
plants in Virginia during a single day within a peak summer week [18].
In Virginia, as a whole,
withdrawals concurrent with a
phasing out of once-through
Other factors responsible for
rates and the preponderance of

there is a pattern of increasing reduct ion of
rise in consumptive use. This arises from the
cooling as recycling systems are introduced.
these trends are the improvement in-plant heat
fossil-fueled units over nuclear plants.
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Table A6. Summer Peak Week Water Use by Steam-Electric--1979.
Water Source

Unit
Bremo 3
Bremo 4
Chesterfield
Chesterfield
Chesterfield
Portsmouth 1
Portsmouth 2
Portsmouth 3
Portsmouth 4
Possum Pt. 1
Possum Pt. 2
Possum Pt. 3
Possum Pt. 4
Yorktown 1
Yorktown 2
Yorktown 3
Surry 1
Surry 2
Riverton
GlenLyn 5
GlenLyn 6
Potomac 1
Potomac 2
Potomac 3
Potomac 4
Potomac 5
Chesterfield
Chesterfield
Chesterfield
N. Anna 1
Possum Pt. 5
Clinch R. 1
Clinch R. 2
Clinch R. 3

1
2
3

4
5
6

James R.
James R.
James R.
James R.
James R.
Elizabeth R.
Elizabeth R.
Elizabeth R.
Elizabeth R.
Pot. R. & Quant.
Pot. R. & Quant.
Pot. R. & Quant.
Pot. R. & Quant.
York R.
York R.
York R.
James R.
James R.
Shenandoah R.
New R.
New R.
Potomac R~
Potomac R.
Potomac R.
Potomac R.
Potomac R.
James R.
James R.
James R.
Anna R.
Pot. R. & Quant.
Clinch R.
Clinch R.
Clinch R.

Cr.
Cr.
Cr.
Cr.

Cr.

Withdrawals
10 3 gal/day

Consumption
10 3 gal/day

63,695
128,648
53,248
68,335
88,000
88,838
88,838
127,170
165,598
69,222
61,181
78,372
165,598
130,127
133,085
559,137
618,461
618,461
29,605
85,482
185,955
76,901
76,901
82,306
82,306
82,306
2,070
4,034
7,405
11,605
8,107
3,141
3,141
2,958

993
1,996
828
1,062
1,372
1,385
1,385
1,973
2,579
1,076
954
1,216
2,579
2,019
2,065
8,746
8,125
8,125
460
1,329
2,885
1,195
1,195
1,283
1,283
1,283
2,019
3,934
7,306
11,344
7,983
3,068
3,068
2,885
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Table A7. Summer Peak Week Water Use by Steam-Electric--1990.
Unit

Water Source

Withdrawals
10

Bremo 4
Portsmouth 3
Portsmouth 4
Possum Pt. 4
Yorktown 1
Yorktown 2
Yorktown 3
Surry 1
Surry 2
GlenLyn 6
Chesterfield 4
Chesterfield 5
Chesterfield 6
N. Anna 1
N. Anna 2
N. Anna 3
N. Anna 4
Possum Pt. 5
Clinch R. 1
Clinch R. 2
Clinch R. 3 a/
Possum Pt.
Riverton 1~

f"

James R.
Elizabeth R.
Elizabeth R.
Pot. R. & Quant. Cr.
York R.
York R.
York R.
James R.
James R.
New R.
James R.
James R.
James R.
Anna R.
Anna R.
Anna R.
Anna R.
Pot. R. & Quant. Cr.
Clinch R.
Clinch R.
Clinch R.
Pot. R. & Quant. Cr.
Shenandoah R.

~/Location assumed for this study.

3

gal/day

128,648
127,170
165,598
165,598
130,127
133,085
559,137
618,461
618,461
185,955
2,070
4,034
7,405
11,605
11,605
11,713
~1,713

8,107
3,141
3,141
2,958
7,684
1, 729

Consumption
10 3 gal/day
1,996
1,973
2,579
2,579
2,019
2,065
8,746
8,125
8,125
2,885
2,019
3,934
7,306
11,344
11,344
11,441
11,441
7,983
3,068
3,068
2,885
7,562
1,702
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Table A8. Summer Peak Week Water Use by

Steam-Electric~2000.

Withdrawals
3
10 gal/day

ConsUillt>tion
10 3 gal/day

York R.

559,137

8,746

Surry 1

James R.

618,461

8,125

Surry 2

James R.

618,461

Chesterfield 5

James R.

4,034

Unit

Water Source

Yorktown 3

Case A

Case B

.;'E.I

./

8,125

./
./

./

3,934

-I

./

./

./

Chesterfield 6

James R.

7,405

7,306

./

N. Anna 1

Anna R.

11,605

11,344

N. Anna 2

Anna R.

11,605

11,344

./
./

N. Anna 3

Anna R.

11, 713

11,441

I

./
./

N. Anna 4

Anna R.

11, 713

11,441

./

./

Possum Pt. 5
Possum Pt. ~/
Possum Pt. 7~/

Pot. R.

&

Quant. Cr.

8,107

7,983

./

./

Pot. R.

&

Quant. Cr.

7,684

7,562

./

Pot. R.

&

Quant. Cr.

6,952

6,830

./

Bremo ¢.1

James R.

6,952

6,830

./

./
I
./

Bremo ~/

James R.

6.952

6,830

./ .

./

York R.

8,276

8,131

York R.

8,276

8,131

Yorktown ~/

York R.

8,276

8,131

Chesterfield 7~/

James R.

8,276

8,131

./
I
./
./

~/

James R.

8,276

8,131

./

Shenandoah R.

1, 729

1,702

I

Yorktown 4!._/
Yorktown ~/

Chesterfield
Riverton 2!..I

!._/Location assumed for this study.
'E_/Plant is in-service for this case.

I

./
./

I

I

'(
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Footnotes to Appendix A

[l]

U.S. Water Resources Council. THE NATION'S WATER RESOURCES 1975-2000.
SECOND NATIONAL WATER ASSESSMENT, (1978).

[2]

The Virginia Department of Conservation and Economic Development, Division of Water Resources undertook the development of comprehensive water
resources plans during the period 1966-72.

[3]

Hydroelectric generating capacity was not considered here. In Virginia,
hydroelectric additions will probably not constitute a significant proportion of capacity additions in the next 30 years. This is due to a
decrease in feasible sites and an apparent overestimation by the utilities of future peak load growth. Most such projects are pumped-storage
units which are used during peak periods.
Further, the existing plants used in this analysis did not include small
capacity generating facilities of industrial firms and cities.

[ 4]

Delmarva Power supplies only the Eastern Shore and has no existing or
prbposed plants in Virginia.

[5]

Federal

[ 6]

Id.

[7]

Knight, "Decreases in Demand Leaving Utilities with Unnecessary Capacity," · Washington Post, (October 21, 1979); Jerry "VEPCO Sharply Slashes
Energy Forecast," Washington Post, (March 4, 1980).

[8]

R. Thompson, "Forecasting Water
(November 1971).

[9]

P. Young, and R. Thompson, "Forecasting Water Use for Electric Power
Generation," 9 WATER RESOURCES RES. 800 (1971).

Power

Commission,

THE

1970

NATIONAL

Demands,"

POWER SURVEY,

(Rep.

PB 206 491),

( 1971).

NTIS.

[ 10]

Federal Power Commission, suEra n. 5.

[ 11]

Federal Power Commission, suEra n. 5.

[12]

Young and Thompson, suEra n. 9.

[ 13]

P. Cootner, and G. Lof, WATER DEMANDS FOR STEAM ELECTRIC GENERATION,
(1965).

[ 14]

Id.

[ 15]

Id.
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[16]

Federal Power Commission, su:era n.

s.

[17)

Federal Power Commission, supra n.

s.

[18]

Some of the plants in coastal areas use brackish water. The use of these
plants will not be included with fresh water use estimates.

Appendix B

WATER USE FOR IRRIGATION

INTRODUCTION
Irrigation in Virginia can have a significant impact on the water supply
available for alternative uses since maximum irrigation water use occurs
during drought periods.
Table Bl shows irrigated acreage in the state as
reported in the five most recent agricultural censuses. Irrigated acreage in
the state increased from 1954 to 1964 and then decreased in 1969 and 1974.
However, the values recorded in the Census of Agriculture reflect only those
tracts that were actually irrigated in the census year and, as a result, must
be read with caution. Irrigation in Virginia is of a supplemental nature and,
if rainfall is adequate during critical periods of growing season, irrigation
will not be used even if investments in irrigation capacity are in place.
Therefore, in census years of adequate rainfall, fewer acres would be reported
than in drier years. One indicator of growing season rainfall for each year
can be found in the pasture and range conditions index reported on September 1
of each year. This index, for Virginia, is reported in Table Bl for the years
1949-1977. Two important conclusions can be drawn from these data. First, of
the most recent census years (1959, 1964, 1969, and 1974), 1964 was clearly
the driest. Second, the period preceding 1964 was drier than the years preceding 1974. These two conclusions, taken together suggest that investments
in irrigation capacity prior to 1964 would have been encouraged, all other
factors equal, relative to the period after 1964; and, that use of this capacity would be highest in the 1964 census year. In fact, Table B2 shows that
1964 irrigated acreage was indeed the highest of the five most recent census
years. However, it is also the case that for each year irrigated acreage has
been only a small part of total harvested cropland.
In Virginia irrigation is characterized by heavy use of portable sprinkler systems, either hand-moved or self-propelled.
Water sources are most
commonly on-farm ponds or adjacent streams. Because irrigation requires a
moderate terrain, there has not been much use of it west of the Blue Ridge
Mountains. To the east of the mountains, irrigation has been concentrated
most heavily in the tobacco growing region of the southside and on vegetable
farms on the Eastern Shore. The principal irrigated crops in the state are
tobacco, irish potatoes, vegetables and melons followed by lesser amounts of
corn and soybeans.
In Virginia summer droughts occur randomly and may significantly reduce
yield. From a technical standpoint the use of irrigation during such periods
can be a useful farm management tool. However, its profitability is dependent
upon the relationship between expected costs and returns from investing in an
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Table Bl.

Source:

Irrigated Acreage and Total Cropland in Virginia, 1954-1974
(in acres).

Year

Irrigated
Acreage

Total Harvested
Cropland

1954

21,713

3,157 '774

1959

31,116

2,857,848

1964

50,966

2,566,117

1969

36,635

2,277,878

1974

28,275

2,446,897

U.S. Department of Conunerce, Census of Agriculture: Virginia
[U.S. Government Printing Office: Washington, D.C.], 1954,
1959, 1964, 1969, 1974.
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Table B2.

Range and Pasture Conditions Index for Virginia, on September 1
of Each Year, 1949-1977.~/

Year

Index

1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954

97
88
74
81
37
62

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959

90
84
48
98
78

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

86
92
81
42
60

1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

75
69
72
85
97

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

89
94
93
95
89

1975
1976
1977

83
46
50

a/
- Lower index numbers signify drier conditions.
Source:

[USDA, Agricultural Statistics, 1949-1977].
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irrigation system [l]. More specifically, this profitability is affected by
expected crop prices, expected crop production costs, expected frequency of
drought and the costs of irrigation system development. Therefore any projection of the future growth in irrigated acreage and irrigation water use must
use a framework which explicitly recognizes that such growth will only occur
if irrigation system development is a profitable fann investmet.
This study uses an economic model to predict the number of acres that
will be irrigated during dry year conditions for the years 1980, 1990, and
2000 under alternative assumptions about irrigation costs. Estimates of water
use rates per acre are used to calculate total water use for each region based
upon the irrigated acres predicted for the region in each year.

IRRIGATED ACREAGE PROJECTIONS
V. W. Ruttan has developed a framework which uses census data to predict
growth in irrigated acreage [2]. His method was adapted for this study [3].
The method, as applied here, is based upon an estimated total value product
(TVP) function developed using county data and exogenous projections of TVP
for 1980, 1990, and 2000.
The TVP Function
Following Lynne, the TVP model was identified as follows [4]:
TVP

= f(OCAC,

TRAC, AUAC, I, NI, T)

where:
TVP = total value of farm products sold in a county in cons.taut 196 7
dollars,
OCAC = expenditures per acre on machine hire, labor, fuel, seeds, bulbs
and plants, in constant 1967 dollars,
TRAC

the number of
county,

tractors per acre of unwooded farmland in a

AUAC = equivalent animal units per acre of unwooded farmland,
measured as total feed requirements,
I = irrigated acres of _farmland in a county,
NI = non-irrigated

acres

of

unwooded

farmland

in a county,

and

T = year.
The Census of Agricultur~, at five-year intervals from 1954 to 1974,
provided the values of the variables. A county was one observation. OCAC
represents the intensity of operating expenditure per acre. The intensity of
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machinery and equipment investments in the county is represented by TRAC.
AUAC is an index of livestock production in the county which accounts for the
livestock sales share of TVP and the production of feed for on-farm consumption. Wooded farm acreage was subtracted from total acreage for each county
when farmland (NI) and irrigated farmland (I) were measured. A zero-one dummy
variable for year, Tl-T4, was included to ref le ct intercept changes due to
shifts in qualitative variables affecting TVP between the census years, with
1954 as the base year. Such factors would include general product market conditions and government policy.
In addition to the 97 counties in Virginia,
46 counties in North Carolina were added to the data set. The counties chosen
were near the Virginia border and are similar in terrain and type of farming
to Virginia counties where most irrigation occurs.
These counties were
included for the estimation because they contributed more observations of
irrigated land.
The model was estimated as a Cobb-Douglass function using ordinary leastsquares procedures. The results of the estimation appear in Table B3. The
coefficient of I is significant at the .0002 level and the estimated coefficients and size of the other variables are also acceptable. The negative sign
of the coefficient of AUAC does imply that further livestock per acre expansion in the state may not be profitable. However, AUAC is probably acting as
a proxy for suitability of land for crop production in the state. Therefore,
the negative sign would be expected. There does not appear to be any significant degree of multicollinearity among the independent variables. The highest simple correlation coefficient between any two variables is .68 for NI and
AUAC. The results of tests for the presence of heteroskedasticity and serial
correlation indicated there was no evidence of either problem.
The influence on TVP of county size was tested, as suggested by Lynne,
with an analysis of covariance [ 5]. If a large portion of the variation in
TVP is due to the variation in the size of the counties, it is expected that
the estimated coefficients would be biased upward. An analysis of covariance
used dummy variables to account for variation in county size. The county size
variables were found to be statistically insignificant and virtually no change
occurred in the estimated coefficients of the independent variables when
county size variables were included in the equation.
The use of the dummy variables for time, Tl-T4, was based on the assumption that the intercept for each census year would be different but that these
variations do not affect the estimated slope coefficients relating irrigated
acres to TVP. This hypothesis was tested for the estimated coefficient of
irrigated acreage, and the coefficient was not found to vary significantly with
time.
Irrigated Acreage
The TVP function forms the basis for projecting irrigated acreage during
dry year conditions. The projection model has four equations. Equation (1)
is the estimated TVP function. Equation (2) is the first partial derivative
of (1) with respect to irrigated acres. Equation (3) is the equilibrium condition that the marginal value product of an irrigated acre is equal to the
costs of irrigating an additional acre. Equation (4) is derived from (2) and
(3) and is the calculation by which projected total value product and irrigation costs are used to determine irrigated acreage in a future year. Thus,
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Table B3.
ln TVP

=

Total Value Productivity Function.

3.2512 + 0.4464 ln OCAC + 0.4043 ln TRAC - 0.1808 ln AUAC
(12.51) .~/ (18.89)
(12.90)
(-6.67)

+ 0.0240 ln I + 1.1074 ln NI - 0.0188 ln T1 + 0.0008 ln T2
(3.72)
(56.53)
(-0.50)
(0.02)
+ 0.0740 ln T + 0.3595 ln T
(1.91)
2

R

= 0.91

3

(9.12)

F = 787.28

4
9 and 705 degrees of freedom

~/The t-statistics are in parentheses.
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b
TVP

h (0CAC)
0

1

b
(TRAC)

2

(T~P) = (MPV)
(MVP)
I =

b
(AUAC)

1

1

=

3

b
(I)

4

b
b
6
(NI) S(T)

(1)

b (TVP)
4

(2)

I

= r1

(3)

b (TVP)F
4
(4)

where:
MVP

1

TVPF
r

1

=marginal value product of an irrigated acre,
projected

values

of

farm

output

in

Virginia,

1967 dollars,

= irrigation costs, dollars per acre; other variables as
defined above.

The marginal value product of an irrigated acre (EQ 2) can be estimated
by taking the first partial derivative of the total value product function
with respect to irrigated acreage. MVP measures the change in the total
value product for a one acre change in ttie amount of irrigated acreage. If
the marginal value of adding another irrigated acre is greater than the cost
of that addition, it would be profitable to expand the use of that input. If
MVP is less than the cost of an additional acre, then net returns can be
1
improved by reducing use of the input.
This decision rule is shown in
Equation (3).
Equation 4 is derived from (2) and (3) and restates the decision rule in
terms of the estimated parameter of Equation (1), the cost of irrigating an
additional acre in Virginia, and a value of TVP for Virginia.
Application of Equation (4) to project irrigated acres, requires projections of TVP and r
[6].
The total value of agricultural production in
Virginia has been prbjected for the years 1980, 1985, 2000, by the USDA [7].
These values were applied in Equation (4). However, estimation of irrigation
costs (r ) for an aggregate model of this type presents several difficulties.
1
First, such costs will vary by area of the state according to water ·source,
soil type and topography, hence a "typical" cost per acre will be difficult to
identify.
Second, management costs of irrigation use may be quite high but
are not easily calculated. Third, Virginia's variable rainfall pattern means
that some irrigation capacity will be left id le in wet years. During such
years farmers bear an opportunity cost for this idle investment [8].
Therefore, the evaluation of irrigation costs began with the view that
the cost (r L) should be an annualized value for investments in irrigation
capacity whiCh permits a maximum number of acres to be irrigated in dry year
conditions. Included in capacity costs are system development costs, operating costs, management costs and the opportunity costs of idle capacity during
adequate rainfall years. Given that Virginia farmers make rational investment
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decisions in irrigation capacity,
the point where MVP =r (EQ 3).
1
1
revealed by the numne r of acres
with information on I dr and TVP
Equation ( 4) •
Y

they will have invested in such capacity to
Furthermore, the extent of this capacity is
irrigated in a dry year (I ci ) • Therefore,
in the dry year, r can b~rtalcula ted from
1

Recall that the census data used to estimate Equation (1) was based upon
acres actually irrigated in the year of the census. Of the three most recent
census years, only 1964 had the rainfall conditions of a dry year (See Table
B2). In Virginia, 50,966 acres were irrigated in 1964, 36,635 acres in 1969
and 28,275 acres in 1974. It is hypothesized that reported irrigated acreage
levels in 1969 and 1974 would have been higher had there not been such relatively high levels of precipitation during the growing season [9]. Therefore
Equation (4) was used with 1964 values for TVP and I, to calculate r (and
1
MVP ); r was to equal $225.13 in 1967 dollars.
1
1

On this basis acreage projections were made using projected values of TVP
and three alternative projections of r •
1
Case I:

A medium acreage level projection is developed with the assumption that r will grow at the same rate as TVPF.
1

Case II:

A high projection is developed with the assumption that irrigation costs will not change from their 1964 level.

Case III:

A low projection is developed with the assumption that irrigation costs will grow at the same rate as TVPF until 1990 and
at an annual rate 1% greater than the growth in TVP, after
1990. Under these conditions some depreciated equipment may
not be replaced in future years.

Table B4 contains the 1964 and projected values for the total value of
farm output, the marginal cost (r ) of additional capacity, and the amount of
1
projected harvested and irrigated acreage for each year.
Even the high growth projection would not represent a major increase in
irrigated acreage when compared with total harvested acreage expected in
future years. Of course, expectations of this high growth rate may be unrealistic since it is based upon no change in ·real irrigation costs in the
future. Indeed, costs are more likely to rise, as is discussed below. On the
other hand, rates of increase in TVP in excess of those projected can cause
additional increases in irrigated acreage.
However, given the limited
response of irrigated acreage to changes in TVP, the potential for increase
would not be great.
For purposes of this study, the medium growth level is used in subsequent
analyses, a level which is, for practical purposes, a no growth situation.
However, there are several factors which suggest that declines in irrigation
may occur over time, resulting in a situation similar to the low growth condition. First, the size of the investment and the high degree of risk associated with irrigation development are constraints for many farmers. Meanwhile,
irrigation costs are rising as aluminum prices and energy costs rise.
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Table B4.

1964 and Projected Values for TVP, rI, Harvested Acres and Irrigated Acres in Virginia (1967 Dollars).

TVP ($)
Harvested CroElan#1

1964

1980

1990c

2000

478,327,215

704,680,500

773 ·, 040,104

873,207,000

2,384,200

2,576,477

2,971,600

2,566,117.Q./

.!'..r ($/acre)

Case I

225.13

335.25

365.19

406.01

Case II

225.13

225.13

225.13

225.13

Case III

225.13

335.25

365.19

446.59

Irrigated Acres
Case I

50. , 96~1

50,422d/

50, n#-1

51,591~/

Case II

50, 96~1

75,12#1

82,41~/

93,o8#1

Case III

50,96~1

50,422~/

50, n#-1

46,92~/

a/
- Wooded acreage not included; projected values from 1972 OBERS Projections
Supplement •
.Q_/Figures from 1964 Census of Agriculture.
£./Projected value for 1980 interpolated from OBERS projections for 1985 and
2000.
E_/Dry year conditions (similar to 1964).
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Second, tobacco and potato production are projected to decline and these
are the major irrigated crops in Virginia [ 10]. For corn irrigation in Virginia to be profitable, real corn prices must exceed $2.50 per bushel on ·the
most suitable soil types for irrigation [ 11]. However, on heavier-textured
soil, irrigation often has a small effect on yields. Furthermore, preliminary
field reports suggest that yield increases from irrigation of soybeans in
Virginia are not enough to cover the additional costs [12].
Finally, a high degree of efficient management of all inputs is essential
for irrigation to be a profitable proposition in Virginia [ 13]. The trends
toward off-farm employment and leasing of farm land would seem to be indicative of a decline in intensive management practices by farmers in the state.

WATER USE PROJECTIONS
Water use rates for an irrigated acre during drought conditions will
depend upon the crop being grown and the climatic and soil conditions. These
factors vary across the state. Therefore the state's counties were divided
into four separate groups representing the dominant crop type, a consideration
which will also reflect physical production characteristics. Group 1 includes
the "tobacco" counties. Group 2 includes only Accomack and Northampton counties where the majority of po ta toes and vegetables are irrigated. Group 3
includes the mountainous counties where crop irrigation is limited by terrain.
Group 4 are the counties where most of the corn acreage is located. Table BS
shows the irrigated acreage in each group for 1954-1974. Figure Bl shows the
location of each county in each group.
Projected total irrigated acres for medium growth, Case II, were allocated among the four groups according to the percentage of total irrigated
acres in these groups for the three most recent census years, 1964, 1969, and
1974. The estimates appear in Table B6.
Water withdrawals and consumption for irrigation were estimated for each
major irrigation group using a method developed by Van Bavel and Lillard [14].
Irrigation water requirements for each group were estimated with the following
formula:
WW
where:

WW

= irrigation

=

I x E x D x ET

water withdrawals in one month, acre-inches,

I

irrigated acreage,

E

efficiency multiplier,

D

number of drought days in the month, and

ET

evapotranspiration rate, inches per day.

Water withdrawals (WW) were estimated for the month of July since the
mid-summer months are the period of low stream flow. Irrigated acreage for
each year was taken from Table B6. The efficiency multiplier, (E), is a measure of irrigation system efficiency--the amount of water withdrawn which is
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Table BS.

Irrigated Acreage in Virginia by Group and Census Year, 1954-1974.

1954

1959

1964

1969

1974

Virginia

21, 713

31,116

50,966

36,635

28,275

Group 1

4,501

10,261

25,272

13,684

15,616

Group 2

4,936

11,413

11,094

11,964

7,425

Group 3

2,385

2,416

2,597

1,605

877

Group 4

9,891

7,026

12,003

9,382

4,357

Source:

U.S. Bureau of the Census.

Census of Agriculture 2 Virginia.

N

I

~

l=Q

Group 1

Group 2
Group 3
Group 4

iIDTIIJ
~

Allocation of Counties to Irrigation Groups.

~

Figure 1.
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Table B6.

Allocation of Projected Total Irrigated Acreage by Region, Virginia.

Group

a
Mean- Share
(Percent)

1980

1

47.4

23,900

24,069

24,454

2

26.9

13,564

13,659

13,878

3

4.2

2,118

2,133

2,167

4

21.5

10,840

10,917

11,092

TOTAL

100.0

50,422

50,778

51,591

Projected Irrigated Acres
1990
2000

a/
- Averaged over actual values for 1964, 1969, and 1974.
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delivered to the soil.
Irrigation system efficiency in the eastern U.S. is
approximately 70%. This means that in order to add one inch of water to the
soil, 1.4 inches must be applied [15]. Thus, the efficiency multiplier (E) is
equal to 1. 4.
A drought day was defined as a day on which the available moisture in the
root zone i s exhausted. The available moisture in the soil is the difference
between the field capacity and wilting point of the soil. It can be thought
of as the maximum storage capacity of the soil because, while there is still
moistu r e i n the soil at the wilting point, it is no longer available to the
pl ant. A storage capacity of two inches was assumed in this study. Soils
with storage capacities greater than two inches are usually not as responsive
to irrigation because they are less responsive to drought.
Van Bavel and
Lillard estimated the number of drought-days (D) per month at several probability levels, so il storage capacities for different regions of the state.
The most severe drought conditions in their work had a probability of occurrence of one out of ten years. That was the level assumed here.
Evapotranspiration is the loss of soil moisture from evaporation and
plant transpiration. Daily potential evapotranspiration rates (ET) were also
estimated by Van Bavel and Lillard for the growing season months.
The number of expected (one year in ten) drought days and evapotranspiration rates for July were estimated for the groups of counties in this study
using information reported in Van Bavel and Lillard. The results are shown in
Table B7.
The information from Tables B4 and B7 and the irrigation efficiency of
• 7, provided a basis for estimating water withdrawals using Van Bavel and
Lillard' s equation. It was assumed for this study that all water withdrawn
from the source would be consumed by the plant or by evaporation losses.
Therefore consumption was set equal to ~ithdrawals. The results are shown in
Table B8 where monthly water use per drought day is shown for each group of
counties. Tilis figure was used as the peak daily water use for this study.
For purposes of this study it was necessary to allocate water use within
groups to hydrologic planning areas. This was accomplished by assigning a
proportion of irrigation water use of the group to the HPA in the same proportion that land area of the HPA within the group is of group land area. Thus,
WW
where:

WW

g

~g

A

g

g

* 1\g
A

g

=

WW

h

water withdrawals (consumption) for group g;
area of hydrologic planning area within group g;
total area of group g; and

WWh = water withdrawals

(consumption) for hydrologic planning area.
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Table B7. Minimum Number of Drought-Days and Daily Potential Evapotranspiration Rates by Region, Virginia.a/

Drought-Days~/

Erfl:-/

Group 1 - July

20

.16

Group 2 - July

21

.16

Group 3 - July

16

.14

Group 4 - July

21

.16

~/Source: Van Bavel, C.H.M. and J.H. Lillard.

Agricultural Drought in
Virginia. Virginia Agricultural Experiment Station Technical
Bulletin 128. 1957.

E../aased on two-inch soil moisture storage capacity and one-out-of-ten year
drought.
Elrnches per day.
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Table B8.

Projected Irrigation Water Wit,drawal and Consumption
for July by Region, Virginia.a

Million Gallon
Drought-Day

Year

1980
Group
Group
Group
Group

1
2

3
4

145.4
82.5
11.3
65.9

1990
Group
Group
Group
Group

1
2

3
4

146.4
83.1
11.4
66.4

2000
Group
Group
Group
Group

a/

1
2

3
4

148.7
84.4
11.5
67.5

- Based on a once-in-ten-year drought and a soil moisture storage
capacity of two inches.
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Appendix C

INDUSTRIAL WATER USE

INTRODUCTION
Water can be an important input in industrial production. Kollar and
MacAuley describe the , potential uses of industrial water according to three
classifications of noncontact cooling, process and related uses, and sanitary
and miscellaneous uses [l]. They describe these uses as follows:
Noncontact cooling is the largest water use for the manufacturing
sector as a whole. In this application water is separated from the
material being cooled by heat exchanger surfaces. The most common
noncontact cooling uses are equipment cooling, process temperature
control, steam electric power condensing, and air conditioning.
Process uses include a variety of applications where water comes in
contact with process materials or waste products, or is incorporated
in the product. The most common process applications are inclusion
in food and beverages, slurrying, paper forming, bleaching, dissolving, rinsing, scalding, fume scrubbing, spray cooling, and barometric condensing.
Included in this category is boiler feedwater,
which is used to generate steam for process purposes or steam electric power generation.
The third category covers sanitary and miscellaneous uses, chiefly
sanitary service water for the personal use of employees. It also
includes water for plant cleanup, groundskeeping, firefighting, and
dust control [2].
However, water use differs markedly among industries. This can be seen in
Table C-1, where gross water use (including recycled water) per employee is
shown. From this table it is clear that an assessment of water use by industry should focus upon the high-water-using industries and only upon the other
industries as study resources allow.
This study of industrial water use in Virginia depended upon the preliminary results of industrial water use survey conducted by the Virginia State
Water Control Board (SWCB) in late 1979 and early 1980. The survey sampled
the water-using industries in the state according to 2-digit SIC code. Table
C-2 shows the industrial categories and the number of firms in the state which
were sampled within each category. It was these industrial user categories
that were used in this study. The SWCB survey asked each firm to report its
geographic location, employment, and water use (withdrawals).
It was this
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TABLE C-1
WATER USE PER EMPLOYEE

Industry Group

Petroleum and coal products
Chemicals and allied products
· Paper and allied products
Primary metal industries
Tobacco manufacturers
Transportation equipment
Food and kindred products
Stone, clay, and glass products
Rubber and plastic products
Electrical machinery
Textile mill products
Lumber and wood products
Instruments and related products
Machinery, except electrical
Fabricated metal products
Miscellaneous manufacturing
Leather and leather products
Furniture and fixtures
Apparel and related products
Printing and publishing
SOURCE:

Kallar and MacAuley

Gross Water Use
Per Employee (gpd)
163,000
40,300
38,900
21 ,200
6'100
4,600
4,200
3'100
2,900
2,500
1,800
1,600
1,200
1,000
800
300
200
120
100
100
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TABLE C-2
NUMBER OF WATER INTENSIVE INDUSTRIES IN VIRGINIA!/

I NDUS T R Y

GR0 UP

Number of Firms

Food and kindred products

74

Textile mill products

35

Paper and allied products

15

Chemicals and allied products

25

Petroleum refining
Primary metals
Transportation equipment, excluding motor vehicles
Stone

12

5
35

Lumber products and furniture
Source:

2

4

Preliminary data from SWCB. These data included one observation
on· electrical equipment, two on leather and four on rubber, which
were deleted from the analysis in this study.
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information in combination with recent U.S. Department of Commerce studies
which formed the basis for current and year 2000 industrial water use estimates within each HPA.

PROCEDURES:

AN OVERVIEW

Current water withdrawal estimates were based upon the SWCB survey of
industrial plants in Virginia.
Because of an apparent underestimate of
employment in the SWCB survey, an adjustment was made using census of manufacturers employment estimates. Current consumptive use was calculated as a percentage of current withdrawals, using U.S. Department of Commerce (USDOC) data
on the relationship of consumptive to withdrawal use for each industry, in the
United States.
Future industrial water use estimates were made in three steps. First,
projections of output, in dollars, by major industry groups for Virginia were
obtained from the Regional Economics Division of USDOC. These projections of
state output for each industry were allocated to HPAs in the same proportion
each HPAs' current employment is of current state employment for that industry.
Second, current and future national water withdrawal and consumptive use per
dollar of output for each industry were calculated from USDOC information. In
general, USDOC projects reduced withdrawals and increased consumption per
dollar of output over time. These projections are based upon expected (and
currently occurring) changes in water use which wi11 be affected by future
economic conditions and environmental regulations. Third, the dollar output
levels by HPA by industry group and water use rates per dollar of output were
multiplied to project total withdrawals and consumption [3].

CURRENT WITHDRAWALS AND CONSUMPTION
A comparison of the reported employment by industry in the SWCB survey
with the employment reported in the Census of Manufacture rs was made as one
test of the coverage of the SWCB survey sample [4]. This comparison suggested
that for some industries the SWCB survey missed some of the firms with some
industries. As a result, a water use estimation procedure was employed which
adjusted for this omission, according to the formula in equation · (1).
J
L

WD*ij

=j =l
J

EC ..

1.J

L ES.j
j =l
1.

*WD

ij

(1)
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where:

WD*

ij

-- adjusted withdr_a wals by industry i in HPA j,
total state employment of industry i reported by Census of
Manufacturers,
summation of employment for the state of industry i reported
in the SWCB surv~y, and
SWCB survey' s reported withdrawals by industry i in HPA j.

The result of equation (1) is to increase the reported withdrawals for each
industry in each HPA by a fixed proportion which reflects the amount the SWCB
survey underestimates employment for each industrial category. The adjustment
in equation (1) presumes a direct relationship between employment levels and
water use.
Also, this adjustment allocates the increased water use which
results from the adjustment to HPAs according to the SWCB surveys' reported
employment by industry category.
Equation (1) estimates current withdrawal use by industry i in each HPA.
Consumptive use was calculated as a proportion of withdrawal use using U.S.
Department of Commerce data on average water withdrawals and consumption by
industry group [S]. Table C-3, Column (a) shows the ratios used for computing
consumptive use. Once consumptive an~ withdrawal use for each industry group
by HPA was calculated, the results were summed over all industries in the HPA
to provide an estimate of total current industrial water use.

INDUSTRIAL WATER USE PROJECTIONS
Future industrial water use in an HPA will depend upon the level of
industrial output in the HPA and the water use rates per unit of industrial
output. Therefore, the water use projections for this study include projections of industrial output and water use rates for each HPA. These projections were accomplished by making two assumptions about future conditions.
First, projections of industrial output by category for the state were
allocated to the HPAs according to their current share of employment. In
effect, this allocates projected increased industrial output according to the
location of current output. No effort was made to speculate about possible
alternative future industrial growth paths for any given HPA. Of course, the
results of this analysis could be a basis for examining the water use and
availability balance for any HPA under different assumed industrial growth and
location patterns.
Second, industrial water use per unit of output is expected to change in
the next two decades.
Studies during the past few years have consistently
concluded (6] that rising costs of water use will be associated with the need
to comply with waste-water discharge regulations. These cost increases will
encourage changes in product ion technology to reduce water withdrawals in
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TABLE C-3
WATER CONSUMPTION/WITHDRAWAL RATIOS FOR SELECTED INDUSTRIES

Industry

Current~

2000

ConsumQtion
Withdrawals

ConsumQtion
Withdrawals

Food

.1429

.4545

Textile

. 1429

. 7273

Paper

.0648

.7960

Chemical

.0854

.7835

Petroleum

.0234

.7143

Primary metals

.20

.666

Transportation

. 1081

.80

Stone

. l 28l!Y

. 1281.Q/

Lumber/Furniture

.1281!V

.1281!V

.!/1971 relationships.

.
-b/ Rate for all other manufacturing.
SOURCE:

U.S. Department of Conunerce.

No change shown. ·
1975.
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order to reduce the amount of waste-water which must be disposed of. The production changes will include substitution of capital and labor for water which
will reduce the amount of water withdrawn per unit of output, and increased
rates of water reuse which will also reduce water withdrawals. Both these
adjustments will reduce withdrawals but will increase consumption as a portion
of withdrawals as a higher proportion of withdrawn water is incorporated in
final products or is lost to evaporation during the recycling process.
The U.S. Department of Commerce has estimated the national change in
water use per unit of output for each industrial category from the current
period to 2000 [7], however, an evaluation of how these changes will occur in
Virginia industry was beyond the scope of this study. Instead, it was assumed
that water withdrawals per unit of output in Virginia would change from the
current year to 2000 in the same proportion as the USDOC national projection
of change. Consumptive use as a proportion of withdrawals for Virginia was
calculated using the USDOC estimates of national withdrawals and consumption
for 2000.
With these two assumptions, the projections of industrial water use were
made in several steps. The first step was to estimate industrial output for
Virginia HPAs for each industry category. The measure of output used was
Gross Product Originating (GPO) which is a measure of the dollar value of
goods produced [8]. The state estimates of GPO for current and year 2000 conditions for each ind us try were allocated to HPAs in the proportion that the
HPAs reported employment in each industry of the state's total employment.
Thus,
GPO ..

1Jt

GPO.

1vt

*J

E .
iJ

L

j=l

where:

GPO ..

1Jt

GPOi

Vt

(2)

E
ij

= gross

product originating from industry i, HPA j, in year
t, where t is current (c) or year 2000 (f),

gross product originating from industry i in Virginia in
year t, where t is current (c) or year 2000 (f),
= employment

from SWCB survey in industry i in HPA j, and,

j ~l Eij = employment from SWCB survey in industry i across all HP As.
The second step in the projections was to estimate the water withdrawal
rate per dollar of GPO for industry i in each HPA in the current period. This
was accomplished by dividing current withdrawals calculated from equation (1)
for each HPA by current GPO calculated from equation (2). Thus,

wrijc

-

WD*i.
J

GPOijc

(3)
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where:

wr ij c =- withdrawal rate by industry i, HPA j
other variables as defined above.

in current year c, and

The third step in the projection was to estimate the rate of change in
national withdrawals per dollar of GPO for each industry category from the
current year to 2000 (hereafter referred to as the withdrawal rate). DOC does
not publish the national withdrawal rates but rather publishes water use estimates by state which are based upon application of those rates to estimated
state GPO [9]. Thus, published estimates of water withdrawals for the current
year and 2000 for Virginia were divided by GPO estimates for · Virginia for
those years to obtain an estimate of the national average DOC water withdrawal
rate. Thus,

WD.

1vt

L:

J

GPO.

j=l
where:

WD.l.V t

(4)
1t

=

national water withdrawal rate for
period t,

=

USDOC

industry i

in time

withdrawal estimate for Virginia in year t,

and

jil GPOit = state GPO for industry i in time period t.
With the above calculations the rate of change in the withdrawal rate as pro- .
jected by USDOC could be estimated using equation (5) [10],
n
)

where:

(5)

wric

future water withdrawal rate of industry i,

wrif
=

rate of change in withdrawal rate,

wric = current withdrawal rate of industry i, and
n

number of years.

The next step was to apply the rate of change, , to the water withdrawal
rate for each industry category in each Virginia HPA as calculated in equation
(3). Thus,
~
wrijf = (1 +
where:

20
)

(6)

wrijc

water withdrawal rate for industry i, HPA j, in 2000, and
other variables as defined above.

The next step was to estimate year 2000 water withdrawals for each ind ustry category by HPA using the calculations from equations (2) and (6). Thus,
WDijf = wrijf
where:

*

WD .f = withdrawals by industry i,
iJ
variables as defined above.

(7)

GPOijf
in HPA j,

in 2000,

and other
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Finally, consumptive use estimates were made by applying the ratios of
consumptive to withdrawal use reported in Table C-3, Column (b) to the estimated year 2000 withdrawals.

GENERAL RESULTS
Projections specific to each HPA are presented in the main report. The
general statewide trend is toward reduced withdrawals and increased consumptive use in the future.
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Appendix D

RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL WATER USE

INTRODUCTION
Residential/commercial water users are either served by public water
systems or are self-supplied by wells and springs. The amount of water withdrawn and consumed by these water users depends upon the number of persons
being served and the socioeconomic determinants of per capita water use
levels, most frequently household income. In recent years, Virginia has been
an area of expanding population and real income. These trends are expected to
continue in the future and will make residential/commercial use the dominant
water use in many areas of the state. Also, the expansion of this use will
strain the capacity of public water supply and waste treatment systems.

GENERAL PROCEDURES
The procedure used for this analysis estimated current and future water
use separately for public systems and self-supplied households within each
HPA. The procedure assumed that commercial establishments were part of public
systems. The analysis proceded in several steps. First, for each county and
city, current and 2000 population estimates were obtained from the Virginia
Division of Planning and Budget.
Second, data provided by the Virginia
Department of Public Health (DPH) (through the SWCB) provided a basis for calculating the population within each county and city currently being served by
public systems. The population served by public systems was projected to grow
in 1990 and 2000, as population in the county or city grew and as a larger
share of persons are connected to public systems. The remainder of the population was self-supplied.
Third, estimates of current average daily per
capita water use for self-supplied systems were taken from studies of household water use. Applying an engineering "rule-of-thumb," peak day use was
estimated as 1.8 times average day use per person [1]. Current per capita use
was projected to grow in the future in relation to growth in family income and
household size. Estimated peak per capita withdrawal for self-supplied persons was multiplied by the self-supplied population in each year for each city
and county.
County and city withdrawals were then allocated to each HPA in
proportion to the area of each political jurisdiction in each HPA.
Fourth, current per capita daily use rates for public systems within each
city and county were estimated from data provided by the DPH (through the
SWCB). Peak use rates were estimated to be 1.8 times daily use. Projections
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of per capita use were based upon changes in family income and household size.
Estimated per capita peak withdrawal on public systems was multiplied by the
estimated population served by public systems in each year for each city and
county. County and city withdrawals were allocated to HPAs according to the
water source utilized by the public system. The sum of self-supplied and
public system withdrawals was the estimate of total current and 2000 withdrawals. Future consumptive use for each HPA was estimated as a percentage of
withdrawals based upon information available in the most recent U.S. National
Water Assessment.

PROJECTION MODEL
In recent years a number of demand studies have been conducted which seek
to relate household water use to particular water use determinants including
household income, size of household, rainfall, and water pr ices.
These
studies have most frequently been for specific areas and communities and have
not been useful for a general assessment of the type conducted here. Recently,
Foster and Beattie [2] published a study which overcomes this limitation.
They analyzed national water use data for 1960 and 1970 as published by the
American Water Works Association. For each of these time periods, they postulate that the quantity used of residential water is related to water price,
family income, precipitation during the growing season, household size, . and
the region of the country. Thus,

Q = f (P, I, R, N, C)
where:

Q = quantity

P

(1)

of water demanded per household in 1000 cu.ft./year,

average water price in dollar/1000 cu.ft.,

I =median family income,
R = average rainfall during growing season,
N = household size, and
C

region of the country (northeast, southeast, etc.).

Statistical models of equation (1) were estimated for 1960 and 1970 using
AWWA data, data from the U.S. Census and appropriate climatological data. The
general form of the estimated equation was:
B P

B

B

B

Q = Bk(e) p (I) I(R) r(N) n(E)
where:

(2)

Bk, B , B , B = parameters·,
p

r

n

E

error term, and other variables as defined above.
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The model was appropriately modified by inclusion of dummy variables to
account for the possibility that the parameter estimates would differ among
regions. The "best" regionalized model had an R value of • 74 for 1960 and
.71 for 1970 data. All other statistical properties of the model were satisfactory. It was the results of this model which were adopted for this study.
The estimates of the parameters in equation (2) for the southeast region
can provide the basis for projecting household water use. Future values of P,
I, R and N could be inserted in the model and a value of Q calculated. However, for this study no estimates of P for individual cities and counties were
available. Therefore, the projection model used did not include P. Also,
variation over time in R was not expected. Therefore, R was deleted from the
model. The remaining determinants, I and N were used to project water use.
Thus, the projection model used here was:
(3)

where:

Q, I and Has defined above,
a
b
b

constant,
1
N

estimated parameter for income, and
estimated parameter for household size.

Equation (3) collapses the influence of P and R into the constant term a.
This effectively assumes no change in real water price or rainfall pattern
over time. The parameter estimate b is taken from the analysis of the 1970
1
data base and is equal to .37 for all regions of the U.S. The parameter estimate bN was also taken from the analysis of the 1970 data base and is equal
to .09. The basis for estimating a is discussed below.
There are two reasons to expect the projections derived from equation (3)
to be upwardly biased. First, the model presumes constant real water prices.
However, it is likely that real prices will rise over time as costs of compliance with stringent water and waste-water treatment requirements stimulate
increases in water prices. Rising prices will tend to reduce water use below
that projected by use of equation (3).
Second, in recent years there have been an increasing number of programs
designed to manage the growth in water demand. These programs include education programs, pricing programs and plumbing codes, all of which would reduce
water use levels.

VARIABLES AND DATA USED
Implementation of the model described above for self-supplied and central
systems will require estimates of selected variables for the current period
and year 2000. The variables to be used and the basis for their estimation
are described in this section.
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Population Estimates
City and county estimates of population have been prepared for the
Virginia Department of State Planning and Budget. These projections for 1980
and 2000 were made available by the State Water Control Board (SWCB).

Population Self-Supplied and on Public Systems
The Virginia Department of Public Health (DPH) surveys all water systems
in Virginia. As part of this survey, information is requested on the population served. The DPH data were made available to the SWCB and this information was summarized for each county and city. A copy of the preliminary summary, made available for this study, included estimates of population served
by public systems in 1978.
The analysis also required an estimate of population on public systems in
year 2000. This estimate was made as follows. First, the percent that persons served by public systems are of total population was calculated. Second,
this percentage was increased by 1 percentage point for each year between 1980
and 2000, with a limit of 100%. This rate of increase in percent of population served by public systems is cons is tent with that used in the National
Water Assessment and reflects historical trends toward increased proportions
of population served by central water systems [3].
Fourth, the percent of population on public systems in the future (as
calculated in step 3) was multiplied by the projected year 2000 population to
estimate the number of persons on central systems in that year. The remaining
population would be self-supplied.

Households and Household Size
Estimates of 1977 county and city household population (excluding institutional populations) and the number of household units were published by
Martin et al. [4]. Therefore, for this study the estimates reported by Martin
et al. could be used to calculate current household size by dividing household
population by household units.
Future household size (2000) was estimated based upon a continuation of
the trend in household size from 1970 to 1977. During this period household
size in the state declined from 3.2 to 2.92 persons per household. The rate
of change calculated from these estimates was applied to each county and city
estimate of household size. However, in no case was average household size
allowed to fall below 2.5 [5].
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Income
The projection model used here requires estimates of median family income
to make the mod~! operational. Estimates of this income for cities and counties for 1978 are published by Tayloe Murphy Institute [6].
Future estimates. of median family income were not .available.
Indeed,
statistical analysis of changes in · this income variable over time and of var1iation in this variable between counties and cities at a point in time suggest
that few generalizations about likely trends are possible [7]. However, for
this study some measure of year 2000 median household income was neeessary.
Therefore, two assumptions were made so that this projection could be accomplished. First, median household income is assumed to grow at the same rate
as per capita income. This is not an unrealistic assumption. Indeed Knapp
and Scott note, "Using data for 1959 and 1969, we found that the percentage
change in per capita money income explained 54% of the variation in the percentage change in median family income for a cross section of 125 Virginia
counties and cities" [8].
A second assumption was that the gap between the "rich" and "poor" counties would not increase over time, i.e., the rate of growth in median family
income would be greater in "poor" than "rich" counties. The evidence supporting this assumption is weaker than that supporting the first assumption.
Knapp and Scott did calculate a coefficient of variation for median family
income in 1969 and 1977 and found "some evidence of convergence" [9]. These
findings lend some merit to the assumption that the gap between "rich" and
"poor" counties will not widen in the future.
With these assumptions the income projection was made as follows. First,
USDOC estimates of 1977 and 2000 state per capita income were used to calculate an annual rate of change in per capita income. Second, this rate was
applied to current state median family income estimates to project the state
median household income in 2000. Third, the deviation from current state median family income for each county and city was calculated. Finally, this
deviation was applied to the 2000 estimate of state median family income to
estimate city and county family income for 2000.

CURRENT PER CAPITA WITHDRAWALS AND CONSUMPTION
Estimates of withdrawals for self-supplied persons and public system
customers in the current period were needed. However, the data . needed was
either unavailable or was of questionable merit. These data problems dictated
the particular procedures used here.
No data were available on self-supplied water use.
However, recent
national studies have found that 64 gpd is the average per capita withdrawal
rate for persons based upon expected use levels for indoor services of., cook- ·
ing, bathing, household cleaning and waste disposal [10]. Therefore, for each
county or city the estimated self-supplied population was multiplied by 64 gpd
to calculate daily inside water use for self-supplied persons.
Peak water
withdrawals were estimated by multiplying a "rule-of-thumb" factor of 1.8 to
relate average daily use to peak use.
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Consumptive use for self-supplied persons was estimated as a fixed proportion of withdrawal use. The proportions used varied across the state. The
actual values were calculated from resident i al/commercial withdrawals and consumption figures used in the national wate r assessment study for major river
basins in the U.S. [ 11]. Different figures were used for areas within the
fo l lowing basins: Tennessee, Ohio, Potomac, James and Roanoke.
Water withdrawals from public systems within each county and city were
based upon data provided by the SWCB from DPH surveys. For all public systems,
estimates of population served and average daily production were provided.
With these data calculations of per capita gpd withdrawn were made. The
results of these calculations suggested that there were numerous reporting
errors in the data.
In some instances per ca pi ta gpd was less than 10--a
highly improbable number.
In other instances, use rates exceeded 500
gpd--also an improbable number. Therefore, some adjustments to the DPH data
had to be made based upon a series of judgmental criteria. First, where gpd
estimates were "unreasonably" low, i.e., less than 40 gpd per capita, the per
capita gpd estimate of a nearby system, often in the same county, was used in
place of t he questionable estimate.
Second, when estimates exceeded 85 gpd the estimate was examined in
several ways.
In most instances these "high" estimates were in areas where
there was some commercial development (department stores, car washes, laundromats, etc.), and these were considered a likely basis for the ''high" gpd
figure. In some areas the estimates exceeded 130 gpd. In those cases it was
often the case that an industrial operation was a system customer. In some
cases, the elimination of industrial water use (which was included in the
industrial use projections conducted elsewhere in this study) resolved the
problem of a "high" estimate. In other cases no explanation was possible. In
those instances the calculated gpd estimate was replaced by an estimate from a
nearby system.
Once the data had been reviewed in the manner described above estimates
of average daily withdrawals were made by multiplying the population served
estimate by the gpd per capita estimate. Peak withdrawals and consumptive use
estimates were made in the same fashion as was done for self-supplied persons.

ESTIMATION OF CURRENT AND FUTURE
SELF-SUPPLIED WATER USE BY HPA
The basis for estimating current peak withdrawal and consumptive use for
each city and county was described in the previous section of this appendix.
Future use levels were based upon an application of the projection model
described earlier. The application of the model proceeded in several ways.
First, current withdrawals in total gallons per day were converted to
average quantity demanded per self-supplied household in 1000 cubic feet per
year. Appropriate conversion ~actors were applied to transform total gallons
per day to total 1000 cubic feet per year. In turn, this figure was divided
by the estimated number of current households to give the quantity variable
required for the projection model.
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Second, the constant term, a, for the model was calculated by substituting current values for Q, Y and H in the model and solving for a. Third, the
value of Q for 2000 was calculated by inserting the calculated value for a and
estimates for year 2000 of Y and Hin . the projection model.
Fourth, the estimate of Q was multiplied by the expected number of selfsupplied households in 2000 and by appropriate conversion factors to calculate
total self-supplied withdrawals in 2000. Application of the factor for peak
use and the consumption/withdrawal ratio were used to calculate peak consumptive use by city and county. Finally, these estimates were allocated to HPAs
in the same proportion as the land area of the county or city within the HPA.

ESTIMATION OF CURRENT AND FUTURE PUBLIC SYSTEM
WATER USE (RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL) BY HPA
The basis for estimating current use by city and county was described in
the previous section of this appendix. Future use levels were based upon an
application of the projection model described earlier. The application of the
model preceded in several steps.
First, current withdrawals in total gallons per day were converted to
average quantity demanded per central system in 1000 cubic feet per year.
Appropriate conversion factors were applied to transform total gallons per day
to total 1000 cubic feet per year. In turn, this figure was divided by the
estimated number of central systems to give the quantity variable required for
the projection model.
Second, the constant term, a, for the model was calculated by substituting current values for Q, Y and H in the model and solving for a. Third, the
value of Q for 2000 was calculated by inserting the calculated value for a
and estimates of Y and H in the projection model.
Fourth, the estimate of Q was multiplied by the expected number of central systems in 2000 and by appropriate conversion factors to calculate total
central system withdrawals in 2000. Application of the factor for peak use
and the consumption/withdrawal ratio was used to calculate peak consumptive
use by city and county.
Finally, DPH data indicated ~he water source for each central system.
Where a surface source was used that source was placed within the appropriate
HPA. If ground water was used, it was assumed that the well field was within
the same HPA as the city or county system.
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Appendix E

STREAM GAGE LOCATIONS AND PERIOD OF RECORD

E-1

TABLE E-1.
Gauge No.
03.2092.00
03.2078.00
03.5270.00
03.5315.00
03.4730.00
03.4750.00
03.4900.00
03.4784.00
03.1640.00
03.1680.00
03.1715.00
03.1765.00
02.0560.00
02.0566.50
02.0605.00
02.0660.00
02.0697.00
02.0700.00
02.0730.00
02. 0770. 00
02.0755.00
02.0775.00
02.0750.00
02.0250.00
02.0255.00
02.0290.00
02.0300.00
02.0305.00
02.0350.00
02.0375.01
JZ.0476.50
02.0340.00
02.0515.00
J2. 0525. 00
)2.0445.00
n.0495.oo
JZ.0470.00
J1. 6680. 00
01.6730.00
01.6745.00
01.6330.00
Jl.6285.00
Jl.6365.00
J1. 6384. 00
Dl.6385.00
Dl. 6440 •.0o
Jl. 6460.00
)1. 6465. 00
Dl.6575.00

STREAM GAUGE LOCATIONS AND PERIOD OF RECORD.
Stream

Location

Russell Fork
Levisa Fork
Clinch R.
Powell R.
S.F. H9lston R.
M.F. Holston R.
N.F. Holston R.
Beaver Creek
New R.
New R.
New R.
New R.
Roanoke R.
Back Creek
Roanoke R.
Roanoke R.
s. Mayo R.
N. Mayo R.
Smith R.
Banister R.
Dan R.
Hyco R.
Dan R.
Pedlar R.
James R.
James R.
Hardware R.
Slate R.
James R.
James R.
Appomattox R.
Rivanna R.
Meherrin R.
Fontaine Creek
Nottoway R.
Blackwater R.
Nottoway R.
Rappahannock R.
Pamunkey R.
Mattaponi
N.F. Shenandoah R.
S.F. Shenandoah R.
Shenandoah R.
Catoetin Creek
Potomac R.
Goose Creek
Dif fie ult Run
Potomac R.
Occoquan R.

Bart lick
Big Rock
Speers Ferry
Jonesville
Vestal .
Meadowview
Gate City
Bristol
Galax
Allisonia
Eggleston
Glen Lyn
Niagara
Dundee
Altavista
Randolph
Nettleridge
Spencer
Ma rt i nsvil le
Halifax
Paces
Denniston
Danville
Pedlar Mills
Holcombs Rock
Scottsville
Scottsville
Arvonia
Cartersville
Richmond
Matvaca
Palmyra
Lawrenceville
Brink
Rawlings
Franklin
Sebrell
Fredericksburg
Hanover
Beulahville
Mt. Jackson
Lynnwood
Millville,WV
Taylors,town
Point of Rocks,MD
Leesburg
Great Falls
Washington, DC
Occoquan

Period of
Record
(mo.)
192
132
673
564
564
293
564
252
582
588
756
612
624
: 24
576
420
i92
588
588
594
336
378
528
168
618
648
480
618
648
312
i08
.52a
594
. 300
324
408
444
822
432
444
420
576
741
87
1004
582
522
583
288

County
Dickenson
Buchanan
Scott
Lee
Washington
Washington
Scott
Washington
Grayson
Pulaski
Giles
Giles
Roanoke
Roanoke
Pittsylvania
Halifax
Patrick
Henry
Henry
Hal i f ax
Halifax
Halifax
Pittsylvania
Amherst
Bedford
Albemarle
Fluvanna
Buckingham
Goochland
Henrico
Chesterfield
Fluvanna
Brunswick
Greensville
Brunswick
Southampton
Southampton
Spotsylvania
Hanover
King & Queen
Shenandoah
Rockingham
Jefferson,WV
Loudoun
Frederick, MD
Loudoun
Fairfax
Montgomery,MD
Prince William

Appendix F
COMPARISON OF 5% LOW FLOW WITH
SEVEN-DAY/TEN-YEAR FLOW

TABLE F-1.
Gauge No.
03.2092.00
03.2078.00
03.5270.00
03.5315.00
03.4730.00
03.4750.00
03.4900.00
03.4784.00
03.1675.00
03.1640.00
03.1680.00
03.1715.00
03.1655.00
03.1765.00
02.0560.00
02.0566.50
02.0605.00
02.0660.00
02.0697.00
02.0700.00
02.0730.00
02. 0770. 00
02.0755.00
02.0775.00
02.0750.00
02.0250.00
02.0255.00
02.0290.00
02.0300.00
02.0305.00
02.0350.00
02.0375.01
02.0476.50
02.0340.00
02.0515.00
02.0525.00
02.0445.00
02.0495.00
02.0470.00
01.6680.00
01.6730.00
01.6745.00
01.6330.00
01.6285.00
01. 6365. 00
01.6384.00
01.6440.00
01.6460.00
01.6575.00

COMPARISON OF 5% LOW FLOW WITH SEVEN-DAY/TEN-YEAR FLOW.
Stream

Location

Russell Fork
Bart lick
Levisa Fork
Big Rock
Clinch R.
Speers Ferry
Powell R.
Jonesville
S.F. Holston R.
Vestal
M.F. Holston R.
Meadowview
N.F. Holston R.
Gate City
Beaver Creek
Bristol
Big Reed Island
Allisonia
New R.
Galax
New R.
Allisonia
New R.
Eggleston
New R.
Ivanhoe
New R.
G_len Lyn
Roanoke R.
Niagara
Back Creek
Dundee
Roanoke R.
Altavista
Roanoke R.
Randolph
S. Mayo R.
Nettleridge
N. Mayo R.
Spencer
Smith R.
Martinsville
Banister R.
Halifax
Dan R.
Paces
Hyco R.
Denniston
Dan R.
Danville
Pedlar R.
Pedlar Mills
James R.
Holcombs Rock
James R.
Scottsville
Hardware R.
Scottsville
Slate R.
Arvonia
James R.
Cartersville
James R.
Richmond
Appomattox R.
Matvaca
Rivanna R.
Palmyra
Meherrin R.
Lawrenceville
Fontaine Creek
Brink
Nottoway R.
Rawlings
Blackwater R.
Franklin
Sehr ell
Nottoway R.
Rappahannock R.
Fredericksburg
Pamunkey R.
Hanover
Mattaponi
Beulahville
N.F. Shenandoah R.' Mt. Jackson
S.F. Shenandoah R. Lynnwood
Shenandoah R.
Millville,WV
Catoetin Creek
Taylors town
Goose Creek
Leesburg
Great Falls
Difficult Run
Occoquan
Occoquan R.

5% Low Flow
I
I

I

I

I

41
19
146
36
93.5
48.5
88.7
11
145
570.0
940
1153
620
1415
111
6.5
234
597
41.5
40.7
127
78.3
720
8.5
685
9.6
553
785
17.7
29
975
1287
146
72.5
44.5
. •8
25
8.5
71

I

145
95
45
31.5
194
508
9
9.6
9.8
28

Seven-Day/
Ten-Year
Flow
10.7
6.6
99.0
23.1
72.3
39.8
58.0
8.3
102.5
394.4
718.8
883.0
427.2
1129 .4
81.3
4.6
222.7
399. 2
27.7
25.4
110.5
38.0
412.8
1. 0
428.3
3.7
' .. 39 7. 8
505.6
5.7
,
9.1
580.1
'
719 .4
120.7
1
25.7
'
15.0
I
I

I

I
I

I

'
I

,
1

,
I

o.o

3.2
1.9
27.6
46.1
37 .8
16.5
17.5
150.9
367.0
3.1
2.3
2.8
8.4

